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GLOSSARY OP FINANCIAL TERM

Aeynge Cost or Funds: A weighted average of the interest cost of a bank's deposits and own fumds,
based on the composidon of its deposits at a point in time.

IWtal Market The market in which long-term financial instuments, such as equities and bonds, are
issued and traded.

Clearin In the context of the payments system, refers to the transfer and recording of payment
instructions made by a payor to a financial institution. Clearing can be done on a gross basis i.e.
transaction by transaction or, if channelled.trough a specialized cleaing organization such as a
clearinghouse, on a net basis where total receipts of one institution are offset against payments to be made
by that instiutin.

Cmnmffm Falls: Mort-term debt insames that are used mainly to finance trade. Examples are
promissory notes, by which debtors commit themse[ves to pay to creditors or to their order a stated sum
* a specified date, and bills of exchange, which are drawn up by creditors and accepted by debtors.
Commercial bills that are also accpted by banks are known as bank accepances. Promissory notes
issued by large corporations to meet their general financial needs are known as commercial paper.

Conlractual &Jo titom Occupational pension funds, natona provident funds, life insurance
plans, and similar insttutions that collect fiancial savings on the basis of long-term financial contracts.

DRirect imuments n connection with monetary policy, refrs to actions affecting monetary conditions
which direcely force bans into portfolio positions they would not voluntarily accept such as aggregate
and indiidal bank credit ceilings, interest rate cotrols and directed credit policies.

Dhmunt: A reduction from the face value of a financial contract.

Disintermediado: Usualy it refers to the removal of funds from interest-bearing time acounts in
savings institutions and commercial banks for the purpose of reinvesting the funds at higher rates in
market instume. In other cases, ordinary sight and saving deposits are removed to increase the
demand for durable (e.g., land, gold) or consumption goods, or to be lent direcdy by surplus agents
(nouseholds) to enteises, bypassing fmancial intermediaries.

Equits Finanoe: The provision of finance in a form that entitles its owner to share in the profits and net
worth of the erise.

EMdLinlh DThe extent to which savings an economy is channelled through the financial system.
Usually measured as the ratio of broad money (MU) to GDP.

Da resstr: Usually refers to the sharp deterioration of a group of fiacl indicators resuling
in changes in the behavior of the agent before its restrucuring or bankruptcy.; When such distress
reaches crisis proportions and is widespread, it usually leads to a rush out of real or financial assets into
csh.

FVinancal inhtatm lhe framework of laws, regulations and wounting pracdtes goveming
financi transactions and the logics and practices of the payments system.
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Pinnuddatw The suc of em in economy which facilitates the conduct and growth
of real economic transaction though the ou of mony for paymet, saving and investmet his
structure of Ie n iclude money and egulatoy policies, inrastructure, institutions,
instuments and markets which arwe la to enabe dte tranifer of finacial resources with minimal
possible dsk and cost from payes to recipi of fds and fom sves to borrowers.

E4ninal E:w. The inins, inments nd markets in the fimcia sector.

The portion of totl walith held in the form of financialsse.

Fisal eidt: Defined on a cash basi as the diffierewe between total Govenment cash oulays,
indudig interest outlays but excluding amortzion paymat on the outing stock of public debt,
and tota casih recpts, inluding tax san nonta revenue nd gas but excuding bornowg proceeds.

Girobat An institution for handlng ffinanial payments ad asfers. It receives payments from
individual payers which e averl payment obligation (eg. utility and tax bms) or frm a fim
or public entity makng payroll transfers. The girobak the- aI these payments by
individual payes who receive a lump s-u settlement from the girobank for obligafions due from a group
of a group of cients (eg. the utility,company).

Hg*ftng: Te acuision of a finacia contract designed to pro the purchser or the seler agaist
a future change in the price of a commodiy or secuity in which te purchaer or the seller has am
interest.

J[ndexdon: A mechanismfr periodicaly adjusting tie nominal value of conacu in line with
moements in a specified price index.

IndireLat lrstnmens:In connectio with monetary policy, refrs to policy actions affectng monetary
conditons such as interest rates ad -nlceels throug us of market forces and financfil markets.

Luidd liabifltes: Money plus hi_bly liquid money s ust, mca a saving deposits.

LI;iditMnm n In coection with mnetar policy, refers to actions taken by a centr bank
to ensure that the banking system can flexibly prvide in the short-rnm fr the cash and payment needs
of society.

Monebr= poli: Refesm to acto take by central bas to Set monetary and other financia
condidons in puut of the brader objectives of susaina grwth of red output, high employment and
price stability. D u d fom fiscal poliy whih affects these brader objectives through
Govemment expndiur and taxes (s. dfree hInms ad ndit).

MK2: Currency and other liquid asst. Narow definitin such a MI refer to money used as a
medium of ehage. Broader definiton such u DO or M3 add tD MI money used as a store of value.

MoniM marker: Markets i which flaciaU with a tem oaone year or less are issued amd
h-aded. These insmmmm usually inchude eterpris bl commercial pae, bakers,

Treasuy bils, ad negale cate, of depost.

A loan on which contual oblan (for example, Interest or amrtization
payet) are ot beiq . -
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Qn market tm dos: A tool of monetary policy trough which a cetal bank can affect resrve
money through purchas or sale of sewrities.

PllgNts system: The systm of logsdcs and practices invofved in settling economic obligations and
transferring resourc tigh financial payments. Cleaing and setement are the two major steps in the
payments process. The inutiona elements of this process include, for example, the system of checks,
cl e ,girbm and automatic deposit and payment orders executed by fimancial instiion
including the postal system. (see cleaing grbank, and setanit)

wrodendal RcgWadm: Refers to the set of laws, rles and regulatons which are designed to miniize
the risks banks assume ad to ense the safety and soundness of both individual institutions and the
system as a whole. Examples include lending limits, mmum capital adequacy guidelines, liquidity
ratios, -etc.

Ou :si-riscal Activides: Refes to activites undertaken by the central bank that are outside the strict
ambit of monetary policy and which are nomally undertaken by the Government these activties c
affect the profit and lass accout of the cetal bank or initially show up only as a change in compostn
of central bank assets.

Ouasi-fiscal Deridt: Refes to the losses of the cencral bank that arise from activities not specifically
related to monetary policy and hat would be normaly undetk by the Government (see fiscal defcit,
quasi-fiscal actities, menry polcy).

Reserve Mg= Curny i circulationn plus deposits (of bank and other residents but not the
Govermen) with the monetay authorities.

urites: Fmancial insrumen which can be readily tansferred through sale from one owner to anotr
either directly or trmgh the intrmediary of specialized istitutions and markes.sThe term generally
refers to ihares amd bonds speficay.

Sewwiffzdtion:The process of confering the uradeable dcaacri cs of secrities to a financial
instrument.

Seii = MwThe net revenue deved frommoney issue.

&ttlemIent: In the contt of the payments system, refers to the actual waDsfer of value based on
payments instruction trogh the use of acwunt balances at a financial institution which can be bat
balances or on the bools of the central bank.

Tenn ilnance: Equit or medium- ad ong-term debt f inn

WritQfs: The act of removing an et fom the books of a company or bank, acknowledg and
charging the loss against loan-los provisions or capial.
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Ityes and O _ of othe Rand

1.1 ObiectIves of dIhe Report: This Ro has dtre objective: OQ to ideniufy
s gths and weaknesses of Mad s finanl system; () to formua policy optios which
could enable the financil system to better serve the cory's objocties of stiable ad
divenified growth; and (iii) to recommend an appropriately sequeced srategy for financal
ytm developmen d coud be hnplemated within dte 1990s. As in most low-ihcome

COuntrie, Mdadagascas financial system i narrow and i low, compriing a small rag of
s iomns nd inuments for mobilizmg financial svig and cannlig credit. Fincal

d ening and broaing can fcilitao the ecozcic otrsikion from e adjustment nd
stabIln policie of the 1980s to a period of sdf-sustained gowth. This would entail macing
existin financial institution, instuments and markets more efficiaet d developing new -
as needed to progressively respond to die grwing needs of a incrasingy maket-oriented
ecnom. What corstin an appropriat fiancial system for Madagscr and hot tdevclop
such a system is th subject of analysis of this Report

1.2 Imgd of nance to theonml 1 :NM TIastinA apprpiatefinancial
sytem is eential to Madagascar for severa reasons. Fst, an efficient financial system can play

a major rle in expansion of domestic nd foreign trade, stiulation of domsdc savings ad
qFfnpmwp chanling of available resources to productive uses - fumctions essential to the
Increainly markt-oriented Malagasy economy. Secod, a ystem of Waropriae finac
Istitions, insuments and marmets enables eonomic age t pool, pric and trade the rios
asociatd with varios economic activities which individua entreprInmarS ma not wish to bta
entiy - a key ise which wil emere with increasing economic divei io Thd, a well-
developed financial system with adequate depth and rage of fiancial instrments can over time
help address the concer of Malagasy poicy make to more effetvely conduct 
policy and adjust to interal and exna hcks.

1.3 QverallQMranjizafon[oftbheR : This first atofe Report itoduce
th financial secor in Madscar in the context of rect devlpment both in the domestc and
extenal ssectoof the economy. h then fiousses on te y economic chaenge of resour
mobiizaion and allocatm in which the financial sector is assum an inceaingly impartat
ale After rmewing ther- snn ad salie dtni fath

system in Madagascar, the first chapter concludes with an outline of how the remainder of dais
Repo idenfi imprvements in re ch mobilizaon and aocaton tough the financ&i
stem. To develop the analytcal undepin of a fancial sector srtegy in Madagscar de
finci sector is viewed in this Report as cmprsing dares se of elements whih are
sucsvey aalyzed in Capers 2 through 7. These ar st of elme of th ficial secor
arethe frmeworkof O uiclk ad (ii) w swos 6

Chapter 2 and 3 of the Report respectvely eamine the framework of maz-
fn sc policies and the relqat, lega, accounting and paymen mechanisms which prVidle
the badc infastructure for financial transactions. Subsequenty, Chapt 4 trouh 7 em
'tha co elments of t financial syste b institutions, istrme and markes. Tbes chap
cov rcent devdopments and fiuure chaeges of the banking (Chapter 4); iss in

. . _~
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term fimnce, particularly in regards to conmrac sav instipttions and housing finae
(Chapter S); the special issues pertaining to small-scale depositors and entepreneurs (Chapter 6);
and the scope of new instruments, institutions and markets to meet specialized trade and
investment needs (Chapter 7). The concluding chapter of this Report outlines a financial sector
development strategy based on the analysis of the preceding chaters.

Economic ;Growth And Rect Policy Develoiments

1.4 atteres in Gr h: Madagascars post-independence economic record is mixed
and can be roughly characerized by four periods: modest growth from indeendence in 1960 tD
1970; stagnation from 1970 to 1980; shap deterioration between 1980 and 1982 - dming which
period real GDP contracted by 10.0 percent; and almost a decade of stabilization and adjustment
beginning in 1981 and with signs of real per capita growth emerging towards the end of the
1980s for the first time in decades.

1.5 - Policy Shifts in the 1970: During the 1970s, the county followed an inward-
looking development strategy which resulted in declining grwth and imately in large cument
account and fiscal imbalances. This strategy emphasized a predominm role for the public sector,
with industrialiation as the central objective and agrculdtre in a supporting role. Neveriheless,
until 1978, the authorities also pursued cautious financial policies that kept the fisca deficit low,
held the balmce of payments dose to equilibrium and resulted in a debt service ratio of only 4.0
percent Between 1978 and 1980 however, the Malagasy authorities embarked on a policy of
massive public investment. It was poorly coordinated, concentrated on economically inmiable
projects, and financed mainly with external borrowing on commera tam. This policy,
combined with declining tems of trade and stgnant domestic revenu increased considerably
the fiscal deficit, fueled inflaion and resulted in a large external debt burden that subsequently
consotained economic growth.

1.6 Stabifltion in the Earl 1980: Beginnig in 1981 and until 1986, the
Government embarked on a policy of financial stabilization centered on demand adjustment.
During this period, the fiscal deficit was reduced substntaly mainly by curtaing public
expenditres, notably in investment. Largely as a result, the annual expnsion of domestic credit
fail sharply and anmual inflation dropped from about 30% in 198142 to about 13% in 1983-86.
On the external side, the current account deficit was reduced in half, with the brunt of adjustment
failing on imports.

1.7 Structural Adjustent In the 1980: While finacial stabilization measures
helped alleviate immediate macroeconomic imbalances, a number of struual rigidities and p
ditortions remained embedded in Madagacrs economy. From 1985, as stabilization measues
implemented in the fist part of the decade were showing steadyig results, the audxtoites tuned
their atetion to adjustment effrts on the supply side. These efforts comprsed some early
adjustment measrs followed by the first large-scale m c structural adjustment
proA launched in 1987. This first stage of adju s focussed on quantitative and price
coatols. Under this program, a large devaluation of the Ma fianc brought the red
effective exchange rate to less than half its 1978 level, protective import quotas were relaced
by tariffs and a non-discretionary open general licenws system of foreign exchange albocatn
for merchandise imports was established. These refims were extended to administatve export
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restrictions and state agricultural export monopolies which were eliminated and to remaing price
controls which were lifed. In the next phase of adjustment, from 1988 onwards, reforms were
broadened to public sector management where sgthening of the public investment and
budgetary formulation was initiated along with reforms of the public enteprise sector. At the
same dme, financial sector reforms were undertaken entailing the clean-up of loan portfolios of
stt-owned banks and the entry of private capital into the banking system for the first time since
nationalization of bank in the 1970s. At this stage, some systematic attention also began to be
given to the social aspects of the adjustment process.

1.8 Evolution of Prices In tbe 198X0: Until 1982, Madagascar maintained a
comprehensive system of price controls at both producer and consumer levels. Under the
stabilization, and later the adjustment progms virtly all domestic price controls were
eliminated begining with agricuilua producer prices in 1983 and ending with retail prices of
goods in 1989. Recent analyses condude that the impact of price dereguation upon the evolution
of the price level was positive and contrbuted to the decreasing of the inflation rate. During the
1980s' inflation showed a camel-back p n with two major bumps in 1982 and 1987-88
(see Fig. 1.1). As measured by the yearly average of the combined CPI, the rate of inflation
incrsed from 18 percent in 1980 to peak at 31.0 percent in 1982 and decline sharply to a low
9.0 percent in 1985. I rose again in 1986-1988, reaching a second peak of 26.3 percent and
dropped thereafter. For 1990, inflation was estimated to be nearly 12 percent.

1.9 Effects of Money Sup and E chame Rateo-nflaton Regression analysis
ows dt throughout the 1980s', prices in Madagascar were very sensitive to vaiations in

mney supply and the eichange rate [/. The consumer pnce index laed by one-qer
showed an elasticity of almost unity to money supply. In contrast to this general pattern whereby
money spply led inflation, during te 1987-1988 period of high inflation triggered by the large
devauation of the FMG, money supply lagged behind prices.

1.10 lgajonjandjDisintermedinjatj: Maceconomic instability and high inflation
led to disintediation in the first part of the 1980.. From 21.9 percent in terms of the GDP
in 1980, MI dropped to 15.4 percent in 1985 and M2 from 24.6 percent to 18.8 percent. The
stabiization and adjusm programs initated in the first half of the decade steadied the
macroeconomic environment and brought inflatfon down with the rest disintet mediation was
arrsted and the financial system began to deepen ag. In terms of the GDP in 1990, Ml was
abbut 19.0 percnt and N2, 22.7 percent The experience of the first part of the 1980s appears
to have significantly affected the "depthW of the financial system in Madagascar compared to other
owuntries (pa 1.38)

11 Rgrssing quarterly CPI data on quarterly broad money (M;2) data, an X coefcient of 0.9
nd R-squared of 0.95 are obuined with 40 observations.
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Figure 1.1: Madagascar
Inflation Rate 1980-1990
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faling short of generating a broad based and durable supply response. Real GDP gew by 3.8
percent for 1988 and by 4.9 percent in 1989; growth for the year 1990 however slowed to 3.5%.
Tams of trade deteioration have kept domestic demand sluggh and per capita consumpion
continues to fall. In the last yea of the 1980's, private aggregate consumption stabilized,
whereas public consumption continued to decline. As a result, total domestic svng began to
grow reaching 8.0 percent of die GDP in 1989. 21 The fragility of the recovery however
became evident in 1990 when decline in taditional exports and stagion of non-trdonal
exports coupled with a dramatic surg in credk-financed imports led to a rise in infaon and a
sharp fall in externl reserves. The ecnomy sfill remains highly vulnerble to exernal shocks
which put the - to sustnable growth at rist

EIwm Sector Develots 1970-1990

1.12 E&chang RBtak Cervaluation: Although, Madagasa lft the fran zoe in
1973. tbe Malagasy franc (P1MG) remained fixed at 50 FMG per Fren:ch franc unfil 1982.
During die 1970s' Maidagascar allowed its exchange rae to appreciate considerably in real curs
the real excne rate apprc by abou 26 pert between 1977 and 1982. A similar
course was followed by many developing countries and was enabled by availability of foreip
finance to cover resuting current account deficits and in some cases, by relatively favorable te
of trade. This real app on othe exchange rate favored production of nontraded over traded
goods and encouraged reiance on imported inpu. Fiancal institutions, accordingly, teded
to allocate a larger share of financial resources tD firms in the non taded goods sectr. In
Madagascar, public enrprises accounted for much of the acivity m noniraded goods dmurg the
period of ehange rate overvaluation. Their suwbs borrowing from the financial system
posed, later in the 1980' a major risk for commercial banks portfolios as the Government
initiated macoeconoomic adjusmen and trade liberalization measures which confoted public
entepriss with a much more competitive envioment ta the one they wer facing formely.

1.13 fl n Rate Adjuwments: In 1982, the Magsy frac was devalued and
pegged to a basket of currencies trade-weighted according to the distrition of Madaasc trade
during the period 1973 -1980. Smiting in 1984, the authorities adopted a flexic exchange rate
policy, whereby the exdcange rate relve to the basket was indedto the domestic prices inx,
ensurig in the subequent yean a gradual dqepciation in real te. As a reslt the nominal
Se:tive exhange rate depreciaed culadvely by 73.5 percen be 1984 and 1990 and fte
coresponding real effetive ehg rate by 59 peret, with one fourth of tbis to devauaon
occurring in the perod 1987 to 1988.

1.14 hnp .f& gtRateCbangm: Thesuccessivedevaluationsduetook pice
principlly in the second part of the 1980s are reflected in the financial sysem im two ways.
Direy, the bale sfeet of the central bank showed increasig accumuated ecap rate
los tough its wrevaluation acc%mtW, placi the financial structure of this institution on a
unsound footig, contibuting to money creaton and constining the conduct of monetary

2/ Domestic vings are substantally higher th natonal savings becae of a lage negative
-e fctor nmcome from abroad with ex l ierest paymen absorbing more ta e half
of domesic -.
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policies (see Chapter 2). In contrast, Malagasy publicly owned commercial banks had few
tabilities in foreign exchange and where not affected directly by the devaluations. However, they

were affected indirectly through the financial sitation of many of their borrowes. The devalua-
tions affected Malagasy enterprises which bad liabilities in foreign exchange. These enteprises
were mostly parastatals which had no or litle foreign exchange asst or revenue. As a result
their financial siuaion deteriorated and this deterioration affeced in turn the commercial banks
which, as mentioned sbov-, had a large credit exposure to parastaals. This contributed to the
financial distress experienced later by these banks (see Chapter 4).

1.15 New System of Foreimn Exchange Allocation: In 1988, a new, lieral system
of foreign exchange allocation for foreign trade operations was set in place, while control of
capital account transactions was maintained.Under the new system, the Liberlized Import System
SL) introduced in July 1988, all economic agents may import and receive the tot amount of

foreip exdcmge requested for merchandise transactions at the prevailing exchange rate. No
restrictions apply to the opening of credit or the means of financing imports; importers may freely
use their own resources, borrow from the banking system, or avail themselves of external loans,
inuding supplier's credits, to finance imports. Servces and the captal account ansactons,
however remain controlled. Under this control, the Treasury authorizes and supervises all
payments for invisibles and borrowing and lending abroad by resident and outward and mward
invesments. Commercial banks are not authorized to maintain an exchange rate position in any
fDreign curency although they may hold trade bills as foreign assets. There are no awrangements
for forward cover against exchage risk operaing in the official or banking sector. There is
scope for the financial system to help stimulate capital flows from abroad and facilitate trade,
by developing new mechanisms for servicing foreign loans, paying suppliers, providing for
dividend ad capital recovery for non resident risk an managing exten financial risk (see
Chaptr 7).

1.16 The extenal payment crisis of the early 1980s, although stemming from the
1979-1980 public investment boom, was precpitated by a marked detioration of terms of trade
and a sharp icease in international interest rates. To meet the crisis, the Malgasy autorities
tghtened fiscal and monetary policies in addition to the series of devaluations discussed
previously.

1.17 Ba.nce oftys Despite a prudent demand management policy in the later
part of the 19W0s', Madagascar's balance of payment has remained under considerble pressure.
1990 was the fourdh consective year of deterioration in the exra terms of trade(see figure
1.2). Also, in the second half of the 1980s, a number of mesoures aimed at trade liberalization
released a pent-W demand for imports, furter deepening the trade deficit At the smme time, the

wcr account remained burdened by heavy interest paymens related to the large exenal
borrowing on non-cocessional terms in the 1970s. The peormance of the extenal setor was
also hurt by a cydone in 1986 and a drought in 1987-1988. Against these constrain, a major
positv ftr was a subsati incr in the levels of grants and concessonal loans whih
gradually stengthened the country's exrnal position, even allowing for a modest build in the
lvel of net intational reserves towards the end of the 1980s before this began eroding in 1990.
However, a 38 perce increase in imports combined with a 12 percent decline in eort eanings
shifted the small trade account surplus in 1989 ino a deficit of 2.5% of GDP in 1990 which was

dwr P Dedented since the early 198s.
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Tale 1.1: SUMMARY INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTS
( in percent of the GDP )

1981-1983 1984-1988 1988 1989 41 :990 4/

Current Account 11 -12.6 -10.9 -14.2 -13.2 -13.5

Trade Balance -4.4 -0.7 -1.8 - -2.5

Interest 21 -5.1 -6.8 -9.3 -11.0 -7.6

Other Current Account 31 -3.1 -3.4 -3.1 -2.2 -3.4

Capital Inflow 0.6 5.5 6.1 4.5 5.9

Arrears(-decrease) 2.5 -0.5 -0.9 -1.4 -1.5

Reserves(-increase) - 1.6 2.1 0.9 1.0
I Including net official tanss. 

ZV Including moratorium interest on rescheduled debL
a, Non factor services royalties, remittances.
41 Provisional.

Soure: World Bank and IME Data.

1.18 Shifting Structre and Continuing Burden of External Debt: Madagascar
borrowed mosdy on concessional terms during the 1980s, in contrast with the 1970s. However,
owing to the difficult balance of payments situation, the outstanding debt inherited from the past
and contacted on non-concessional terms, had to be rescheduled. Therefore, the overall debt
continued t rise, refecting concomitantly the substantial depreciation of the Malagasy frac. At
the same time, the stock of external debt as a ratio to GDP incresed from 90.0 percent in 1984
to 142 percent in 1989. The composition of the outstanding stock of external debt changed,
however, considerably during the second part of the 1980s. Debt rescheduling with official
creditors and positive net capital inflows from multilateral organizations led to increased
outstanding exten debt from these sources while the outstanding external debt to commercial
banks and oustanding enal payments arres decreased on account of net repayment by
Madagascar. Since 1981, Madagascar has signed seven -rescheduling agreements with the Paris
Club and four with the London Club; the country also benefitted from a USS516 million debt
cancellation from France in 1989. Despite the highly concessional terms of debt contracted aftr
1982 and the succession of debt relief agreeme, debt service continues to s ly burden the
economy. In 1989, debt sevice after rescheduling and cancellations represented 59% of exports
of goods and non-facor services. Unless this burden is substantially eased, the economic fibture
will continue to be mortgaged and resources that could be mobilized for growth will instead be
preempted by debt payments.
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Figure 1.2: Madagascar: Merchandise Terms of Trade and Price Indices
of Traditional Exports 1985-1990
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Figure 1.3: Extemal Debt b Type of Creditors
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Futu-e Challengs In Reource Mobilization And Allocation

1.19 Mad_mrla,nU teu: Owing to both domestic and external
developments, eoonomic peformance in Madagascar has historically not been commensurate with
its human and physical endowments. Today, with a population of 11.6 million growing at 3%
per year and a per capita income of $230 in 1989, Madagascar remainsone of the poorest
counlries in the world. Reliance on a narrow export base has been associated with a secular
decline in terms of trade (see Figure 1.2) and has led to a pattern of economic growth which is
sluggish and vulnerable to ernual developments. Yet, Madagascar's physical and human
resources afford unusually promising economic potential particularly in comparison to a majority
of couonties in Sub-Saharan Africa. Its exceptional ecological and climatic diversity allow
cultivation of a variety of tropical and temperate crops. This agriculura potential coupled with
the availability of a significant variety of mineral deposits and of an indutrious, relatively well-
rined and competitivelypriced labor force offer a strong basis fbr a diversified economy
including a variety of non-traditional economic activities and exports. In the services sector,
considerable al exsts in turism for which Madagascar's unique environment, cuture and
coasdine constitute valuable assets. Most of dtis potenti however has been unexploited.

1.20 Challenes in a New Economic Environment The shift in policies during the
198s, particularly since 1985, has begun to profoundly alter the domestic economic environment
and the incentve structure in which the Malagasy private sector opeates. These reforms have
helped lay the base for reitalizig traditional economic activities and stimulating new ones.
Nonetheless, the supply response to these reform to date have been limited and are evident
mainly in the highlands of the country. Traditional activities such as rice production have been
revived while some new activities have been sfimulated inmn-traditional areas as textiles, agro-
induries, aquacuture and seafood processing, and gemstone cutting and polishing. Yet, while
the domestic incentive structure appears more faorable for sustinable growth in the 1990s than

yime in the prus two decades, outsunding domestic constmints are now compounded by
the challenages of an increasingly competitive international economy. These ernal chalenges
incude the emergence of rapidly gowing newly industrializing cuntries (ICs) notably in East
Asia; greater difficulties than in the past in atracting foreign capital; and greater demand in world
markets for rapid technological adaptation and timely delivery which in turn requires more
flexibility and responsiveness in production and greater atteion to maddeting and transport
logistics. These factors leave the Maaay economy today at crossroads as it faces the challenge
of restructuring and diversifying in order to survive in the new market-oriented system.

1.21 Impotnce of Resouc Mobilization and Allotion: Ensuing sustainable
growth in the 1990s requires several coainu to be overcome. Among the most fimdament
of these constraints is the mintence and depenmig of the stock of physical and human capitad.
Given the need for increased eports to sustain gwth, Maagasy businsses, which in the past
refrained from investing in certain activities pardy because of the small domestic market and
unfavorable policy environmen, must now begin to invest and increasingly produce for global
markets. A necessary element for an increased investment rate is the availabity of both domestic
and freign resources to ensure that the existing capital stock is adequatel) replaced, maintained
or expanded. To ensure tdht these resources are used as efficiently as possible, the traditionaly
preponderant ole of public investnt must be reoriented to allow proper private sector response
to market signals.
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1.22 PublicandPrIvteSecorRoles: Mobilizing and efficiely alocatingresources
for future growth is a twofold challenge in which there are important and complementary public
and private sector roles. On one hand, more efficient public sector management and fiscal policy
sbould ensure tha tax and other public revenues are raised in the least disordonary manner and
that public investment is based on well-defined priorities and carefilly appraised projects that
themselves facilitate and induce further economic activity. At the same time, resource
mobilization and allocation through the financial system has to be improved to facilitate enhanced
private sector roles in the economy. In contrast to the government which mobilizes and allocates
resources through its taxing and spending authority, the financial system, particularly dposit-
taking institutions, depends on voluntary decisions by private savers and borrowers to place and
use finmcial resources. The efficiency of resource mobilization and allocation crucially depends
on how well financial institutions, instuments and markets address thejoint needs of savers and
borrowers.

1.23 Maintaining Investment for Growth: An adequate overall rate of investment
is a critical although not a sufficient condition for sustained growth. Madagascars investment
rate in.recent years lies below the average for Sub-Saharan Africa. Gross domestic investme
averaged 10.6 % of GDP during 1985-89 against 14.6 % for Sub-Saharan Africa. This level of
investment however is unliLely to be adequate for sustained and significant real per capita growth
in income. For example, among Sub-Saharan Afican counties, the minimum nvestment needed
to replace depreciated capital alone is estimated at about 13 percent of GDP. ft is also estimd
that the investment rate in these countries has to be in the region of 25% of GDP in future years
if a minimum growth rate of 5-6% is to be attained.

1.24 Efficiencl offAneteInvestment: As Madagascar's experience with the cash
public investment program of the late 1970s has shown, a high rate of investent alone does not
ensure economic growth. An adequate aggregate investment rate must also be matched by
efficiency in investment. Empirical studies confim that less dtan half the growth in output can
be attributed to increases in labor and capital; higher productivity explains the rest. Accordingly,
increases in labor and capital inputs must be accompanied, for example, by improved health,
education and work effort which increase labor productivity while capital productivity is increased
by techical progress and more efficient allocaton of investible resrces. Efficient irvestment
in the aggregate requires that all economic agents be able to make sound investm dedsions in
response to undistorted market signals. Overall investment encompasses a wide range of decisions
including, for example, govermnent investment in infrastructure, enterprise invem in
productive capital, household invesmt in shelter, and investmentby individual farmers to build
fences and improve pasture. Individua econonic agents tend not to make their ivestmeit
decisions in isolation from investment decisions by others, notably that of the public sectr.
lTerefore, notwithstandng the increasing market-onentation of the Malagasy economy, the role
of public investment will remain crucial.

-t .- . : -
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12S gSai: A major constraint in incrsing dte leve of
investment in Mapscar, pardiuay the level of private inesment, is d low level of
dome savings. Despite its recent increase to 10% of GDP in 1989, Mad_ sc's gross
domestic sving rate is below the avea for Sub-Sahara Africa (12.4%). Aggrega savion
can be raised fom domestic sources conssti of public and private saving (which ineract in
important ways) as well as savig from abroad. Uni now, concessional (and essnialUy public
sectr) capitl inows from broad hve provided the bWk of resouces fr (argely public)
hwaemnt While such public capital inflows wil remain necssary and are lidy to contin
in the - tem, it will be crucial for domestic souces of savings and private f g capil to
incra their absolute and relative contributions to financing agregate invemment Each of d
sources of saving tha are alternaives to foreip public capial inflows is discused bdow.
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Figure 1.5: Comparative Gross Domestic Savings Rates
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1.26 Public and Pkivate Sehr Rots In Saying: In paralel with an appmpriat
publicfprivate mix, in invesment the public and private sectors have complementary roles in
savings. The most homediate way to raise domestic saving is to increas saving of the public
sector (compreheively defined to encompass central and local govaeme as well as public
entrpises and the cetral bank).- Goverments ability to mobilize large amounts of resources
lthough its poweas to tax and create money make it a key source of investment finance, whethr
or not it udetkes tis ivestment direy or channls resources to other enies. Chages in
publi savins however result not only from the discretionary and dire effects of tax and
expendiure policies but also from the impact of cxcage rate changes on feign-de
revene and expeditures. Notwihtnding the impoance of public savings, it is th priva
sector in M ar, as in most couies, which andrtakes the greater part of domestic savig.
Government resource mobilization eforts aimed at improving tax yield should therefore not
discouap private incentives for saving, investment and production. At the sam time,
rrvenmt policy can readily alter the disposable income of the private sector mainly t
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tax policies, in a market economy it has only limited influence on the share of disposable income
that the private sector saves. Increasing the private savings rate usually takes longer than the
public sector and depends mainly on growth in household incomes through economic growth.

1.27 Mobilizing Household-Savings: The most important source of private savings
are households, the basic economic unit of any society. The principal motivations to save among
households include: to invest in children's education; to meet large unanticipated expenses such
as weddings and funerals; to enable consumption .. ir retirement from the work force; and
accumulate funds for a major purchase such as a house. The fundamental determinant of the
savings of a household is its level of income. Cr. one hand, given that Madagascar's per capita
income stands among the fifteen lowest in the world, there are limitations on increases in the
average level of private savings in the immediate tem. Yet, the significant disparities in income
distribution in Madagascar also suggests scope for mobilizing additional savings from better-off
segments of society. Additional factors can influence the household saving rate depending on
what margin its income provides over and above basic subsistence needs. These include the
objectives of savings and altemative ways of satisfying them which are in part influenced by the
security and terms of available financial instruments. A major source of private savings in
Madagascar's predominantly agriculturl economy is the rural sector which is typically a net
saver albeit not necessarily in financial assets. While transforming unmonetized wealth into
financial savings alone does not increase aggregate savings, it can generate more efficient use of
resources.

1:2S Enhandng Enterrise Svings: The other source of domesdic private savings
is the enterprise sector. After earning incomes from sale of outputs and paying for capital, labor
and intermediate inputs, enterprises generate profits which are partly paid out as taxes and
incomes to their owners (thus contribyting to household incomes). The residual constitutes gross
savings of an enterprise which can help finance an enterprise's own investment, form a reserve
against possible future losses, acquire financial assets (thereby transferring savings to other
economi_ entities) or provide for depreciation of existing machinery, equipment and buildings.
The savings level of the enterprise sector depends on overall profits and in turn on overall growth
of the economy. Given the limitations of the domestic market, one crucial determinan of
enterprise profits is the competitiveness of Malagasy enterprises in export markets as the economy
restructures and diversifies. Given this profit level, the savings decision of an enterprise depends
on the rate of retunn on available investments, uncertinty of future income, volume of existing
accumulated reserves, and the quality of available fmancial assets.

1.29 Delorn chic Factors and Savi: The future evolution of savings in
Madagascar will also depend on a combination of demographic as well as growth factors. In any
given country, the larger the active population (conventionally defined as the proportion of
individuals above fifteen and below sixty-five years old), ihe higher the potential savings rate.
In 1989, about 52% of the Malagasy population was estimated to be in the "active" age group;
this proportion, which is comparable to other developing countries, is expeced to rise dtroughout
the 1990's, especially among the rural population. Faster growth in Madagascar in the 1990's can
lead to a higher aggregate savings rate given macroeconomic stability and oDnfidence of savers
in the economy. Ibis is becmase the aggregate savings rate would move closer to the savings rate
of active workers, widening the gap between the lfetim income of active and retred workers.
Therefore, if economic policies in coming years succeed in providing productive employment to
nw job seek, this should favorably influence the level of overall savings in Madagascar.
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H_ower, the impact on fia smainp coud be nelil nless d financal sysm is fher
devloped in orde to capue thes somces, p laldy in ruraie.

1.30 . Salim from Akmad: In addiion o dometic source of prae
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ooncessi-nal private ilkw (loa aid diree estme) playn a relavy minor rdle.
.ltuh coessioal public in li tlyno ura ihora in theseeable fture, th

base sbstatl inflow of pvae resoes sould begin t be estb1ishd Ibi would
req adeate legal proctio for provid of frxi capital, whethr the form of debt or
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equi. Growlh in Mdagasc could be sustained if tere are also appropriate policies to deen
and develop the fiancial ser in order to service the growing needs of an incraingly
diversified real ecnomy.

Figure 1.6: Madagascar The Resource Gap
(% of GDP)
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1 33 US fiimpf uucl&dr Aspreviously mentionedSefancialsetor
in Madagac ca be viewed aconsing of fina l poicis ad finacial nracr which
supp e nancia Lystm FRmancial policies rzebla maiy to- monesply, intee ra,
pblic de finag and t provision of fimia seic. These policies are defore ky
aspe of money, fiscal md exchg rae management as wal vi s regltor ad soa
polices. Fi a infrastructe consiss of the institt l uppot for the financil sys ixmd
in th legd a relatr frmework govae g finanl transa n he p a suzouulg
audi, ac t and financial dislosure and the oprations of the payme systm BSo dtu
ape= of te finan_a system are examined in the subsequaet two chpte of this UqorL As
in ay couty, dte core of the financial sector in Madagascar consis of to thee bsic dlents
of the financial sysm insttuto, instument and marts. These elements of the fnaial
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system, which are summay reiewd below, are examined in the fAurth tough seventh
capters of this Report.

1.34 Financial institultions cover a variety of entiies induding deposi-taking
instions (banks, postal s informal savings schemes), conaual sanW institutions
nurace and social securty) and specialized mstilutions (eg. vem capital, leasing). The

insituons provide vial sec for economic growth and developmet Besides the important
function of servig as a payments mecham for eonomic tnsactions, dtese instituio are an
importan although not exclusive channel thogh which financial savings ae transferred to
borrowers. In Madagascar, financial institions in the formal sector are presently limited to the
Central Bank, four banks, a postal checking and savings system, two insurance compani, the
Soi Security Fund, and two venure capital finns.

1.35 mancistruments represent claims to real resources. The claims are againt
financial insti ns or against borrowers of these instons or Ci the case of equity) to the
resid value of an enteprise. Ihe holdings of financial assets in bMadagscar must be viewed
in the context of other forms of wealth. G its predominany smaliholder agrarin economy.
livestock and land loom large as prevalent forms of wealth, possibly along with home owners*.
Financial i _tuments provide an alterwative to real assets as a store of wealth and are important
vehidles for helping allocate surplus resources in their most efficient use. In Madag , fthe

instruments fDr financial savngs are currency and demamd and time bak depi;
insurane, social security and pension fund claims as well as a small volume of local shares and
Treasury bils make uri the renainder of financial claims held against residets in Madagac.
Fianci resources arm maily uansferred dtrough a range of bank crei produ and the smal
Treasuy bill market

1.36 cnancial markets facilitate the voluntary transfer of resources from savers to
investors, both individual and instittional, by pooling and pricing financial resources accordn
to citeria of risk, return and liquidity. They compris primary marets for n nedgtiable
debt scrties or equities and secondary markets for tg these inoments. The only fonal
financial markets m Madagascar are: an embryomic money market restricted to commerci banks
and comprising an inter-bank market and a recently-aunched liquiity window oPerad at the
Centra Bank; and a smaUl monthly auction of Treasury bills.

1.37 The financial system of Madag is stfill at an ealy stage of developmean
Fianc instuons are dominated by the banking sector and their trnsactions are subsially
foused on the formal, urw segments of the economy and population. A rage of spelized
instituionsfound in developed financial systm do not exist in Madaascar, for eampie, in
houng fimace, leasmg or discounting of trade bills. Fmancial intruments m i are
aso rdimeny - the share of financial assets held by private savr in foms other ta
currency and dWosits is minimnl while mall-scale saving in the rural and informal sectors
substatialy u etzd Like most low-ince coutries, lacks fiancial
instume such as mutual fimds, quasi-equity inst entus or corporae bonds. Financial madre
ae lagely undeveloped: the money market is embryonic and a well organized and active capial
maket does not yet exist Besides the formal financial system, an informal financial system exi
th largely operaes outside the ambit of for inanial sector reguato tle is known about
the impa of dtis informal system nor the efficienc of its operation.
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1.38 Depth of the Malamsv Fndal Stn: One of the basic indices used to
gauge finacial sector development in a country is financial depth Empirical evidence suggests
a strong correlation between financial depth, dficiency of invesmen, and ecownomic growth.
Ilvestment productivity, as measured by the raio of the chnge in GDP t inve is
significantly higher in countries which have deeper financial systems. Financial deepening,
through higher financial saving, should figure as a top priority for the Malagasy authorities as
the experiece of fast developing oDuntries suggests a strong link between financial development
and growth. However, the depth of Madagascar's financial systom has not been significantly
different since its early post-independence history. The M2IGDP ratio, one of the leading
indicators of financial depth, has hardly changed over a twenty-year period (1968-1988),
remaining below the 25% of GDP. Table 1.2 compares Madaar's financial depth with that
of a number of industrial and developing countries.

Table 1.2: FINANCIAL DEPTH AND FINANCIAL PRICE INDICATORS
(1985-1988 avenp)

MIG;DP Rafio G;DP r tr% PD Capita
IncomeUD

Indtrial Countries

-United Staes 69 3 18.190

-France 73 3 12,813

4-apan 175 1 15,245

-United Kingdom 67 5.2 10,230

]Developing Countries

.-lndia 46 7.1 308

.-Mauritius 54 6.8 1,410

-Nigeria 29 16 575

-Ethiopia 43 1 120

-Malawi 26 13.4 158

Madgascar 2235 16 215

Soure: World Bank Data
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1.39 Reasons for low financial depth: Several factors may explain the low M2/OGDP
ratio for Madagascar as compared to other developing countries like Mauritius and India. First,
Madagascar's GNP per capita stands among the lowest in Sub-Saharan Africa and has been on
the decline since 1980, when it reached its peak of $350. Second, high infladon, particularly
double-digit inflation as recently as the mid-1980s, has been a major disincentive which has
adversely affected peoples willingness to hold financial assets. The experience of other countries
shows that oositive real interest rates favor fiacial saving over other forms of saving and
therefore promote financial deepening. Reducing inflation and maintaining a stable price level is
as an essential precondition for increasing the size of a counws financial system and thus
promote the economic efficiencies associated with bank financial intermediation. Third,
Madagascar's financial network is mainly concentat in the urban areas, thereby failing to
capture the surplus resources of the rural areas. Financial deepening will require a
decentralization of financial activities from the urban areas to the rural areas.

1.40 Perceived Importance of Finance: In addition to theoretical insights on the
importance of finance to growth, the importance of the financial system can be directly assessed
by investigating the perceptions of Malagasy enterprises. The latter perspective has been
examined in this Report pardy through in-depth interviews with a sample of 104 Malagasy
enterprises of varying sizes and representing a range of agricultural, industrial, and comniercial
activities (see Annex 1.2 for a detailed description of the enterprise survey and results). When
asked to rank the relative importance of finance, generally spealng, to their growth compared
to seven other constraints (mcluding market size, access to raw materials and labor, and axation),
44 % of these entprises ranked finance as the predominant contraint Finance was especially
a;n as the major constint to growth among small and medium-scale enterprises. In addition,
Figure 1.7 shows how the enterprises ranked the relative importance of four types of financial
consuaints - high interest rates; inadequate working capital; insufficient equity; and scarcity of
foreign exchange.

1.41 Inadequacies in Servidur Financial Needs oftheRealEconomy: Theanalysis
of the Malagasy financal system which is developed throughout the rest of this Report points to
at least five major inteelated inadequacies within the financial system as a whole emanatig
from both the supply and demand side. First, the ovrl financial system is heavily biased
towards short-term finance with ,ry little medim and long-term finance available either as debt
or equity. Second, the attractiver zss of holding financial assets as a primary form of wealth has
until recently been eroding because of uncertainty among economic agents with regard to inflation
and the real exchange rate. Third, many economic agents find it difficult to get access to the
resources of the formal financial system because of their small size (small and medium-scale
industries and smallholder peasants) or the nature of their activities (notably, in agriculture and
to some extent in construction). Fourth, the financial system is not widely regarded as an
effective menism for discharging financial obligations and transferring resources in a timAely
and secure manner; partly as a result, basic payments instuments such as checks have not
acuired universal acceptance. Fifth, both suppliers and users of finmcial services suffer from
a lack of adequate financial information such as lending tems ad credit risks which is
compounded by varous inadequacies in either obaining or adequately enforce legal protection
necessary to ensure confidence among lenders and borrowers. This has conuted to a pattern
of fimance in which transacdons tend to be limited to short maturites and to borrowers either
personally known to dhe lender or able to provide easily attachable collateral.

.. .-.-. . -A -: : .. :
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1.42 Potential of the Malas] finandal system: To vayin degrees, virtualy aDI
low-incme countries share the above-mentioned inadequacies in Madagascar's fiancial systms.
At the same time, the range of available financial institutions appears more narrow in Madagascar
an seveal Sub-Sabaran African counties which have, for example, leasing companies, housing

finance institutions, a large network of informal grassroots-level savings institutons and
embryonic capital markets. Furthermore, a narrow and shallow financial system is, in one seuse,
even more constraining in a large island such as Madagac than it would be a smaler island
ecowomy such as Mauritius. Owing to its unusually large size - the world's fourth lgest island
with an area larger than France - weaknesses in the financial system tend to papeuate the poor
linkages among product marwkes in various regions of the country by not affording adequate
payments services. Realization of the full potential of developing an export-oriented economy
is hus constrained. Yet, at the same time Madagcar's econmy shows promising potential in
areas such as agriculture, mining, and tourism as a resut of its human and
physical endowments coupled with its unique flora, fauna and range of dimates. The scope
therefore ests for developing among the most dynamic export-oiented economies and financial
systems in the Africa and Indian Ocean region. The absence of cetain financal institutions that
may exist elsewhere can also be seen as an opporunity to avoid the mistakes of financial policies
since many of these instutions in Sub-Sabaran Africa are themselves riddled with problems.
Notwihsanding the increasing market-orientation of the economy, government policies will have
a key role to play in fiacial sector development as discussed below.

1.43 Shifthrg State Inlvennyt in the Finandal Sector: Although the role of the
state in ownership of ficEal instittions generaly makes a dubious contribuon to financial
sectr development, approprate state roles in macroeconomic na _ and r y
policies are essential to financial sector development. Govemnment has an imprtn role to play
in the financial sector in providing a sound macroeconomic framework which mainta positive
real interest rates, does not unduly prempt investible resources for public expndite and
enes that the borrowers of financial insutions opate in a undistortd eco
environmen. Government also needs to provide a regulatory frameork which balances
effiiency in the financial system, which requires freedom of financial managers to act, with
prude management of financial institutions and safety of deposir and investor funds, which
in tam requires some degree of government regulation. The me shift away fiom
gover ownership in institutions must now be matched by a strengthened gvernment role
in appropriate macroeconomic management, financial sector reglation and prudeal
supevision.

1.44 Towards a Finaclal Setor Stratef: A strategy for fiture financial sector
development in Madagascar must determine how the policy and ins_ttional framework affecting
financial tsrnactions can provide appropriate stimuli for s ng existing and developing
new financial institions, instuments and markets. This strategy must also be grounded in -
assessment of the needs of real sector activities. At the sme tme, a review of the experience of
financial development elsewhere - in both developing and indusal countries - can provide usefiu
lessons for Madagasr (icluding an aprecan of pitfalls of cetain policies). Especilly useful
insights can be gleaned from neighboring counties such as Maumitis which has undegoe a
signitficant evoluton of its financial system in the last decade together with a dramatic
ransFormation of its economy. All these perspectives are developed in the chaper which foLow
which provide the analytical underpinnings for identifying options and priorities for a fianid
somr sta i Madagascar.
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1.45 The atached Table 1.3 summariz how the discussios in Chapter 2 dtrough 7 are aimed
at identfying imprvements in dtree closely related areas:

(i increasing the level of finandal savings: Measures to increase confidence of savers
in the value and safety of financial assets can increase the share of savings in
Madagascar, (much of which is unmoneized), that is dhanneled trough the fiancial
system. Furthermore, there aears to be promising potena in two areas to encourage
saving through financial asses: (a) among the vast majority of small-scale economic
agents who have not yet accessed the existing finacial system; and (b) dtrough long-term
fiancial contract such as insurance and social security.

Cii) increasing the efriden gro investent: As the key ingredient for
incsing efficiency of investment and promoting rapid ecownomic divesification
in Madagascar, increased private investment requires that finacial sanings be
effectively channeled to its most productive uses. A well functioning financial
system will help promote high-yielding projects by: (a) fstering competiton
among lending instituions which disciplines their leadig decisions on whiuch
thir profis and suvial depend, and (b) ensuring that risks and res of
investnents are apprpriately balanced trough financial markets which help
price the cost of capital and distnbute the risks of invstnenc and

(i lowerinu the costs and risks of finanial transations: Effective
of savings and invtment dtrough the faial system i

Madascar depends fundamely on reducing the costs and risks of
transfring resources from savers to borwwers and from payers of financial
obligation to recipien of funds. Improvements in the legal, accounting and
paymess system are needed to lower these costs and risks, thereby encouraging
wse of the finncial system to settle economic obligations, to duanel savings and
to fina investet

Following the above analysis, Chapter 8 outlines the basic elements of an approach for
implementing the varous proposed measures and instuion buiding measres.
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Table 13 Proposed Fiancial Sector Srategy

EY OBJECIM XEY MEASURES DErAIL.D
RECOMMENDATIONS

INCREA9NG Increased credibility and Chapter 2 (para 2.48-2.53)
FINANCIAL SAVINGS effectiveness of Centld

Bank monetary policy
Operational gos:

Strengthened superision Chapter 4 (para 4.36-4.42)
Increase real returns on and regulation of fiuancial
rnanxa assets and institutions
confidenc of depositors

Revamping postal chekng Chapter 6 (para 6.26.34)
Small-scale sa and savings system
mobilization

Improving operating Chaper (para 5.26-5.2S)
Boosting contractual Incentives and regulatory
saving framework of insurance

and social security

ENEANCING Averting crowding out of Chapter 2 (par 2.54-236)
EFFICIENCY OF private investment from
INVESTAENT Central Bank losses

Operational goals: Enhancig competiion Chaptr 7 (par 7.44)
witin financial sector

Increase share and level indcuding divestite of
of private inveshnent Ing govenment

shareholdings Chapter 4 (para 4.28-4.30)
Promoting high-yield Chapter 7 (para 7.29-7.46)
investments Building money and capital

markets to price and
Improving pricing of dismbute financial risk
capital

LOWERING COSTS Stgteing legal Chapter 3 (art 3.3-3.37)
AND RISKS OF fmework to protect

mANCa financial contrut
TRANSACTIONS

Improving accountag, Chapter 3 (para 328-3.35)
Operational goas: auditing and financial

disclosure
Improving racnial
Luternedlation and Increasing speed, acucy Chapter 3 (pan 3.42-3.54)
payment services and reliability of finalcial Annexes 3.3-35

payments and tansfs
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NGTBENING MONEI=RY 1AN&OMMN
OF TBE BFf ANK

2.1 Tn developing and iduial cmoutries aike, the ma function of cenral banks is to
ensuore the integr of the naional rrncy and a stable pricm levd. To this end, central backs ar
entrustod with management of money and liquidit in the economy. As auch, the central bank is a
pivota point of the fina sysm To effively undertake is fiuctions, it should be financially
sud ad independent and have well tined staff at is disposal. s chpe is prmarily conered
with the exsting role of the ctral bank in Magsc (-) in monety policy and the means
foir iproving this role in a market-oriented ecowmy. Monetary policy generally has two aspects-
economic management and liquidity me he economic management aspect involepsie
stabilit. This aspect of monetary policy is epety constrained by avaiable &rign reserves,

neal debt and inflows of foreign capital. At th e same , and wihin a shorter tie horion, doe
cen-w bank has to assure dtat dte banking system can provide flexibly for cash and payment needs
of society. Both these aspects of monetay policy iact closely with thie outcomes of public fimace
policies which are also reviewed in ts chapter. The oher crucial fimcon usualy attrbuted to
centra banls is prudential reglation and supervisn of baning institutions which is dissed in
Chapter 4.

2.2 This chapter is orgaized a follows. Goverment finace policies an first reviewed
to pwvide a context in which to siuat ctan actvite of BCRML These quafi-scal" actvities of
BCRM are nOt striy rdted to monary mngemen. These acvits ae analyzed m depth
beca they have seros implicaon for BCRM i t of its abili to ef ey play its role
in monetay management. Subsequenty, the vaious Inmtum of monetay policy ae reviewL
The conusions of tis capter suge brad dirto for fute chn BCREM to enable it so
become a more effective playr in the financi system in Madasc.

2.3 Goveme fiance can iflnce the finadci sector trugh its impact on money
sr,pply, crdit and inerest rates. The im pact com tmou do means by whih the deficits
finned. In anyzing the impac of deiit fiancing on te Malas financial sysem, tho partcuar
definition of th fiscal defici must be clarifie The fisca deficit is nay defined s te
central goverment financn gap dt is covered by net government borrowi, inldn borrowing
from dte centa bank. lhe fiancing gap reuts rm tdh ecess of tta goverment cabh oudays,
inudig interest paymen but ecudig oon O pbic debt, over tot coh re-ek,
inluding tax and non-a proceeds but excludi brrowlsg. At te -w time, in Madasr -
in mmy other developing conri, crtin govemen fiac actvities dth are usay undert
by the ceal gvment have bees instd assiged to th centrl bat These operao Which
are not sricty caried out with he purpose of Implmenting Monetary policy, are Jreferrd o10 a
quasi-fiscal oper of the centra bank The conltion of te snuloLluLit ad

ifisSddiesproduces abroadermaweofpvemaotfinncin needswhich forthpurposes
of this analysis is called the overl fisd
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2.4 Conventional Fiscal Deficits in the 1980s: Following the fiscal inbalances in
1978 - 1980, caused by a massive increase in public expenditure, the Malagasy authorities imple-
meted a pmgram of fiscal austeriy. As a result, fiscal performance improved significandy during
the period 1911-83, during which the fiscal deficit which had peaked at 18.4 percent of the GDP in
1980, was reduced sharply to 6.7 percent of the GDP. This reduction was effected mainly dmugh
a reduction in expenditure. During the period 1984 to 1988, the authorities consolidated this
substandal fisca adjustment effort. Fiscal deficit during the 1984-89 period was kept within the 3-4
percen range of GDP and it was brought down to only 0.9 percent of GDP in 1990 (see Figure 2.1).
The incra in the deficit during 1988-1989 resulted primrily from a number of once-and-for-all
e_penditures, including those associated with rehabilitation costs of the public enterprise sector, the
part write-off of doubtul and litigious loans of the commercial banks to public enteprises and
from the impact of a sharp deterioration in the tems of trade on export-related tax revenues.

Figure 2.1: Fiscal Expenditure, Revenue
and Deficit, 1984-1990

Percent of GDP

20

20

1984 1965 19o8 1987 1988 1989 1990

L_ F&isca Revenue M Ficl Expenditure

Source: Govrnment Data

N: Fical deficit refr to cal goveanmet Scandal operaon duing the 1984-19i period. TheaIcovdho meml budgs, cztabudgctazy capil outys finaoced by cueral soures, revenues and
of th I urcrop stian fad (FNUP), other exrabiudgeay aet expenditur finaced

by do and rimn imports fnaced by CR. Fcl deficit is defined on a cs basis which equas
ta l kivame wvrevem leu prmnment epen pit s $u s delays and arra.
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2.5 Financing the Fiscal Dehit: Table 2.1 shows that during the 1980s the share of
the cental government budget deficit was financed to a decreasing degree from domestic sources
which mainly consisted of central bank financing. Net extern financing of this deficit assumed
increasingimportance as a proportion of the fiscal deficit, rising from 55.5 percent in 1984 to 225
percent in 1990 and covered, on the average, more than five sith of the total fiscal deficit over the
1984 - 1990 period. This contrasted with the period 1980 to 1983, when its sbare of deficit fiancig
was declining. In turn, domestic financing fell continuously from 1984 onwards, corr ing to
the cumulative govenment repayment to the domesdc banking system of approximately FMG 110
billion by the end of 1990.

Table 2.1: Central Government Budget Deficit and Flnandng
(n percent of the GDP)

Overall Cash Financing
Deficit Domestic Foreign

198143 10.1 4.6 5.5
1984-88 3.6 0.5 3.1
1988 3.5 -0.4 3.9
1989 4.1 -. 5 4.6
1990 .9 -1.2 2.1

Som= Government Data.

2.6 Asmnt of Fiscal Perrormance: Having redressed previous major fiscal
imbalances, fiscal stabilization efforts in Madagascar in the 1980s' appear on the whole quite
impressive. Notwithstanding the success achieved hitherto, a more qualified a_sssment is necessa
in examining both the developmental impact and susuinability of this fiscal pefomance as wel as
attendant pressures on seeking government financing outside the genera budget Lacking the
a priate margin of manoeuv and instittional structures to tailor goverment reenues and
expenditures to changing economic circumstances, the authorities were forced in the 198t' to dash
to varying degrees all categories of non-interest current expenditures. Consequently, civil serice
salaries gradually eroded in real terms to well below their levels of the early 1970s with adverse
implications for the motivation and efficiency of government employees. Furthermore, as the
principal category of discretionary spendig, goods and services bore the brunt of the cuts, wit
adverse consequences for the functioning of public instiuons across the board and the profitabit
of private enterprise. Moreover, tax to GDP ratios in Madagascar, already low by intenional
standards , have steadily diminied during the 1980s reaching a low 9.4 percent of GDP in 1990.
It is therefore not surprisingly that in Madagascar, as in many developing counties which hv
maintained sevre fisca sterityr drives for long periods of time without imprving fiscal reveue,
fisc pressures have led to various modes of govement fancing outide of the budget In the cas
of Madagascar, in addiftion to the financing of the conventional fiscal deficit, other financin of
Treasr has occurred through quasi-fiscal activiies of the central bank described below.
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2.7 BCRM OuasiFisIcl Qptons: As is the case for most central bankm around the
world, BCRM pefonrs a number of banking and agency services for tde Treasury which would be
generally accepted as proper roles for a central bank. For example, BCRM has a statutory role in
mntaining account for the Treasury, keeping deits (including "counterpart hfnds' described in
pars 2.18) aMl making advances to the Treasury. At the same time, BCRM has engaged in a number
of 'quasi-fiscal activities which entail explicit or implicit financing of Government Like BCRM,
central banks in many other developing counies have gone beyond their strictly monetary functions
by undertaking such quasi-fisca activities which tend to evenally ureate central bank losses. These
losses either alone or together with other central bank financing of the deficit often end up being
monetzed. Central bank quasi-fiscal activities have a potential for adverse effects on liquidity and
money supply. Moreover, sch monetization may quicldy get out of hand and undermine the ability
of the central bank to control money supply, wih threateng consequences for macroeconomic
sability and credit availability to the private sector. Such quasi-fiscal activities include negative real
returns on financial operations related to the net financing of the Treasury and public enteaprises,
subsidized credit, rescue of distressed financial institutions, finmancing of the servicing of the extnal
debt and assuming the accounting and cash losses resulting from foreign exchange opations. It
appears that losses of BCRM which have been chronic and sub tial since 1980 can be principaly,
although perhaps not exclusively, traced to the two last type of operations. These principal quasi
fsc activities of BCRM are analyzed in greater detail below.

Figure 2.2 : BCRM Advances to Treasury
and Statutory Limits

Billions FMO
1200-

1000 -........_.._ -

200- = m : .O40--.0 f>zy0fJJ

tsr ises1" lag

Actual advances = Sbttutory Limita
Note Under artile 54 of the SCRM Statutes. advance. to the Treasury are llmited
to 15 percent or ordinary budget revnue of the previous fiscal year. S r D
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2.10 Ceal Bank's 12MRelated med-Fiscvities: Aoodierquai-
fiscal finction of the central bank is the performance of 4breign exchange operations and transactios
on behalf of the government and the servicing of the external debt without fidl compaton by the
Treasury. This function became very important durng the 198)s after BCRM assumed extenal
liabilities from the Government and the private sector iz the context of Paris and London Cub debt
rescheduling agreements. As Figure 2.3 shows, the financial repercussions of this quasi-fiscal activity
have dramatically reshaped the central bane's balance sheet ind income accunt The accounting and
financial results of these operations are reflected in the wrevaluation' account and accumulated losses
accounts of the central bank balance sheet which are discussed more fully below. The evolution of
these two accounts shown in Figure 2.3 result from a fundamental mismatch witin the balance sheet
of BCRM. On the liabilities side are foreign cncy denominated liabilities aginst which there is
the domestic currency denominated 'revlWuation account' on the asset side which is in practice
unremunerated by the Government. Every time tire is a devaluation, there is initially an equ-
increase. in the domestic currency value of both accaunts on the liability and asset side. The
discussion below however shows that there have subsequently been asymmetric movements in both
sides on the balance sheet leading to BCRM operating losses.

2.11 Te Revalion Account of BCR The revaluation account originated from the
need to account for the changes in value of net foreign assets following devaluations. Since, net
foreign assets (mcluding medium and long term ones), as shown on the central banks balance sheet,
have been increasingly negative during the 1980s, their increased value in domestic currency
consequem. to devaluations had to be reflected on the assets side of the central baks balance sheet
by an offsetting entry called the wrevaluation account". Over time, this 'revaluation account began
to record other foreig exchange operations and transactions. Today it records a mix of accrued and
cash results from servicing of external debt and sundry operation and tmrsactions. Under normal
accounting practices however, only losses on an accued basis should be induded in dtis account;
once these losses are realized, they should be moved to the profit and loss account and be set off
yearly agant net worth. The revaluation account also records differences i posted values resulting
from tume value nmsmatch between outflows of foreign exchange and conrsponding donmesic
curency inulows from the Treasury. his mismatch arises in payments from the Treasury tD BCRM
in domestic currency equivalent to debt servicnmg on the original maturity schedule and out payments
by BCRM to service externa debt according to the maturity proffle of reschedulmg agreemeom.
Under the 1983 amendment to BCRM stattes which was related tn its assumption of n external
debt sevicng fanctions, the Government was to guarantee any resulting valuation losses that have
now been recorded in the revaluation accoamt In practice, no Government compensation on this
account has occurred. Hence, the revaluation account which now reflects the yearly total value of a
number of both accrual and cash foreign exchange operatons and trnsactions, represented in 1990,
40.2 percent of the assets of BCRM in 1990 without generaig any income for BCRM.

2.12 The accumulated losses of BCRM: BCRM has consistdy incurred subsntial
operating losses thoughout the 1980s as shown in Figure 2.4. It appears that the foreign exchange
operations and transactions described above are by far the main source of Central Bank losses. The
changes m the revaluation account descrbed above can rema unrelizd and not have any impact
on BCRM income statement. t is only when BCRM has to purchase foreign exchange at a new
devalued rate to service old debts acquired at an overvalued rate that an impact occurs in terms of
BCRM operating losses. This is because payments from the Treasury do not fily compensate BCRM
for valtioon losses, leading to operating losses as the valuation charges are realized. Since 1985,
these operating losses have averaged 3 perct of the GDP a year and have accumulated to the
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eqialent to 9.6 percent of the GDP in 1990. According to BCRM states, the Govermnt is to
fuly compensate BCRM for such losses. Since the cental bank considers t these loss rqesmt
a daim on the Government, it accoun for them in its balance sheet under 'other assu rather ta
on the liability side as a reduction in net worth.

Figure 2.4: BCRM Annual Operating Losses
% of GDP

P.rontage of GDP
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2.13 Agrete rmlt of quaIfscal activities: When induding the caims on
Govenment reqrsented by the revaluation acount with BCRM's opeatg account nd BCRM
advances to tho Trasr at dte end of 1990, he rulting claims on Govemen rrate about
607 per cent of ordinary budget revenue esmated for 1990. Ihis percenge is abo forty times *
actual percetae limit of 15 percent prescribed by BCRM staes (see para 2.8) for BCRM credit
to the Treasury. A m- carul study is needed to fly darify the origin, acuntng practices md
magitude ofhe quasi-fisca ac i of BCRM desribed here. Although the quasi-fiscal operations
of the centra bank merit fart investigation, the availle iformation suggsts that the opera-
don, particulaly a reflected in the revaluation and other assets accounts, have a major impact on
money base creation and the finacial stabiliy of the Centrl Bank. Ihe monetary signficace of
central bank opeati losses is that they lead to reserve money eation. Depending the sizw of
these loss, they my susly intefer with monetay policy.
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2.14 In Maagascar, these losses have become very large, amountng in 1990 to 60.5 per
ct of the stock of reserve mone at the end of 1990. In other words, BCRM in its reserve money
management had to compensate for a 60.5 per cent autonomous increase of reserve money or accept
the inflationary consequences. However, as discssed below, such compensation did not occr by
desip between 1984 and 1990 but rather inadvertenly. As the discussion below points out, during
this period the poenaly inflationary conseqences of BCRM losses were compensated by large net
inflows from the Treasury to BCRM arising from the mismatch of debt servicing under the origina
and rescheduled payment profiles and the substantia1 accumulation of counterpart fund deposits. his
situation undecores the precaious position of monetary management if and when such offseting
factors cease to compensate for the inflationary impact of BCRM opatng losses. As the discussion
below shows, continuation of exiting exte debt servicing aragemets into the 1990s is likldy
to resut in increased inflaton or crowding out of the private sector if BCRM is to attain its tgets
for monetary growth. In addition to operating losses, there are the accrued losses found in he
revaluation account which, as noted above, will even ly be realized as operaig losses. The
monetary impact of these quasi-fiscal activities are reviewed in depth below. A side issue, but also
an important one, is that these quasi-fiscal activities should be of concem from a fisca stadpoi
By obscuring dte fill magnitede of government financing needs, the importance of these actvities
camot be properly weighee agamst that of odter activities competing for limited resources.
Accounting for these quasi-fiscal operations significantly dhanges the picture of fiscal pefirmance
and monetary stability and raises a number of key issues with regad to both fiscal and monetary
policies.

2.15 Durin the perod 1984 to 1988, the main objective of monetary policy was to limk
the increae in M2 or broad mony in line with that of projected nominal GDP so as to avoid
inflationaypressures and strengthen he extenal position. As exlained above, a nuber of develop-
ments, some of which reflected direct credit and monetary control, retrained cesive money
sply with the resut that broad money increased in line with nominal GDP, the latter increasing at
18.6 per annum duiing the period and the former at 185. percene, thus implying an almost constant
velocity during the period. In 1989. financing of the quasi fiscal deficit incre sharply which led
to an increase in base money and accordingly broad money grew by 29.8 percent againt 15.4 percent
for the GDP. his monetary slip caused in turn, a dramatic decrease in foreign reserves - as trade
policies and foreign exdcange allocation had been liberized - forcing the authorities to tighten anew
credit ceilings and limit drastically import financing.

2.16 Imact onaseMoneCreation: A central bak creates liabiities in the fom of
curency and reserves against its assets. Together currency and reserve firm base money. Base
money is intmediated by the banicng system. This intermediation produces a nmutiplier effect and
adds to bank deposits and to curency in the hands of the public. To analyze the proximate origins
of changes in the money base using centrl bank balance sheet, the moveme in inlterona
reserves can be viewed as a residual variable. Table 2.2 below shows the five main sources dtat
influenced changes in the money base in the 1980s: medium- and long-term liabilities; rvaluaion
account; losses of the central banks net claims on Governt; and net short term foreign ass.
Fiure 2.5 graphically depicts the major sources of change in the money base in Madagascar dming
198890. These influences on the money base and their significance are dicussed below.

... - . . ; ~~~~~~~.. .7
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Table 2.2: SOu of Easion ot the Monetr Bae
(in billion of FMAG)

1985 1986 1987' 1988 1989 1990

hat Reserves net -11.1 45.0 132.1 149.0 55.5 -176.5

Claims on Gv. net 26.3 24.3 6.6 -25.2 -65.8 -19
ClaimsonfBanls 4.1 4.6 5.2 5.2 1.3 115.7

Reevaluation account 19.4 185.5 653.1 227.6 126.8 76.6
Central Bank losses 50.0 55.0 105.0 100.0 160.0 49.0

Foreigp liab. M. & L.T. -75.2 -230.7 -818.5 -368.7 -179.1 -87

Other Items -1.1 6.8 -44.3 -79.3 -9.0 9.6

SubTotal JL La 322 Il7 
Akney Base M _-1 B1 322 Rh 171
(Err and Omissions) (0.6) (0.3) (0.1) -

Not The above table analyzes hangmm in the monetary base in terms of chn in the other items
of the centr bank balance sheet.

2.17 E _pansonar and Contacinaa Influences on M Three of these
developments had an expansionary effect. The increase in the revaluation accoun" had the strongest
expansionary effect It was followed by the gradually rising losses of the central bank and marginaUlly
by poste movements m net iteatonal reserves wich, as mentioned above, can be considered
as a residual. Ihe main contci effe came from the expansion of medium and long tem
libilites followed by the decline in net claims on the governm Expansionary and cotrctoary
efcts offset each other before leading, ftrough monetary cannel to an increase in demand for the
monetay base ta in tun led to an expansion in ftis money base every year from 1985 to 1989.

2.18 Key Feature of Base Money Evolution: There are three notable featus in the
developmes mentioned in the paragraph preceding and depicted in Figure 2.5. First, medum and
long um liabilites increased faster than the reevauaton account. It appears that this diparity is
ainly due to a sipificant discrepancy between the time value of payment in domestic curenc

made by the Tresury to the central bank to finane the sericing of the external debt and th. time
value of acualm payments in foreip exchange made by the centrl bank to debt holders. This
discrepay arises by the two insttutons using diffrent debt servicing schedules related to the
mutiple rescheduing of the eenal debt (see paa 2.1 below). In fact, the Goverment makes
payments in donmetic currency to BCRM based on the original extal debt schedule while ECM

rvices aternal debt based on rescheduling agreements A second feature of base money evolution
is tat total losses of die central bank over the 1985 to 1989 period are more ta four times greater
than the total money base creatim during that period. Hence, consideing centra bank's losses as
a policy vaiable, these losses can be viewed as accounting for more than tota mo on Th,

t caims on government (iLe. BCRM lending less total government deposits) exed a
ontra-onary influence largely becase of the accumulation of unspent counterpart funds (discussed
in parm 2.20 below) rather tham becase of a major fiscal efft.
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Figure 2.5: Madagascar: Major Sources of
Changes in Monetary Base

Percent of GDP
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2.19 Mon:tr rok of the revcatio aa=t: As noted previously, t revuation
account reports both accrued as weIl as cash operations. I therefoe canot be fiWy reated to money
base creaion at a given point in time (pas. 2.10 and 2.11). However, accud vaton chanes
in die stock of extal liabilities become realized when paymen e due and made. These cash

aions then conbute to base money creadon. Mhm predominant co oy influence, with
regad to base mony evoludion have been dhe movements of medium and long term liabilities. Uhe
appare time dicrepancy beween the reording and these movements on the liability side of the
baae sheet and the posting of offsetting moves in t 'revaluation account' on th assets side
has gemerated on its own a cr influence on the demand for the monetuy base. 1hm
would appear to result from inflows from the Treasu o DCRM cesponi to debt service
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payments as the original maturity schedule exceeding outflows from BCRM for debt service payments
corresponding to rescheduling agreements. However, as discussed above (para. 2.11), valuation
losses ultimately become realized and are reflected eventually in the mounting losses of the central
bank. When there are time lags between receipts and payments or if different exchange rates are
applied consecutively, then the net result of these cash operations can result in a contraction or
expansion of base money, depending on there relative size. Until 1990, inflows from the Treasury
exceeded oudlows from BCRM; this situation is likely however to be reversed in the early 1990s,
leading to potentially significant inflationary consequences or severe crowding out of the private
sector. To effectively manage the monetary consequences of existing exteral debt servicing
arrangements, the time profile of future inflows and outflows according to the original and
rescheduled debt agreements should first be fully identified. Only then can future monetary impact
of the revaluation account be systematically managed through adequate compensation of ECRM by
the Treasury.

2.20 Monetary role of goveemment deposits and counterpart funds: Although BCRM
advances to the Treasury have not decreased in volume in recent years (see Figure 2.2), net claims
on government have decreased on account of increasing volume of Government deposits with BCRM.
The increase in government deposits in turn is due to a rising volume of counterpart finds.
Counterpart funds are the proceeds in domestic currency of the sales of foreign currencies or goods
originating from xtnal loans or grants. Generaly these funds are earmarked by related donors for
specific projects. Most counterpart funds are deposited by the Treasury at the central bank and have
accounted for an increasing percentage of total government deposits at BCRM (see Figure 2.6). They
are now equivalent to well over FMG 500 billion or more than twice the amount of domestic debt
repaid formally, hiterto, by the Treasury to the central bank and more than half of total government
deposits in BCRM. These deposits do not bear interest In the context of the ongoing macroeconomic
stabilization fbfrts, the use of counterpart funds in Madagascar has in effect become an instrument
of macro economic management The accumulation, over the past six years, of unspent counterpart
fimds helped the Government to contain money supply. Had these fimds been deposited in the
commercia banking system mstead of BCRM, they woud have had an expansionary impact by
allowing banks to fimd firther credit to the economy. From a monetary viewpoint, that is not
considering the problems such accumulation may entail for the public investment program, the-
accumulation of bounterpart funds allows additional quasi fiscal deficit financing and corresponding
monetization to be delayed, to the extent that an offsetting fiscal effort is not taken.

2.21 'On one hand, the accumulation of counterpart finds within BCRM may be seen as
positive, given that it has helped contain inflation and helped increase the share of credit availabie
to the private sector by allowing the Government to effect net repayments to BCRM. Yet the
phenomenon of accumuated countexpart funds also underres the problems created by a long fiscal
austerit period unsupported by measures to structualy increase fiscal revemne and enhance the
elasficity of fiscal revenue to economic activity. It is a reflection of the transfer of the fiscal pressure
from the fiscal to the quasi fiscal area. The huge size of acmulated counterpart funds indicates that
they are unlikely to be able to be released quicldy for government expenditures. One possible way
of reducing the potential volatility of counterpart funds on government deposits would be to use part
of these funds for offsetting Government claims on the assets side of the central bank's balance sheet.
Such an approach would however need to be done in the context of a comprehensive solption to the
problems of BCRM relations with the Treasuy and their impact of BCRM balance sheet and would
necssitate the agreement of al donors and other parties involved.
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Figure 2.6: Evolution of Government Counterpart Fund
Deposits With The Central bank
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2.22 Magitude of Ouasi-F0scal Defrit: Table 2.3. shows thz. quasi-fiscal opations of
the central bak that are dlose in magnitude to the conventionally defined fiscal deficit. Tee quasi-
fiscal operations of the central bank in every year of the period 1985 to 1990, entaied some form
of cental bank financing as the losses of the central bank are greater than the Treasury net repay-
ments. Had the Treasury been required to fmance losses of the central bank, it would have bad to
find additional fiscal resources equivalent to about 3.0 percent of the GDP, on average, during the
period 1985-1988 and to 4.0 percent and 1.1 percent in 1989 and 1990, respectively.

Table 2.3: Oussi iscal Deficit and Its Finanigg
(in percent of the GDP)

Convenfional Quasi-fiscal Overall Domsic Fioreign
Fscal Dericit Deficit of Fscal Deficit
of Treasury ECRM 1\

198448 3.6 2.9 6.5 3.4 3.1

1989 4.1 4 8.1 3.5 4.6

1990 .9 1.1 2.0 -.1 2.1

R i i srpeerteoerugtse fs&1adare ully tinanced domestically.

=: Goverment DatL
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2.23 Imad of Ouasi-Flscal Activities on BCRM Income: In 1990, the revaluation
account represented 40.2 percent of central bank's total assets. Accumulatd losses represented 1 1.5
percent TIhis means that at least 51.7 percent of the central baniks assets in 1990 yielded no income,
although they are or originate from claims on the government. The counterpart liabilities however
generate expenses for BCRM which underlie the central bank's chronic operating losses. Ihis has
very serious implications for the independence and the financial siuation of the cental bank and
therefore for its capacity of performing its key fimctions of monetary and liquidity managem . In
addition, for a given target of money growth, increased Central Bank operating losses in fure imply
increased financing needs of the public sector, which can reduce credit avaiable to the private sector.
In view of the importance of boosting private investment discussed in Chapter 1, the quasi-fiscal
activities of BCRM must be halted and the corresponding financing needs be resolved in the context
of overall public sector financing policies in a transparent manner.

2.24 Revenues from Seigorage and naliflon Tax: Owing to its unique role of issuer
of base money the central bank in any country benefits from implicit revenue from this monetzation.
This revenue consists of seignorage and inflation tax. Seignorage is literally defined as govrenment
revenue from the manuficture of coins, calculated as the difference between the face value and the
metal value of the coins. A broader and more cont y definition is that of an inrease or
decrease in the real stock of base money related to movements in money supply. The net revenues
from changes in the real base money are reduced by the cost of issuing money. In the case of base
money, seignorage accrues to the cental bank Inflation operAt like a tax on money and other
financial assets. Money and asset holders pay the tax by losing purchasing power o& their money
holdings. Intitutions that have issued money liabilities, usually cental or commercial banks, collect
the tax in the fonn of a reduction in the real value of their liabilities. To the extent, however, that
interest is paid on these liabilities, some of the tax is retured to asset holders. Inflatiom tax is
calculated as the product of the inflation rate and the real stock of money. 1L the case of base money,
the inflation tax accrues to the cental bank.

2.25 While incuring operaing losses, BCRM has benefited from sigficant but unstable
revenue from seignorage and inflation tax. Estimates of these revenues are shown in tems of GDP
in Table 2.4. The estimates include seignorage and inflation tax accruing frm base money and
govemment deposits (which are essentally unre unedwith BCRM. Base mowe and these
deposits generate the bulk of monetzation revenme for BCRM. Revenue from th iflation tax has
been iversely corrated with revenue from seignorage. When infion increases, the red stock of
base money decreases in general less than proportionally. This means that the tax base (the real stock
of base mown) declines as the tax rate (the inflation rate) goes up. Hence, the inflation tax revemnes
increase as inflation rises, but less than proportionally. Of the tot revenue, 7.5 percent comes fiom
banks resves, excess and required, 17.5 percent from currency holders and 75.0 percent from the
Govement deposits.
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Table 2.4: Seignorape and Inflation Tax
Cm percent of GDP)

Seinlao Total Revenues
198143 -. 2 4.0 3.8

198448 1.5 1.7 3.2

1988 -0.2 3.1 2.9

1989 4.2 1.2 5.4

1990 -0.2 1.6 1.8

Noe: Seignorage is defined as the increase in the stock of real base money.
Inflazion tax is defined as the product of the inflation rate and the real stock of base money.

2.26 Inflaton Tax, Seignorage and BCRM IFnandal Stability: The magnitude and
paten of central bani's revenues from seignorage and inflation tax has three implications. Fzrst, as
macroeconomic stabilization leads to lower inflation, BCRM revenues from seignorage and the
inflation tax will decrease. Second, as the Government reduces its net overdraft with the central bank
,the revenue from inflation tax will decrease for a given inflation rate. Third, if the central bank has
to pay the Treasury a deposit rate of interest positive in real terms it wil lose the revenue 
from the inflation tax. An increase in the overdraft rate would be neceary to ensme some posite
inome to the centra bankc This however would worsen the conventional fiscl deficit Al three
facors underscore the precarious nature of Central Bank financial sbility and the necessity of
finding offsetting sources of revenue; otherwise the losses of the central bank wi11 continue to
increast The recaius financial stability ofthe Central Bank and the tradeoffs against fiscal stabilit
necessy to offset this siuaion underscore the problems that aise when fiscal and monetary policies
become inexticably interwoven. This sitation can undermine effietveness of both policies and
quicidy lead to a loss of control of the money supply. Unless this issue is addressed by separat
fiscal and monetary management and restoring BCRM to a sound financial footig, the long-tem
benefit of Madagascar's adjustment process will be increasingly jeopardized and the resumption of
self sustained growth delayed.

2.27 RelIeving CR! of debt service burdens: Restoring BCRM to a sound financial footig
will require compensation for BCRM for all existing claims on Government and transfer of all debt
servzig reonsibilities on extermal liabilities to the Treasury. This would render the fiacing of
a goverment operaions, and specifically those presently related to the quasi-fiscal deficit, more
transpaent. This tr of responsibilities from BCRM to the Treaury would however leave
extenal debt servicig burdens for the country as a whole unchanged. The additional costs to the
Treasury of this arrangement assuming no further debt relief or cancellation remains to be amessed
ad is likely to requir some combination of adjusmet in public expditure, firther tax
mobilization and government financing tough issuance of securities. The benefits of the new
arrangemen lie in the greater transparency of government financial operatons and the ablity of
BCRM to conduct inWdependent monetary policy. At the same tint, this new rangement obviates
the potenta of monetizing govment fl?ncing needs.
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2.28 Importance of eliminating BCRM losses: From a purely macroeconomic standpoint, the
losses of BCRM are a problem only if they endanger ataiment of monetary targets. This has not
yet appeared to be the case till 1990. However, this siuation is unlikely to endure especially once
the outgoing extemal debt service payments by BCRM in accordance with rescheduling agreements
begin to exceed the incoming payments to BCRM from the Treasury according to the original debt
schedule. There are however also less tangible albet significant consequences of BCRM losses. The
percepton that BCRM is financially unsound could undermine its stature within the financial system
and its ability to use moral suasion as an instrument of monetary policy. Its independence in
managing its internal affairs could be diluted by pressures to subject the administrative budget of
BCRM to the Treasury to limit its losses. Except in such extreme cases, the implications of the
erosion of the authority of the central bank are difficult to gauge. Yet, it is important for savers and
investors alike to perceive that the central bank has the capaciy to conduct credible monetary policy
which assures price stability. The implications of these factors for the fiuture of BCRM are discussed
in the conclusion of this chapter following the review below of recent monetary policy.

Recent Trends in Monetary Management

2.29 Monetary policies in Madagascar are in a period of transition. lthough direct
instruments of monetary control are sil in force, there is consciousness of the importance of shifting
towards indirect instruments auong policy makers (see Annex 3.1 for a discussion of these two
apoaches to monetary managemint). Current monetary policy instume in Madagascar are a
:ombination of direct cntrols and an emerging set of new instuments which, although still at a very
embryonic stage of implementation, hold more promise for effective monetary management in an
ncreasingly marwket-oriented economy. The various past and present monetary instruments in use are
reviewed below.

2.30 Previous Moner Porices: The monetary oontrol system as it exted in
Miadagascar untl 1990, resembled closely the system that existed in France at the time Madagascar
became independnt. It relied heavily on direct, adminive controls in the form of bank-specific
credit ceilings (1I'encadrement du cr6dif), and prior credit authorizations by BCRM (Qautorisation
prEalable). The direct controls were supported by reserve requirements on credits, the placement
of interest-earning bank deposits with BCRM, and rediscount policies. The system was designed to
facilitate selective credit policies. By applying different reserve requirement ratios to differet types
of credit, and by varying the conditions for rediscounting across types of credit, BCRM encouragd
the bankm to extend credit to priority sectors and activities at below-market interest rates.
Chaateristic, of the old system were the detailed regulations and the many exceptions. For purpos
of the reserve requirement and rediscount systems, credits had to be distng ed by matriy, type
of guaantee, identity of recipient, economic sector, and nature of activity financed. Moreover,
BCRM defined rediscount ceilins for each bani, derived from its target for banking system liquidity,
and also for each major borrower, depending on their credworthiness. The uncertinty this created,
together with the prior authorizaion reqi rement, resulted in heavy involvement of BCRM in
coercia bank credit decisions. This was accentuad firther after de nationalization of the
baking system in 1975.

2.31 Ky Changes in Roeent Monetr Po5lic: BCRM has now recognized that
monetary management that is both more efficient and more conducive to financial sector deveopment
requir market4ased instuments. In Novewrber 1990, it intrdced a mumber of major innvatios
intended to prepare the grund for indirect monetary control relying prinarily on BCRYs capact
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to influence short-term interest rates. First, banks are now permitted to engage in interbank
borrowing and lending on freely negodated terms but with an obligation to inform BCRM. Second,
BCRM replaced the old refinance system by a system that gives it more direct control over the supply
of reserve money to the banking system. The new system is organized around regular auctions at
which banks can either obtain BCRM refinancing ('Appel d'Offres Positive"-AOP) or place interest-
earning deposits with BCRM ("Appel d'Offres Negative"-AON). The auctions are supplemented with
interim BCRM interventions at less favorable interest rates, which may be at the request of die banls
but always at the discretion of BC2M, and are always at less favorable interest rates ("Pensions" and
Tensions speciales"). Third, the reserve requirement system was replaced by a deposit-based one,
designed to give BCRM more effective control over the demand for reserve money. Related measures
included: the complete liberalization of interest rates (previously the six month term deposit rate
remained fixed), coupled with the obligation on the part of the banks as of July 1991 to inform the
public of their "base rate"; the annuncement that BICRM's indicator rate ("taux directeur") vwoud
henceforth equal the maximu rate charged by BCR.M for auctionad refinancing ("taux plancht"),
and that the rediscount rate ("taux. d'escompte") would als be equal to that rate.

2.32 Rerinandng Auctions: While under the old refinancing system BCRM was in
principle obliged to rediscount all eligible paper within its refinancing limits, under the new system
BCRM decides on the amount of refinancing solely on the basis of its liquidity projections and
monetary policy stance. The complete transition from the old to the new system took place on
November 22, 1990: all outstanding refinancing plus bank deposits with BCRM, including accrued
interest, were due on that day, and the first AOP took place on November 22 with value date
November 22. When the new refinance system was introduced, the liquidity of the banking system
required net injections of refinancing. BCRM iniially organized refinance auctions (AOPs) every
two weeks, but changed to monthly auctions when the banking system liquidity improved in January
1991. BCRM announces prior to each auction the minimum acceptable bid yield or minimum rate
Ctaux plancier), and has decided for itself, but does not announce, the amount it wants to inject
After inspection of the bids, it decides on the maimum acceptable bid yield or maximm rate ("taux
maximum"), and accepts all bids at or above that rate at that rate, uniformly prorating them if they
exceed the amount it was to inject The rates for short-tm BCRM interventions in-between
actions, either for 2 to 10 days ("taux des pensions"), or for shorter perods ("taux des pension
spciales"), are fixed at respectively 1.S percent and 2 percent above the weighted-average yield
resulting at the latest auction.

2.33 If BCRM perceives a need for absorbing liquidity from the bakcing system on a net
basis, it would auction deposits (AONs), announcing a mnaimum rate and decdng on a minum
rate on the basis of the bids received. So far there has been no need for such auctions and the only
absorptionthat takes place are in the form of interim interventions whereby BCRM accepts short-tem
dposits, currently at 9 percent. The purpose of setng m and maximum BCRM rates is to
sailize to some extent market interest rates, notably the itbank rate. On the other hand, the room
for interest flexibility is limited by the spread between the two rates (fiourchette"). So far this room
has been minimal: the minimum rate has been unchanged at 12 percent and the maximum rate
unchanged at 13 percent. While it is understandable for BCRM to want to star off the new system
with a relatively narrow spread, if contimed for too long this threatens to undermine the auction
process. Confident that their bids will be accepted at a maximm rate of 13 perent, banks currendy
do not care much about the yields they bid; and since their bids will most likely only be partly
accepted, they bid for a multiple of what they really need. The weighted aveage yield of accepted
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bids is always 13 percent, and the interbank rate not surprisingly is very stable at about 14.25
percent.

2.34 A widening of the interest rate spread seems called for at this point in time. Interest
rate flexibility is critical to the envisaged gradual shift from direct to indirect monetary control and
the attendant reliance on interest rates to constrain credit growth. A wider spread will firthermore
restore to the auctions their proper role of allocating refinancing, forcing bans to reveal their true
liquidity needs, in terms of quantity and price. This presumes tha bids will be accepted at the yields
actually bid.

2.35 Interim Interventions: The auction refinancing is supplemented by a system of
short-term BCRM interventions. In between auctions, ban may request BCRM for 2-10-day
refinancing ("pensions") at the 1.5 percentage points above the latest weighted-average auction yield;
in exceptional circumstances, banks may request loans for shorter periods ("pensions spdciales") at
2 percentage roints above the maximum rate. Conversely, banks may approach BCRM to place
shorterm deposits which BCRM may accept for durations and at yields at its discreton (currendy
at 9 percent).The short-term fcility is needed to correct errors made at the auctions in forecasting
system-wide liquidity needs. BCRM can make errors in its forecast of the volume of refimancing or
deposits to be auctioned. Ihis is likely to be a problem, specially at the beginning (see para 2.32).
In principle it is also possible for the banks collectively to underestiae their liquidity needs.

2.36 Shortcomings in Uouiditv Managment: Despite much improved liquidity
forecast, the possibility of unexpected developments always exists, both at the level of the banking
system and of individual bank. Indiviual banks shoud compete for BCRM resources just as they
do for other resources, access to which is never assured. There may be all sorts of tecnical reasons
why an individual bank is unable to meet unexpected liqdity swings in the interbank market even
though the liquidity is there. As noted, the short-term facilityplaces a ceiling on market interest rates
under sich cirumstances. To encourage banms to rely on the acions more than on the short-term
facility, the rates are less atrctve than those obtainable at the auctions. In a well-functioning
baning system. this should be sufficient to prevent undue rliance on the short-term fcility. In
addidon, utlization is constrained by minimum and maximum marities, by the availability of
eligible collateral, and, finaly, by the discretionary authority of BCRM. Neverteless, uniformly
defed utilization limits per banis might be considered. They offer BCRM better protection because
they are more transparent and defensible than discretionary refiisals. Such limits could be defined
as a percentage of capital plus reserves, which would have the side benefit of smulating banks to
build a proper capital base.

2.37 Managing Chronically Uliauid Banks: If a bank is chronically illiquid due to
problems of a struchtual nature, it is difficult for BCRM to satisfy its needs through the regular
refinancing system. The bids at the auctions from this bank wil inevitably drive up the generl
interest rate level, crowding out other bids. This rise in terest rates may not be warrnted from
a macroeconomic stand point. In addition, the higher iterest rates may compound the problems
afflicting the iltiquid bank if it is tempted to enge in distress borrowing. The situation may also
arise that except for the chronically illiquid bank, all banks are experiencing excess liquidity. BCRM
would want to shift from injections of reserve money (AOPs) to absorptions (AONs), but is
compelled to contne the AOPs to provide this one bank with the liquidity it needs. In the case of
such a problem bank, BCRM should in the first instance move towards formuating a restructuring
plan for the bank. In the context of such a restructuring program, the ba's access to the ordiary
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facilities should be terminated. Additional liquidity needs of the problem bank should be closely
monitored by BCRM and financed, if necessary, through an extraordinary and limited line of credit.
Therefore, chronic liquidity needs should be satisfied outside the auction process, through such a
facility. By the time the restructuring is completed, all refinancing should be repaid, and any
remainder written off as the case may be.

2.38 Problems of Liaulditv Forecasts: The most challenging technical aspect of reserve
money management is making accurate liquidity forecasts. As a basis for the volumes of refinancing
or deposits to be auctioned, the central bank must forecast banking system liquidity during the period
immediately ahead. The major "autonomous' sources, that is, those over which it has no influence,
are the balance of payments and the government cash position. Once the liquidity created by those
sources has been forecast, the central bank can choose settings for its monetary instruments so that
the supply of bankng system liquidity money is consistent with the demand. BCRM is finding
liquidity forecasts very difficult, mainly as a result of the lack of accurate government cash flow
forecasts. The Government has the possibility of obtaining advances from BCRM. BCRM has a
statutory limit on totl gross lending to Government, including advances, of 15 percent of ordinary
revenues during the previous fiscal year. In practice this limit is completly ignored (see Fig. 2.2),
and the Government's access to BCRM financing is limited only by the credit ceilings formulated in
the context of the ME adjustment programs. Thanks to this flexibl access to BCRM financing, the
Ministry of Finance has no urgent need for accurate cash flows. Hence, it is insufficiently motivated
to overcome the technical and organizational obstacles to account consolidation, which are
undoubtedly fornidable given the state of communications and the 120 treasury agencies across the
country. This suggests another reason for effective restrictions on government borrowing from
BCRM in addition to the monetary control reasons pEented below.

2.39 CQotatl tBgurenaluiaqn3f Remncng: Under the old refinancing system, paper
was redisoounted, that is, purchased by BCRM. For the most part these were promissory notes or
bils drawn on enterprises which met the specified eligibility criteria. Presently, BCRM no longer
redisounts but extends refinancing credit against collateral. Ihe eligibity criteria for collateal are
enialy the same as before for rediscountable paper: a mixture of objective criteia, having to do
with the naure of the activiy financed, and subjective criteria, having to do with BCRM appraisal
ofthe creditwordiiness of the enterprise and the liquidity position of the bank. The proper application
of these criteria is time consuming. Therefore, once they have extended a credit, banks will routinely
submit the whole credit file to BCRM Credit Department, and ask it to determine in advance whether
the ppr in question is eligible collateral. BCRM will issue its -agrement (accord de mobilisation")
which sdpulates the portion of the fice value of the credit it will accept as collateral (mobilisable').
While BCRM rarely rejects paper outright, except for reasons like an incomplete file, the amount
detemined eligible is usually less than the face value. BCRM discretion in curtailing the eligible
amounts adds yet another element of uncertainty to the regulaory environment :n which banks must
operate. Generally, a cental bak should try to evaluate the soundness of a bank's loan portfolio
in the context of its supervision fhnction (see capter 4) and not in connection with its refinance
operations. If the central bank feels that a bank's loan portfolio is impaired to such an extent that
it threate its abiity to repay its loans to BCRM, it should not refinance the bank's credit operatio
whatever the collateral supplied.

2.40 Features of x_ulur Colluterllzadon: The credits submitted for an 'accord
usualy have a one year maturity; often, they are credit lines. The accord is granted for the lifetime
of the credit with a mmum of one year. At the time a paper is submitted for an accord it must
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reflect ihe irue credit to the pustomer, but subsequent repayments may lead to a lower actual credit;
at the end of each manth the credit must again be equivalent to the face value of the paper, or the
paper withdrawn. For convenience, one credit may be divided into more papers. In addition to
credits which are submitted with their files for an maccord de mobilisation", banks may every month
subnit lists of small credits, to professionals and to agriculture, for agreement ("billet global de
moblisations"). This list only contains names, credit amounts and the type of credit. After scrutiny
BCRM may accept the credits as potential collateral, but only up to 80 percent of face value, as is
usually the case. Every form of BCRM refinancing, obtained at the auctions or via 'pensions' in
between auctions, must be collateralized. Instead of depositing the collaterl paper with BCRM,
banks are allowed to draw up lists of collateral in their possession equal to the amount of refinancing
sought, and submit those. At BCRM Credit Departmen the lists will be verified against the records.
If a bank discovers at 4:30 p.m. that it needs a "pension" to balance its current account, as happens
regularly, this process must still be completed that working day.

2.41 BCRM wants to expedite and simplify the current process of scrutinizing private
sector paper to determine eligibility as collateral. For instance, much of the appraisal of enterprise
balance sheets to determine their creditworthiness could be computerized ("centralization de bilans").
However, improving the current system would mean continuing the undesirable confusion of centra
banking and commercial banling tasks. Preferable would be the adoption of a collateral system that
places the responsibDity of appraising credit applicants squarely with the commercial banks as
discussed below. BCRM should discontinue refinancing against private collateral. However, prime
private paper might continue to be used for short-term interventions ("pensions") on the money
market

2.42 Alternative Collateral Mechanisms: BCRM could have at least two alteatives for
collateral: government securities, or bankers' acceptances. In many countries the central bank insists
on government securities, the idea being that these are essentially without risk and therefore most
appropriate for a central bank. In Madagascar, the supply of government securities is insufficien
at present, but with a more active government debt management policy (see para 2.56), an adequate
volume and market for these instruments can emerge. Bankers' aceptances (BAs) can emerge as
alternative collateral at a later stage. A BA is a draft or demand for payment drawn on a bank,
asking the bank to pay a stated mount to a stated firm or its assignees at a definite date. When the
draft is "accepted" by the bank on which it is drawn, it becomes a BA and is a payment obligation
of the bank . Each of the accepting banks guarantees payment on the due date, for which service it
will of course exact a price. Effectvely guaranteed by a number of reputable banks, the
creditworthiness of the underlying enterprise has become practically irrelevant. Central banks can
evaluate BAs as collateral as a natral extension of their traditional task of prudential bank
supervision. Once BAs have become popular because the central bank accepts them as collateral, an
interba market in them may develop. The development of markets for BAs and government
securities are more filly discussed in Cbapter 7.

2.43 Rqr.ed Reserves: Required reserves are compulsory deposits made at the cental
bank by commercial banks. Reserve requirements help a central bank forecast reserve behavior,
especially towards the end of the reserve maintenance period. Required reserves are usually used in
conjunion with ind&-ect monetary instrumenats to alter the financial structure of bank and other
financial institutions. 'equired reserves should be used sparingly and should not be a day to day tool
of liquidity management. Required reserves above same minimum ithat banks would usually hold
anyway (usually 2-3 percen of deposits) should generally be remunerated. Excess reserves however
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should generally not be remunerated. An important condition for the efficient use of reserve
requiremets is that BCRM sbould have available instument to mop up excess liquidity when this
occurs in the bankdng system. Such instrume indude securities issued by the Treasmury or by
BCRM itself.

2.44 In the case of Madagascar, the required reserve system introduced in December 1990
is a step forward in moving from direct to indirect monetary control. The new reserve requirements
applies to a base consisting of sight and term deposits, and CDs ('bons de caisse). The ratio was
set uniformly at 6 percent. ITe base is measred as per the last working day of the month before
the last Half of the required reserves are to be mained in a non-remunerated blocked deposit
with BCtM, while the other half is to be met by the average balance over the maintenance month
in the bank's curren account with BCRM. The limited period averaging gives the banis considerable
room for managing their liquidity. A patter which has already started to develop is for banks to
"save' by accumulating exncess balac in their curet accounts during the first half of the month,
which they then run down during the second half. BCRM should begin to collect certain data from
banks, such as the key elements of their balance sheets, on a bimontly or weeldy basis. This wilt
set the stage for calculating, at a later phase, the required reserves on an averaging on a bimonty
or weeky end-of-period deposit base rather than end-of-period monthly data. However, as long as
the delays in the payment system remain extended (see Chapter 3), banks will be forced to always
keep lage precautionary reserves.

2.45 Direc Mon m Conflrol: The direct controls of BCRM consist of global bank-
specific credit ceilings plus sub-ceilings, and the prior authorization (Cauthorization prdalableW).
BCRM has decided to retain them for the time being, while it is gaing experience with its new
indirect monetary insumen. A gradual shift from direct to indirect control is envisaged. Thrugh
greater reianc on indirect instuments, the credit ceilings will eventually become inehffeive and will
be dispe sea wih. As noted before, essential to this process will be greater interest rate flexibility.

2.46 Mechanigs f Direct Controls: The global bank-specific credit ceilings are derived
from the permissible credit expansion for the year decided in the context of the Fund adjustment
prgram. The end-year ceiling is distributed over quarters, and then divided among the banks on the
basis of deposit mobilization, except for the new bank which receives a more generous ceUing duing
its start-up period. While BCRM originaly wanted to abandon the subceilings early on, it decided
to retain them after the mepected credit epansion during the second half of 1990 which was
connected to the import surge. The subceilings apply to commercal rediscounting (l'escompte
commrcial"), advances on merchandise Cavances sur mnardandises), and overdt (Cd6couvertsm,
dme types of credits which tpicly finamce import. The prior autoron reme t applies
to all short-term credits tD enteprises whose net borrownng from the banking system exceeds FMG
5 billion. This requirement wil be abolished shordy. Bank-Specific credit ceilings based on deposit
mobilization during the previous period are preferable over ceilings based on outstanding credit The
latr tecbnique tends to freeze market shares and discmates against new and/or dynamic bankm.
However, the periods used for determining deposit mobilization should be relatively short (one
quarter instead of one year) so that the link to credit ceiling allocatins is an effective incentive to
banks. It is important that the banks are well aware of the link to deposit mobilization, and BCRM
might therefore consider issuing a circular to the banks descrbing the procedure for computing the
L
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2.47 Problem in Managing Dired Controls: The subceiling are bound to cause even
more distortions than global credit ceilings. In the gradual shift towards reliance on indirect
instruments, a high priority should therefore be accorded to abolishing these ceilings as soon as
possible. The impression must fiuther be avoided that it would not be in order for banks to seek out
the most profitable lending opportunities, including import financing. The enforcement of credit
ceilings depends on timely infox nation and effective sanctions. In case of a first violation, the
sanction is the obligation to place a non-interest earning deposit with ECRM equal to one half of the
excess for the duration of one month. In case of any further violations, a deposit must be placed
equal to the excess, on which, fiuthermore, intemst is due equal to the *taux des pensions. Banks
are required to send their monthly reports to BCRM by the 25th of the next month. However, in tho
case of one bank, accounting for some 40 percent of credit, a complete and reliable report takes much
longer to reach BCRM. Enforcement of direc controls under such cirm es is difficult. lt
serves to underscore the need for more reliance on interest rates in stmaning credit since their
impact cannot be avoided aid is felt rapidly. Furtihrmore, given that information on banking system
credit and monetay aggregates is subject to such serious delays, BCRM should select an operating
target from its own balance sheet, for instance, net domestic assets of the central bank or reseve
money.

The Future Role of BCRM

2.48 Clarifving Responsibilities for Moneta Polic: BCRM's objectives (according
to Artide 30 of its stat) are to executW the monetary, credit and exchange policies decided by
the government. In this capacity, BCRM is to guard over the intnal and xerna stability of the
currency and to ensure the deployment of all productive resources of the country in the contet of
the development plan decided by the goverment. The objectves of BCRM should be more narroly
defined as ensuring price stability. This woud be in line with recen trends in central baink legisaion
worldwide which tend to limit the central bank objectives to ihe man nance of the domestic and
ex al stability of the counry's curency. This provision coud be strengthened by assigniag to
BCRM not only responsibility for implemetation but also for formulation of monetary policy.
Consultation with the government could be prescibed, including appropriate conflict resolution
procedures such as wihin the National Assembly where both the govemment and central bank coud
present their case, if there is a serious divergence between them which cannot be resolved by mutual
discussion.

2.49 Indeuendence of BCk . The problems of BCRM arising from its quasi-fiscal
operations are part of a larger issue of the independence of the central bank (see Annex 2.2 for a
discussion of the growing attenton worldwide to this question). The fiure role of BCRM must
involve a greater degree of independence to effectively conduct monety management. Of
fundamental inportance is a working relaionship between the centra bank and the goverment wbich
gives the central bank a day-to-day operational role in maconomic management free of political
intrec. To ensure that BCRM can play an effective role in economic and liquidity management,
a number of operating and legal changes must be envisaged in addition tD a appropriate program of
manpower development A number of such changes are already being envisaged and discussed.
These and other changes should ensure the legal, financial and operational independence of lCl.
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2.50 Central Bank Statutes: Central bank independence should have a strong legal basis.
Since BCRM's statutes of 1973 (as amended in 1983) 2( already contain many provisions intended
to safeguard its independence, the first priority should be to implement those statutes. A solution
must be found to end the flagrant violation of the limit on lending to Govement. Also, in the
interest of accountability, BCRM should resume publication of annual reports, including balance
sheets and profit and loss accounts. While the major threat to BCRMs independence consists of the
violation of existing provisions of its statutes, there are other provisions that could be strengthened.
A commission has already been appointed to review BCRM statutes in light of the monetary policy
reforms. This review could be broadened to try to strengthen BCRMWs independence. Two areas
in particular could benefit from improvements: the definition of BCRM's objecdves, and the
appointment and operation of BCRM senior management and executive board.

2.51 BCRM Management gad Board Appointments: BCRM Goveror and Board
Members (according to Sections I, I, and m of BCRM statutes) are appointed for four years by the
Cabinet. They can be dismissed at any time. BCRM's independence would benefit from a
lengthening of the term, and inclusion in the statutes of specific grounds for dismissal. The Executive
Board could further be strengthened by giving it the right to nominate new board members, who wil
be appointed by Government Monthly inead of quarterly meetings woud allow the Executive
Board to play a larger role in policy formulation. Board members should only be eligible for
dismissal by a majority of the National Assembly for reasons of moral tuitue and infirmity.
Moreover, to avoid any conflict of interest, all BCRM Board members and staff should be strictly
forbidden from any role in the board or management of any financial institution or entrprise.
BCRM itself should not be a shareholder in any financial institution or enterprise.

2.52 BCRM Stratesic Develonment Plan: To prepare itself for its rapidly evolving
functions under a market-oriented ecoromic system, BCRM should aim at establishing a strategic
development plan. Ihis plan shoud establish the main objectives of BCRM, its organitional plan
and its manpower and logistics development strategy. The plan should be based on a comprehensive
review of existing organizational structure, systems, methods and main operAing problems and issue
observed as well as a forecast of fiture development needs. It should include an audit of the
educational profile and career potential of all BCRM personnel. Such a plan could be pardy
established and supported with external technical assistance.

2.53 Financial Indepnece of ECRM: Financial independence is one of the crucial
dimensions of Ctal Bank independence, a general issue which is being widely debated in many
countries. To fiulfil its functions effectvely, BCRM should have a sound revenue base and should
not make chronic losses due to quasi-fiscal or other activities. Effective financial independence
however can only emerge after a satisfictory resolution is obtained of BCRM losses, both in terms
of their flows and accumulated stocks. At the same time, BCRM should be accountable for its
actions and policies. As part of this ncountability, it should resume publication of its annal balance
sheet and income statement. Published acoDunts could be part of an annual report of BCRM which
cowld also review economic developments as well as monetary policy over the previous year.

3/.Ordonce No. 73-025 portant crdation de la Banque Centrale de la REpublique
Malgache," promulgated on June 12, 1973.
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2.54 Gener-LAuprnahntoResolvAngBCRKMLosum : AresolutionofBCRMlossescould
proceed in steps. First, the flow of new losse should be stemmed by amending all BCRM
operations, arrangements and accounting practices that can be identified as contributing to those
losses. Specifically, it would mean that, henceforth, valuation losses on account of the foreign
liabilities BCRM assumed from the Government are immediately covered by debiting the
government's advance account. This advance account should be settled by the Treasury within a
statutory time limit. Second, the flow of losses arising from the stock of past losses should be dealt
with. This will require improving the return on BCRM assets. The decision to increase the interest
charged on advances to Government to the money market level, and the payment of interest due on
government deposits to the sam rate minus one percentage point, was an important step in the right
direction. Both decisions are to be applied retroactively to January 1, 1991. However, that still
leaves 60 percent of BCRM assets eaning no return at all (i.e., the valuation adjustment account plus
accumulated operating losses).

2.55 Remunerating Claims on Government: To reurn BCRM to profitability, the
government will have to pay an adequate interest on those claims. One way of achieving this is for
the government to issue interest bearing bonds to BCRM to replace the revaluation acomun. The
accmulated operating losses could be dealt with liewinse. Alteatively, in the context of a
comprehensive resolution of the loss problem, Mdagascar's intenational donors wuld perhaps be
persuaded to give up their lien on the sizeable counterpart funds and allow them to be used to write
off the operating losses. It should however be stressed that irrespective of whether such exceptional
resources are available, the Government should fully compensate BCRM for its accunmlated losses.
Once BCRM earns an adequate return on its claims on govemet and is profitable, the stock of
those claims no longer poses a monetary problem. The stock can be reduced over time as BCRM
profits are applied to redemption of the Govement's debt. However, a legal problem remains in
that the stock of claims, together with the advances to government, by far exceeds BCRM staory
limit on lending to government

2.56 Lmgnrved Genment Debt Management: With the interest on the advance
account raised to the level of the money arket rate in 1991, govermment borrowing shoud no longer
contnrbute to BCRM's operating losses. However, the absence of an effective limit tan the volume
of borrowing still represents a weakaess in monetary control. The BCRM statutes limit total gross
lending to Government to 15 percent of ordinary revenues during the previous budget year, but this
limit is being ignored. Both the oveal volume and the variability of BC1M lending to Government
present problems for monetary management. Vth effectively unlimited, and, until recently, very
cheap, access to BCRM advances, the Ministry of Finance could afford to be careless about its cash-
flow forecasts. As noted, the absence of such forecasts are a major problem for BCRM in conducfting
reserve money management. To prote BCRM's independence in matters of monetary policy, the
Government must develop the means to cover its fimancig needs outside BCRM. Advances from
BCRM should be used to fiance cyclical cash flow fluctuations only, for which the satoy limit
of 15 percent seems ample. The Minstry of Finance therefore urgently needs tDo rationalize and
activate its government debt management. This requires enhanced coordination of monetary and
government security issuance policies. This will also involve the creation of active primary and
secondary markets in short-term government securities, which will produce valuable side benefits in
promoting financial market development generally. This issue also is more fully discussed in Chapter
7 in connection with financial market development
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successive changes in policy have on occasion resulted in measures inconsistent with the traditional
*and constitutional hierarchy of the sources of law.

3.4 General weaknesses In legal texts: The legal system is perceived as archaic and the
machinery of justice as slow, ineffective and unreliable. There is a striking lack of confidence in the
administration of justice on the part of company officials.One emple of outdated legislation which
does not take into consideration present circumstances is the case of agro-industry which for certain
purposes is still governed by the law regading agricultural production becaue the law does not
provide for industrial transformation of agricultural produce and still treats the company as acollecteur
agricole" because it purchases its raw materials from farmers. Companies in Madagacar still operate
under the 1867 company law. The Commercial Code dates from the colonial era. These laws were
frozen at independence because the old colonial texts which used at times to keeW pace with
developments in the then metropole did not evolve after independence in line with new thinking
within the legal system from which they were originally derived. Except for the 1987 Plan Comptable
National, the basic legal framework for companies has remained unchanged, yet in recent years
decrees have been adopted by the authorities introducing new instruments in the finacial sector.
These decrees based on modern practices and instument available elsewhere are being grafted on
a superstructure which is itself an antiquated one.

3.5 General weaknesses in auplication of texbs: Lawyers point out that some decrees
or circulares are not even published or are in contradiction witi the enabling legstion. They also
complain about te absence of law reports (no report seems to have been published since te mid
70's). Commercial, financial and economic law cannot develop without a proper reporting of case
law. It is also observed that the common practice of subjectng ostensibly liberad pieces of legisation
t ad tative athorizaions which by defnition are discretionary and which also happen to rest
on a very bureaucratic system render these legislations, in practice, anything but liberal. The
exercise of the discretionary power of the bureaucracy with regard to treament of visa applicadons
for expatriate staff is quoted as an example of the discrepancy between new tes and actual practice.

3.6 Lea issues in bankingifoeion: One of the most conmon complaints against
banks is that securities required by banks before loans and other facilities are granted to enterpises
are difficult to provide. Whereas mortgage ('hypotheque) is now little used in France for example,
this is still the most common form of security required by barks in Madagcar. In addition to the
consequent difficultes faced by enterprises because their property has already been mortgaged to a
bank, providing the mortgage itself creates difficulties. This is because the titles to propery are not
always acceptable and the cost of complying with fonmalities required for mortgages is high. The
available tite may not be acceptable to banks which are not prepared to accept other forms of
security. Banks complain of the difficulties in obtaining repayment even of secured loans because of
the present system of administradon of justice, the precarious natre of ownership deeds, the cost of
recovery in remote areas, and the tradidonal and cultal factors which impWde the execution of
judgments.

3.7 :: Banks should be encouraged to
adopt tde wide range of securities and financing schemes available elsewhere and m particular in
countries whose lega sysm are deved from French civil law. Tse include: (a) project fiancing
(agreed proportion of income demed from the investment is cor ay ssigned to thie lender);(b)
a combination of 'hypotheqnes and cautionnement (instead of exclusive reliance on hypotheques);
(c) delegation' (to ensure that the nber of creditors in relation to a particular project is as wide
as possible); (d) greater use of shares and other tde deeds as secuiy (tids would be facilitated by
prior consolidtion of the law relating to 'valeurs mobiibres); (e) title reservation clauses in
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contracts of sale financed by loans; (t) insurance cover for loans (this would further develop the local
insurance industry); and (g) securitization. Many of these products could probably be developed
solely through agreement between the banks and their customer even before there is specific
legislation covering them. Banks would thereby contribute to the establishment of a modern system
of law. If the overall legal system and procedure for settlement of disputes and recovery of debts
(including provisional measures to safeguard tde interests of creditors) are improved, bank may be
eWpected to adopt a more liberal approach to loans and securities. The solution therefore does not
lie only in new credit arrangements and instrments. Banks in need of immediate liquidity or which
fice new atative loan oppormities, but which are constained by certain supervisory ratios, should
be allowed to package and sell some of their loans to banks with excess liquidity. This will allow
banks to both meet the legal requirements and reap the benefits associated with new loans. Such
provisions will increase banks' leverage on loan creation and may reduce bank failures.

3.8 Recogition of Proret Rights: A debtor's property constitutes a basic guarantee
of financial obligations which lenders have to be able to rely on. Malagasy law recognizes various
categories of property; however, only real property for which a registered tite document has been
issued can be formally mortgaged. Foreigners may only acquire real estate after obtaining prior
authorization for the purpose. The right of foreigners owning properties of over 20 hectares to sell
such property has been suspended since 1977. Foreigners may only be permitted to purchase property
that has already been registered. These requirements should be amended to permit mortgaging of all
real pmperty and property rights whatever their situation or the category of title. Registration
procedures are complex and very protracted. This is due to the large number of challenges and
owners' failure to have the required entries made, and also to the lack of personnel and equipment
to handle recording, demration and extension of the property records outside of the highlands. Ih,e
same iack of means limits development of registration procedures, which are virtaly restricted to
urban areas. Strengthening of the means of the Registrar of Real Estate and of the property records
service is a priority.

3.9 Problens of land laIw Land law is of major significance to both real sector
transaions and the fimctioning of the financial system. Land is also the most common form of
security required by banks. A major problem faced by foreign investors in Madagascar is the
unavailability of fctory space. It would seem that at the moment companies controlled by foreigners
and individuals residing in Madagascar but who do not have Malagasy citizenship are amongst those
who are prepared tD invest in i stri buldings but they are not i a position to do so because of
present legal provisions (which are discussed below). The exiting Land Law in Madagascar is also
an inhibiting factor in economic development because the nature of the title to land ownership is often
such that this cannot be given as security for loans. Indeed Madagascar still has the two regimes of
cadastre and nimmatriculationu for land. Those whose property are not yet subject to
=immatricuation (which is a ccttly and a lengthy procedure) find it difficult to have their ownersip

rights recognized by banks. As far as land ownership by non-Malagasy nationals is concerned, the
law no 62.006 of 6 June 1962 provides that foreigners cannot acquire land without the prior
authorization of the Minister of Interior. A circular adopted in 1968 provides for the criteria to be
fllowed in deciding on applications by foreigners. However, an administrative note of 13 June 1978
provides that foreigners will henceforth be prohibited from buying land. This means that in spite of
the law still in force which enables foreigners to buy land, subject to approval, there is a de facto
prohbition since 1978. Non-cidzens can however,still obtain leaseholds or devise other means of
obtining fieholds.

3.10 I[mgng land law: Authentication of titles to property issued by a properly
organizd Land Registry which can then be used as security for loans, will grealy facilitate the
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processing of loans. It is evident however that the cost of implementig measures needed to cover
the entire country with appropriate lad registries will be staggeing. Therefore, for the medium term,
the Govermnment should given top priority to creating such registries in the major ecowomic centers
of the country. At the same time, the de ficto prohibition on acquisition of property by foreignes
should be reviewed and the June 1962 law should be adhered to. The Mauntian experience in this
area is probably useful. Foreign investment in Mautius does not seem ta have been hampered by
the Non-Citizens (Property Restictwn) Act which provides hat n-citzens must obtain the prior
authorization of the Minister of tnior before purchasing, acquiring or holding property. It should
also be noted that the Mauritius Citizezthip Act provides fortshe possibility of a foreigner investing
a prescribed amount in Mauritius being naturalized as a citizen. In Maritius, the non-citizen seeking
to acquire property applies to the Prime Minister's Office under the Non-Citizens (Property
Restriction) Act for permission, giving the relevant details. The Prime Minister's Office will liaise
with Exchange Control as to the financial tansfers requir and, once these matters are
specified, approval is given for the acquisition proposed. The non-citizen who so acquires property
is fee to dispose of k as best he think fit, includin the creation of a charge thereon.

3.11 FInancial Contracts and Mortgars: Commercial law in Madagascar, having its
main soarce in the legislation bequeathed by France, is based on the autonomy of the contacting
parties' will and accordingly allows operators considerable freedom in agreeing on their reciprocal
obligations. However, when a contct is concluded with a foreigner, Malagasy exchange regultons
limit the fieedom to transfer funds, purchase foreign secrities and export goods. Real and personal
guarantees governed by law are not always possible or effectv As noted above, mortgages can only
be constituted on registered properties and that, if the creditor or borrower is a foreigner, the
trmsaction is subject to discretionary authorization. Banks most often use the private mortgage
method to avoid the cost of a notarized deed (about 2% of the amount of the mortgage) or else
because there is no notauy near enough to the bank office or agency concned. Ofte, too, a
mortgage is only registered for its date, but not entered in the formal records in order to avoid cosu
that could lead the borrower to reject the loan. This sitations warrants a reform that would limit the
cost of mortgage registration to a reasonable fixed fee, leaving applcation of a proportonal fee to
the time the mortgaged property is sold, with the latter fee being based on the selling price should
that be less han the amount of the mortgage claim.

3.12 Alternatives to mortpges: There are various ways in which real property can be
accepted as guarantee without a mortgage being taken out, such as promise or prohibition to mortage,
or deposit of tide with a bank The 'floag charge' used in English law makes it possible to
guarantee a current account subject to appreciable variations against corporate capital, whereas a
mortgage c= only be taken out for a set amount Pledging against equipment or merchandise is
sometimes done by means of open warehousing, or by handing over the owner's key or thwough
acceptance by a depositary. Ihe estabishm of general warehouses well run by a thid party
enjoying the confidence of all conerned would be the most appopria means for usig the
warehouse warmat system. The various warhoses opeated by the Chamber of Commerce in
Madagascar do not offer appear sufficiently reliable for the warant system. Crop pledges are used,
as also assignment of livestock mortity insace. However, in ru areas ik is not guaranes that
are the real problem but primarily the lack of fiuds for lending, which obliges famers to turn to
informal moneylenders who practice usury h a way that is socially and economically greatly to the
disdvange of borrowers.

3.13 Deb R: Improvementof the means of debt recovery can help lower the costs
of baing transactions in badagascar. When a debtor fais to meet his obligations on time, or this
failure to pay ocCUrs in specific ce, the lending bank must consider instituting recovery
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measures. Debtors in good fait will have their paymenb rescheduled, or be grante additiona credit,
subject to appropriate guarntees, following exmination of their cases. However, when bad fith or
ridsk of nonpayment is evident, the bank will resort to enforcement of its clam If it holds otrized
evidence of debt, such as a mortage or bond, it can institute proceedigs for atachment of the goods
or property mortgagod or given as secuity. If there is no exeory deed or intrument, tde bank
must apply to the cours to have the debtor made to pay or to acivate the guarantees or bonds given.
Claims below FMG 125,000 and for ackmowledged commercial claims, the bank can obtain an
injunction or order to pay, which is simple, cheap and quickL However, if the debtor dcallenges the
injunction, the case is transferred to the ordinary commecial court, presided over by a judge of the
court of first instance and including two tradesmen appointed upon the proposal of the Chamber of
Comerce.

3.14 ourt del: Local magikrs are most often atins or small tadesmn with litle
knowledge of business or finmancial law. Consideraon should be given to forming specalzed con,
with judges elected by professional categories, so that the local magistes could then assist the
presiding judge in examining the documents and customs relating to each category. The commrcial
court functions in a fairly straig ard manner, seang short time lmits for summong the
defendant, reaching settlement with the plaintff and, if necessary, appealing. A decision shoud be
reached within two to four months. In practice, cases can drag on for from one to thre years, in
firt instance, and for as long on appeal, since appeals are often fied simply to spin the proceedis
out Moreover, adjounent are frequent because the assessos fail to show up. These unhelpful
delays seem due in lawge measure to a shortage of judicial personnel and of office equipment, which
holds up pwduction of the relevant documents. They are also due to archaic methods and practices
which slow the course of justice.

3.15 Exnediting court dions: To speed matters up -and enhance the quaty of the
justice dispensed, the following measures could be considered:

- .raiing the limit from FMG 125,000 to FMG 1 million (witlhut right to eal) and
setting dte same limit for actions tD obtain injunctions to pay.

- adjusting ithe legal rate for penalty interest against the debtor where no specific rate
is set, if need be increased by a penalty clause.The present rate of 5% for civil cases
and 6% for commercial, which is wdl below the rate for bank loans, goes back to
the period of the French gold franc. Today it only serves to encourage debtos to
defer payment. Taking the new French law as a model, for iance, the applicable
rate could be stipulated to be the interbank market rate set by the Central Bank and
published each month. At the same time, any rate exceeding by 25% &r more the
rates for each product as fixed by the schedule approved by the Central Bank and
published at reguar intvals, could be classified as usuious.

impoving of the onrt' working methods by means of a system of pemoat
aining as regards methodology and the technique and practice of busie law. A

part at least of this ainig could be done by the Departm of Law and Busines
Techique of Antnanarivo University, where various bani p s,
magistre sand university people teac, who would be able to contribule to d
better minI undstanig.
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providing the Inspectorate of Judicial Services with means and instructions to enable
it to remedy or avert shortcomings or mistakes of the judicial apparatus more
effectively.

- providing the ourts wit more office equipment, especially word processors and
photocopiers.

3.16 Problems in enforcement of claims on groperty: Legal and official titles should,
when duly enforced, produce prompt and specific results to the degree that the debtor's atachable
property is sufficient to cover the prncipal, interest, penaties and costs involved. In practice,
enfiorement is often blocked by the following: (i) difficulty of finding the debtor in order to serve
the orders to pay, eidter because he has gone into hiding or else because he has talked the server out
of doing his job properly; (ii) third-arty claims on the property athched, challenges to the claim
when there is no registration deed, uncrtnty regarding possession ofcohabitant movables, removal
of objects pledged or of iems given as security; (iii) traditional atttdes, which mean that rural
dwellers never cooperate in any enforcement of claims against one of their number; (iv) practices dtat
obstruct proceedings regarding exceptons dtat can be daimed, so that delays mount up due to ihe
inefficient fimctioning of the judicial apparatus plus the debtor's use of all his connections.

3.17 Renovini sunerluous obstaces to caims enforcement: Attempts to improve
enforcement of claims in Madagascar will necessarily have to be guided by two considerations. On
one hand, anyebing deriving from traditions and attitudes vis-4vis a foreign legal system and a
diffent value system can only evolve by a combination of assimilating the values of that system and
by a reshaping of attitudes which result from the contact of Malagasy eonomic operators with a more
cosmopolitan business environment. On the other hand, many formalities and cost for which there
is no fimctional need could be removed. Two examples of such changes are immediately evident.
Fist, regarding attachment of nonregistered real propety, is the requireent of an order audtorizing
aachment when the prosecuting party is acting based on an enforceable title. Second is the
superfluos requirement of a creditor holding an enforceable title to submit a petition for
authorization of attachment when the creditor's title is manfet (bill, check, statement of account)
and when it would be sufficient to ensure for the debtor the right to challenge the attachment if he
has a plea or other grounds for challenging the creditor.

3.18 ams enfjent Trough pMg= sdes: Too ofte sales following atachment
result in the property being knocked down to the prosecuting creditor becase there are no other
bidders. This raises a problem if the creditor is a foreigner since any change in ownership to the
benefit of a foreigner is subject to authorizaton in the same way as sale of distrained goods. With
participation by banks, a real state company could be fbrmed that would purchase attached property
for which there are no saisfctory bidders. This company could then develop holdings of rental
properties which would serve a well-recognized social need in Madagascar.

3.19 Claims enforcement through assignment: A simplification of the guarante
procedures could prevent enforcement difficulties by ensuring the automatic collection of payments
when they fall due. The procedures laid down by the October 9, 1961 Law regarding assignment
of wages should be open to all tradespeople and not just to banks. The implementation of interim
proteive measures as soon as proceedings to enforce a claim are insed would deter debtrs from
resorting to improper resistance. The judge should promptly grant orders for deposit, receiversi
or temporary inalienability of registered prop, ty, provided the petition is based on an obliga
videnced by regular tides and bank documents. Application of these measures and of convendonal
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securities would limit the number of bankruptcy cases by allowing action to be taken before a debtor
enterprise has collapsed.

3.20 Status of companies: There has been no modernizing of company law in Madagascar
as was the case in Mauritius for example, in the context of the overall strategy to modernize the
commercial and financial sectors. Tbe only sipificant reform in recent years has been the adoption
of the new accounting framework in 1987. Malagasy enterprises follow the classical French law
divisions between parerships (socidtes de personae) and companies (socittes de capitaux). The vast
majority of companies (approximately 90%) are set up as S.A.R.L which offer the following
advantages over Socites Anonymes: (a) requirements and cost of formation are lower; (b) less
stringent accounting requirements; and (c) statutory restrictions on transfer of shares. The
S.A.R.L and the S.A are at present subject to different income tax rates which favor the S.A.R.L.
Though there are no statutory restrictions on transfer of shares in S.A, the constitution of these
companies often provide for a 'clause d'autorisation", i.e that transfer is subject to prior approval.
There is no obligation for an S.A.R.L to have its accounts audited and generally, audited accounts
of companies are not easily accessible in any centrized place. The actual range of corporate stases
is more complex, becase Malagasy law provides for commercial corporate bodies which are
governed by public law. This discussion is limited to those enterprises which are governed by private
Jaw.

321 Problms of compDnR law: Company officials express concern about the present law
regarding dissolution which acts as a disincentive to new investment and expansion. The observations
relate to: (a) the lengthy and complex procedure which is more bankruptcyriented and not geared
towards provisional measures; and (b) the predominantly social approach to what is an economic
situation, under existing laws regarding dismissa of employees before a company can be wound up.
The delays in obtaining required authorizations to terminate employment means that employers incr
heavy losses at a time when they are already facing financia difficultes. Though the "Code des
invmestissements- now provides in its artide 5 that dividends will be freely tansferable as far as the
'enterprises agrees" are ooncemed, transfer of dividends has been for many years one of the major
concerns of companies. In one instnce, between the time that an application was made and the time
that the authorization was obtained the exchange rate for the Malagasy Franc had moved from 100
FMG to I FP to 300 FMG to 1 FF. Though the lack of recourse to debenaur and other similr
securties is understandable in the light of present economic circumstances, the legal framework
conducive to the development of a marche obligatoire" is lacking (see Chapter 7). It should also be
noted that whereas corporate tax on profits is payable to the Tresor Public, income on securities is
payable to the Direction Generae des Ressources Publiques. The lack of viable accounting records
make it difficult for company taxation to be properly assessed and the situation is worse in so far as
indect taxation is concerned where companies only act as "collecr". Not only does this impose
a heavy burden on enteprises but the poorly kept accounts can affect national revenue.

3.22 Ymgwovin comnsa h. The Goverment comittee charged with revising thE
Commercial Code should provide for an entity to be set up to act as Registrar of Companies. This
entity should register companes, keep records of fiacial and other return and also monitor
compliance with a revamped company law. A schedule to the new Companies Act should include
model Articles Oke table A in English Company Law which seas out the recommended provisions
of the Articles of a company but leaves it to the company itself to decide whether it wishes to adpt
these provisions or not ) which seek to : (a) promote harmonization; and (O) induce companies to
do away with practices and restrictive clauses which are now common in their "s'fw" regarding,
for instance, trasfer of shares. The new companies legislation should provide proper framework for
preference shares, debentures and convertibles. The new legislation should promote more
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transparency and accountability to encourage potential investors though provision should be made:
(a) fbr exempt companies in accordance with criteria pertaining to urnover, number of employees,
etc.; and (b) for gradual application of various requirements over a period of time or as the company
grows. The mechanism for collection of taxes, dcarges sociales and dues on share transfers must be
reviewed.

3.23 Bankruptcy and liquidation: The law in respect of collective procedures only admits
bankruptcy and court-ordered liquidation in accordance with legislation inherited from the colonial
period. The time limits set by this law for the stages of the procedure should not exceed three months
from the adjudication of bankruptcy. However, it is not unusual for the proceedings to drag on for
more than three or four years. Ihis is partly due to the legal system's inability to give decisions and
produce the required documents within the time set. The ak of qualifications on the part of
mangers and trustees is also regrable; these individuals are not greatly motivated to try to put a
troubled entprise back on its fret nor do they display much efficiency in obtaining the best possible
prices for its assets. A situation of this sort calls for modernization of tie relevant legislion with
institution of collective prevention procedures which can be initiat by representatives of the
personnel, bankers and other creditors concemed, and subcontramrs in particular. This preveion
procedure would have the effec of suspending proceedings, starting with those initated by the
Treasury and the social security agencies, and of apointment of an adviser to the manager or a
qualified temporary administaor to determine and implement rings and conversions
required, with all available extern assistance, to save the enterprise or retrain its work force. In the
case of liquidation of assets, the debtor and a representaive elected by the body of creditors should
be able to supervise and facdie the operations of the tustee to prevent any items from being sold
off at bargain-basement prices. The law on winding up of companies must be reviewed so as to

inimize the impact of social imperatives, reduce bureaucratic procedures and also promote
reconstuaction and administration. The appointment of professionals designated as insolvency
practitiors by the relevant auhiorities by creditors or members themselves wil give more confidence
to investors and lenders alike.

3.24 Pevendon of Dspt and Reduction of Their Cost: lmprovemets in the legal
system shoud also aim at preventing disputes or reducing the costs of settlement Choice of
guara s and special dauses should be made taking into account both the purpose of the contract
and the customers general attitude and reputation. In this way some traditional instions can find
modern applications, such as the 'omby sisa mitt clause defining a joint lability, a 'fehivavt
contract tt dosely resembles sale with opdon to repurchase, and the "tatok clause which is dose
to an arbitration clause. The current bank contact forms include election of domicile and assignment
of competence to the coDurt of the Place of the contract There is nothing to prevent the partes
choosing instead an arbitration clause specifying an attempt at reconciliation followed, should that
prove ftuiless, by referral to one or more arbitrators, with or without ahorit to arne amicable
settlement A single conciliation or arbitration procedure stipulated from the start seems preferable
with regard to legal certq than intminable legal actiDos ultmately ending in rnunciations or a
resignation transaction.

3.25 Arbitraonandcolinlafion: Madagascar does notlacki jurist and exts possessng
the moral authority and intellectual capacities to work out conciliation and arbitation settlements or
to act as mediators injurisdictional conflicts. To fAirther encourage low-cost means of settling disputes
in financial and other tnsactions, magistr should be empowered to act as arbitrato, on a
personal basis and without encroaching on their regulr duties. This wod mprove their sa and
enhance their social standing, givmg them an oppormnity to demonstate their inddence and
widom. Until such time as the judicia system is strenghened, financial and ecowmic opers
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should be encouraged to include arbitration clauses in their contracts and to favor recourse to

arbitrars selected locally on the basis of thei interity and intellectual qualities. Establishment of

al arbitration unit would help to relieve the Commercial Court and would faciitate the settlements

frequently reached after protacted legal proceedings. Such sedements would then be more equitable,

being the fruit of understanding rather than resignaton.

3.26 Imnrovini- the settlement of disputes: A complete overhaul of the procedure for

settlement of commercial disputes is required. This should etail: (a) a review of the composition

of the Courts having jurisdicdon in commercil matters; (b) better traing and greater availability

of basic documentation, law reports etc. The law should also encourage the parties (with the active

participation in a conciliatory role of the judge himself, if necessary) to setle out of Court Both

procedural law and substantive povisions should promote this approach. A Small Claims Court

should be set up to enable small enterprises settling their disputes in a more informal, flexible and

cheaper manner. In addition, oDmmercial arbitration should be developed preferably on a regional

basis (as all the Indian Ocean Commission (IOC) countries have a more or less common civil law

system) and a pool of arbitrators could be set up to service the business community in the region.

Law reporting is a must and possibilities for assistance should be explored in updating law reports

and ensuring continuing future compilation and publication. Confidence in the system will also be

enbanced by better training of personnel. In this area, a regional appmach may again be appwpriate.

The IOC could be asked to set up a Centre de Formation du Personnel Judiciaire for countries of the

region. In addition tD better raining, measures to safeguard the integrity and independence of judicial

penel must also be taken since lack of confidence i the legal system on the part of the business

colmmnity is largely attributable to the perceived lack of such conditions.

3.27 Sed or 1rxeborms: Reforms of the legal system to facilitate finncial and

other tansactions will require time for prepation and implementation. Steps to sensitize and inform

ecnomic operators and legal professionals should be undertaken in order to motivate them to ensure

sound implementation of the renewed law. Pending this genea revision, some prelimiary measmes

could be taken to ensure as of now better certainty as to the law and swifter resolving of disputes.

Based on their urgency, costs and complexity, two phases of legal refrms could be envisaged which

could be initiated at the same fime although with different horizons for implementation. In the first

phase, based on the recomunendations made above, the following reforms could be envisaged in the

near term: Oi new method for fixing the legal rate of penalty interest; CH) increasing to FMG 1

million the competence level without appeal and the procedure for injunctions to pay; (iii) equipping

of court offices with an initial batch of word processors and photocopiers; Civ) easing of procedures

for efrceement and court seire of goods in dipute; (v) seting up a center for permanent traning

and exchanges between bankers and the legal profssions; and (vi) developing of arbitration and

conciliation. In the medium term, and in the context of studies already undertake by the Ministry

of Justice, the following areas of legal refom could be studied: ) modnizan of colective

procedures; Cii) development of legal supports for nwv financial products; Ciii) modernization and

revision of company law and the Financial Code to pemit generalized use of mortgages; and Civ)

preparation of laws and procedures to protect consumer and savers.

Accountine. Auditine And Finandal Disclosure

3.28 Img9figfnc otsould rinalnciaLl nf MnhiqM: The accounting, audiing and fincial

disclosure reiremens and pracices of a country are important for creditors, shareholders and

potential investors. The main weaknesses in this area in Madagascar have hisorically been the

obsolescence of the accounting famework set by law and the poor quality and availability of records

and information in gener on companies. Ihe first weakns has now been remedied by the
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introduction of a Plan Comptable national which is largely based on international practices. However
the framework must be coupled with the adoption of standards, general and sectoral, which will be
based on international standards with appropriate adaptations. The need for improved and harmonized
disclosure requirements and access to information must be given urgent considemion not only
because this will give a better overall view of the performance of the economy but also to assist banks
and other lending agencies and potential investors. Indeed, if Madagascar is to attract investment in
both existing and new enterprises, the record and prospects of the existing enterprises must be made
available in a recognized and approved form. This is also an essential pre-condition for the
development of a securities market in Madagascar. Trading in secrities whetber on a listed or
unlisted market, can take place only if there is proper disclosure of information.

3.29 Apropriate rinandal information for banking oeR_tio: An accounting report
designed for taxation purposes does not necessarily suit the requirements of a lending banker.
Moreover, cez:ain features require emphasis for particular enterprises. Such features may be pointed
out and worked out with the benefit of hind sight. Nevertheless, it is important to bear in mind that
the lending banker, in so far as he does not rely solely on the securities pledged in respect of an
advance, will alternatively base the financing of transactions on bis perception of a firm's evolving
balance sheet and amounts. For this reason, the accounts to be supplied in respect of borrowing will
require more frequent reporting than an account which is otherwise filed as a legal requirement.
Lending banks should be able to use the account supplied by borrower customers to assess the level
of risk being take by them with particular advances. The account reporting form should enable them
to form a sufficiently clear option on the future prospect of the business they are financing. Pre-
emptive action would thus be envisaged to avoid a port folio deterioration of this is seen to be the
case. Objective conduct of banking business on the lines of a good account reporting system would
also help to avert interference by outsiders favoring certain advances which are clearly worthless at
the cost of others which may have been directly beneficial to economic development. Bankers employ
a whole array of evaluation of balance sheets, ratio and cash flow analysis in order to detmine the
viability of projects and their sustinabiity. Businesses' inability to provide the requisite accounting
data on a timely basis would tend to counteac a move towards sound banking practice based on
objective crteria. Faflure to meet a required account reporting level would be retrograde and not
much progress may be expected in tms of achieving the gener levels of sound financial
management in the Malagasy economy. To prevent lifigation and better assess the risk and
opportunity in lending, bankers would like to have reliable and clear balance sheets and opeating
accounts from their customers.

3.30 Recent prowess and outstanding accountinr issues: A modern accountncy law
adapted to Madagascars needs was passed in 1987 (Plan Comptable). Madagascar now has a modern
code of accounts developed through broad consensus and involvement of the accounting profession,
teachers and business groups. A number of companies have submitted their accounts in accordance
with the new code. Efforts to disseminate the new code have been undertaken by local accounting
firms. Still to be enacted are related changes in the Commercial Law Code, the "emsus" leading to
the qualification 'expert comptable." The sectoral code of accounts for banks, insurt;ne, public
works, etc. have yet to be drawn up. No new law with respect to auditng has been jassed. The
following proposals should be oDnsidered: 0C) accounting stdards be prescnbed by law for different
sectors of the economy (as has been done in Maurtius) and departure from such standards must be
disclosed and justified; (ii) the revised company legislation must spell out in detai the information
that has to be provided by promoters, directors and auditors and those acts which are subject to
publicity requirements; Ciii) the need to provide for compulsry auditing of accounts by approved
auditors; (iv) the regular submission of returns to a Registrar of Companies who should lead which
should monitor compliance with company law re ir on publicity, accounting and disclosure.
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The Registrar will ensure public access to records. The law should 1- wer provide for the gradual
(application) introduction of new provisions by initialy exempting cerain types of oompanies firom
the scope of the new law in view of their low turnover for example. Mandatory auditing requiement
could be initially limited to major enterprises including all those which receive funds (equity or debt)
from the public or any forms of financial assistance from the Goverment or from financial
institutions. Small enterprises which essentially rely on their own funds could be exempted. In the
same spirit, exemption requirements could be tailored along the lines of the tax code where a 'regime
forfaitaire" is applied to small or ardsanal businesses.

3.31 Speial provisions for microenterrises and SMEs: Since 1989 all tradespeoplehave
been required to use the General Chart of Accounts instituted by Decree 87332 of September 17,
1987. This system is dearly too complex for small traders and artisans who camot afford to employ
professional accountants. It would be desirable to consider adopting a simplified chart of accounts,
as has already been done in France where three such systems are in effect the general chart, the
more complex version for big enteprises, and the simple form for small and medium enteprises
(SMEs). Madagascar could also do as France has done and set up approved manent centers, to
facilite bookkeeping for small and medium enterprises and taining in accounting for dteir
managers. To reduce the cost of disputes, the system of court fees ollected by the clerk to the court
or registration fees could be abolished to facilitate access by individuals and traders to justice and
save the trouble and cost of keeping small but complex accounts.

3.32 Roe gf uudlit: No system of account reporting is complete unless it is backed by
auditors who are independent of the management of the borrowing unit Auditors are required
essentially for the reason that they should be able to form an opinion on the system of accounts bing
prepared. -his opinion should be given free of any constraint and auditors should be satisfied that
the accounts do give a tme and fair view-of the state of affairs of the party whose account have been
drawn up. It is the job of the auditor to point out any material information pertaining io the accounts
which, if wt explicitly staed by them, oDuld lead to misleading conclusions on the accouns being
presented. Unless, the auditing practice is exceptionally strong, legal provisions may have to be
inserted (e.g in the banking law) protcting auditors in the execution of their duties with impartiality
an objectivity.

3.33 Auditing certification: In particular, auditors vouch that all material balances exis,
are complete and fairly stated at the balance sheet date. They should ensure that all icome and
expenditure, gains and losses are properly accounted for. They should also state that all material
liabilities, and commitments, confingent or otherwise, have been identified, provided for or
adequately disclosed in the accounting statements. While an audir's certate would not be called
for frequently in the case of accounts which are seen to be regular and unproblematic, that should
be the case specially where banks are doubtfdul of recovery on certain debts. The diting burden
would thus increase directly in proportion to degree of insecurity and risk implied by accot.

3.34 Increased harmonization with interational uractims: There is a worldwide
movemen toward sandard auditing practices. The Malagasy system will sooner or later have to join
the mainstream of this evolving situation which calls for a greater level of dialogue among
acontants, management and auditors and fbr greater disclosure on the accounts of ididl
concerns. This worldwide trend is pardy driven by the speed of evolution of the intrtiona
paments system and the conseWent needs for harmonized accountig systems. To the extent it
Madagascar seek greater iation in world markets, it too has to move in the sam direction
towards greater harmonization of its accounting system with ntrnaonad standards and practices.
This will be especially challenging given pata weaknesses in the accountig sysem which to s-me
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etent underlay the accumulation of bad debt widtin the bankng system in the mid-1980s. Given the
eaistng gap betwee Malagasy and intniol accountig practices, the recent restructuring of the
baning system should now be complemented by a- accelerated drive to harmonize the Malagasy
accounting system with international smdards thereby lending transparency znd clarity to presentatin
of accoun. If the new 1987 accounting plan is fully applied, such harmonization could be assured.

3.35 StrengtheningJ the accounta= pronfmn: No system of accountig and anding
requirementscan work without qualified accountant. Madagascar does have a small number of
qualified accounting firms and personnel. An accountancy traiing instion (INSCAE) produces
graduates with a practically oriented trAning up to the master's level; in addition, several other
accountants have been trained abroad. However, the Government has yet to issue the new tat
regulating entrnce io the accountancy profession, which has been under dicssion for five years.
Without this text, existing firms are in an oligopolistic position and would themselves been unble
to det the demand for auditors which wfll follow fill implementation of the Plan Comptable and
related xs. It is essential for further fiacial sor development in Madagsar dtat this text be
issued as soon as possible.

The D mcaents tem

3.36 Rolepfjthe_meijay so : In addition to financial inteiaon, one
of the essential services that the financial system usually provides to the economy of a county is the
facilitat of payments and transfers among vaius economic agents. Fgure 3.1 below depicts the
flows of goods, serces and money among economic agents as a result of various economic
transactions. Households sell labor and capital services to businesses for money; people spend part
of this money on goods produced by busiesses; businesses get money for goods sold to the
Government and also makes tax payments; and households also receive payments and transfers from
the Govenment and also make tax paymets. In a market economy it is important that these
tranSaction are carred through as efficiently as possible for the economy and the couny to develop.
The most suited intermediaries to improve the efficiency of the payment systems are the banks and
other financial in±tUtiou s, by means of using instruments such as checks, money tanders and credit
cards in addWiton t cash.

3.37 Structure of domestic uavments systm: There are three basic elements within the
existing domestic payments and transfer system in Madagascar:

* a system of inter-bank payments among the four commerci-l banks and the postal
checking apA savings system operaing dthgh a clearinghouse in the cpital and
fiften clearinghouses outside the capital;

* inter-branch paymnats witiin individual commercial bank and widtin the postal
savings and checking systm; and

rgovemment payments d tsfers to and from the Treasury. The opations of these
elements of the system are dscnibd in detai in Annex 3.1.
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for this are communication problems among various parts of the vast territory that constitutes
Madagascar. This is exemplified both by transportation problems, as during the rainy season large
part of the country can only be reached by airplane or by sea, and by telecommunication problems
reflected in the poor quality of telex and telephone services. Poor communications makes it difficult
to easily verify sufficient funds on the accounts and that the person signing the check is authorized
to do so. The most viable sign of the inefficiency (slack) in the present clearing and transfer system
is the exceedingly long time it takes fer money to be transferred from one place to another. It can
be measured in days, but, a more useful illustration to the inefficiency observed would be to quantify
how much recipients of funds lose through these delays in monetary terms. An estimate based on
empirical examination of the existing clearing and transfer system and a number of conservative
assumptions indicates that through these delays recipients of funds collectively incur an opportuity
cost equivalent to at least 1.2 per cent of G1DP (see Annex 3.2 for detailed calculations and
interpretation). Automatic transfers and automatic deductions from accounts are in use to help speed
certain transactions. However, apparently there are no "guidelines" as to how many days in advance
a payor has to make the money accessible to the bank, resulting in the bank not having any possibility
to benefit from this cash-flow which could help defray the costs of this payments mechanism-

3140 Role or postal checking: Although the postal checkng system (which operates like
the giro payments systems found in many countries) functions relatively well, it is still time
consuming, cumbersome and can not be used as general payment mechanism for retailers. Only half
of the approximately 45,000 accounts in the CCP at the end of 1990 were considered to be active.
About 96% of the funds within the postal checking systm are related to public sector trumsactions.
The Government holds about 15% of its deposits in the CCP. Deposits from individuals were
equivalent to less than 1.5% of personal checking deposits in the banking system. Individuals with
CCP accounts are essentially civil servants who work in localities without any commercial bank
branches or with an insufficient minimum deposit for a bank account. However, the individuals with
CCP accounts represent less than 10% of all civil service and military personnel. Despite its
relatively insignificant role in payments among individuals, the CCP has tremendous potential to
operate as a major payments mechanism by acting as a "girobarnk (see Annex 3.5).

3.41 Availability, accurac a eace or the paymts se: The present
payments systems does not allow the check account holder to easily get his money, unless he goes
into his local bank's branch where he has his account. Checks can only be cashed at drawee bank,
otherwise they have to be sent for collection. Ihe present clearing system, especially between
different clearing house areas, and clearing between different branch offices of the same bank, result
in checks being in transit for somedmes up to a month, thus not enabling either the bank or the
customer to get an updated balance on his account The long timelags also make it more difficult to
possibly detect any errors - for ecample, when documents in transit clearig disappear, it is dlfficult
to find out what has disappeared and where. Wbile checks are fairly widely used by the larger
companies and the Treasury, and by individuals as payment of some bills, there is a lack of
confidence for checks as a means of payment for cash payments among a majority of tradespeople
and others. For them, checks are inconvenient in respect to long clearing, uncerainty of the ideny
of the customer and sufficient funds. Other reasons are probably a result of the banks not marketing
their products properly and lack of financial knowledge amongst the people. Certain measures have
already been taken to improve the acceptance for checks as a means of payments including the
introduction by some banks of local currency travellers' checks. However, while such solutions
mitigate the problem of providing alternatives to cash as a means of payment, they do not solve the
problem of confidence in paper instuments since customers have to pay in advance for these type
of travellers' checks.
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3.42 Imuroving the dearing and settlement sfstn: The present system of clearing
payment in Madagascar is essently a document cleanng system which is depndent on physical
transport of documents and therefre on existng mail and transport systems. Such systenm are not
likely to be substtlly improved in the foreseeable future to an extent which would make it easily
to clear documents within hree days. An alteative clearing system would be one where the
informaton of the document is exchaged, and nOt the physical document, and would be based on
telecommunication. AlMhough this aleratve requir high-quality telcomnications to function
efficiently, it is possible to begin to develop such a system even with the relatively lower quality of
telecommnnications currendy available in Madagascar. A proposal for such an informaion clearing
system is described in Annex 3.3 based on i decentralized reoal learing system. A dearing
system should, in order to minimize erors, be integrated as well as automatically reconciled.
Integration means capturing of data only once at the collegcashig branch to be used subsequently
throughout the system. Any errors should be asily detected and corrected. Infrmation learig
means that signature verification at drawee branch will not be possble and will, consequently, affect
the design of the check system.

3.43 Im_oing the design of th _ oa chedc s_ em: To help improve the clearing
and settlement system as descrbed above, the Malagasy payments system must move amay from the
present reliance on checks based on manual venficaton and restictions. Prvate checks should be
based on personalized c * forms, desgned and produced to make forgeries practicaly impossible.
This entails a check guarantee card (standard ISO plastc card) of falsification-proof quality and
signed by the account holder connected to the account, fbr identification of the account-holder and
verification of signture. This system for protection of checks would make it possible for retailers
to accept personal checks, and to make it safe for a branch to honor checks drawn on other branches
and banks. Proteon is carried out by calling drawee branch, wher the request is notified. Too
many requests for protection will cause inconvenience to the custome, and to the bank, by
c rerloading system capacity. To avoid that hapening, drawrn bmnk should guanee payment of
smaller checks1 up 0o a fixed amount, without protcton. A check service s_d into one type
of checks guaranteed by drawee bank and issued to reliable cuomers only, and another always
demanding for protection of the check ought to be considered. (Details of specifications is decrd
in Annex 3.4.) Othr measures to imprve check service for private customers are an automatic teller
machine, 'ATM, service at drawee branch using a check guaree card and PIN code, and a new
service for regular payments. Initiy, the ATM service should only be used at drawee branch and
not intrabranch or interbank withdrawals. The new servce for regar payments could be
accomplished through the customers writig a list with payment orders and handing at list and a
check to the bant Ihis would shift some of the worldoad to the bank's back-office and unload the
front-office, enabling them to deal with other matters.

3."_ _ _adn _t chtd:aad eiiain Security of comay checks
should be the same as. fr private chedc to make forgeries practically impossiblt Al checks should
be crossed (ba) and no signature control would be necessay. The crossed cheds oughtnot really
be of any inconvenience to dte payees, since they are. likely to be other cor suWpliers. The
payor bank could for instance send tsaction lists to the respectve companies every day, for the
clients to control all cashed checks being correct and no flse ones being in circulation. To restore
checks to their normal place, a computcried system shoud be set up capable of posting the relevant
dat and umbers of lost or stolen checks wihin one hour of their loss or theft being rported. The
same system should also post, wihin one day, the account mbers and other data concering person
or ions that write checks witho fiuds to cover them. Tradespeople acepting checks
shoud be able to consult this couterized record system, after paying the fee for its serices, to
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verify that dte person writing the check has not been prohibited from using checks or caught writg
bad checks, without waitng for them to be formally convicted should they be taken into court.

3.45 Need for an imroed =emm and trnsre syse: A more efficient payment
system would facilitate and promote trade between different areas in the country, and also to a cerAn
extent witi local areas. Improve in the domestic payments system would help integrae the
fragmented structure of domestic markets in Madagascar and exploit the significant inter-sectoral
multiplier effects within the economy notably through stronger linkages between urban and nrral
economic agent. in the longer run, such irements are also likely to favor external trade by
reducing domestic obstacles to settling payments obligations and by increasing liquidity. To proced
with improvement in a systematic way with close coLaboration between Government and fmancial
insttutions, a tprong process is outlined below which would enhance the securt and use of
checks as payments instum , increase the efficiency of the present house system and
develop a girobank-based payments system as a complement to the existing check-based payments
systenm

3.46 Enhbang check security and use: A new and revamped professional bankes'
assocation (see Chapter 4 for suggestions in this area) should take the lead in designing nwr
stanards for checks,. including minimum requiements for its secrity printig layout as for
identification of account holders when checks are cashed. This should possibly include the issue of
a check guarantee card by banks t its tusted account holders. Once the standard is agreed upon and
in place, the banks should be prepared to sign an agreement of limited indemnificaion whereby
checks (up to a certain amount) as paymets instruments would be accepted as "good cas when
presented in any bank and provided that the standard procedures are followed by the casing bank.
This procedure could with preference be extended to other finamcial actors than banks such as stores,
supplier and others as long as there is a srtdized pratce to be followed. With these changes,
checks as payment instruments would over time be widely accepted and thereby facilistae easy and
safe transactions in trade-relaed matters. It would transfer responsibiity of customer behavior to the
bank handling the account instead of the financial agent acept the check as payment This will
in turn make banks more judicous m issug checking accounts m dte short run but would i the
long run also have adisciplining effect on general customer behavior. The phenomenon of bounced
checks would then be reduced to a relaively insignificant amount.

3.47 Inc teigi offio us:rmtio: Once the new s and
practices for check use have been implemented, k would be appropriate to consider an information-
based clearn system to avoid the physical transportation of documents (see Arnex 3.3). This
teleco cations based system could be implemented gradually and intially in areas where
telecommunications is of acceptable standard. Since such areas are likely to be where most
transactions are conducted, the new dearing system could have a major impact in tems of volume
of transactions covered nght from the beginning.

3.48 Puelo&g a kfhbjnj a pnyents f an. Alongside the improvements late
check sysm, sudies should commence for a gimbank-based paymens system (see Annex 3.5 for
details). This would be an alternative or complement to the exdsting check-based payments system
which in Madagascar as in other counties has handling costs that tend to rise beyond cert
relatively low volumes. Developing such a system in Madascar should be considered in the coqmt
of revamping the existing postal checking system which already acts like a giro system and
restruing of the pos- savings system (see Chapter 6).
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3.49 Creating a nanments information citer: When the new check standards are in
place and communication systems implemented for a new dcearinghouse system, a payments
information center could be set up dtrough the active involvement of al banks. The government could
have a catalytic role as well as be a minority partner in such a cent which would gather and
maitai information about individuals and companes who are not able to manage check accounts
or otherwise fulfill financia obligation undeltaken.When banks consider opening new accounts,
verification should be made from this preferably computid registe to prevent misuse of banking
facilities and trust by unscrupulous individuals or institutions. As the banking system grows in
Madagascar and as more accounts are opened, such a facility will become increasingly important.

3.50 Role of gnment in gayments tem he role of the Government in improving
the payments system as described above severalfold. First, Goverment sbould, at least initially, play
the major catalytic or leadership role in enuring that the variou necessary studies are undrtaken
to implement the above proposals. Second, as a result of these studies, the Goverment should initiate
any legal changes requed govning the payments system and payments inrmes. Third, BCRM
shoauld make the necessary changes in the practices of the dearinghouse system to facilitate local
dear and mtroduction of an information-based clearng system This woud also reqire the
cooperation of other Government departments notably the telecommunications authority. Finally,
BCRM should ensure that any payments infoamation center that is established bliows certain rules
regardn its ethics, secrecy and integrity and that it is not abused. All dtree elemens of the payments
system development strategy proposed above would also entail programs to increase fiancial
kwledge amongst the population to make them aware of the benefi of bankig and check accoun
such as safety, convenience and access to financial services. This could be done through savings
cpaigns jointly promoted by finacial instiuons and the Government

Th-e Extema Panngts Ssstem-

351 Role of external lamets-and-transfer stm: Just as for the domestic payment
and transfer system, an external payment system is important to filtate imports and expors as well
as investment flows and tansfers from abroad. The salient feaure of the present Malagas external
payments system is the restrictions on any insttion other dan the Central Bank to deal in foreign
curreies. As Madagasr seeks to eWpand irade and investment flows in the coming years, there
will be occasion to progressively decentralize this present system of external payments and foreign
exchange management (see Chapter?). The detailed workings of die present system of payments and
transfe to and from abroad are described in Annex 3.6. The payenit system sbould be
characrized by speed, avalabiity, accuracy and accepce which are evaluated below.

3.52 1valuation of the external wIanmn sstes The genera opinion among the bns,
appears to be that payments are for the most part handled rather effciendy. This observato is made
apart from the facts that the BCRM has to be involved in tat only once a week purdase orders for
import transactions can be sent to the BDCII Furthermore, giv tat the FMG is not convertible,
the prest system is tme consuming. There are sometime unnecesary delays in tansacons where
money is arriving from abroad to one bank to a payee who is client in another bank. In such a
trsaction, the transfer is not forwarded immediately but is handled slighty different between the
banms wihout ay agreement btween them on how to dea with such transactions. There is also a
need to upgrade the telcmmnications infrastuctre in order to improve the trade finance
possiities for importers and exrters in Madagasc. It is importan that t banks he sufficient
resources to meet the credit of impore and exortes adeqWely, on terms which wil
esble them to compete m world markets.fle prenc of Free Tde Enterpris is one way to
ste capital flows from abroad and to failitate trade. Prosely, thee is no possibility for
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companies or banlk to hedge or secre its foreign exage need, since the companies always receive
the exchange rate as of the notification day in an export transaction or application day in an import
trasaction. Thus, the importer and exporter stands the currency risk through the whole transaction.
Delays in external payment system does not only seem to depend on whether the transaction is
forwarded by mail or telex, but also to a certain extent which other country is involved and how well
established the contact is between the corresponding bank and the domestic one. It appears that most
transactions with France and the banks' correspondents there are handled more efficiently than
transactions with other countries, such as in North America. However, there is scope for
improvement when the SWIFT system is implemented.

3.53 The need and scone ror decentralized foreig exchange management: In order to
make the external payment system more convenient and reliable, it is necessary to decealize the
management of foreign curency transactions to the banks, and not have all the transactions
centralized to the BCRM. However, it is important that any decenutrlzation and deregulation should
be done with the utmost care, and slowly step by step. When implementing decentralization and
deregulation, it is important that a monitoring system be installed in the BCRM. Most Malagasy
banks appear to be well prepared for some degree of deregulation of the currency restrictions and
decentralization of the foreign exchange trade. Before toe commercial banks were nationalized in
1975, they were allowed to have foreign exchange accounts. Ihere therefore is likely to still be some
imowledge with the banking system concermng management of foreip currency. Furthermore, since
the first quarter of 1991, there are three banks with foreign sharholdings, which implies that even
if the banks themselves do not have the required expertise to deal wit foreign exchange, such skills
are easily accessible.

3.54 Opfions for uroiressive deotralization and deultion: One step towards a
deregulated currency market could be to give bans possibilt to only buy or sell the net amount
needed in foreign currency, instead of having to buy and sofl foreign curncies tD and from the
BCRM on a gross transactions basis. In this way, instead of import applications taing two days,
when sent to the BCRM once a week, and export transactions takng three days, all transactions could
be dealt with in two days. Another step could be to license the banks to become currency banks,
i.e., authorize them to deal in foreign curencies. Ibis should be lind to cerin conditions, such
as, the banks having to prove they have the capacity and knowledge deal in foreign currencies.
Furthermore, allowing the banks to hold (imited) accounts in foreign currencies requires an improved
reporting system to the BCRM and is thus tied to overall improvement in prudenal spevision and
regulation. In addition to allowing the banks to deal in foreign currecies on the spot market, they
could be allowed to operate in the forward exchange market in order t hedge aginst currency risks.
The-dealing in currencies should be focused on customer service, and it is important to point out, the
banks should not initially be allowed to use more sophisticated hedging instruments such as currecy-
swaps and options which also places additional stran on the limited superviion capacity on the
BCRM. An authorization for the banks should enable the companies to receive documentary cdts.
Not only the bank's head office shoud be allowed to give those documentary credits but also the
regional offices (but not aU the local offices). These regional offics would then report their
tansactions to the central foreign exchange deparm with the bank, which would report to the
BCRM. Another way to improve extenal payments could be to authorize the banks to issue checks
in major foreign cences. In a deregulated and d ized market, it is important for the banks
to open up corresponding accou with bank connected to the SWIFT system and thus eliminate
unnessary delays. It is also important for banks to agree on how diffent transactions should be
dealt with, such as when money is arriving from abroad to a client of another bank, in order to avoid
delays.
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CHAP=E 4

4.1 Commercial banks are likely to continue to represent the preponderant segment of the
fincial system in Madagascr throughout the l990s in terms of their share of funds mobilized and
resources allocated by the financial system. Ihis dcapter analyzes the recent evolution of the banking
system in Madagascar, with an emphasis on the efforts undertaken by the Government during the past
few years and challenges which remain to promot the sector' efficiency. The chapter first reviews
key baning developments since 1975, foussing on changes in ownership structure, and quality of
loan portfolios and on the current distribution among banks of branches, staff, assets, deposits and
capital. Subsequently, toe dapter analyzes the main operational features of the baning system since
1987 and in particular the evolution and funding of bank assets, the sectoral distibution of credit and
bank liquidity. Third, the chapter assesses the overal pefomance of the banking system since the
advent of private banking in 1989 and examines bank interest margins, profitability and costs of
intermediation. Fourth, the chapter looks at challenges that lie ahead to fiurher develop efficient
baking in Madagascar. Finally, the chapter examines needs for regulation and supevision in a
market-oriented economy.

Banidng Developents Since 1975

4.2 Nationalization and Mergers. Banking in Mabdscar dates back to 1886 when the
Comptoir National d'Escompte de Paris opened an office in A-ananarivo. Madagascar's modern
bankng history however can be dated from the June 1975 nationalization of the banking system,
which then consisted of a central bank, four private commercial banis (with significart foreign
partiction) and one develpment bank. By Januy 1977, the five banks were restrcured into
tree commercial ban with the intention of speialzing each in a major sector of the economy:
agriculure, industry and commerce. In December 1976, the National Bankc for Industry (BDN) was
created by merging the industridal component of the Banque Nationale Malgache pour le
Developpement (BNI) with the Banque pour le Commerce et lJndustrie de Madagascar (C).
A few days later, the agricultural component of BNM was merged with the Banque Malgache
d'Bscompte at de Credit (DAMES) to form the National Bank for Rural Developmen (BTM).
Finally, by mid-Janary 1977, the two remaiing cmmercial bans, Banque Commerciale de
Madagascar (BCO) and Banque Financiere et Commerciale Malgcho (BFCM), were merged to form
the Bank of Commerce (BFV). All three banks were 100 peren statwned, either direcdy by the
Govement alone (BFV), or through the particiation of other government insttuonsY

4.3 Growth of Bank Credit. The ten years following the nationaliation of banks were
characterized by a rapid increase in the economy's domestic credit During the fist half of this
period (end 1975-end 1980) domestic crei uadrupled, with 64 percen of the credk expansion
accounted by the increase in the Central Bua..'s net lending to the central Government This was
largely due to the Govermens wall-our public inestent program, which resuted in growing
budget defi. The second half of the period (end 1980-end 1985) witnessed a significant slowing
down in the rate of avae annual expansion of domestic credit from 32 to 19 percent and a
decrese in the cental Govnments share in the credit expansion from 64 to 51 percent. These

Ii Ilbe state acqred 90 percent of the share capital of BTM (wi the rmain 10 perct held
by te Central Bank), and 56.77 perce of BN. The ohr saeholders in DM1 were the
Central Bank (6.67 percent) the Social Security Fund (19.90 percent) and two s
muarance companies (8.33 percent ead:).
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developments were the result of the measures aimed at financial stabilizaton through demad
management tbat were initiated by the Govemment in mid-1980 and reinfrcd after 1982.

4.4 Deteriorating Loan Portfolios. The Treasury did not involve the state-owned
commercial banks in the financing of its 1978-1980 investment program. However, the commercial
banks quicldy became heavily engaged in extending short-term credit to the nationalized and newly-
created public enterprises. By the end of 1985, about 48 percent of outsanding gross loans of
commercial bank were to public enterprises. Since many public entprises were finacially not
viable, they had limited abilit to repay their commercial ba loans. Their problems were
compounded from 1983 onwards, by tze Treasury's inability to maintain subsidies and grants to them,
in the context of its financial stabilization programs. The outcome was a significant incease in the
arrears of the public enteprises, and a serious deterioration in the quality of the banks' loan
portfolios.

4.5 Risk tC ifclolanutLanroviuioing- Itwas not until 1985 that the Central Bank
set up criteria for classifying bank borrowers according to their degree of risk,Y although it did not
define clear-cut rules on such mauers as the treatment of consortium credits, acual of interest on
doubtfil loans and write-offs. Available information idicated that the qualiy of the bats' loan
portfolios deteriorated significantly after 1984, with doubtful loans (that is loans included in
categoie C and D) accounting for 40 percent of the gross loans at the end of 1985, as compared to
less an 27 percent a year earlier. While the banks substantialy icrad their loan loss povis
in 1985, total provisions were stll equivalent to less than 20 percent of gross loans and 49 percent
of doubtful loans at year-end (see Table 4.1).

2; Banis were asked to classify their loans into the foblowing our categones (after taking into
account the collateral offered by the borrowes): cateory A comprises the least risky loans
* (inimum n") because they are fimuctioing nrmaly wth no arrears; cegory B pes
loans "to be watchdZ becase they are nwunting some ligqt or profitabiity problemu a-.d
henc are sometme behind in their loan reyments; ctegory C compses loans with "probable
rik", because hey are encunt seous opeaional diffties ad, at the same time, do not
prvde adequate collatral; and catory D comprises loans with "definite risk" tha wi entail
patial or total loan losses.
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Tab] r 4.1
Deterioration in the Ouality of Copmmercial Banks' Loan Portfolios

Cm billions of FMG)

End 1984 End 1985 End 1986

Gmss Loans Outstanding 316.0 386.8 438.7

Doubtfil Loans 85.1 154.9 173.9

Provisions for doubtful loans 46.4 75.3 89.9

Net Loss Oustanding 269.6 311.5 348.8

Roon
Doubtful Loans/Gross Loans 26.9 40.1 39.6

Provisions/Gross Loans 14.7 19.5 20.5

Provisions/Doubul Loans .54.6 48.6 .51.7

C.I.F.P.B., Etude du Secteur Fiacier de Madagascar: Rapport de Synthuse, 1988.

4.6 Bmlua of sHu.hed ia. By the end of 1986, the non-prforing loan portfolos
of the bans were established at FMG 174 billion, while their loan loss provisions tlled FMG 90
billion. Although provisions had increased as a percentage of gross loans beween 1984 and 1986,
they were dearly inadequate to meet eventual loan losses. Given that the combined capital plus
reserves of the thee banks was only FMG 29 billion at the end of 1986, it became evidet that if Se
bank were required to take additional loan loss provisions equivalent to 7 percent of their grss lons
oustndin, dhey woud becme technically isolvent. Cosequedy, the Ceal Bank inucted dw
banks early in 1988 to revalue tir fixed assets and incorporate the revaluation reserves in thei 1987
accuntsY As sbown in Table 4.2, the combined net fixed assets of the banks stood at Is than
FMG 8.7 billion at the end of 1986, while the increase in valuations of 1987 toled FMG 41.6
biln, tiereby substantially increasing the banks' non-callable reserves.

Tabhle42eafations of Fixed Assets olBnksf miions of 1M0G)

FEkd Assefs (n Land (192 E&
End 1986 adier Fnsed A=st Eixod

BTM 3,509 997 19,204 20,201

BNI 3,3376 1,239 9,883 11,122

BFV 1,783 612 9,674 10,

Aoumal Repoxts ofndMvdufTW-

3/ Banks were instucted not to consider the mr uations apri,but to rcd them r n-
callable rerves.
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4.7 Clemning-Ug of Loan Portfolios. Following the instructions received from the Central
Bank in March 1988, the banks proceeded tD clean up their loan portfolios. The 1989 cafified
accounts of the daree banks showed cumulative wuite-offs of FM{G 112 billion in loans and off-balance
shet commitment. Ihe banks relied primarily on their interal resources in financig the leaning-
up operations. As shown in Table 4.3, the amounts written-off were financed by the drawing on the
provisions for bad loans (65 percent) and dae revaluation reserves (16 percent), with the re
19 percent covered by interest free loans from the TreasuryA'

Table W.3

cleaning-Up of the Commercal Blanks' Loan Portfolios
(C millions of FMG)

Iank Loans Taken L anoss Inrest Frl R luation
out* Pofvisions LOE
Portfolios rrreasujy/CCCE

BFV 44,403 37,S24$* 6,579

BNI 37,394 30,994 6,400** -

BIM 30,020 4,452 7,755 17,813

Total 111,817 73,270 20,734 17,813

- Incluindg gsmal amount of offbalnce sheet comets.
Incluing provissions for accrued interest reported separately.
It is clear whether this amount is to be repaid, or considered as a grant

Sss~: Information obtained from individual bank.

4.8 Jmr=stInuLJanIafrtfnls. As a result of this cleanimg-p process, the quality
of the bans loan portfolios improved dgnificandy. At the end of 1989, less tha 15 percent of the
baniw' loan portfolios was considered doubtful (as compared to 40 percent t the end of 1986) and
lon loss provisions were equivalent to 84 percent of the doubtfil loans, as compared to less than 52
percent three years earlier (see Table 4.4).

M1 The Treaury used the French CCCE-PCAS counterpart fumds to cover the inest-fmee loan
extended to BTM and BFV which are to be repaid out of the recowveries fm the ddinqut
borrowers. By the end of 1990, BTMWs repayments to the Treasury totlled FMG 2,337 million,
while those of BFV totalled MGF 2,130 million.
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Mulgache de l'Ocean Indien (BMOI). The new bank, which is managed by BNPI and controlled by
two foreign bankig institutions? strted operations in August 1989. In addition, 1991 saw the
establishment of representative offices in Madagascar of two foreign banks - the Mauritius
Commercial Bank and Banque Fracaise du Commerce Extrieur.

4.10 Divestiture of Government Shareholding. The first quarter of 1991 witnesed a
substantial reduction in the Malagasy Govnments ownership in the banking sector. On February
20, 1991, a leading French bank, the Credit Lyonnais (CL) acqired from the Malagasy state 51
percent of the shares of BNI, and assumed the management of the institution. On March 1, 1991,
the French subsidiary of a leading Italian bank, flstituto Bancario San Paolo di Torino (IBSF),
acquired a minority participation in BFV, buying 22 percent of the share capital which was increased
from FFMG 3 to 6 billion. While these developments still leave significant state ownership in the
banking system, only one of the four existig bank - BTM -emains under the fuil ownership and
control of the Malagay state.

4.11 Curnt Stmdure and MaSmres. At the end of 1990, tie present banking system
comprising four banks, together operated 83 branches and 35 offices, employed a staff of 4,300 and
had assets approaching FMG 1,200 billion. The level of total assets per employee, equivalent to
FMG 279 million (or roughly US$169 thousand) in 1990, is very low by itrational stndards, aDd
is even below the prevailing average for African ountries which amounted to US$224 thousand in
1989. As shown in Table A., Madagascar ranked 27th out of 35 sub-Sahara African countries with
respect to the level of commercial bank assets per employee. This suggests the swpe for the banking
system as a whole to improve its employee productivity. The share of each of the four banks in tta
assets, gro loans, outstanding custor-. leposits and shareholders' funds as of end October 1990
is shown in Table 4.5.

Table 4.5
Branch Network. Staff and Market Shares of M;laga Banks in 1990

9IS BTM .ES BMOI 8 3Total

Number of branches 16 48 17 2 35

Number of offices 6 19 10 - 4,300

Number of staff 1,130 1,680 1,350 140

Market Shares

Assets 36.0 36.1 21.3 6.6 100.0

Gross Loans 34.8 35.7 21.0 8.5 100.0

29.8 35.4 24.5 10.3 100.0
Customer Deposits

38.4 35.0 23.2 3.4 100.0
Sh[rdholders' Funds
As o

Source: Informtion obtained from the individual banks.

/I Each one of the two fori bang instituin, BNPI and SFOM (ociet Fmnere
d'Outre-Mer) holds 37.5 prcent of the share capital, while the remning shares are held by
around 300 private Malagasy investors.
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Ma ti fng Feaue of the Banidf SySm Since 1987

4.12 The aggregation of the assets and liabilites of the commercial banks is undertake by the
Central Bank for the purposes of the monetay survey. As such, the balance sheet presented in
Table A.2 are designed to highlight suc variaes as liquid assets in loca arency, net external
assets, net caims on goverment, gross credits to the economy, customer deposits and other domestic
liabilities. A review of the aggregate balance sheets for the period 1987-1990 bring out a number
of salient features, developments and trends reviewed below.

4.13 . ijowthaonhinfgjasset: Reflecting the rece growh of the economyP aggregate
commercial bank asset incrased from FMG 742 billion at the end of 1987 to FMG 1,064 billion
by the end of 1989, an increase of 43.4 percent (see Table A.2). Average total assets of commerci
banks during 1989 were equivalent to 235 percent of GDP at market prices (as compared to 22.6
peret during 1988), reflecting a slight deepening of the banig system. However, there was a
slowing down in the rate of growth of bank assets in 1990. During the fir ten months of the year,
total bank assets increased at an anumalized rate of 10.6 percent, barely exceeding the estimated
of inflation (10 percent).

4.14 Goven ent's Net Cditor Potion. Unlike public enrises, the Govermment has
traditionally been a net creditor to the banking system with its deposits accounig for 9-12 peet
of total commercial bank deposits. Bank finanig to the Treasuy has essnly been limited to
holdings of a small volume of goverment securities. A the end of 1988, the Government's net
reditor position amounted to FMG 47 bfllion. However, as a result of the banks' subscp to

RAG 62 bilLion in Treasury bills during 1989, the Govern_met's net creditor posito dwindled to
FlMG 10 bilion by the end of 1989. Folowing a 19 percent increase in its deposits with bank
during 1990, the govermannt creditor position improved to FMG 30 billion by the end of OctoDber
1990 (see Table 4.6).

Te 4.f
Govenment's Net Creditor Position with Banks

Cm millions of FMG)

Govment GovernmentCradkor Poshion

1987 10,654 61,656 51,002

1988 15,042 62,246 47,384

1989 78,645 89,057 10,412

1990 (October) 30,399 110,420 30,021

Sour: Central Bank of Madgsa.

4.15 ISreamdLendlngtPkfd tSct. As shoown i Table4.9, there has notbeen much
variton in reccfl years in the shares of the various sectors i total credis. The inutial secor is

: Between 1987 and 1989, GDP Increased by 47.0 perct I aney tey and y 8.9 pemcent
rt real terms (at costant '1984 pries).

t_ V.,_a .s¾ i- . * - , :
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he recipient of more thad onealf of the crdits extended by the banks, with the agriculural sector
accountingfor roughly one-ixth ad the services sector (mainly commerce) acoung for less than
one-fourth. The last three years bave, however, witnesed a signficant shift i lenig from the
pulic to the privae sectors. With tho bank tigtening of credi to loss-making public enterpises,
more resources became available for lending to the privat, sector. Cousequeny, the share of toe
private secoor in total credits extended by the baun rose steadily frm 52 percent at the end of 1987
to about 74 percent by end October 1990 (see below).

4.16 HIgbIanaIto Ds aio,. At least sincet deir nationio, Magasy banks have
operated wit a high ratio of loans to -deposits. At the end of 1987, gross loas ecceeded total
dqpsi by 22.3 peent With deposits increasing at a faster rate than loans between 1987 and 1989,
the ratio of loans to deposits fell to 90.4 percent However, with the slowing down in the rate of
inr in deposits during 1990, the trend was reversed: by the end of October 1990 the ratio had
risen to 98.6 percent (see below). These high ratios are explained by at least dree fictors. First,
banks have relied on external sources mainy foreign donmrs - o fund part of their term loans.
Second, banks had until recenty practcally no investmen opportunities to channel their uplus
finds, aside from the segineut of the money market that is managed by the Central BaLlk? Ihid,
unt recenty, banks needed to icrease earning from new loans given the high ratio of non-
performing loan in their portfolios.

Ta&e4.7

Ratio of Lat Deposits

Grs Loans .s*S=DDeXoi
(billions of FMG) (billions of FMG) Rado (5)

1987 488 399 122.3

1988 513 469 109.3

1989 572 633 90.4

1990 (October) 670 679 98.6

* Excluding craedits to governmt
S ncffldig governm deposits.

Baors: Central Bank of Madagascar.

4.17 Dwn i nuifthFndiug.qs Tw.tCredl In the past, Malay bank extended
trm lamonly when theso loans were pre iantyexternally finded. More reeny, tl banks
stad relyig more heavly on domestic sources of fning. As reflected by the da below, the
dsha of medium and long-tem loans in tot lending rose from 17.0 percen at the end of 1987 to

V1 The nebu market smtrted fimctoning only as of March 1987, and bani were allowed to
subscri to Treaq bills only as of Sptember 1983.
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20.4 percent by Ure end of Octobe 1990. DurIaf e same btva4l, th raio of m depoeds
ncluding ctficats of deoit) to total deposis (including governmn depst) as ros from 37.4

percent to 41.4 percent. As a rslt, the aio of term loan ouandig to tm, deoi actuay fidl
from 55.7 pecet at the end of 1987 to 48.7 pert by the end of Octobr 1990.

Relative Inae ea
C( billion of FMG)

Grm L Dedi

hi flu L.
1987 405 83 250 149

1988 414 99 300 169

1989 455 117 40D 233

1990 (COo-ber) 533 137 398 291

*ncun cetficate of deposit.

TaSble 4 9

S--ra Breakdown of Gm sLo
Pecent Of tDal)

Sc End 1987 B 182 En 1989

Agricultue IS.4. 16.5 16.6 16.9

Thd.strya_- 58.8 56.2 55.8 54.8

Services 20.5 21.8 23.6 22.8

Not Clasified 5.3 5.5 4.0 5.5

Private 52.4 63.3 66.2 73.6

Public 47.6 36.7 33.8 26.4

* Ildes only borwers whose x cees FMG 10 million.
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4.18 Te lqdit poson of Maags bak fucuaed widy dui
1381990. Exding th statuto resv wit de Cal BDnk de bam lquid a i local
cu rty otal led FMG 49 biion at the ed of 1987, whil their net extnl uses slood at FMG
46 biion. During 1988, the bn reduced their cess reswu, wih liquid assels in bcal cuencq
dwindilngtD alow leve of JustoverFG 8 biousti end of Octber. Despitea rwe vd
the la two nwts of 1988, qWd aei local cmrey ranotd a yen-ed FPG 16 bion
bdeow the level of a year eadier. By co ,asa dti bans net tal ases inreased by FMG 13
billion during 1988. In the wake of te sig Icres in t duing 1989, the ban' liquid
asts in local curency (exduding mtuoqyreserv) ncrasd substiy reachin a reord levd
of FMG 75 billion at the end of Decmbe. Nat ateral ss lso peaked at year-aid tomlling
FMG 90 bllion.

4.19 The siationws ag* revered in 1990, whIh mu mared by an acute lqidiy asi
experience by one of dhe bank, and an overall rduction In t lqidit position of the banks The
-atpe r tolardyresulfrmasueIncred4fmoedx m triggeredby dieluibaiaon

of te trade regime Dunth first tn mons of 1990, th ban lqud as in local curnc
deeed by FMG 65 billion, while hirt exteal assets deeasd by more than FMG 23 bMion.
In addit the bank' indebted to th Central Bank Ineased dramally duri e inteva
from FMAG 12 tD FMG 97 billion (see Table ).

Figure 4.2: Sectoral Breakdown of Gross Loans

End 1987 End 1988

Inddusty IrKlUS

25% 27%

Ed 1989 End 1990

industry Induy
88% ~~~~~~55%

A Rcufum

,|X; :{C;S s\ X -- :' :: 
-- 2#? 28;; ; . * 
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Overall BanWng Performance Since 1989

4.20 Data Constints. The Central Bank requires the bans to submit to it monthly da on
the evolution of thei assets and liabilities, but does not require them to make regular submissions on
their pmfit and loss account. Therefore, the banks' published annual repors are the only source of
information on the performance of the banking system. Since BMOI (which surted operations in
August 1989) is yet to make public ks first annual report, and the results for 1990 are not yet
available for any of the banks, the analysis of the recent performance of the Malagasy banks is
restricted to three banks and covers the two-year period 1988-1989.

4.21 The aggregate balance sheets of the three banks, presented in Table 4.3, differ slightly
from those published by the Central Bank, even for 1988, although they cover the same institutions
and are derived from the same ceriied accounts. The differences between the two sources
naturally become larger from 1989 onwards because Central Bank data include BMOI as well.

4.22 Evoluion of Assets and LIabilities. DatainTableA.4indicatethatthecombined asses
of BNE BTM and BFV increased by 16.5 percent in 1989 and a further 6.5 percent during the first
ten mouths of 1990 t stand at PFMG 1,021 bilion by end October. A 33 percent increase in total
deposits (mcluding the government) during 1989, enabled the banks to enlarge their loan portfolios
(by 12.8 percent in gross terms and 10.4 percent in net terms), subscribe to Treasury bis to the une
of FMAG 62 bilion, and increase their balances at the Central Bank by about FMG 37 billion. By
contrast, a 1.2 percent decrease in total deposits during the first ten months of 1990,Z coupled with
in expansion of the loan portfolios (by 5.1 percent in gross terms and 7.9 percent in net ums) forced
the banks to resort to substantial borrowing from the Centra Bank)2'

4.23 Imortan of terest Marn. Banks in Maagascar enjoy a significant adequate
mterest spread (difference between the average lendig rate and the average cost of deposits), which
averaged 6.7 percent in 1989YThe interest main or the net interest bicome (Le. interest i
less interest cost) accounts for the bulk of the gross earnings margin or gross operating income of
Malagsy banks. Owing to a 20.9 percent increase in the interest margin in 1989, the contbution
of the interest margin to the operating income rose from 65 to 71 percent, and resulted in 10.7
percent increase in the gross earings margin (see Table 4.10). Given the limited range of fee-
generating baning activities and current prohibition on foreign exchange transactions the interest
margin remains more important as a share of gross earnings margin for banks in Madagascar tha
most Sub-Sahar African countries.

21 The decrease was a direct rest of the entry of the forth bank (M1MO), that maged in just
fomteen months of opeations to capture 10.3 percen of the system's deposits.

jQI It should be noted, horeer, that about 91 percent of the increase in the bans' indebtedness
to the Cental Bank during 1990 was accounted for by one bank, hat eWerienced serious liquidity
problems, the magnitude of which is still unknown.

hi' rhe average lending rate was 12.8 percent, while the average cost of deposits was 6.1

percenL
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4.24 PrdlhtabilyJniI Although theincreaseinoperatingcosts- 11.9percmt
in 1989 - outstripped that of the gros earnins margin, the net earnings margin increased from FMG
31.3 billion in 1988 to FMG 34.4 billion in 1989. However, it is the sharp decline in other net cow
(owing predominandy to a decrease in net prwvisions for bad debts from FMG 26.5 billion in 1988
to FMG 20.8 billion in 1989) that explain the jump in opeating profis from FMG 1.3 billion in
1988 to FMG 11.6 billion in 1989. Furthermore, owing to the significant increase in the banks' net
exceptional income (which is lagdy due to the recoveries firom the old loans that had been taken out
of the portfolios), profits before tax increased fom FMG 3.6 billion in 1988 to FMG 20.4 billion
in 198, whle profits after tax increased from FMG 1.9 billion in 1988 to FMG 15.4 billion in 1989.
Net profits in 1989 represented a ran on average shareholders' funds of 22.2 percen, as comparnd
to less than 3 percent in 19889 This increased profitability enabled the banks to distbute
substel dividends in 1990, equivalent to 62.4 percent of their 1989 net proffts.

Table 4.10
Aggate Profit and Loss Accounts. 1988-1989

Cm millions of FMG)

1988 1989

Interest Income 72,966 84,272

Interest Cost 36,647 40,379

Intrt Margin 36,319 43,893

Other Operating Income 19,393 17,798

Gross Ernings Margon 55,712 61,691

Operating Costs 24,432 27,334

Net Earnings Margin 31,280 34,357

Other Net Costs 30,004 22,772
of which: Net Provision for Bad Ddbts (26,455) (20,835)

Operating Profits 1,276 11,585

Net Exceptional Income 2,326 8,819

Profit before Tax 3,602 20,404

Taxes 1,681 4,958

Plrofit after tax,2 1,4

Source: Annual Reports of individual banks.

4.25 CAms of Intumediat. Improvements in bank performance in 1989 is reflected not
only by the increase in the retuan average tota asset and average shareholders' funds, but also
by the decrease in the costs of intermediation, which are equal to the gross earnings margin divided

Computed after deducting dividends and paymensa to Board members.
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by avege total assA As shown in Table 4.11, the oa of decreased fom 7.37
percet in 1988 to 6.93 perct in 1939. Epecially in view of low labor costa, opeating coca,
which were reatively low by developug country stadards, decreased firthe to 3.07 perce i
1989,therebymaking banksminMadagscarevnmeompetii tisrespectthnsome idstria
counties such as Italy nd the United Kingdom (see Table A.7). Ote cs, ne of non-opeating
and exceptional come decreased substntly durig the intrval fihm 3.66 pect to 1.57 percent,
partly due to the decrease in net povions for bad dds. Cny, profits as a percentage
of average tota asseu inceased from 0.26 percen in 19 to 1.73 pme in 1989.

Table 4.11

ere of average s)
1988 f M -D US=)

prating Costs 3.23 3.07

Other Net Css* 3.66 1.57
Net Provisions for Bad Debts (350) (2.34)
Other Items (0.16) (-0.77)

Taxes 0.22 0.56

Net Profits 0.26 1.73

Costs of ItrmedIatIon 7.37 6.93

Imncluding net exceptional incomne.

hum: Derived from Tables A.4 and A.S.

4.26 Red=d Prorztu biatl in 1990. Although the resuts of the bank for 1990 have not yet
been made public, indicators are dtat for the bankig system as a wole the rflrns on ascts andt
shareholders' himds were lower in 1990 tham in 1989. The entry of BMOI into the scene, which has
ntoduced a welcome element of competiton io the system (thogh pnce competdion su the
introduction of new products reating to saving and crdit) probably resulted in a roducdon in inter
margins, and consequently, a further reduction in the gross eam argin which is rlatvely high
not only by inteational standards, but even by African stacards.W Since it is unliely that the
reduction in the gross eigs mar.:'n was offset by a correspo ding reduction in operatin costs and
other net costs it follows tat 1990 wu less profitsbloe d 198. Anotr importma reo for the
system's reduced profitability in 1990 stems fiom BTWs liqidit crs. Indeed, 1990 was an

remely diffilt year for BIM. The istttonsuffer from an ext employee strikedung

fl The costs of Wdiaion are generadly divided into fom elements: operatng cost, oher
net costs (whih usualy consist mainy of net loan loss pvision and dercaton costs, but in
the case of Madaasr also include-net icome items result from the leanig up of the bk'
la portlias), tes on gross profits, and net prfit.

As sho in Table A7, the inte margn is higer in M asar (4.93 percent in 1989)
than in cauties such a Ghma (2.99 percet), Rwada (3.72 percet) d Mawi (4.50
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4.27 Sine t rio of I the mid 1970s, th Magy baking systm ha
uI a maj o As the ecoomy movs i the 199W tward greatr amphasis
on private sor ivest_me ad producion, the bankng system will fw - dUages in
aeqaey providing efficin banking rims whit miimi ris ad cal to deposai ad

invetms and helps dtn maximize rams on invesu et Giv coued -egthau. of S.
tcur and m _ of Inviuaf bak ad heir regulo framework a wdl a the

develpme of an idpde b profusion, thre b =uda promie for the emere of a
dyai nd comipetitive baknUg systm in Madagpsca wid&thind 199W.

Figure 4.3: Elements of the Cost of Intermediation
(percent of average total assets)

Oprating Costs 323

_ ~~~~Not ProfitOS02

_ ~~~~~~~~Taxes 0:22

Other Net Costs 3.66

OperaUng Costs 3.07

Other Net Costs 1.57

PmftI 1.73

Taxes NhS
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4.28 RedressingSvtuiD Strains from BlT: IThe immediate challenge facng the Malay
baning system is dhe coninment of BTWs liquidity cisis. Since BTM accoun for 36% of assets,
35% of deposits, 57% of brandhes and 39% of the employees of the banking system, interna
liquidity and other problems of such a major bank can potentally jeopardize the liquidity and
depositor confidence in the bankdng system as a whole. There is an urgent need to dearly assess the
problems of BTM in its accounting, liquidity and portfolio management, and operation of its large
brandh networkL This evaluation is likely to confirm the need for a significant restucturing of this
banl. This prospect has led the goverment to envisage opening up the capital of dais instuion, a
gD which should be pursued once a restructuring plan for BEM is identified.

4.29 Enhanding.NanktAmnntion: A key challege for the 1990s remains mang the
banking sector more competive. Lack of compeion has resulted in relaively high interest mari
ta penalize tD some extent both depositors and borrower. This in tun limit the scope of the
banking system to increase its deposit mobilization and to reduce the coa of real sector economic
acvities. The present size of the baniing sector coupled with prospec for fiuue economic grwth
indicates scope for addition of a fifth commercial bani to the finacial system in die ne term Such
a developmen should lead to a decrease in the interest margin, without unduly affectng the existing
banis' profitability. In addition, the recent move-by the BCRM to require all commercial banks to
post their base lendg rate and terms of their baning operations should favr firther compet
by enabling clients to more easily choose among banks for their needs for various financial services.
This should help mitigate a major.problem among users of banls servces who a presenty faing
geat uncrtnty in the pricing of both their deposits and borrowing as well as other services from
baits (see Amnx 1.1). This move should be accompanied by a strengthened framework for
prudential reglaion and supervision which would require mandatory disclosure of certai basic
financial information by banks enabling their clients to better asses the _ strengts and
soundness of individual banks.

4.30 PursuLing nrvatization of the banidng setr: Government ownership in the banking
sector has generally not been conducive to financial sector developmets sexpeience in Madagascar
as well as elsewhere has shown. Madagascar's move towards an inmcreasingly marke-oriented
economy would be firmly buttresd by a fully private commercial banking syem. The Governm
should therefore pursue the process of pivatizaion of the bing system whih began in the latter
part of the 1980s. Compettion wodd also be fivored by fiuther divesiure of governmet
sharholdings in banking, notably in BFV and BNI in addition to BTM as discussed priously. Since
demand among the general public for share ownership in the bankdig sector appeas to be high, the
Governmine could use the occasion of the divsue of suc holdings to furter broaden and deepen
the shareholding habits of the poputaton. If undertaken throgh public offeins organized under a
simple embryonic faework for capital markets, this furthr privatton of the baiking system
could also be used by the Govrment as a vehicle for catalyzing the emergence of full-fledged capital
makets (see Chapter 7).

4.31 Strengngn- the baninf profession: There is a need to establish a new and
independem professional banking association in Madagascar. The exist Association Profesionele
Bancaire (APB) that was created in 1985 supposedly represents the intest of the baking idusty.
However, it does not appear to fulfill the needs of comdmcial bak and does not see-n to wor to
the full potenti of such an istion, partly becase it is managed and reports to the GovenmentL
Ihe Goverment shodd therefore take the inave to disslve the existing APB and encouage
commcial banks to ind ly crate such a new institution which would not have any
Governmenarticiion. The new bnng aoition sod be fr to t its own rules and should
work in areas of common interest to al banks. Among such common issues ar baking tics,
-ducatonandrainsimgiuindudingthe ionofvakospwofeulubnker
promotion Of of check (further sussed in Chapter 3 ad Annex 3.3) and education

to! ecourage bewer financia and sainp habis ng th genea publc. This new
_ =,=_.s<sX L = F= f , 7 
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association should be the primarily channel through which the Govement should address banks on
general banking matters on which mutual consultation and colaboration are useful.

Reulatin And Prudential Supervision In the New Eeonouuc Environmet

4.32 Rtulao impeaives I. banking ransacions: Even as their economies are
liberalized and perhaps especially when they are, governments reain a special role in. regon and
supervision of banks. In contrast to most tasactions in product markets which are caried out on
a spot basis, the operations of banks involve the exchnge of in claims (short-term dposits
are used to fund long-term loans). Although bankers tend to maintain a reserve of cash on hand to
cDver net withdrawals that can occur on any given day, they may be wrong in their judgments and
may be too optimistic with respect to the success of project or csoers. Consequently, in addition
to liquidity management policies of the Central Bank (see Chapter 2), pntial regulation and
supevion are of paramount importance in order to avoid the esuing problems associated with
insufficient liquHity and insolvency. The soundness and solvency of a bank's loan portfolio do not
always insulate it from liquidity difficulties. Mismatches in the matrity sacture of assets and
liabilities could lead to serious liquidity problems if. for example, the duration of assets largely
exceeds the duration of liabildies. Safeguards in the form of supeisory ratios which atemt to
match the duration of assets and liabilities are important prerequisites of a safe financial systm
Bank are also particularly vulnerable to possible opportunistic bebha . on the part of managers and
employees. Managers and employees of all types of enterprises may cmaiozally be tempted to take
unfair advantage of their positions. Given the relatve ease with which money can be misappropriated,
compared to the real assets of nonfinancial er.s zprises, the scope for such behavior in banks and ote
financial insttations is subsntial. Experience shows that bak faiures often results not ftm
incompetet management, but from frud Consequently, appropriate supevisory measures should
be established to protect saver's money from servig the immediate interest of managers or of loan
officers.

4.33 Importance or nrdential reiulation and suerLsio: The confidence of economic
agents in the soundness of the financial system depends findamentally on the existence of an effective
regulatory and supervry fiamewor Within the fElncial systm, bak in particu hold a special
position in most economies as creators of money, principal depositaries of finan saving, the
principal alloators of craeit and managers of the country's payments system. For this reason,
governments establish public policy for banks in the public interest Central banks play an import
role in ensuring eflective regulation and supervision of the fmancial system, particularly banig
insdtitions. In libelizing economies such as Madagascar's, prudetial regation requires central
bank supervisrs to move beyond a focus on compliance with monetary polk; regulations, freign
exchage controls and credit allocation reUliOnS to reviewing the overall quality of bank assets,
accounting procedures and management controls. In order for BCRM! to effecdvey and crdiDly play
its role as an independent monetary institution, it must give top priority to developing an effecdve
regulatory and supervisory capacity over fincial istitions. This fumrtion will assume greater
importance and complexity as the fnacial system evolves in Madagascar in coming years.

4.34 Recet nroZs and outstanding issue: The 1988 Banking Act defines supervisory
tunctions for BCRM. This was the legal basis for the establishment of the Commission de Controle
des Banques et Etablissements Fimanciers (CCBEF) in April 1990. The legal basis of the CCBEF also
foresees its supervisory role for non-bank financid instions. Reglar off-site monitoring is now
akdng place on the basis of monty staume of the bank as well as their audit reports. At least
one on-ike inspection has tamen plIzn under guidance of an experienced feign bank supervisor.
Vlork on the new accunting plan for banks bas been in progre sice 1987 since the countrs new
accountig plan (Plan Comptable) was adopted. Notwithtd this progress, there remains many
outanding issues in bank reguation and supervision. The adapton of the genal accoutng plan
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for the purposes of prudential analysis of all bankcs should be completed as soon as possible to entable
several outdated texts to be replaced (eg. Decmber 1973 text on liquidity ratios). BCRM should also
make the strengthening of its prudentia regulatory and supervisory capacities one of its key priorities
in the next three to five years. It should aim at improving off-site inspection and at eventualy being
able to undert;ake at least one regular on-site inspecton of eaSh commercial bank once a year. in

strnghenngits capabilities in all these areas, BCRM should consider some of the key issues
reviewed below.

4.35 Key areas of regulagtion Among the main measures aimed at controlling the risks
incurred by banks are regulations of market entry, capital adequacy and portfolio diversification. In
most. countries, regulations begin at the market entry stage. Before they are authorized to operate,
banks must satisfy a number of requirements, and sometime a mrinimulm range of services to be
offered to customers. Also in most countries, banks are required to maintain a sufficient level of ne
worth toproec the solvency of the banks agains some Minimum level of lwoss firom noprfoirming
assets. Typically, a bank's total lending is constrained by a maximum gearin(" ratio between its
capital and its total assets (loans, etc.). Closely related to capital adequacy ratios are rules of
portfolio diversification and risk limitation. Most countries seek to limit risk cocntaIon - by
imposing formal or informal limits are stated as a pePrcrentage of the banks capital and vary from
country to country. The 1988 Banking Act covers many of these areas of bank regulation adequatey.
However, there are specific aspects of bank superision which could be strengthened as discussed
tlrbw. It should be noted that the supervisory functions of BCRMf can be expected to grow
.specially if small-scale depository and credit institutons emerge to cater for needs for small-scale

enrereneurs a ndural area (see Chapter 6), and new instuments such as banker acceptances and
negotiable certificates of deposits (See Chapter 7) are developed in the medium term.

4.36 Existing caoital adequac gufidelines: Minimum. capital adequacy guidelines of some
kind for banks exists in nearly all countres in order to provide the banking system with a cushion
against unusua losses. These guidelines are usually based on either deposits or in some countries,
on the risk structue of assets and off balance- sheet activities. In Madagascar, the solvency of a bank
is seen as its ability to absorb unusual losses based on its ratio of equity capital to liabilities. Under
the 1988 Banking Act, banks are required to observe a solvency ratio of at least S per cent. Table
3.1 shows that the commercial banking system in Madagasca has histoically been able to comply
with this requiement without any difficulty. Howeve, these capital adequacy guidelines are geare
more towards matching the equity I wvel with the level of deposits than towards offering depositor
real protection against massive defaults. Hligh rate defaults can occur and can indeed lead to bank
afailres and bank panics even if such a deposit-based solveny ratio for the overall bakin systm

is high. BCRM should therefor begin considerng moving towards a system of capial adequacy
guideline based on the risk structure of assets as described below.
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Table 4.12
Solvency Rado Of The Matnsy Banking System

Year Solvency Ratio, ()

1981 11.8

1982 12.6

1983 11.9

1984 14.9

1985 17.9

1986 17.4

1987 16.6

1988 21.3

1989 18.7

Note: The solvency ratio is defined as the ratio of eqiLty capital to liabilities.

Source: BC%M Data

4.37 1idsweghted pgWtal ad== rgdeInes: The risk-based capital sadardsd
by the Bank for intea onal Settlements and to be widdy adopted by indstria counies by the end
of 1992 should provide the Malagasy authorities some guidance on how to reform the existing
solvency ratio prescibed for banks. These risk-based capital stadards disnguish between five
difere categories of assets with different isk weightings. These range from zero weightinp for
short-term centra bank and govenment securities tD one hundred per cent weitings for commeca
loans exceeding one ye2r. Thne cpital guiddines also disiguish between two types of capital (c'oir
and supplent). Adt such guidelines tDo te Malagasy commercial banking system will be
importat for a mber of reasons. First, deposito need real protecio based on the actual ris
thatbanks incu through their asset portfolios. Furthamore, as the economy deveops and divrifies,

nommerci banks ca be cped to expand their off-baance sheet comm indcluding lom
guarnte, ir cable credit stmes and eventaly inrt rae and reny swaps. Exisig
capital guideines in Madgasc do nt captre the dfferent degrees of rist assoiatd with the
rnge of commercial bak actvities ihat exist ad that ca be expected t broaden in fute.

4.38 n.: Batlr are generay required throughout the world to maintain a
minimum level of liquid asss in order to meet depositors' demand for immediae liquidity. In
Madagascar, under a decree which dates back to December 20, 1973, bans are required to comly
with a coefficiat of liquidity which aims at mainaing a mni ratio betwoe lqd asset and
shot-term liabiLities. The folowig item are incuded among liquid assets: cash, current acconts
at the centra bank shobrt-f claims on domestic depository instuto (less Dh six months) and
other highly liquid short- claims. Ihe liqudity ratio in Mhag has been fixed at 70%. At
the end of 1989, all commercial bans were well in excess of this liquidit ratio. The 1973 decree
should be reviewed in the context of thO new chart of accunts to make the coefficient mor-
representatve of the liquidity siaon of commerca bans. In partcular, BCRM should give 
weight in its liquty guide to short-tem liquid aset of one month matuity, rather thanmthose
of six monts mity, in order th banks computdetir liquidity ccientc accrdingly. he 1973
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text thereNre needs to be reviewed witil attion to the definition of highly liqud daims and short-
tum liquid assets.

4.39 MlniMnm prudential reporting and disclosure: Confuience in the monetary system Is
maintained, inter alia, by guarateeing die solvency, liquidity and profitability ofthe baing system
The banking systm would be in a position to achieve these desirable outcomes prvided it ope s
in n accouoting fimework which does not obscr from view m r which should be dealy see
into by the banis and other financial instiions as lending agencies.For a desired deg of
transparec to prevail, the BCRM should have the legal power to call from the bans all such
informaton which it needs in order to flfill its Central Banking fuimction. The 1988 Bankn Act
empowers BCBM adequaty in this respect. However, the appropriat supervisory capacity witin
BCRM comm te ih these powers has not yet been developed.

4.40 At the same time, the public at large should also be able to judge the perfomance ad
stwgt of 1idi commercial bans, notably by way of hir publication of their anm
accounts. In many developing counies, including neighboring Mauritius, this disclosurerquien
is mandatoy. Mandatory publication of annual acounts is also provided for in the 1988 Banking Act
in Madagacar but there are guidelines yet on which specific iem of informai soud be
published. Cetain income and ezedri-ure items need to be dk losed specifically in this context:
inteest and simiar income; interest experience and similar charges; dividend incomw fee inome;
commisions received; g and losses frvom freign examge trasactions; -ins and loIQ from
dealing in stodcs, shaes, securities (if applicable); gains and losses from investments in sauities;
other operatig inmes' loses on loans and advances; general ami ve I xpazses spcfi
operatng exs; and odter openg expses. These items should not be rpocted on a nt basis
as mportan informaton is dthrb lost

4.41 Similirly, balance sheet items of bak shoud be listed out, prefably ia order which
reflects the liquidity of individu ims. No offsetng shoud be don sine is leads to los Of
informato In partdcular, the fllowing specffic items require separa teponing cau md balne
with the BCRMt Tlrea bills and othe commer bils eligible for rediscounting at dite CItk
bils not eligible for rediscounting; Govenment and other secuties held for deaing puroe;
invstmes min Goverment and other securities; placements with amd loas and aces to oter
bank; other money market placements; loans and advances to custm by type; odtr asse
(extenal claims, domestic daims); deposit from other bats; other money maket deposi; anonb
owed to other depositors; cerficates of deposits issued; promsory note md odt liabiles
evideced by paper, other borrowed fimus. Concies the aount of unsecured advac
dshd be serately also discoed.

4.42 wingsund badn g rtfolh: To avoid a bunching up of bad and doubtf d ,
bakers should be urged by the BCRM to adopt continuo pwvisi g for bad ad doubtfil det.
Indeed, the ECRM should see to it that excessive unrealized pft ar not beWg dclared by bank
becaue of lack of or under-provisioning for bad md doubtful debts. This would help at that
banks would not be put under finacia pres when such debts have to be prvided for or wrte
off and tat ban will not carry a weak loan portfolio as if it were completely sound. Ieed, if th
guality of a banks loan is allowed to deteriate, the mor it wi gee reflected in a higher avap
interest rate charge to borrowes, irpective of the rate of inter pes by the bangs to
d .osirs
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5.1 Term finance (ie. mobilization of reources and development of financial asne for the
medim amd long-term) is needed in all conies to ensure dt the fill productive potential of the
economy is realized. In an ecowmy such as Madagascar' which is rapidly restructuring, term
finance is becoming increasingy essential to busis, houseold and private sectors. It s neoded
for expanding the capital stock of the enteprise scor as new machinery replaces old, producto md
distbution facltes are upgraded and new plants re built; for providing for the devdopment of
physical i cure such as commercial buildin, shool, and roads; and for ating reidential
housing which is the majcr long-enm asset of households. To addrm these needs, the fimncial
system has to meet one of its basic challenges which is to mobilize resource to be transfiomd into
medium and long-tm fin:anci assets with adequate attention to risk, return and liquidity. This
chapter lools at ways of mobilizing savi through long-tm finanal ccontacts to provide
longtem debt finance to enteis and indduals. A few isse of equity finnce, which is
anoder form of term finance, are exmined in Chapter 6 (role of venture aicalp companies) and
Chapter 7 (development of capital markets).

52 Term finance diety and indirecty involves the enmtire e offinancia instiutin
instruments and markt within the financial system Commercia bank have a major role to play
in this respect both in resoce mobilizton and in tm credit. Iher roles are briefiy discused
below. However, dt: activities must usually be reiforced by other isution which have an eve
more specific and direct role in term face. Perhaps the most important of these ar contractud
savgs in titu (lif insurance companies, occptona pesio shemes, ntiona prvide
fiuds and funded socia security schemes) which are directy involved in mobilizing saving through
long-term financial contrcts. Contractual saving stittin in Madagascar are the major focus of
this dicussi. At the same time, housing fiace is one of the most important areas in term finanm
in any country. The specific prblems in this area frm the sandpoint of the financial sytem in
Madaac are also biefly rrviewed in this chapter. Finally, for term finance tD operate Octivdy
in any country, there must exist wel funcdoning financial mats which facili the pricig ad
transr offinanci resources aonog indidual and insituonalnestm and borrowes. The isse
of fiancial mket development are more extensively discussed in Cbapter 7.

5.3 In the nw term in Madagascar, banks wi contne to play he major role in term
finance within the overl finacidal sysem In cmparion to may developing counties including
low-mcome counties in Sub-Sar Africa, dte Maga bankig sydem remain rdativey biased
towards th short-term in its mobilization and lbcaton of reorces. For xample, Figr S.1

ows that term deposits in the ummercia bauning in have tended in recet ya to
accul for only about one-fifth or less of toa bak deposts. Althg this proporn ha boe
grwing in recent years, it is still consderably lower may or cotie, for ex le thos
in the Western African Monetary Union (UMOA) (see Fiu 5.2) as well a dswhere (se Table
5. 1). The prevalenc of double-digit iflation in Madaga during ngt of t 1980s is one of to
underlyng reasons for this phenmen. This w u oe im of a gble
oudtook to encourage sain through long-tem financial ctac.
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Figure 6.1: Share of Term Deposits In
Total Bank deposits
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Figure 5.2: Comparative Share of Term
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5.4 Increased mobiliation of term resource witiin the banldng system will also depend
on how successfully banks develop products and savings schemes that are atractive to depositors.
A. nmber of such products have already emerged in Madagascar which, for example, cuirae
savings for hous finance. In Mauritius, there has been great success with remunerated saving
acounts where deposis are available at all times but remuneration is applied to Dthe minimum balae
for a specfic period (generally one month). These and other schemes could have much potntial in
Madagascar for shifting deposits towards ter finds. This is especially since demand or short-term
deposits are generally unremuneraed or have a rate of return below inflaton BRan will thkerefxre
incur higher costs to attract longer deposits which they must compensate with more profitable lending
activities including term lending.

Table 5.1: Comparative Shar of Term Deposits in Total Bank Deposits
(m peentage of total bank deposit)

1987 1988 1989
Sub-Saharan Africa:
Burkina Paso 32 37 35.4
Senegal 34.4 35 35
Cote D'Ivoire 36.1 36.2 35
Togo 49 44.3 46

lAw Icme Countries:
ndia 81.6 81.4 81.6

Nepal 81.7 84.1 83.5
Haiti 64.7 63.2 66
Indonesia 69.6 72.4 70.8

Madagascar 17.9 18.3 19.8

Sourwc BCRM, BCEAO and IFS data.

5.5 Justs with resource moblization, term lending by bansm in Madagascr remains
below that of many other countries. Ose agai, the comparison wt counties of the Wester
African Monetry Union is illustrative (see Figure 5.3). Ehanced term lendng by baks in
Madagascar requi a combination of facrs including the availability of viable projecs t finance,
the development of appropriate mt= of secuing bank lendig and monioring projects, and the
acqusition of appropriate tam lending skills within banks. Public policies are also importan in
stengthg of the legal, accundng and payments as:ructure discusse in Chaper 3 which
should facili firher commercia bank activities in tern lending. Commercial bank have already
recenty begun to build on previously acquired sk in term lending in the changing ecommic
environment but would benefit from continued upgrding of professional skills in this area.
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Figure 6.3: Comparative Share of Term
Lending in Total Bank Lending

Percent of Total Bank Landing
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5.6 In addition to commercial banks, other financial institutions have an important
role to play in term finace. Although Madagascar lacks a development fnance instuion found in
many other countries, it is highly questionable whether such an institionshould be seen as a priority
for financial sector development in the near term. Most such institutons in developing countdes have
been public or quasi-public institutions hat derive much of their fiuding from the government or
foreign assice. Given the poor record of such instutions in other countries generaUly and the still
nwase stare of fcial marks in Madagascar suggest that it is unlikely dtat a development finance
inistitton could be created which could expect to be self sustning in the near term. Confidence of
both savers and investors first needs to be more clearly resored tirough macroeconomic stability and
the completion of reforms to impve the incenve structure for private investment In additon, the
legal and instional basis for a sustainable long-term finance institon would first need to be
firluy established. It would therefore appear to be more appropriate to envisage a subsntly or
possibly even wholly private development finance situation only once financial markets in Madagac
have begun to develop and the banking system begins experiencing more demand for long tim
finance for invesment than it is wiling or able to accommodate.
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£.7 Al the same tme, most f istems feaur A leuace I1n111y sa soeM
security system 'Ik ogehe costtte the cotacusvi a ct of do flmucl "mom
This sub-seco Ca play a cdtical role in Madagascar bddhin dhe moblktlaofflm resources ad
in the develpmt of financa markt. madagascar has, like th greatw majort of devaopi
counrIes and more pcificaly Sub-Sahara Africa, a relaivdy small coal sving suDnt-
compared to mnaor componnt of its financial which are its bankig Psfiwo Fiu 5.4, for
eampl sost d nsuac compaes and the socia securty bsakudo in Madagaa lSer
accounted for tout one-qurter of resources of de' financi system In Malagam lw bank
providing th rest. N a - the small size of this sector, conuactul savinp fudado In
Madagscar ha a grat potet to develop the financia stem, - eir geny ileo cuh
flo and predible long-ter liabilities. A nmber of odwr devdopi conies in Asi, Afria
and Latin Ameria ad the Caribbean have already made great proges in develping th
* cnat savn subsector which In many ases provide term fihdst o* to Gova bu
also odt industial e and bousing sector. Ihese counies iclude Barados, Chile, ia,
Malaysia, Tridad and Zimbabwe.

Figure5.4: Relative shares of Commercial Banks and
Contractual Savings Insgtiutions In Total Fancial
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5.3 Fiu 5.5 shw that contactul savings stutlosih Madagasc aredy
contrit almost the-qua of term deposits of commecal bak in Madagsca. To dius
contractul savin isisdtuons in Madagascar within a appropripatppeatve, - ovaevie of the
type of instilttions and issues involved m conactual saving, ussing on their opeaig
chaateristc d ther economic effects, and their implicatons for policy makes in Madagascar
who nigh consider altnadve stratees for developing oontual swing, is provided in Annex
5. 1. Ihe dission below successively lools at the inran ndustry d sod secrity systema
Madagcar mainly from stamdpoint of their mobizanio and placement of financial resources as wdl
a ter potential for devlpig fncia makets. For conveniec this dicion also covers
non-life or general insrance in Madagascar which is conventionally not defined as a conacual
saving acti. Followg this discussion, the special problems of housing finac are reviewed.

Flgure 5.5: Contractual Savings Contributlon to Commercial
Bank Term Deposits

Insurance 30.540 mn FMG

4_a~~~48

O t e f s ~~~~~~9,102 mn FMG
Social Secuuity23,531 mn 14%

1987

~~~~Irsumance 31.M9 mn FMG

Soclal SerIty 23,279 mn

OhW2Z,359 mn RUlG

19881

Source: SCRM and Financlal Data from Insurance Companes & CNAPS.

5.9 * esi fInILt d opg mn
of SO SarsA i, W _Magac boWg no xce tdustry is very mu ins
ay stage of deveopmen Th. rao of o imsrc prem sto GDP in dvpd couni
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averages 45 percent while developing countries atain less than 2 percen. Table 5.2 below -
coomprative data for Africa and other selected countries, while Table 5.3 illusta life israe
fimds as a perentage of GDP ii developed counties. In developing counti the asupply lading
approach' is often apparent when goverments establish and control the institioons to try to force
ficial development. Insurance industry development depends on many facors such as the levd
and distribution of inoDme and wealth of a country. Social and cultura stucur also play a major
role since, as the case is in many Africam countries, mrual communities have a lesser need to cover
risks as the extended family steps in and covers the shortfalls. The efficiency, solvency and public
image of the insurance industry as well as the tax treatment of insurnce prmium d beefis nd
the regulatory famework are important considerations in its development.

Table 5.2
LIFE INSUkNCE PREMITJMS IN DEVELOPING COUNTIRES, .192

Premiums/ Premiums
GDP Per Capita
Percentage USS

AfLr
Botswana 0.26 256
Burkina Paso 0.04 0.53
Cameroon 0.05 0.57
Congo 0.01 0.13
Ethiopia 0.04 0.06
Gabon (1984 0.04 1.20
Gambia 0.03 0.13
Ghana (1984) 0.01 0.08
Lesotho (1985) 0.01 0.02
Madagascar (1987) 0.05 0.11
Malawi 0.6 1.22
Mozambique 0.03 0.13
Nigeria (1984) 0.25 1.75
Rwanda 0.01 0.88
Senegal 3.26 1.83
Seychelles 0.04 0.08
Sudan(1984) 0.01 0.04
Zambia (1984) 0.90 3.70
Zimbabwe 3.11 23.79

Qhr
Chile 0.92 15.53
Guyana 3.01 15.90
Jamaica 2.59 44.39
Korea (1984) 4.59 93.07
Malaysia 0.99 21.35
MeXico 0.21 4.04
Singapore 0.86 61.85
Venezuela 0.67 19.60
Sorre UNCTAD Secretariat (1987) and World Bank Data
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Table 5.3

LIFE INSURANCE FUND)S IN INDUSTRIAL COUN1TRIES

1986 1987 1988
% GDP

Switzerland 28.0 29.8 31.6
United Kingdom 30.8 30.9 31.1
Japan 22.4 25.7 29.0
Germany 18.9 19.6 20.3
Netherlands 17.2 18.3 20.2
United States 17.3 18.4 19.2

Includes insured pension and burial funds

Source: National Central Bans

5.10 Role and strcture of the Industr: The primary function of insurance is to
provide protecion against financal loss from unctain but predictable eves. Since israce
compames accumulate substantial reserves which are intended to meet fimre claims and obliton,
they also play an importan role as financial interediaes in the mobiization and allocation of the
financial resources they have on hand. There two major branches of the MaLaasy insurance
business general casualty or non-ife insurance and life insurance. Four companies are preseitly
engaged i the insurance business in Madagasc: ARO, NY HAVANA, MAMA and AVOTRA.
The fist two, being the major players in the market, are stock companies with majority intwer held
by the Govenmet while the other two are mutu companies, in quasi-liquidation, dedicated to
general casualty business havig a limited impact on the total market. The organization of the present
day israc sector can be taced back to the period when freign companies were nationalized,
without affectg loca Malagasy shareholdins. Marketing and distibution methods have not
changed since the times when the agencies were dealing purely with maitime risks. There ae
regional bureaus as well as independent commission agents which do not have specific geograpbical
terririal limitations.

5.11 Role of state ownership and control: The monopolistic quality of the i
sector has effecively limited participation to two companies of viruly equal size, ARO and NY
HAVANA who share more than just govermnent shareholder majority participation. ARO and NY
HAVANA also have boards of directors wih nearly identical participa, there is also a non-
cometitive agreement where one company will not take a client that the other company has rejected
(as they use the same sources of infomation to evaluate diens), they also give a right of first refsal
for business they cannot take because of ridsk limitation, and they also share rate stegy and
infmation. These elements have lowered the operational costs of each of the two companies and
have limited the competition in rates allowing the two companies to survive the recent perids of
economic decline. Given th limited total market of casualty business of 26 billion FMG and of the
life insuran subsector which added 1.7 bin FMG in premiums in 1989 (tbout USD 17 miLion
in ttD premim, both casualty ad life), it has been argued that it is beneficial for the financial
health of both companies ht additional companies have not osen to compete. However, in an
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expanding, diversifying and more market-oriented ecowmy, this oligopolistic industry strucnre is
not likly to provide the dynamism necessary to fully exploit the potental of the insurance industry
in Madapscar. As a first step to promotng more dynamic management, the Government has
recendy begun a process to augment the autonomy of these companies by electing separate and
different board of directors for each company.

5.12 Reative size o gmneral and life Insuran e: Figure 5.6 shows the breakdown
of insurance premiums in Madagascar by major branches of activity. General insurance, which
accunts for ap imately 94 percent of the insurance written in Madagascar, provides coverage that
is limited to short time frmes, normally less than a year. The short tnD nature of genera casualty
policies is dictted by the difficulty in assessing loss probabilities in periods extending over a year.
Among the determining fcors that relae to the short time frame are cyclical nature of losses as well
as the impact of inflation an the value of the perceived losses. As a result of the short term-naue
of their policies, technical reserves of casualty companies are only a small faction of the annal
premiums and make little direct contribution to the generation of long-tenr financial savings. Life
insurance covrage, which is poorly developed in Madagascar accounting for only 6 percet of total
policies written, covren two types of personal risks: the risk of premature death and the risk of
excessive longevity. The former is covered by vanous life policies such as whole life and term
policies while the later is covered by various forms of annwty contacts. Life insurance policies also
provide an efficient means for contatual savings. This includes endowment policies, which - be
a fixed nominal value, or indexed policies (which are more suited to developig markes where
inflation and devaluation of the currency are of prime concem to the insured party). Yet, it also
:puears that life insurnce is the ifastest growing segment of the isurance market and has
much.potential o develop as the economy expands. Life isuranc premmm grew on avage by 25
percent amually during 19S7-1989 which is about 6 percent annually in red terms.

5.13 -einsuane: Certain 'large risis, as in mariime and aviation policies, have
traditionally been passed on to foreign rinsurers. Each company has a different set of renme and
they play an integral part in setting the premiums for these policies. This aspect of the insuce
busmess is not under Goverment control but rather by mutual accords where the insurer receives
a percentage of the premium while takng a share of the risk. Another form of reinsurance is the
policy which covers the risksover a certain deductible amount. The reinsurer only comes into play
over the stated amount giving more responsibility to the local insurer. These policies serve the needs
of the local market while at the same time limiting the total exposure of the local imrer. Ie key
issue in the reinsurance maret is how to transfer the risks of domestic activities to foreign i
It shoud be pointed out that by engaging in reinsurance in FMG, Malagasy companies might be
incurring a higher costhan if at least part of the reinsurance could be undertaken in a Ilss exotic
curecy by a foreign ier. Given the relatively large volume of reinsuance in Madagascar
undertaken by foreign insuramce companies (between 30 to 40 per cent of total premiums), this
suggess that the Government should review the insurance industry reglation to consider whedter and
see how existing foreign exchange controls specifically in relation to insurane should be made more
flexible.
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Figure 5.6: Breakdown of Insurance Premiums
Billions of FMG

8l lions

2

Car Fire Shipping Aviatlon Llfe Other
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8ouro: Inaurance Camp. Financial 8tate.

5.14 Earnin p mance and Invesenit poilde: Given he limitation of the marke
couped with the dmsve finmcial adjustmet program tha has beem ting place in Madagscar
during the past few yes, Table 5.4 shows for scad yeams 1987 - 1989 an eanin perbmance by
te M gs insrne sector which is promising for fiture developmen

Table 5.4

ffflion EM{;

Prmiun Reserves 19.7 24.0 25.3
Fiancal Yi'eld 6.7 8.8 11.9
Cbarge Offs (25.2) (16.9) (22.4)
Dev. & Management Charges (5.7) (7.6) (8.5)
Gross Bane (4.7) 8.4 6.3
Balanle of Assignments 6.3 5.9 4.1
Net Bal. of Operation 0.6 2.5 2.2
BaL. of Esate Operation 0.0 0.2 0.2
Net Earnings 1.7 2.3 2.0
Net E n a perntage of
Premiums Recvey 9.% 10.% 

.: 
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5.15 The present insurance industry regulation require reserves of non-life companies
must be kept liquid. Figure S.7 shows the preonderance bf liquid asse in the investme portfolio
of insurance companies. Invesments n trditionally made in treasury bills, commercial paper
(demand deposits in Madgascar), and short-term marketable securities. As can be seen in the table
below, assets are almost equaly invested in Government Treasuy Notes and commecal bank
dposits with the combined total, in percentages, for the thre year span hovering around 87 percent.

5.16 Fiscal stamE for developlng lnuranc: A strategy for fimre developmeat of
the insurance industry hinges upon three aumptions that are normally observed for developing
countries like Mdascar. First, insura demand is an increasing fimction of income; second, the
real quality of insurance demand is a decreasing function of its real price; and, third, there exists a
positive relatonship between overal financial development of a coumnty and the individual's ability
and/or willingness to buy in.aur Any poitive step toward lowerng taxes on life isuce
premiums (where these fin-d are held with the fiduciary agent for a given period of tme or until the
policyholder reaches retrement age, failing which a penalty could be assessed) oould stimulate
contractul savings, especially for salaried individuals. Presently there exts a heavy tax burden on
life auities; less than three year defeed - 20.1 percent total tton, and more than three year
deferd - 18.5 percent total ation. Life insurance policy premium taxation is the lowest at 3
percent. Expence in other developing countries shows tiat the lost or deferred tax income,
reshn from a reduced tax burden tends to be outweighed by the benefit of mobilizing fiuther
Enancia saving through long-twim fiancial contracts and therefoe the inmcreasd availability of
investment finds. The Governent might consider firther study on the issue to rationalize insrce
taxaton in order to smulae greater financial savings.

5.17 fnelngjn fn_mt Lpolide: To help promot overall fincial sving
th insance policies, a means of indexation of financial iuments, linked to the infation rate
and the currency rate, could be considered. Ihis is, however, a market innovation which requires
careful preparaion. k is clear that, uil restrictions on investment in foreign curmcy assets are
reduced and arangemes fr ward cover against exchge risk are developed, the abilitr for
insrance companies to potect policyholders from this risk will be limited. As part of its review of
tae iurce idustry, the Govemment should therefore also cnsider how foreign exchange controls
nmght be adapted to enable insurance companies greater flexibility m undertaking bot forign
curency imvestmets and insurance conts. The amount and variety of Nacceptable' investment
instruments available to insurance companies should be increased with greater cae taken by the
Govenment not to use these vehicles as a means to finance deficits or to keep Governent
eprises afloat.

5.18 Strclu otsL lsluridy In MadagLas, wag earners are covred by two
systems of social security - a small government scheme for public sector employees by way of the
Ministry of Finace and the Caisse Nationale de Prevoyanc Soale (CNAPS). For those individls
who are not wage earners, there is no oronized social protectio A small number of inmdendent
entrepreneus and farmers are covered by insrac policies issued by the insurance companies. Ihe
dicussion below focusses on CHAPS which is the main element of the organized social security
sym. The ovesight fmnction of CNAP is jointly undetake by the Ministry of Public Wor and
die Miistry of Fianmce. The main office is located in Antivo and regional rerscetaion is
arried out thmgh fourteen regional offices. II 1989 the staff of CNAPS toted pproximatly 600
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Figure 5.7: Investment of Insurance
Industry Resources

(Billions of FMG)
s0

10-

0
I3o. Trees Notes Bank Dsp. Fixed ~Masts Share Othwer

m 1987 = 198 9 1989

Source: NY HAANA A ARO Financial Stat.

Table, 5.5
Magasy InkeranFe Company 8nhstmers

(19B7-1989) (Bilions FMG)
NY HAVANAN & ARO

i SW A 13 X

Government
Treasury
Notes 26,980 41 39,330 48 49,280 47

Commercia
Bank Deposits 30,540 47 31,990 39 41,090 39

FixedAssets 3,306 05 4,366 06 5,936 06

Shares 3,264 05 3,814 05 5,464 05

Others 1,270 02 1,750 02 2,800 03

TOTAL 6S,360 100 81,250 100 104,570 100

Source: Fia:cial Statements & other sources of NY HAVANA & ARO
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and managed the three social security fimctions: family benefits, worker compensation and retirement
benefits.

5.19 Coyfe of QNAPS: In 1989 the workforce (able worker.) of Madagascar was
estimad at 5,642,000 individuals, with 4,500,000 in the active workforce and 1, 100,000 seeking
employment. Salaried employees, affiliated to CNAPS during the time frame since inception in 1969
to 1989, amount to approximately 810,000 individuals. Active employees, affiliated to CNAPS in
1939, amounted to approximately 261,000 individuals equivalent to a coverage of 5 percent of the
active workforce. Only 8 percent of the participants in CNAPS have less than one year of affiliation
while 44 percent have less than seven years of affiliation and the remaining 48 percent have over
seven years with the program. Approximately two to four percent of agricultural workers, which
make up the bulk of the Malagasy workforce, have sought social secrity protection. Only eight
percent of local entrepreneurs have sought some sort of socialsecuity protection while a total of only
five percent of non-salaried workers sought protection dtrough the purchase of insurance policies from
the two major carriers in Madagascar.

5.20 Social pension systems, being national or at the most region instuions, have
centrized management, -although their operations are often decentralized. Their operating costs may
be lower than under private and, therefore, compleely decentralized sysms. By their nature, social
pension isurance systems are susceptible to political influence, both with regard to the payment of
benefits and with regard to the investment of their reserves. In may couties, such as in
Madagascar, social pension insurance insttutions lack autonomy from centra gomermnent and they
also suffer from administative weaknesses dth affect their ability to kee records and to enforce
complianIce with toe rues of the schemes, especially the prompt payment of the conbutions. lhe
dallenge for the government and its social partners is to identdfy specific actions that will meet the
legitmate needs of the government, as final guarantor, and of employers and workers who have
ontributed to this scheme, that will simultaneously increase the financia and manageri autonomy

of CNAPS and assure the required extera monitoring of decisions and the long-term finmcial
soundness of the instituon. Such actions should take into account the recent evolution of Maagasy
economic policies, and foresee management of the CNAPS as much as possible along the lines of a
private enterprise. As was recommended by a recent study', the institution of a dialogue among aUl
parties concerned would help to move in this direcin.

5.21 (oljkutonutruture: Financial resources of CNAPS depend largely on the
collection of the quotas payable by affiiated members. Fourteen percent of the worker's salary is
payable to CNAPS on a quarterly basis. A yearly ceiling of FMG 1,200,000 was established in
1969, and has not been dcanged since then. One logicl way to increase contractual savings in
Madagascar would be to make a one-tim adjustment in te ceiling, to compensate for inflation since
1969, and then to make regular cges thfter. The fourteen percent is comprised of the worker's

tip n of 1 percent of salary and the employer's parcpionof 13 percent. lhese mounts are
deducted frm the salary by the employer and therefore the employee is deemed to have paid his
shae whether or-not his employer makes regua payments to the Government. As seen in tables 1
and 2 below, Madagascar ranks high among Afican countries in a of its pension contribution
rate as a whole, but the employee share is dispoportionate to the employer contibuto. An

Internatonal Labor Office, Madagca: Rapr au Gouvernement sur la Sitation auelle et les
ftCW2W dtEvoiution de la Protection So , LReport MAG/82/005, 1992
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addidonal fiacial resource is the levy of penties on employrs who dday more than one month
past the quarter In which the deposit is to be made. Tbis penalty is only charged at the time which
the late deposit is made, thereby produci an icentive for employers to delay payments at long as
possible. This creates an accouting problem that translates into a financial deficiency or discrepancy
between book balances and actual fiancial balances.

Tle S.6

ContributionRt
(ecent of Saary Conibution)

Employee Employer Total

Seychelles 5.0 10.0 15.0
Sudan 5.0 9.0 14.0
Madagascar 1.0 13.0 14.0
Denim 3.6 5.4 9.0
Burkina Faso 4.5 4.5 9.0
Caneroon 2.8 4.2 7.0
Gabon 3.0 3.5 6.5
Zaire 3.0 3.5 6.5
Rwanda 3.0 3.0 6.0
Togo 2.4 3.6 6.0
Cote D'hwoire 1.2 1.8 3.0
Niger 1.6 2.4 4.0

Source: Social Scuity Admini (1986)

5.22 CgmIlanue tad holleton: Colection problems m wver with CNAPS,
since the declaration of payment by employees mus Inude the core o bk dchcks to be
accepted by the regina offices. This reates an inte problem with the contriuti mem
when they ae confronted with finacial difficuldes. Lawt decarion conue to pile up when
difficulties arise wih the employrn and thy no lon conider dteir obliga to be a prkio .
Collection is very weak when leal acion is undrtak by CNAPS. A mqior diffence bee
insurac companies and CNAPS is tha in the cae of inmo compel. a requemet of
payment of pmium is ncsary to acdvat the Isuace of the policy proL CNAPS an the
othr hand is required to provide eneft to the dvidual employee and his fbuly If a claim is
made se-it is umed that the paymnt Is dducted by t employe at the source. Th fault In
the aei systemofcollection lieswit the -ex-t dtrnatIon ofamounts due and not a
's-ante' veificat of what shud be paid. Therefr her is no effictv corol of collection
or recovery of this social dbt t should be stat that CNAPS functions throu the good-wl
of the employeas dtatic*w in the system and not thugh anl fctdt and balancs of
their si and lea wrponsibility. Th lack of carfi l ctro Is apr when, In 1987, mre
dtan 8,500 teclu!_cai default of payments occorred out of a tot of 15,000 uployan, wihot any

-- ~~ - -.

. ~ ~ ,. -- .. * *
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sifcant vericaon of these acounts ad the subsequent writ-f of a sipifict portion of tese
obligations. There Is a sigificant lack of pesverance I the collection pan estaished of thU
CNAPS accown. In all fairess to the on pea to be a legal void, with regad
to the collecton proes, whch hs created and still fsters a generl indifferen amog employe
in th leg payment of the social obligtions they undertake as an conomic unit of Madgsa.
Rsoluto of dtese legal ambiguities and the undtaking of an acuari evaluatIoi, of CNAPS -
reommedd.

5.23 Govwnl resmIhhl[i: The final responsibility of fiufillig the socia
contract in Madagascr lies with the Govenment. Any shorals betweo the a _mo received b>
CNAPS and the amounts paid out to recipient, must be overed by the Governm Treury. Due
to the uncertain natr of the benefits tOD be disbursed annaly, a resr fiud was established on
April 26, 1969 wder Article 127, Decree 69-145, and is stricdy required to - one sixth of the
amount spent or disbursed during the year. ITis is therefre established on the basi of the prvious
fisal year.

Table S.7

(in millions FMG)

Technical Reserve 5,376 S,SS 6,771 7,321

Ordinary Reserve 11,604 13,09S 13,920 19,037

TOTAL 16,980 18,093 20,01 26,30

5.24 As can be noted in Table 5.7, two tpes of rerv were assed This i the
result of the vague natr of the leg code, with regard to the constiton ad maeance of
satory resr. The tecncal reserve is alished under the strict pidei of the law ad the
urplus is added to the ordinary reserva which has grown to over FMG 19 bMhon in 1988.

5.25 tw. CNAPS hs a stattoy oblgaton to dqsl its excess
luidity with the Trasuy. CNAPS does not derve ay financl benet fom thosoe fds. Th
investm poliy of CNAPS is emed y limted. CHAPS holds Ivesmen In both loca and
breigp cons. The forign componet dates bak to the peorid r to 1972. The dometc
corporto invesme hav be unrtake in m-u 'ares of govermtcntrolled compans.
Th othr holding result from paticpaion in restuctr copn0 Des tha had unsoed aounts
with CNAPS. The majority of the equit portflio lies with domestic cmpane. Accwrd to th
LO sudy cited prvioy, 23 per ce ofte receivables bmo ing to PMG 38 miion - doubtf
eob of CNAPS in stae companies. SIn.ary, arund FMG 220 milion in the accon of CNAPS
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reprse Msses fiom partation in liquidated state enterpe. Curem aonts are held wit local
bab as long tem deposis. Long term deposits are placed with commecl bank at a set
hunt rate whih is not indexed and therefore cares the inhere risk of inflatwn ai currnc
devaation, both of which have been sgnificant since 1986. In real ums the eqi of CNAPS hs
been oeding at a very dangeru level which oould result in the Goverment having to cover
horals at a later date as more employees retire. As noted in p;ragraph S.12, the grwth re of

8 pere of nw members in CNAPS is hardly enough to cover the perceived demands on the system
when th. older affiliate retre. There i an urgent need to enue a positive rate of return on
invenstu that would at least cover the rate of equity erosion.

Futue of Contracftul Savinas in M aRas

5.26 ime relative place of Managsv contracul savimgs: Table 5.8 ranks
M rdagasm with rpect to a group of industrial and middle and high-income developmg countr
in tms of ir asses of life insrance companies and pension funds as a percentage of GDP. While
the overall propensity to save in Madascar is exmely low, doser examiaton of conttual
svings as discussd above reveals that there are many disinentives to contcta savirgs under
prest conditions. The first among these is lack of an appropriate axation systm Another
recurg problem to be faced is the nagging infatio and the repeated need by the governm to
devaue the currency to maintain effective intenational compeiv. These elements, along with
a lack of domestic fmncial instruments and the lack of necessary capial maet instuions has
stifled the grwth of contraca savings in Madagascr. This in tam has led to a slowing down of
eonomic aciities. All indications suggest thatw under the proper conditons, greater financial
savig and the economic activity generaed tough effective contrctua saving mechaims are
psible with appropriate icentives.

5.27 To identify appropriate incentves, the Government must engage in a thorwoh
review of both segments of the contracta savings subsector in Madagascar. First, a comprehensive
review of the reguatory framework of the insurance industry that is aready planned by t.
Goverment should be pursued which would include, among others, a review of the apprprate
r }amwrk for taxation and exchange controls in the insuce industry. Seconid, the Government
shl enage a comprehensive extrnal financial and organizonal audit of CNAPS with dhe view
to ientifyin how to make this institution an autonomous and acuntable entity that could evenully
play a major role us an instuional investor. The extrna audit of CNAPS should include -

urial evaluaion and a revaluation of the assets of CNAPS. The review of taxtio and excange
contols for the insurance industry should be done in conjunction with a sinilar reiew for CNAPS
as the financial products involved both for mobiization and allocation of resources are very mxc
the same in both cases. In the course of this review of conracth savings, there is a need to enmu
coondination of private and social secrity insurance to ensure that the strngt of both ae used to
them

5.28 At the same time, the ficial system as a whole in Madagascar must become
m- ccative in its abNiky to offer investment instruments to both indi an intituional
investrs. The creation of well functioning financial markets in M scar will d d greatly on
te promotio of a favorable investment climae which has for so many years bea neglected thogh
preWiosly inward looking policies. A specific effort must be made to develop financia marks
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which eventally lead to fhi-flldged capital market in Madagascar. The scope and posible inil
approach for doing this is more fiully discussed in Chapter 7.

Table 5.k

ASSETS OF LIFE INSURANCE COMPANES AND PENSION FUNDS. 197

% GDP
Switzerland 133
Netherlands 117
United Kingdom 105
Siare 78
United States 72
Sweden 63
Malaysia 48
Denmark 47
Caada 43
Japan 32
Gemany 29
Chie (1988) 22
France 19
Korea 18
Madagascar 4

Source: Financil Times, 12 July 1990 and National Central Banks

Problem of Housf

5.29 Perhaps the most immediate major challenge to term fiance in Madagscar is in
prvidng finace for housing which has become more pressing in with tie mattd
deteriorion in urban housing condiions. In most enomies, the sock of housing fom a mtior
share - usualy in eacem of 20 per cent - of national wealth and is especially dosdy tied to th
internal efficiency and productivity of towns and cities. Despite its importance, housig finance i
Madagascr, as in many low-income counties, remain frigmentary. A nmber of studies hive
already been completed which undersoore the compleity and divsityofproblems inhou i
i Madag.car Several gra conclusions can be derived from them studies ta are of direct
rdevace to the financial system in the nea and medium a

5.30 The crntal mart provides a mens whereby the majort of mba houshold
-m improve their housing. Res account for 50 to 60 per cent of the urbm housing ma in

Madagscar and up to 80 per ct among the lowest incme grup. Finaci shood uld be
able to attract deposits fom small-scale prperty owners and from rea estate developer who cm
pwvide adeque guaran . The key role for public policy here is to allow rental hrgedto Ilw
the market and possibly of pang tax exemptons for ne renls. Given the substat demad
for renta properties, these policies would ensuat bank loan for hse actvit re vlablt
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5.31 While the inherent commercial risk in housing finance can in principle be
relatively small, these risks are multiplied when titles are insecure or when claims cannot be
adequately enforced. The reco d ins Chapter 3 concerning improvements in land law and
titing should also facilitate a greater role by financial institutions in housing finace. Given the
inherent term tansformation risk to which banks are currendy averse, improvements in the lega
framework could also help banis to package creatively or even securitize housing loans, thereby
given them an additional margin of liquidity when needed. In addition, if other financial instuments
such as mortgage insurance, mutual guarantees and other guarante are introduced, there could be
ample security for banks to more aggressively provide finamce for housing.

5.32 At the same tme, the demand for housing finance should provide opportnides
for the banking system to increase financial savings. Some banks have already begun mobilizig
funds through savmgs for housing schemes among the middle and upper-income urban households.
There however remains a real need to develop intermediaries in urban areas for intermediaries which
could channel savings to banis, especially but not exclusively from the lower-income segments of the
population. Mutual saving associations could be established at the level of a firm or goverment
department, professional association or comnmity to facilitate this process. An ideal candidate for
interfacing with these associations is the postal savings system which already has as a client every
fourth inhabitant in Antanarivo. Over the medium term, such mutual savings associations could
develop housing schemes in conjunction wnth a revamped postal savings institutions as well as banis.
These possibilities are more genealy discussed in Chapter 6.

5.33 Growth in housing finace might also be envisaged through contual savings
instittons. A more detailed study would however be required to determine how insurance
companiies and CNAPS could both mobilize and allocate resources for finance witiout subjecting their
nvestment portfolios to undue risk. It is premature at this stage to envisage, for example, the
development of mortgge-backed securities as a vehicle for housing finance in Madagascar.
Nonetheless, several schemes have been developed in other countrias which could be studied for
possible adaptation to Madagascar, where provident funds, for example, allow for individuals to
wihdraw fwids to be used for fnmcing home ownership.
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CEQPER 6

6.1 A majority of economic a in Madagcr are small-scale' both in tms of
the volume of their savi and their face needs. These small-scale economic agents compiise
smallhold firmers, owners of microemeprises or small md media-sae enteprises (SMEs),
arsa, small trads, landless laborers and migrant worrs. Of the 30,845 registed and active
firms in 1987, ody 6% employed more than 10 peo. Over 65% of these firms ae in the
cmerial sector which repest les tha ontenth of ut in the country. Some 1.5

miion of the 1.6 miion rurl families Magscar work mal, mainly subsiece rms of
about one heare or less and acco for 85% of tota populaton in Madagscar. k is also
estimated that there are will over 30,000 wih it arc widespr throughout the
counoty incdig a vaiety of artisan and inform sector actives and in addio t some 300
SMEs in the formal sector. Together, these small-scale economic agent represen the larges
nmmber of actual and potential us of fancial servie in Madasar a wl a a potetialy
signficant source of financa savig.

6.2 Susainable and equitable log-tem growth in Madasr canot be envisaged
without the actve participa of this onmajorit. Yet, many of them have litfle or
no wass to the citg In systm and are hro uble to effectivy conute to
resource moilizaD nor to fly avail temse of paymen sevc, working capital tm
loam or egui fmance from exstg findal istio. One of t. biut clleng for te
ft wil be to impr fan services to this ctoy of the poplat and better integ
them wiin the overall fina systm

Wiafm ofilSce

6.3 &OfemtoaaMdurilu. uf sMae epetr Desphe their
considerable diversity, smalscale economic agen ua Sroup hav cftain preponderant soci-
economic charaeristics. Mot small-se econom agn a coporat small fam,
produce, trade opl, d indpeln trd. On comon c ic is that te cash
balances (and pote l dqosi) ad aver fian reirents (Whether debt or uity) of
this gup teds to be conierably salrth avea rouc ad neewd of cusomrs of
eisting nsbisWed financial 3_.1 plm dbtic h dicy td to
represe family-bad or individuay-owneduuiu (In cosutt salarid employee or wap
earner in t publc or irmal pvast setor). Thes sml-scale atvie collectivdy account
frsignific se of outp md employment in thi respective spee of producto

6.4 A majoriy of smallcae fm s ae suliulc faMer who produce viuay
no marktable surphls but acount fbr nery two-hrds of all frm Smalfoders as a whole
(Inludngthose producing cub crp) scout fr aout 42 pe cet of ouput in the eoomy.
About two-i of SMIEs (whit colletvely acct for a estdma on*-fif of indusil
productioand emplome in Madagc) a man agt by ther ownes, aso reflecting *t
stn famiy nar of suh buuiess a lagy idividuay-wnd
busineses nonedem aroug to acut for up to haf of pmfmt In ura ar.
In both rural and urban , the actve of uch r (nd -m SMEs) inude
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pottey, ion-working, charcouing, silk weaving and small-scale processing activities such as rice
huling and grundnut oil extraction. Ladess laborers and migrant workers who are not business
owners in any -c make up the remainder of small-scale econmic agents. The majority of
smail-scale economic producers and entepris are not regsered with any govermnent office,
do not maintain accounts, and are often not licensed as businesses. A final important
dicardaistc is hat many small-scale economic Agents are already or have the potential for being
assoiated into grups, based on communal and other intests, to strengthen their access to
financial ad other services.

6.5 Demad and suply of lnandal services: Small-scale economic agents vary in
dteir needs for fincial services. In the normal baning context, their needs tend not to be
distingishedby geogrphical segmentation (rur versus urban) but by end-use of finane broadly
grouped into corporate and private needs. Street vendors need short-term finance to buy stock
and a depository for temporary surpluses. Small-scale producers (mainly SMEs) need somewhat
larger and longerterm loans to buy equipment and labor; although their businesses tend to be
closely hdd, they also ave a need for equity finamce to strengthen their financial base. Among
small-scale farms (whe major input is bired labor), there is an overwhelmig need for credit
for land preparaton and planting, and to a lesser exten for seeds and fertlizer as well as
agicultural equipment. Many laness laborers and migrant workers seek but have no access to
capital; a number of them would thereby be able own and operate their own services (examples
incude -s cart perator md producers of artisanal wares). Payment services usig financia
Inhumen a a basic need for all these economic agents although it varies by degee of
martbility and monetizato of their ot. There appears to be poten demand for non-
bankng financal srvices such as insurance (fife and non-life) and leasing, although appropriate
fina l prducts In de ad other aras have not yet been developed. Personal financg needs
for th gr s as for mariages, fnera, and family tombs, are nornally met trough
contribution from famly members, elative, and friends. Aginst this variety of needs, the
al swly of fic ces to small-scale operatom from both formal and iformal
Intittons, as discussed below, appears at best below potential and is, at worst, completely

6.6 _ ThiulLflnu There are a nber of general features which
ted to chracterie the reladonhip of most of these small-scale economic ages to formal
financi markets, ntitutons and Instuments, although these features may vary in degree
acording to the ype of actvity or locaon of a particular household or enterprise. A lage
portion of the production undertakm by th poput i believed to be u
partclay among subsisnc farm . In addition, many of these fme as well a saarid
hedsma in the hbilands ted tD invst dir sving in um ied fom such as land and
acatt. A ma- unf ed financial need fr most small-sae economic agents is the opportny

to save in finamci aset a a men of helping smooth seasonal variatons in income and
provIdig a hedge agast rik At the sm time, tO are also many small-scale economic

an who mainta cah balacs mainly for ecomlc transactions. However, for a number of
reason, they ted not to pla- fuds wihn the ormal financial system and maily becase (
they do not quaf for th minimum depit necessary for a hecidng account in a commercial
ban (J) heir acces to a fmad depository Istitutdon is poor; (il) even if they manage to
maitain deoits wihin a fomal Insin on, they have diffculty obtani credit, thereby
discoraging r with fomal instiuto; or (iv) they lack knowledge and expeience
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with formal financial institutions. Many of these economic agents, including those located in
urban areas, are not actively sought as clients (both as depositors and borrowers) by formal
fiancial institutions because of perceived high transactions costs, risks, and low profitability of
these activities.

6.7 Informal finance: Small-scale economic agents often turn to informal finance as
an alternative to established financial institutions. While knowledge on informal finance in
Madagascar as a whole is limited, a number of basic patterns seem evident. Although Madagascar
resembles many Sub-Saharan African countries in the preponderance of small-scale economic
agents in its population, it does not seem to have the various kinds of organized and widespread
systems of informal finance found elsewhere (eg. 'tontines' and 'isusu' in Western Africa)-
Informal fiance appears to largely take a highly localized form of muual help between family
or friends or, in some areas, of usury practiced by traders or landed proprietors. lt is report
that, given the difficulties of obtaining finance from formal institutions, such usury is seen as
essential, being the only source of finance for many small-scale farmers and economic opeators.
In some specific areas of production and marketing such as the cattle business, informal finmace
has taken the form of certain profit-sharing and prefinancig schemes, where one party lends out
a herd for fiatening by another party or where herds are pooled for sale. However, atempts to
'formalize such schemes by integrting them to formal financial system ha ve failed. Sma
traders are believed to some extent to fill the gap between large-scale and retail and between
informal and formal finacial service providers and users. However, while informal finance in
Madagascar appears to provide valuable financial services tbrough its flexibility and availabilty,
it appears on the whole, that its fagmentary and unorganized nature makes it an inadequate
alternative to formal finmce.

6.8 Overallimpact @small-scale finance: There is much evidence to suest diat
substatl savings exists in Madagascar among small-scale economic agents, particularly m rural
areas (where much traded output is produced in contrast to the substanti non-traded characer
of urban production) which tend to generate net surplus resources. However, for vanous reasons,
the financia system in Madagascar has not captured the bulk of savings among small-scale
economic agents who tend to prefer real assets to financi assets. At the same time, dteir demand
for financial services (both debt and equity finmce as well as depositary and payment services)
is -high but is known to be largely unmet by formal financial institutions and believed to be
inadequately provided by informal institutions. The fundament problem remains one of access
of small-scale economic agents both to financial senrices and information. In addition,
improvemenlts in infrastructure as well as in regulatory policies and in the legal framework, which
would be conducive to improving the profitability of small-sce economic activities, would in
tum improve their access to finance. Much therefore remains to be done to realize the
considerable productive potential of this preponderant segment of the population. A coherent
approach by the government is therefore needed to ensure that public policies support rather thm
impede the acfivities of this important segment of the economy and popuation.

6.9 Policies toward smallscale finance: Government policies toward small-scale
fiance have not shown a distinct pattem. In the past, such policies have varied from neglect to
outright interventionim but more recendy there has been renewed consciousness of the
importance of such policies but with an approach which is still not yet fully defined. Government
policies have been compounded by a multplicity of initiatives from donor agencies and from non-
governmentl organizations (NGOs) which have not been fully coordinated. A variety of support
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6.12 Sustainable and demand-drven small-scale finance: Policies towards small-
scale finance have traditonally been dominated by agriculture-related proms. These programs
have a long history in Madagascar which predate its independence in 1960. The salient feaures
and results emerging fiom the main program, which have been undertaken by the government,
BTM, and NGOs, are summarized below. Several of the lessons from dtese and other programs
are also confimed by expeence elsewhere. First, the operational costs of many of these
programs can be high and often require condtnuous injection of donor finds or goverment
subsidies. Such programs are not conducive to sustaible smal-scale finance and in fact may
retard efforts to develop financial instittions and instumens which can be sustained and
expanded independently of extenal subsidies. Among programs which have worked are those that
substnilly rely on self-disciplining inc aives of group-based lending which themselves dend
substatially on the resources of ru up members. A second and reated lesson is twanrual
crediC alone is not likely to result m a sustainable program - both resource mobilization ad
allocation shud form an integraed small-scale finamce program.

6.13 A third lesson is that, linkages with formal financial instiutions should be allowed tDO
develop freely. Full igration within the overal financial system tends to develop only over
time and cannot be forced from above. However, a "bottom-up" approach which stimulates
instituions in specific geographic areas or within specific types of activities, for example, should
be guided by considerions of how these institions could eventually form links with die broader
financial system. Small-scale finmce policies should not, for example, aim at encouraging a
distinct "rural finance sstemW which implies geographic segmentation of fiancial marks and
dissodation fiom the "urban" financial system. Rather, it would be more beneficial to envisage
small-scale finance programs which as a whole eventuly stimulate altemative finance institutions
for the fil range of small and mcale economic activities found in all geographic areas.
The clear implication of this geographically unsegmented approach to smal-scale finance is that
famers gups, cooperves and producers associations should develop linkages among
themselves as well as become integrated wihin the broader financia system. k is possible ta
a vanety of such instituions in both rural and urban areas could benefit from econmies of scale
i tem of enal aist and might eventuly become more dosely associated btrough a
higher-level apex institution (as has been, for eample, the case of coopertives opeating in both
rural and urban areas in severZal countries). At the same time, such intaegran redues the risk
of small-scale finmce because the rik of rural actives alone are highly covarant

614 Coage of nlscale finance pgrms: Almost al small-scale finance
programs targeted at rural areas in Madagacar, whether undertaken by the Government, BTZ,
NGOs or other donors, have to date individually reached less than one percen of rural
households. The collective impact of these progrms in terms of number of households or
entprises serwed is also extremely small. lhis results from a number of factors which suggests
iWportant lessons. Given the sheer size and varety of the country, it is not only unfasble but
also undesirable to atept to create a centazd national-level small-scale finance program. No
single approach of program is likely to be suited to all the different agm-climatic regions in
Madagas nor to the heterogeneous actves found among small-scale economic agents. In
order to succeed, any new program should be etablished in areas where economic activity is
already profitable; in other areas, addioal inus such as infrastructure and other services are
likely to be necessary before small-scale fiance progrms can succeed on their own. At the same
time, as further disussed below, appropriate legal and regulatory mechanisms need to be put in
place (and ceri odter reguatory restrictons removed) to catalyze small-scale finance acvites.
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Imprwved coordination among the various sources of outide support (Government, donors,
NGOs) is essential to enable suitable programs to be replicated and to avoid conflicting uses of
resources.

6.15 Reconerv rates in small-cale finane rngams: Recovery rates in varo
small-scale finance programs have varied trmendously - ranging from extremely poor to almost
100 per cent. A number of factors account for the differences. In general, the best recovery rates
are observed in programs where some form of group-based lending tkes place drawing on the
tradition of communal cooperation fonmd in certain areas. Recendy developed programs by BIM
based on this approach have shown distincdy greater success than its small-scale credit to
individuals. However, the ability to establish a legal basis for the association also appears to be
important as is the avoidance of the risk of poLiticization within a group and control by a handfu
of individuals (smaler groups therefore tend to work better). A second determinam of recovery
rates is the inherent risk associated with certain programs. Vagaries of weather and high
transactio costs can easily undermine a prgram. In contrast, the cereal banks program in the
Antsirabe area allowing associations to obtain off-season credit by pledging rice as security in a
locked store illuses a low-risk program with a high rewvery rate. Third, experience of BTM
and some NGOs in high recovery rate programs indicate that associating credit with savings
appear to create stronger incentives for more disciplined use of resources. An associaton or
gmup can use the savnngs so generated for communal projects. Finally, programs with high
recovery rates tend tD have the foilowing key characteristics: i) trust between prviders and
users, and among users within a group or association; Ci) easy access to services, implying a

of formality as well as sinmple and easily understood procedures; Ciii) as few conditions
anached as possible on the end-use of finance provided, enabling users to freely choose as
needed; and (iv) timliness in the provision of reqired fnacial srices.

6.16 SRubsiuendithuncuions a: Small-scale finance tends to be associatd with
high tansactions costs, although this can also vary considerably by type of region and activity.
Many of the small-scale finance programs in Madagascar conain both disguised and explicit
elements of subsidy. Considerable debate and conhtoversy has therefire aisen over the
justfication for subsidized finance in such progmrams. A number of basic principles should be
observed to ensure that such programs can be ustamned over the long-term and enable small-scale
economic activities to grow independently of exten support. Sbsidies to the end-user can
rarely, if ever, be justified, whether this is represented by lowered interest rates, subsidized
equipment or any other form. Such subies are distortionary and impede resources from being
allocated to their most efficient use. In contast, subsidizing the delivery mechanism for finance
because of high trasactions costs could possibly be justified. However, even in these cases, the
reasons underlying the high trasactions cost must be fist examined fully. Where inadequate
inFrasue (roads, power, water sply) is the reason, it is better to tackle these fictors first
rather than use subsidized finance because they can undermine the profitability of the underlying
activity. Where high rik of crp failures through bad weather is a factor, the scope for
organizing an insurance program aggregang a large number of risks should also be considered
unless ftese risks are highly covariant. Where transactions sts and risks result from legal or
regulatory ftiors or absence of adequate accounts, these factors should be taclded in the first
instnce rather than applying a subsidy. n all cases, there should be a clear program for phasing
out any explcit or implcit subsidy. All costs and subsidies of small-scale finance programs
should be made as taspare as possible to enable scarce reurces to be most effectively
deployed. This approach towards subsidies - essei for the long-term success of small-scale
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finace policies - calls for carefdll analysis, diipline and coordination among the goverent,
donors, NGOs and other actors concerned.

6.17 LIl and reeultory issues: Io every country, a bost of legal and regulatory
issues emerge in th course of building an effective approach to small-scale finance, Madagascar
being no exception. On one hand, specific legal and regulatory mechanisms are needed to
improve the access of small-scale economic agents to finmcial services, to facilitate the entry of
certin providers of service such as NGOs, and to provide adeque security to both providers
and users of financial services. At the same, certain legal impediments or formal or informal
regulations may have to be revised or eliminated (see Chapter 3). The legal character of mutual
svigs groups and associations should be clearly established and uversally understood and
recognized. Access to certain financial services such as leasing woud also require groups and
associations to develop a recognized legal charcter (see Chapter 7). Simplified acconting rules
need tD be devised to enable small-scale emonmic agents to produce accounts where these are
necessary for establishing and operaing an enterprise and providing necessary information to a
lender (see Chaptr 3). The present open policy towards the activities of NGOs in small-scale
fnce shoud become established govenment policy while at the same time the prudential
practices of such activities be dearly defined from the outset. Witout adequate prudential
safegurds, savers' money wi not be adequately protected and experinces with losses at a later
stae could severely undermine a mail-scale finance program by damaging confidence in new
intitins.

6.18 LInkag with the orall finanaal system: One tendency to be resisted in
small-scale finance policies is the formulation of strategies and support of institions in
dissociation from the operational and regulatory framework of the ret of the financial system.
For efficient allocaton of resources, appropriate prudential supervision and regulation, and
effetive conduct of monry policy, it is important to ensure that small-scale finance programs
become integrated wihin the broader financial system. An integrated financial market eosures that
funds can fbw freely acoss sectors and regions and be priced according to criteria of risk,
liquidiq, and maturity. The prsitence of the partcularly difficult present sae of
communcations and the fragmentary nature of real sector markets in Mdagascar will continme
to render itegrtonof fiancial markets imperfe in many respects. However, under appropnate
policy conditions, greater integrtion between small-scale financial institutions and the rest of the
financial system can and should progressively evolve on seeral levels and should broaden and
deepen over tme. Two aspe of such likages are discussed below which are especially
importt: qoperational relaions with established financial insttutions and conformity with the
overall prudential regulato4r and super y frmework.

6.19 Qunljonalnl.tiomsith.flnandaUnglluflons Small-scalefinancentittions
aturally become associated with established financial instituions drugh their need for payment

and depository services. is reflects a widely observed phenomenon in small-scale finance which
is that small-scale economic agents first and foremost need appropriate financal savings facilities.
Agriwlture, in picular, tends to generate surlus resources which can be transformed into
finanal savi for use in other geraly fter growing sectors. Experience in other counties,
for example Cameroon and Rwanda, dicate hat grassroot-level fiace institutions tend to
mobilizedeposits much faster dtm they are able to alocate credit. They therefore tend to have
much lower loan-todeposit raios in their early years than established bankig institutions.
Consequently, they need to place their excess liquidity within the broader financial system either
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dtrough financial instruments such as Treasury bills or term dposits with banks. t is important
to ensure dtat emerging group-based or other mutua savings nd loas assocan ca freely
choose whichever existng financial itrmediary bes serves their needs at any given dme.
Although some instions (eg. BTM, the postal satsgs and checking system) are especiauy
well-positioned by virtue of their past experience and existg customer relations to serve new
small-scale finance imatihtions, there is no need to mandate a privileged role for any individual
insdtiuons i these areas. In orde to encourage new saving groups awd associations to dewdop
relations with established financial institutionS, it is important to dispel the natural suspicion that
many snail-scale economic agents might harbor towards established finanl institutions,
especially if these institutions arc perceived to have historically pursued 'tp-dowiu approaches
to credi allocatio or to be subject to various forms of government irferen Both the banking
industry and Government could joinly conduct cis to improve knowledge of varios
bankig products and legal protections among die members of grassroot-level or group-based
savings assotions.

6.20 Prudential relatr and suisory standrs R is importan
gov8" ment policy not iterfe with a multifceted apprach to buildmg small-ae finace
inst which would enable a multitude of mauly group-based savigs and crdi acvies
to emerge thro t M gascar. However, all exstig d new grassoot-level sav
associaons should in pniple be subject to the same prudenta reguly and supevsry
citeria as cther deposit-taking and lending institutions in the county. At the same time, in their
inial stages and especialy while their operat are solely limited to their m ,embe, these
istittons could at least partily, if not Wholly be exempt, by decee from the monetry
authorities, from dt ful reportig and disosure -e of established istitutions untl
te3y develop their capacity for prodcing rlar and complete aunts. However, once these

situtions mature o the point of becoming full-fedged deposittaking and credit instuto, and
espcay when these operations are opend to o de the membeship of the group, these
institutions shoul be subject to Similar regulaory and prudential suprision stards appled
to ote financi instuons.

6.21 It is therefore crucwial that monetary auhorites be closely consulted at an eady
stage in the formulio of small-scale finan policies. Otherwise, such programs tend to come
almost exclusively under the purview of sectora ministries such as the Ministry of Agricuture
which primarily fcus on practical aspects limited to their area of sectoral responsiility. This can
lead t neglect of issues of monetary policy and pudential supev n who importn
becomes especially evident in later stages of development At the same time, is crucial for the
BCRM to begin preparing itself for these ne functions by s gheng its sup
caWaiies. Otherwiseit woud be not realistic to expect the BCRM to extend its limited h
and other resrces to the pote y costly ad difficult task: of superisn a lre number of
fr-flung depositoy instions. This shoufrm part on an overal pwrgm of.development of
the swrvisory capacity of the BCRM (see Chapter 4).

6.22 For practical reasons, it would not be possible for BCRM to undertae on-site
inspections for al small-scale depository institutions. However, financial returns (m as simpied
form approprate) tat are mandatrily submitted wit a pcribed frequency (at least once
a year and possibly more for lager institutions) should enable BCRM to detect any problems that

t on-e insp . BCRM could also examine the posibility of delegating at least part
of this function to a "fiancial extension servicew bue that could be part of a tecnical
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assiste progrm to small-scale istittion. Inspection of smal-ce isiuo could be a
'traiing ground for junir mp oy perod of BCRMJ At some poit in fire when an
APEx instiu is fomd out of a goup of smaler intiions, the APEX ins o could
become the prmary fc on sueisio efforts which in tin woud faciliate supervsion of its
meo.

Revitalizing the Pbstal Saving Ssem

6.23 otemluLtheWWIIg: The Magsy pal saving institution
(Case dparpe de M gscar or CEM) contne to opea - a traditiona posta saving

-iu it wa legally transrmned in a saving bak in 1985. GEM alrady ants
thd business of every fourih inhabitant in Aa d hec, ha a good foundato from
which tD grow hiuther. Apart from is - oalst in dt capkil. GEM opeat 220 window in
post ofices in 208 towns thoughout Madagascar, givn it the widest financial netork in the
ounry. The vast majoriy of its accounts are held by idividuals; the rest are held by a handful
of enterpis, local govemen, educational institutions, and relio - well as other
usscmzon. ndividua accoun however averg only about 40,000 FMG (much lowe than the
minimum depositrequired by commercial banis fr a dccking account) while enterprise account
an on av fifteen times higher. Ihat to its wieread network, the CEM could fm an
excellent base for establithingthe necesay linkbeeen iorma nd fm fiancial activtes.
With an access rate to the mat of one accou for evry fur pes m Tan it makes it a
fmidable pltfom to be the lin to the frmal banking sys A he same time, a lge
portion of the small-e finan intat could be both initiated ad oper dtough the

Notwiaing this potential however, the CEM remains firught anwd
other problems.

6.24 En O t Thepresen GEM is weak in key management areas
ad provida ondy vry limted sarvice to is custmers. Its f_inanc al is hampered
by its dependen on the Treay with which it is requid to plae al its fimds and which pa
a below mark iteret rate on i accouotS. DelaYs m aking fius avmile to custm
reduce the I of tho CEM s a inr agent for mobiiain of resources. There is no
dear-wct m_atig srate trh which the CM could beer - and desig fici
produt so as to broad its dcietele and eae its depost e. The revenue generating
capabilit of t G i c in is prest i makn it difficiltto make he necessary
i ments for GE to ply a more active wroe a a finacl insi

6.25 Ma_rks paltim a! CM-: Unlk CCP, h p checking instion (see
Chat 3), CEM ha a clienl among whih stms other a civl servants are 
importt grou. Individual deposiors who _mmbe abot on quart of a milln are drawn
fom atsa, trders and frme, maMily in urb as. By offering an inerest rate oz its
paboa svig which is about 2 pecea point bow tIhe comparble rates offierd by
commecial bank on tem dqeos, CE?. is handi ped n its mreting policy. Depite this
handicap nd a redavely passive prowmotion effort, CEM manages so opelS new accout
o avage every mon At the end of 1990, CEM depoib wer oquivalent to 35% of all ten
deo held at commercial bak by indials. Thi unerscs e0 subtn scope fa
deveoping CEM a a svin bun Howevr its ato depostr wll remain imited
by rladvdy cmbsome servic mong other actor. For amplo, pit on passbook
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facilities in the country by way of product development with an emphasis on the larger segments
of the market, including households and SMEs. It is important that the marketing policy is geared
towards volume products which have a chance of a wide acceptance, thereby making it possible
to take advantage of economies of scale in the operations. It is clear that the revitalized CEM
should be given autonomy in its deposit pricing policies although posdng of its remuneration of
various products as well as competition with other institutions, where possible, should prevail.
A number of marking programs could be undertaken taking into account the particular socio-
economic characteristics of various regions of Mada .; .car. Account features such as deposit size,
remuneration and lead time necessary to make funds available could be tailored to suit the
particular needs and demands of various segmea'ts of the CEM clientele. At this juncture, without
the benefit of any marketing surveys, it would be premature to speculate on what specific
products could be marketed by CEM in future. However, among some basic ideas which might
be tailored to some customers is to qualify them for loans after a pre-established period of time
during which they would have accumulated deposi balances equal to the loan amount they seek
and repayable over the sane period of time. Another possibility would be to introduce a 'lottery
account" remunerated at a lower than usual interest rate which could qualify for a prize awarded
at regular intemls when drawings are made from a number of such accounts.

6.30 Financial autanomy: ft is crucial that CEM have the ability to become a
inancially viable institution free of dependence of subsidies. Its financial operations should also

betansparent. To achieve this, CEM requires to be financially autonomous of the Treasury and
free of cross-subsidies witiin the PTn. Financial autonomy for the CEM would entail a review
of its pricing policy for its various products and services. Estimates of operating revenues and
costs based on the existing assets of CEM and its curren oeating costs show that financial
autoniomy could lead to financial viability. For example, bad CEM rcceived a market interest rate
of 12% or more on its tltnds in 1990, instead of the below-market interest paid by Treasury, it
would have been able to cover its operating costs and generte a profit. The ability of CEM to
freely place funds. in the money market (including subscription of Treasury bills which acrrently
pay an attractive interest rate) or bank deposits is therefore crucial to its financial viability. In
the near term, it is likely that CEM will control costs by keeping interest rates on its deposits
below those of banks. Since its clientele is likely to remain substantially different from those of
commercial banks for sometime, such a policy may be both feasible and necessary. However,
CEM should also eventally prepare to adapt its strategy to be able to iully compete with banks,
especially once it begins to earn income from lending rather than just placing funds in the money
market or banking system.

6.31 Among the most promising avenues of fiuther financi viability lies in
considering revitalization of the CEM alongside a proposal for the CEM to operate th, existing
postal checking system (Compte des Cheques Postaux or CCP) as a girobak (see Annex 3.5).
The latter could also help improve the payments and transfer system in Madagascar (see Chapter
3). The CCP already operates as a rudimentary payments and transfer system in Madagascar.
There appears to be considerable scope for enhancing is role into a true cprobank along the lines
of simiar institutions developed elsewhere in the developig and industria world which hand[e
regular transactions such as salay, utility, rental, tax and other payments in addition to transfers.
Experience worldwide has shown such stutions can be very profitable once they are able to
manage the substantial float tbat is avaiable from the lags between payments received and
payments made. Part of this float coud constue a permanent source of fimds as the flow of
funds is continually renewed by reguar payments into the girobank. Itis would afford the scope
for die CEM to become to a become a viale financial instituon, capable of self-financing a
substnal portion of its investments in domestic curenc. CEM-could either own the girobank
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wholly or possibly together with equity partcipation from oDmmercial bank who would also
have an interest in an institution which could improve the domestic payments and transfer system.
It is important, however, that alongside the transforation of CEM into a more aggressive and
proper banking institution, the Goverment make such provisions necessary for a money market
to develop, notably in the area of negotiable Treasury bills as well as introduction of other
instruments which could be traded (see Chapter 7). There mst exist ample opportnities for the
CEM to invest its resources for long and short term, at zeast unfil such a time the CEM can start
to opeate lending operations on its own.

6.32 Mangower develonht oley: The prospects for a greater role of the CEM
hinge fundamently on the possibilities of developing adequate and properly trained staff.
Following a step by step approach, a first phase of the manpower development plan could cover
basic management4evel skills, accounting and finance, and operating procedures for staff in
which tellers and other categories of staff should be the primary audience. Marketing skills should
also be developed particularly aimed at promoting dte CEM among clients who may not be of
prime interest to commercial banks such as artis, traders, farmers, and low-income urban
wage earnes, either individually or through appropriate 1cmmuna or soio fessional groups.
At a later stage, if and when ihe CEM actually engages in credi operations, traditional banking-
type skills adapted to its spec fimctions could be developed. The entire process should be
assisd by a technical assitce program which shoud first entail draftig and approval of a new
char for the CEM. This program could also cover tainig needs for the girobank which the
CEMl could operate as a separate entity. Staff of the post office also assigned to handled {: tM
transactions should be given taining by CEM itself with the CEM jointly selecting such
personnel together with the Post Office.

6.33 itial relao lscale savis n : The reitalized CEM should
have such a policy and such products from the begiming that it would become na and
attrctive to use this insttution as the primay finacial instion for group-based savings
associations. Us;ng its widespread network of offices, it would be possible to service groups in
more or less every part of the country The role of CEM should mainly be dta of the accou
holder of group while allowing for more than one group could use the same CE office. The
individua accouns should be administered by the group itsdf and it shoiud be possile for the
group to operate more than one account for various purposes. One example ould be one account
for long term saving and another of more short term charcter, from which withdrawals could
be effected in accordance with term and rules set out by the group itself. Economic activities of
the group and ncome from this actity could be channelled directly to the group through the
CELl and distbution done by the gru itself. Marketing of milk, fer example, and proceeds
being paid at certin intervals from te dairy company elsewhere could easily be transferred
tlrough the CEM direc to the grwup's acount Of course, other income of the group could be
channeled otherwise and direcdy to the grup, but it is important to have other formal channels
open. kt is clear, as previously stated, ihat there should be no compulsion to use the CEM over
any other financial intermediary, although it is likely that a revitalized CEM would be able to
captre much of the buiness of far-flung savings groups thrugh is wide networL

6.34 Broadening and- -eendst of CEM ases: Throgh its own tehical
assstance program, it is possile tat the GEM could render some assisunce to emergig savings
groups. This could notably entail training in fiancial matters which coud benefit both cuomer
and CEM equally. Such assistance admisturd though the CEM coud o be Ias with
the beginin of loan activites from the CEM to tbe grop, if warated by its activiies and pst
performance (a pregaalification step for credit activities). The bninp of CEM acives in
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lending however should also be conditioned on adequate improvements in the legal and
accounting within the country. lhis is especialy given t the credit nsks among the CEM
clientele might be higher than those in the commercial baking sector, particularly for lending
to individuals. To manage such risks, lending by CEM should primarily be seen as a complement
to the lending likely to take place within the group as part of their own activities. Such lending
could, however, be beneficial if the business volumes coud be boosted in this manner, for
particular projects of interest to the group or association concerned. Groups and associations
should also be encouraged to cooperae cross regions and financial flows resulting from such
cooperation coud the easily be handled through the network of CEM. A similar role could be
played by the revitalized CE with regard to cooperatives. It would not seem feasible at this stage,
to envisage any cooperative baniing institon in Madagascar and it would be preferable for
cooperatives to use existing instions to meet their needs for financial services.

The Role of Venture Capital

6.35 minortance Of Venture Canital: One of the major problems faced by small-
scale economic agents (particularly SMEs which need capital equipment) is a lack of equity
financing. One potential vehicle for such financing which is yet to fully develop in Madagascar
is venture capital. Venture capital is equity financing based on the principle th a panership can
be forged between the erepreneur and the investors. This is still a relatively new financial
insrument in both industrial and developing countries. k is significantly different from bank
financing and financing by passive 'portfolio investors' in ihat venue capitalists generaly add
value to their investments trugh the provision of management assistace. Venture capital
companies can male a significant conribuon to the development of the real sector, especially
through promotion of SMEs, by: (1 providing capita to smail business with substail growth
prospects but inadequate security to tap bank loans; (ii) supporing new vres in the form of
'seed capital; (iii) increasing the capital base of SMEs to enhance their potenti to mobiize
resources from existing financial instiutions;(Qv) being an active partner in the business (as
opposed to the 'sleeping parter' stats of man other shareholders), thereby allowing te SME
to benefit from the experience of the VC company in management and maketig and its access
to global information network Me genrally the contribution of vente capital companies to
the growth of enterprises can be more meaningfil than banks and other leading institudons
because: (i) by providing capital or loans which are convertible ito equity after some time, they
do not impose on new or restructuring business the burden of high debt servicing which are
unbearable in the inial years; and (CH) the r of the venture capital company being
through a combination of dividends and capital apprecaon, it has incenive to make every
effort to ensure the success of the enterpris.

6.36 _ eiut c_l gMmnin I Mm: The first vture capital company
in Madagascar, the 'Financiere ARO' (IARO) was established in 1988. Ibitially a subsiiary
of the ARO inmsurance comany, its capital was subsequently opened to priv companies 2 %),
individuals (5 %) and intenational financial institutions (21 %) and reached 4 billion FMG in
1990. Up to December 1989, it had taken equity in 11 companies to the ue of 1,230 MFMG
(about USD 850,000). For its first 18 months of operation it had made an operang loss of 83
MFMG. It is plannig to invest beweea 700 and 1000 MEMG (USD 500,000 to USD 700,000)

ualy which could gerate 10,000 to 15,000 MEMG of new inemnat in te indusi and
commercial sector. Of this amount between 150 and 300 MFM wi be used to.fiance SE.
The only other venture capital company is the *Societe d'ves t pour l Promotion des
Entrepises a Madagascar (SWEM) which was launched in 1990. Inally a scheme for heipig
the creation of new enterprises, udxe the - Association pour la Promotion de Itprise
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Malgacbe" (APEM), with the paiation of local industialists, ban and freign donors, k
became a- VC Company with shareholding from local private organization (52 %) and
intemational fincial instituions (45 %). It has just started its activities and it is planning to
make available some 160 MFMG (half as equity and half as loans) to 16 SiEs on an annual
basis. It would benefit from some grants from intenaional agencies (LO, UNDP) inital years.

6.37 hJMt f y=fapltal mpgines: The impact of venture capital companies
in Madagascar on the grwth of privce enterpise has been so far very limited, both generally
and particularly for SMEs, for several reaons. First, the volume of finace made available less
than USD 1 mIllion) is insignificant with regard to the enormous investment needs (both debt and
equity finmance) of enterprises generally and SMEs in particu;lar. Second, the bulk of the resources
(83%) have gone to large established companies (SMPL, KOBAMA, NY HAVANA, etc) or to
now highly credt-worthy ventures (MO1) which could probably have mobilized resources from
other sources. Third, resorces allocated to SMEs which codd provide maximum beneft in ter
of value added and employment have been marginal. Fourth, only part of the activities of existing
companies are devoted to purely ventre capital activities - FLARO, for example, is being
involved m other ivestment activities (purchase of immovable property and building of an
industria oe). Tbe prospects for a more significant contbution from the two existig venture
capta cmpanies in fure are remote as they have themselves fixed their combined annual equity
paticipationto about 1000 million FMG. Under their most optimistic scenario, only some 25 -
30 SMEs would obtain an average of 15 - 20 MFMG (about USD 1,000) annually. More such
companies shud therefre be encouraged if venture capital is to claim a significant role in equity
financing in Mada sc.

I.

6.35 Iumidves for ventmrauil coLmmnies Ihe development of venture capital
faces a double handicap in a developing couny lie Madagascar( O limited real investmn
opportuities (few busine offer a minimm secrity nd entrepreneurship tha would attract
veln capital); and (i) absene of a readily available market to realize the capital apprecation
of their investmen Venture capital companies can only grow at the pace at which prvae
enterprise thrives and matures, and a capital market develops. If venture capital compnies are
artificialy promoted, the reslt wi be i companies inveting in "blue cbps" rather than high
risldgh retum ventures wih mitdevelopmenal impact (to some extent, this is already being
dos by the eisting companies); and (n) loss main companies which invest in development
oriented but very risky business (SiEs) and have to be supported by public grants; and (iii)
comaies whicd, only nominay engage in ventu capital in order to benefit from any special
incentives. Th main icene for venture capital companies will come firom policies that
improve the profitabit of red sector activities and which efli entry of SMEs into new
spheres of actity. At the same time, the govemment could also undertake specific measures to
begi establshing a basis fr a ftlure capitals market (see Chapter 7). In addition, wih longe
tem paqpctive in view, it is apopriate to grant m inceives to compoa given the nature
of the business and the positive role they can play in the financial sector. Tax breas to veure
capital comps irrspective of their actual activie ted to favor abuse and create a distted
incentiv system. Instead of generalized tax breaks, it would be more proper to give allowances
on ren:on specific investments (eg new enterprises, eension and rdhabiitation, SMFE)
which need to be promoted and for which no immdiate ico can be envisaged.
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INVESDE PROaTITON AND MUMCIA MAEIR DP;XVPAENT

7.1 To ensure that Madagascares economy become incsigly diversified and export-
oriented, the financial systm will need to be better placed to faciliae the expansion of domestic and
foreg arade ald both domestic and freign investm While k is unrealistic to expect Madagascar
to develop within the 1990s the sophisicated tade fince systs which eist in industrial countries,
Madagascar can follow the example of a nmber of devdping countries which hve succeeded m
developing a strong export base in recent years, notably those in East Asia and neighboring
Manutius. This chapter considers in paricular what fiancial policies the experience of these
developing countries might suggest to Malagasy policy makers for development of a more diveified
economy with a strong export be. In addition, the development of fincial instruments and
instutons to increase efficient trade and invesmen flows is generally one.of the key ingredients for
developing full-fedged financial marets - the other major topic of his cpter.

7.2 Both the medium and long term horizomns - which could exend beyond the 1990s -are
considered in this chapter i aminig which fanci instuments, markets and istuons could
be developed to exed trade and investment and stimua tading of financial assets. It shodd
therefore be stressed that several of fte fancial inaons discussed here involve instruments,
market and institutions which cannot be reaisically expected to emerge in te ner twin They
especially include relatively sophisticated trade flmmscei n such as banks' acceptac or
capital market securities and institutions such as an export credi guarantee scheme or an offshre
baniing cner. These and othr relatively sophisticated innovations wil notably require: O prir
improvements in the financial inucture, many of which are discussed in Chapter 3; Ci) greaer
diversificaton of real sector activities and especially exports; and Ciii) effectve operaton of more
basic i=ru and markets inlud a secondary market in wade and Treasury bils and an activ
inte-bank market (see also Cbapter 2). Since it is not rlisc to expct these basic preequites
to be in place within the medium term - appropriat poicies, the more sophisticated innovations
could also be envisaged in the longer tem once the Malgy economy begins to ralize its
substntial scope for broad dsification and exrt orentaton. As dised below, public policy
will have, an importat role in the 1990s for helping lay the grund for a mber of financial
innovations in Madagasca.

7.3 A strategy of sustainale growth in Madagscar based on expanding and broadenig
fte export base reuires effective Iotrade finae. Without this, Maagay exorts cannot
respnd effecdvely to foreig demand. hey l have tD contie tD sely y on self-
financing which severely constrains the scope for expadig bade and particuady eports. Ihe
survey of MaLaasy entises conducted for this Report showed that much rmains to be done to
impmve iteraiona rade finance in . For mn MalaM eterpis, payment of
imports is made generlly at sight whie a good proportin of epr is ad afer shipmen or
ddivery (nrmaly 60 days). he need to flace - trade frm domestic sources coud
be reducd if the paym tem could be altered in favwor o ladgsc. A cmbiao of
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increased supplier credit, foreign bank trade fmance and preshipment finace will be required as
discussed below.

7.4 The discussion below points to at least three policy areas which are crucial to
improving financial system for trade expansion and investment First, it is crucial that the
Govermnent rapidly exploit the full potential of the business investment and free trade zone folicies
it has already adopted. While the basic free zone legislation already eists and appears adequate,
many outstanding problems remain in the application of this legislation which is unnecessarily
cumbersome. The proposed one-stop window (guichet unique ) to faciitate new enterprses should
also be implemented as soon as possible. Second, imrvements in the legal and accounting
framework, broadly discussed in Chapter 3, are needed to encourage the development of a bills
market in Madagascar. A third area of attention are foreign exdhamge controls which could be made
more flexicble to adapt to the needs of exporters and imporert.

7.5 Sufile crei Supplier credk is genealy one of the most import sources of
credit for importers. Foreign suppliers' credit depends on suppliers' assessment of the credit
worthiness of the Malagasy importers and their general confidence in the Malagasy economy. .The
severe extena payments situation which the country had experienced during most of the 1980s led
to an erosion of confidence among foreign suppliers. With the merging liberalization of the
economy and the improvement in the financial sitato in the country, Madagascar should normally
be eligible for more suppliers credit. The business community and the goverment have a joint
responsiblity tOD promote the credit worthiness of the country. Yet, confidence building is likely to
be a gradual process.

7.6 To accelerate the avai'labXil of trade finance, joint veures with foreign firms can
open the way for suppliers' credit on favorable terms. Almost all respondents to the enterprise
survey in Annex 1.1 who indicated they had access to suppliers' credit were either partly or wholly
foreign-owned. One such company had 180 days credit from its partner. Many newly industrializing
developing counties including Malaysia, Mexico and Singapore have been able to dramatcally
expand exports and employments by developig trade finance through affliations with foreign or
mltinational companies. Madagascar shoud therefo continue to favor joint ves to enhance the
catalytic role that well-established foreign compai cam play in fosterig stronger trade links:

strategic alliances between Malagasy arms and multinational firms could also be pursued to facilitate
Madagascar's access to foreigm explit markets. Strategic alliance, more specifically, refrr to the
association between two or more companies at apartic stage of the producodisrbutionprocess
which, in general, results in synergistc benefits for all the parties involved. For instance, a Mzlagasy
firm with a highly marketable product, but without any prior experience m forei marets, coud
associate itself with a reputable freign firm which would be primarily involved in the marketing of
the product abroad, in return for a share in profits. In this particular case, an association with a firm
of established rqetation will tell the maiet that the Mlgasy fims product is of good quality and
is a winner. Staegic alliances can also be considered at odtr stages of the productionldistbuion
process such as man tg, financing, and research and development

7.7 Fore.gn bank trade fluan" Foreign banks, including offshore banis, can provide
trade finance both on imports and expots. On te export side, an offshe entity can discount export
documents and provide the exporter with the expected freign eamrgs whih would be setted on
payment of the foreign exchange by the foign importer. This would be a sef-iquig operation
in foreign ctrrency which accelerates the receipt of foreign exchange and it would, therefr, be in
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line with the Central Banks policy of early tansfer of exchange earings. The recourse to offshore
banks might be less appropriate (because of global forei xchamge lmitation) and more risky (the
importer has to bear the excdange risk) for imports. However, it could be very helpful for export
enterises operatngunder the free zone regime envisagedinadascar. The example of Mauritius
is instrucdve where offshore bhak are already finncing the impors of the Mauritius EPZ
companies. There is also the possibility for offshore bans to discount the documents of a foreign
exporter enhancing thereby his Caci to grant suppliers' credit to his Malagasy importers.
Offshore banks can also finance intenational trade hrough factormg.

7.8 Problems of preslinent financr Bank fiance is more readily available for
finished products which are marketable than for products in earlier stages of production. In
Madagascar, as elsewhere, producers who are at the initial stage of the production cycle are often be
denied fiancing simply becaue the product has not yet reached a maretable stage. Yet it is essential
that producers at this level are duly supported by means of adequate fmancing. Producers of
intermediate inputs are often forced to rely on their own equity or working capital which constains
their production considerably - in Madagascar, this problem partiularly affects smal and medium-
scale enterprises whose access to equity and working cpital fiance is already limited (see Chapter
6). In some cases, the absence of such fmancing may act as a severe constaint on the volume of fina
products which emerges from real sector activity among indirect expters.' The reluctance of
financial insdtitons in their intrention at this 'preshipmenr stage of producim is mainly due to
the fact that there is a significant element of risk dt final production, and hence payment, may not
materalie specially where there is a long tie lag between the 'presbipment stage of production
and the fial product Banks are worried that their funds may become tied up for too long and
wihout much garantee of repayment as in the case of marketed finished pmrdcts. There is
therefore a distinct preference for fnancing the finished product due tDo the self-iquidating character
of such financing.

7.9 Enlarging preshipment frnance: Preshipment fnance, especially for indirect
exporters, will become important as Madagascar seeks to increase its exports. Enlarging preshipment
fiance will require increased synergy between dire and indirect exporters and small and large
mufacturers and adequate backward linkages between exporting enteprises opating under the free
zone regime and the rest of the economy. The firee movement of blls of excange should assist in
overcoming this financial constraint (see para 7.7). The need for specifically supporting producers
at the "preshipmentm level was identfied in the eady stages of indus ti in Maurhius. The
fear was that many potenia exp would not eventally materilize due to lack of adequate
financ in the raw material tnsformation stages. Banks in Mauriius were and still are unwilling
to take the associated risks in this part of the market Over time, the speed and tunover of real
sector activity provided a solution to this problem in so far as the exorting sector in Mauritius
progressed at unexpectedy high growdL rates. Bank became willing m these circum to
enlarge the overdraft limits of thriving businsse in the fast gwing phase of the exporing sector.
Consequenfly, both the pre- md post- shipment finacing requrements of producers were fulfilled
by the larger access to overdrafts. However, the smaler units which supplied 'pre-shipment'
requirements of larger enprises were the first casualties of this evolvg situation as te larger
production umits became more closely itegrated vertically and arted themselves attending to both
their pre- and post- shipmen mater requiements with the benefit of the greater access to fmds.

7.10 Develouing a bills m t In additon to the above mentoned means of faciitating
internonal trade, notbly for exports, Madagascar should also strive to develop a system of trade
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fincing usmg bills of exccange which could be discounted. The survey of Malagasy enterprises
described in Annex 1.1 reveals the acute lack of a real bil market in Madagscar. Ihis is generally
attinbutable to the lack of credit worthiness of the issuers of the bils which may fail to be honored
an due date. In a fiancial market where tight credit limis are applied and where smaller eiteprises
in particular had problems in obtaining bank credit, it is qu litkly that inddual iSsuers of bills
may fail to honor their obligations on due date. Better access to credit by the smaler entepis
would be part of the solution to this problem. As transportation and other problems hindering
domestic trade in goods and services are gradually overcome, Malagasy enterprises should be
encoraged to adopt bill finamcing as a convenient mode of extding credit to each other which
would also ease pressure on domestic commercial banks to provide trade finance. Careful attention
should be paid, therefore, to the development of a sownd and depndable bill markeLt Wider
cirulation of intal bills would depend on the time taken to introduce the necessary safegur
regarding the detrmination of liabilites on bills in the contex of an overall i-provemen of legal
provisions relating to bills. Bills should be a legal obligation to pay debt that is binding on the
acceptor, the drawee, and the endorser. An inadequate legal fiamework or some instances of defalts
on bills should not prevent these credit instruments from gaing geeral acceptability as quicky as
possible in order that the present dependence on cash for trade tansactions is minimized.

7.11 Once bils become a common finamcing instrument, other financial products may be
introdued. For example, the same bflls may be accepted by banis so as to enable a holder to obtain
fimds prior to the maturiy of the bill. While it may not be appropriate for the Central Bank to go
directly to the marcet in the first insace to support such a facility, one or severa discount houses
specialized in th key sectors may be established with the appropriate legal backup to fiulitate direct
recourse against drawers of bills who defalt on their obligations. The discount houses may be
refinanced in tau by the Central Bank in accordance with the stance of monetary policy. Similarly,
the barter trade which now characterizes part of agrcultur trade wiin Madagascar may come to
be financed by means of these instruments which would becme negotiable and, hence, put the
fimers and pes in funds according to thir needs. At a more advanced stage of deveopment of

wade finmce in ladagascar, bils can be accepted by bank which are te aded as bankers'
acceptances (BAs) as further discussed below (para 7.34).

7.12 EW e lEk Cove To encourage Masy eports to expand foreign trade,
they should be given wider options for taking and managg exchange rate risks associated with
import and export tracto. This has been the case in Maurtius where foreign exchange receipts
continue to be closely managed by the Central Bank, as in Madagascar, but with greater flexibility.
Mauritius offers yet anoher advantage to the export sector whih, uinie epr based in
Madagascar, import most of their raw matals or semi-fiid inputs. The typical Mamridan

genates a demand for foreign exchange in the first phase of is produon cycle due to
hese impor which is folowed by the generation of frei exchange when export receipts are
ralized. Nonrally, an entrse buys the foreign cency for its imports by utiln the local
curency and then selling the foreign exchange eaned subsequently to the bans in xhange for local
currency. A special provi in Mmurian Ex ge Contol regulatio pemits eortig entprises,
however, to retain exprt eaings in de frig currecies if the latoer have to be utilized towards
payment of anticipated imports (see Ann 7.1). It is only the et residual export earnings which are
eveually repaiated into local cmrency. Exportig enteprs are thms covered agaist echange
rate fluctuations and do not always feelhe need to obtain ecmge risk cover against short or log
term positions held in particula currencies.
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7.13 Madagascar migt be able to adopt a similar scheme for retention of foreig exchange
earing and its management by Malagasy bans which should help to develop erse among bank
in foreign curency management As more business is geed by the eortes reang foreig
exchange, banlk will accordigly come to hold large foreign exchange balances m conformiy Wi
the scale and growth of business in the exportng sector. In addiion, Mauritian exporters have been
for some time also permitted to avail thmselsves of short-term credis in foreign crency fom
offshore banks. Such credi is normally provided as a substeite for short-tm import financing and
ihe main advantages to the borrower are an enlargement of access to bank credit ouside of credit
ceiings as weUl as a relaively lower rate of interest on the debt than if the borrwing was undertake
on the domestic market There is an increasing use by Mamriian exporters of this finacing
mechanism in spite of the implied exchange rate risk borne by the borrowing enterprises.

7.14 Near term soae for xort credit g t scheme: Both industria and
indutialiing counties have had recourse to export credit insuranmce or export crdt guarantee
schemes (ECGS) to promote their exports.The need for an ECGS arises when exports and those
who provide export fimance (banks, tg houses) have bnperfea information on overseas buyers.
An ECGS can open new markets to exprters and enable the fiancing of exports to these marks
by otherwise unwilling financial institutions. Tis is done though access to informatio on ovseas
markets (the economies of scale in information - gathering are such that it cannot be due effectively
on the level of an enterprise or a bank) and through pooling and reduction of risk There does not
seem to be an immediate need for an ECGS in Madagascar for a nmber of reasons. The bulk of
Magasy exports are directed towards industrial counties where political r, inciuding debt
rescheduling, are minimal. Madagascar can expand its ewpor to prme martks like the EC (though
the Lom Convention) or the United States (where it is still well below its qu); it is therefore, mtm
compelled to look for rislder marks at this time in order to expand exports. Expedence shows that
an ECGS becomes viable when exports, especially non dit itnems (which are generally not
exported tO tditional market), reac a minimum level; tbis is no yet the case in Madagascar. The
p mae establishmn of an ECGS in Madagascar would resut in a heavy loss-making institution
(the small amount of premiums would not match the fxed cos) without any significant effect on the
promotion of exports.

7.15 Longtem scope for- an ECGS If Madagascar succeeds in developig a diversifid
(manufactuing) export sector where products would have to be sold on more divesifed and riski
markets, then an ECGS -miaght play an important role in export development While this is deadry
a long-term prospect, there might be some lessons dtat Madagasr codd derive frm other cwountr
in consideing the establishment of an ECGS at some fiute date. First, ther shuld be an
approprate partnership between prive sector and goverment in instituting such a scheme. While
purely private schema might result in too conservative underwriting in some respects, purdy public
schemes can unnecsarily relegate comrcal risk to the government and create a moral hazard
problem. Government is generally the logical provider for coverig political risk but pa rships With
the private sector where the latter assumes at least part of the commercial risks would be a better
formula (as has been the case in Mexico and South Africa). An ECOS canmot be in deficit in the
long-fm becase it would violate GA7T rules which equate it to an export subsidy. ECG institio
should therefore be properly capitalized and started so as to provide a good service (duth is why they
should not be prematry set up).
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Enhanng Itegimi Trade And Cres-Border Trade I nandimal Services

7.16 Madagascar is uniquely situated in close proxmity to the highest income counties
in the Africa and Tndian Oce region (with the exception of oil producing countries), notably
Mauriius, Seychelles, and South Africa. hL addition, ndghboring Reunion, a department of France,
affords a potential gateway to the Eropean market There is particular scope to firther develop
Madagascar's commercial and financial relations with these neighboring countries in the region to
expand tade and investment flows nludig tade in fiamcial sevces. Madagascar's nch physical
and human resource base is a special atraction with its labor costs being one-fourth or less of those
from these neighboring oDuntries. In addition, inteational companies (notably from Hong Kong and
Taiwan) operating in Maurtius are very keen to extend or tasfer part of their labor-intensive
actvties to Madagascar. Further development of regional commercial and fnancial relations could
help the existing financial system and the productive sectors of the ecowmy in several ways: (i)
through encouraging private direct freig investment which can help meet the capital needs of local
entrepreneu;) through provision of offshore financ services which could improve trade fmance;
and (ii) tirough futher provision of onshore finc services by foreign financial insituons
drugh partia or complete owneshbip of a finacial instittion domiciled in Madagascar which could
help improve financial skills and develop in baning relationships. The scope and
cstaints of furter trade betwee Madagascar and individual couties which are two of te key
neighbors in the region - Maurs, and South Africa- iuding prospects for wade in finacial
services, are discussed below. This discussion ilustrates demonstats how, during the 1990s,
Malagasy policy makers will increasingly face ches on whether and how to exploit the considerable
potentil for increasing trade and investment flows from these countries. Also discussed below is the
related issue of the scope and prospects for establishig offshore baning witin Madagascar.

7.17 Maf rilius: In the nearm, the greatest poteal for Madagascar to enhance trade
and imvwstment flows within the regn appears to lie with Mitius. The low cost and relative
abundance of qualified libor as well as the abundace of land are major altractions to M;aurian
investors. The government of Maurkus has waived the 15 % tax on rnsfer of capital for approved
investment projects in Madagscar within its strategy to encourage labor intensive industries faced
with severe labor shortages to traisfer part of their business there. Already, some half a dozen
Mauritian companies have already mvested m Madagascar or are in their pre-operational phases.
Continued investment fom Mauriian and M bas aies in Madagascar will create a
need for more regional fmancial services. One leading Mauritian bank already maintains a
representative office i AMadapscar. T National Mua Fund, a Mauitmn uni trust very similar
to the French SICAV, has been autoized to invest 40 % of its resources in foreign assets and could
be prepared to consider investing some of its funds in Mdagascr. Although Mauritian offshore
banking is stll in its infancy, at least one offshore bank in Maurifus has intervened both in favor of
a Maga financial intu by prviding a fori loan and Malagasy enterprises by flnning
thir imports and exports.

7.18 South Afria: Smce rdaons improved between the two countries, there have been
several major trade missions to Madagascar. Most taders and fiacial ;astitutio saw the
adability of export credit inurance facides as vita t the development of trade and investment
with Madagascar. In South Africa such aciies are offered by the Credit Guaantee Insurance
Corporaton (CGIC) which undewtes export credit risk in co-opeaon with the South African
Government. According to the Export Credit Ren-isurance Act of 1957, the Govemment undewites
the political risks component while the CGIC assumes the other risks. The CGIC offers two major
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types of cover: shoriterm (up to 180 days) and medium to longterms (180 days to 10 years). Given
the lack of reliable information on the tradig community in Madagascar, the CGIC is proceeding
cautiously. Ithas in principle accepted to provide both commercial and political risk cover for short
term credit and it has actually undwrten some transactions. However, it has not yet provided any
cover for mdlium to long term risk as it feels that guarantees on payments conditions are inadequate.

7.19 South African interest in direct investment in Madagasr is still at an exploratory
level. The most promising sector to South African investors seems to be the mining industy which
has a big potential and in which South Africa has considerable experience; tourism, construction and
agro-industry could be of interest to various large groups. However, to be able to proceed further,
potential investors need to be assured of the leal status and security of their intments and abiliq
to obtain necessary work permits and remit profits. Also, they need to be conviced on the real
advantages of investing in Madagascar as they are now having a wider choice of investment
opportunities as almost every contry in sub-saharan Africa is opening its frontes to the South
African business community. As they tend tD be risk-averse, they will prefer countries which aready
have a high interational rating as an investnent center. South Africa also has the most developed
financial system of the region with a broad range of services offered by commercial banks , mercha
banks, discount houses, factors, confirming houses, a stock exchange (the largest in sub-Sabaran
Africa), insurance companies and the Credit Guarante Insuranc Corporation. There could be
considerable scope for further regional trade in financial servces including technical assistance to
Maagasy fiandal instuions.

7.20 Imoroving regional avmt: Madagasca's trade in the Indian Ocean was
traditionally limited because of histrical trade lins with other regions, similrities with the exprt
product mix of neighboring countdes and political differences. ITe inward4ooking developm
strategy of the lae 1970s and early 1980s hindered furher the development of regiona trade and
related financi services. However, the recent sigficant liblizatin of trde and the opening up
of the financial sector to foreign participans have geneaed new intrest ad initives in sevra
countries. In addition , Madagascar is a meer of the Indian Ocean Commission which is still in
the process of consolidation To the extent increased tade and investment flows results in a shift in
direction of trade in Madagascar more towards the countries in the region, there might be benefit to
Madagascar for expanding its participation in regional tding arrangemens. Madagascar however
iS still only an observer, not a member, of the eighteen-nation Prefertal Trading Arrangement
(PTA) which operates a clearng house arrngement which enables the amount of hard currency
supp'rt,ing regioal wade transactions to be minimized. Exporters in a PIA member country received
pryments from a dlient in another counry in the exporte's local currency. This Utansaction gives rise
to a claim and a liability denominated in a regional unit of account which is recorded in the PTA
claringhouse in the accounts of the two central banks concened in a given wansaction between two
member counties. By seting receipts and payments on a net basis, this sysem reduces the amount
of foreign exdhange needed to support trade transactions than it would be if all transactions were
settled on a gross basis. This system is due to become a fill-fledged autonomous clearing house for
all intra-PTA trade ransactions as frm 1992. This is expected to be a nuclus of a proposed plan
for monetary and financal harmonization among PTA members countries. At the moment, a similuar
bilateral arrangement exists between the central banks of Madagascar and Maurits outside the
franework of the PTA.

7.21 Near and medium term scope for offshore bankior: Several developing counies
have set up an offshore fancial sector. Some have dedved substanial benefits from its opations
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although the oDntribution to the long term economic growth of individual countries have been uneven,
depending on the diversity and depth of their offshore center. To establish an offshore financial
cemer, any country such as Madagascar should offer at minimum a number of basic conditions to
offshore fiacial institutions. These include: politcal stability with a goverment committed to free
enerprise and an outward looking development strategy; advanced and efficient telecomi
facilities; good supply of skilled labor (banking, legal, accounting, information technology) preferably
multi-lingal or bilingual (with a knowledge of English); availability of office premises and housing
facilities at reasonable cost; convenient international transport facilities; healthy economic conditions;
complete freedom from exchange conarol; miimm prudential and other regulatory reqirements;
ability to repatriate profits freely; generous tax incentives (on profits, income of expatriates, intere);
and liberal entry of expatiate staff.

7.22 Over and above the basic conditions mentioned above for the setting up of an offshore
center, Madagascar would also have to offer some specia beefits which woud act bu s rom
elsewhere. The classic advantages over other counties include time zone advantage which woild
provide a strategic link between exsting major financial centers (ike Singapore and, to a lesser exten
Babrain); geographical advantage in the case of the proximity of potential resources avaiabilities
(Babrain) or investment areas (Philippines, Hong Kong) or both (Singapore); significant lower cost
of operation gocal staff, rent, licenses, other services; and better tax incenies. It is dear that
Madagascar does not fulfill many of the basic conditions required to quaify as an offshore center and
it is improbable that all these conditions would mateialize in the medium term. Furthermore, the
special advantages which Madagascar could offer with respect to other offshore centers are very
limited. Madagascar is only three homs ahead of G.M.T. and is in the sa time zone as Bahrain
ad only an hour behind Mauitis. The possible potential for an active center in the Souther
Africalldian Ocean region is already being exploited by Manrtius and it cannot be excluded that
other well-suited countries in die region (especially Sout Africa) would follow the Mrtiam
example. Madagascar can hardly improve on the already atractive tax centives in existing cente
which its competiors could easily adjust (as, for example, Singapore did tD counter Hong Kong).

7.23 T±nglmni smuf.orosho.tba.mkin On the assumptionthat over h net decade
Madagascar would be able to diversify its economy and embark on the path of sustained growth, the
demand for innational financial sercs would grow tremendously (gven the significant potential
of the Malagasy economy). The volume of f cial tmsactions might then atain the critical mass
which would make viable an offshore center in Madagscar geared mainly towards satisfying the
needs of the Malagasy economy (on lines of the cfshore center in Manila, Phiippines). Such a
center would have greater chances of success and of wihstanding the oDmpetiton from other canters
as its driving force would be the Mala eonomy itself. The stategy iold, therefore, be to avoid
the 'brassplatW or purely offshore centers (which are solely inrationaly orieed) in which
Madapscar has clearly no advange in the region or compared to other offshore centers. In order
to favor the development of a future oshomr center which could servce the Malagasy economy,
short and medium financial policies sbould be so deised to: (i) promote ransacbns between
domestic banks and offshore financial nsu withi the global framework of a gdual
liberlization of exchamge and credit controls; (ii) provide ncetiveslsgkguards to oter financal
iiutions (notably nsurm ce compaies, venture capital firms) to go on inional financ
markets; (Iii) allow export enterwises, especially those operat under the Free Zone Act, to raise
finance (both trade finance and loans) from offshore units; and (iv) develop an appropriate legidative,
prdntal and regLulory frmework m line with the growing relats between the offshore ad
domestic financial system..
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Ac:elerating Domeslic Ivestment Thmadg Least

7.24 CM"pandannzagtleing: One of the most attrtve financial vehicles for
encouraging domestic invesnent is laing. Leasing is based on the concept that assets in the form
of plat and equipment generate profits through use rather through the mere fact of ownerip. It can
generally be defined simply as a commercial agreement whereby an equipment owner (the lessor)
conveys to the equipment user (the lessee) the right to use the equipment in return for the payment
of specified rentals over an agreed period of time. Ihe legal owner of the asse can therefore be
different from the user, who can be seen as holding the econmic ownership of the leased assets,
which includes the right to use ther beneficially as well as the riss relatd to the loss and
obsolescence of the equipmenL In developing counties such as Madagascar with underdeveloped
capital markets, leasing may be the only form of medium- to long-term finace available for capitdal
equipment on suiable terms. Leasing is being increasingly used in developing coumtries as a method
of fiancing eqipment-

7.25 Poicy framework for develing leasing: The development of leasing normaly
raises a mmber of legal, accounting and fiscal questions which have to be considered in the context
of the framework and stada already exiting in a given county. The legal questions include
protection of tite in the leased assets, responsibility for m indemnity in fivor of owner,
restrictions on use of the asset creation of liens or other charges, insurance, renas and default in
payments, anl right tD repossession. Questions are also raised as to accounting principles applicable
tD ieased assets and their depredation. Fisa questions notably indude the cpital allowance
entitlement for firms with leased assets. The fiscal implications for the parties may also vary from
cnunry to country.These questions wil have to be answered in the first place in the lt of exidsting
Malagasy law of contract and property.

7.26 In Mauritius, no wa s were nade to the law when leaing was introduced in
the country. Eistg pwvis of the Civil Code were considered sufficient to enable leasing
tasaction to start No law reling to leasing of equipmaet was passed when this concept wa
introduced. QuestiDo were asked about whether companies would be endtiled to capital allowance
under income tax reguain, since they do not own the leased equipumet Without any amendment
being made to the law, the C one of nome Tax agreod tht no objecdon will be made to
capital allowance beig claimed for leased qipmenat. If such an administrative measure is not
possible elsewhere, then statutory provion should be made to enable capital allowance for leased
equipment so as to promote leasing. Malagasy law would also seem to be adequate for init leasing
transactions. Expenence wfll indicate the direction in whih the law needs to be amended to
accommodate the actual development of leasing.

7.27 Features of l nkhmujnat: Lease equipment may be provided to both self-
employed or to firms. The lease con may typically range fm three O t seveny ear
depending on the type of equipment involved. However, the minimmn value of equipment eligible
for leasing shoud be specified. It would be the responsibility of the dient to maintin and service the
leased equipment. The client wodd also have thresposibility of in g the equWipmem and
assignin the insurance policy to the leasing company. This factor implies the development in
parallel of the insurace sector. Lease payments could be arranged on a monthly basis. In c eruin
case, thes payments may be effected on a quarterly basis; each intament would involve a composite
servicig of both te interest and pricp elents. The concept of leasing would carry more weight
as a financing mechansm for overcoming other financial constraints provided it is properly
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monitored. Even if the inttuto of leasimg is set up, it would need geeral acceptance and the
proper enviroment for its feasibility. As state earier, a leased equipment would be valid if its
usefulness has been demonstrated. Even so, the debt servicing aspect will be directly linked to the
maretability of output, seasonality of production and the prevalece of facilities such as 'fisac
valoir or advances to farmers against standing crops. Without these, the dmely payment of regular
itallmes would be avoided and that, it turn, may stat affecting the general scope for providing
lease finance.

7.28 Iig gusmaiment und farmem: Although leasing ofequipment exists
for qui some time in Maritius now, it has not been very popular with smal enterpris nor with
individual farmers. The difficulty comes from the side of the lessor of equipment in that although it
is insured, as required, the lessor is unwiling to simply take the leased equipment as security for his
stake in it It is also likely that in Madagascar that a grouping of lessees would become useful as a
means of promoting this notion. The group would need to be attuned to the concept of joint liability
on the equipment and should explicitly endorse this concept before embarliog on the venure.
Tedhnical operators of the equipment rather than individual farmers tend to use leased equimet.
They provide the servce of land improvement by use of the mechanical device leased from the
leasing company. Some element of grouping of famers is a pre-requisite in popularizing the demnd
for this type of fiancial facility among famers in Madagascar. The group should have a legal
character for itto opeate the leased equipment on non-personal preference basis. The etent of work
to be done by the leased equipment, its turnover, the ready avalability of pensive spare parts
equally on lease should all be considered before engagin a lease.

7.29 Role and nicm of finandal markets: Incring trade and invmnt flows both
faiiae and are favored by the developmen offinnmcii markets which allow for various debt and
quity instruments to be issued and traded. Traditonally, the are two segments of fincial markets

which can be diiset money makets where debt intuments of up to one year in matmity are
issued and aded, and capital markets, which cover longer-term debt ad equity inumentsJn the
immediate term, fiacial market development in Madagascar should focus on the shorter segments
of the market The key element to this is the development of a well-fnctioning Treasury bill market,
an issue ta also relates to government debt management and to monetary policy (see Chapter 2).
Further developmens to the market can occur through other intuments used in the inter k market
and the dicounting for instruments related to self-liqudating transctions (as dissed in the section
of domesdc trade finance).

7.30 Currenty, banks in Madagascar tend to rely excessively on the liquidity window
provided by the CentWal Bank which in principle should be a last resort. in a well functioning
finmcial system, commercial banks hould first adjust their overal position by recouse to the
inerbank market It is only when banks' porffolio needs are inuiently fiuded by their own overal
reurc that recourse may be had to the cetral bank as a lender of last resort This not only
impos discipline on commercial banks in their treasur cznct but also avoids developing an
inflationar tendency that can result from extesive indiect Central Bank financing of the private
sector. Reviewed below are some of the key money market instruments that could develop over tme
in Madgcar given the app incenive and sueviory fiamework Also outined below is
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a basic strategy for developing capital markets wherein debt instument of longer maturity than one
year as well as equity could be issued and traded.

7.31 .the presenlt gnox nmt ties majrke: Presenty, the government issues two
types of debt instumments. The first - 'Bons de Trdsor Classiquer (BTC) - is sold with a coupon at
face value with denominations of FMG 1,000. It exists in two forms. Category A BTCs basically
represents a state lottery and is usually sold in scrip form (deliverance de titre), with a maturity
of one year. Every six months, 20 BTCs in this category are awarded a prize of FMG 10,000.
Category B BTCs have maturities of up to five years on which coupon rates have been unchanged
sinc 1987. The fimds raised by these BTCs are negligible. The other type of government debt
insuument - 'Bon de Tresor par Adjudicadon (BTA) - is also sold with a coupon but at a disoount.
BTAs are available only in book-entry form ('compte courant") and in minimum denominations of
FMG 500,000. They are isued at the beginning of each month in mahtutie of six and twelve
months. Subscrptions can be entered with the commercial banks which act as agents and are
centalized by the Central Bank which consults the Ministry of Finance on the maximum discount
acceptable. With coupons of 15 and 15.5 percent respectively for six and twelve month BTAs, the
effective yield is aroumd 20.5 per cent for 6 months and 18.5 per cent for 12 months BTA (February
1991). In pracdce, the outstmanding volume of BTAs has been constant for a long time with PMG 1
billion in 6 month BTA and FMG 0.5 billion in 12 month BTAs being woled over every month.
Thus, govenment securities are presently a very marginal means of ficing the govemment defiit
compared to Central Bank financing, amountng to less than one percent of the latter (see Chapter
2).

7.32 Revamping the Treas bill market: Since the Treasury bill mart can be a
conducive element in promoting financial market development, it is iportant for the Gov ent
to careully review how it could revmp this market. Despie their lucrative retun, ivestor interest
in Treasury bills has remained minimal. Ihe Ministry of Finance should consult with financial
instutions to invesdgate why there is such a poor response among investors. The Government could
also begin undertang various measures which could help increase confidence and interst in
Treasury bills aong investors. First of all, all references tD obligations to invest in Treasury bills
should be removed from eistig legisl To save on tive s and for tansparency,
these bills should be sold at a straight discount with no coupon. A single but importair. tep would
be to ensure that the results of Treasury bll auctions are annomced and published immediately after
each auction. It is crucial thatthese bib become freely negotiable. Increased liquidity of Treasury
bills would also allow BCRM in due time to conduct open nmrket opaons using these instruments.
Futu Treasury bill suance should be carried out in the context of transforming part of the existing
domeic debt of the Government and of reducing the dependence of the Treury on adammes from
the BCIRM (see Chapter 2). The Treasury should attempt to sell large volumes of bils in matuties
which suit investors liquidity prefernces. The objective shoud be to deepen the short-zeta segment
of the government securities marskt The agency arrangement of the Trasury with commercial
bank shod be reviewed to ensure that they contin ade incives.

7.33 The organization of issuance policy for Tesury bils should be strengthened. As
in other countries, BCIRM manages Tres bil es. Conseqendy, it should establish and
maintain an infomation system on the domestic public deb This system sh&ld irclude statistical
dat on total oustaing notes by holder and the maturity profile for Treasury bils. Such a system
woud help the BCRM t predit the net flows of reserve mone injected into the banking system due
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to government operations (see Chapter2). Centralizaon and comp of the present manual
book-entry system should also be considered.

7.34 Bankers' acceptances: Banker's acceces (BAs) are an extension of domestic
trade fiance that facilitates self-liquidating transactions. They could be introduced once Madagascar
has an adequately functioning market for trade bills. BAs are also the cornerstone of modern trade
finance. They represent a security backing commercial indebtedness of a borrower whose bank
accepts a bill of exchange, issued as a result of a trade transacon. n counties where these
instruments are actively used, they are traded in the markltplace at a margin (basis points) over the
most liquid and highest grade instruments available in the local market (treasury bils). While these
instraments have the fill credit worthiness o, -e bank acoepting the bill of exage, as well as the
underlying trade transaction which renders the trnsacin self-liquidating, supervisory authorities
should be carefil to understand the nature of the contigent liabities whidh banker's acceptc
represent and should make sare that the balance sheet of the bank reflects these contign liabilities
and the bank's total exposure in the marketplace.

7.35 Certificates of deposit (CDs?: Often used to generate general purpose short and
medium term funding for commercial banks, these instument can also be traded in the money
markets if they are classified as negotiable. Nonnegotiable CDs ('bons de caisse) are already in use
by banks in Madagascar. Negotiable instments could be used espeay once an active Treaury
bill markzt is developed. Negotiable insuments normally trade a few basis point below non-
negotiable certificates of deposit for the simple reason that they can be tnsferred as many times as
necessary during the life of the document. Rates will vary among bans as perceived risks are
evaluated by the itvestors. In geneal the ension of CD issing power to non-bank financial
institutions, when such instruments are often designated Certificates o vestment if these istiuto
are prohibited from ting deposits, shoud be closely spervised by the montary authrity which
normally supervises financial institutions. Depending upon the skill atd powers of the monetary
autority, a gap may exist between the public perception of the degree of oversigt exercised by such
authorities, and the reality, which may lead to over-borrowing and entu default by nn-bank
financial institudons which would eventally eroide the pubies confidence ito financial markt in
general. Adequate supervision is therefore essential in this and other aspects of fiancial mark.

7.36 Con:arcial "per In a mnuber of counies with emering seuites markets,
investor and corporate preferences have combined to allow the issuance and secondary market traing
of short-term corporate debt, otherwise known as commercial paper. Commercial par involves the
secunization of debt which would, in other cim es , be proffered to such issuers by
commercial banks. One frequently observed feature of devloping countries where commercial paper
flourishes is a shortage of suitable bank credit However, this is a money market inrument ta
generally does not appear at an early stage in the developmen of finamce as is presently the case i
Madagascar. Nonetheless, over the medium and long tefm and wit an appropriate supervisory
framework and other financial ructure, commercial paper could be issued by major enterpises
in Madagascar, particularly those Ihat are also likely to become issuers in an evetual bond market,
such as public utilities (power and . It s eal dat, where a public market is
established where commercial paper may be issued and traded, that (m additionto normal supevisr
control of aU financial instruments by an independe supevisry commission) an independent rating
agency be established to establish credit worthiness of the issues. This would provide investors with
criteria for the rate structure to be applied to varous financial insuments in relato to each other.

4 - -,; X
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This in turn requires that Madagascar begins to fiurter strengthen the eisting framework for
accounting, audit and financial disclosure discussed earlier (see Chapter 3).

7.37 Capital markets development: A well-functioning capital market is one of the pillars
of a developed market-oriented economy. The size of an economy, its savings rate, business
environment and structure of ownership are important determinants of how feasible it is to develop
a market for debt securities and equities. With an economy which wil remain primarily agricultural
in the near future, many economic transactions which are not monetized, domestic savings rate below
10 per cent of GDP, a per capita income only over $200, and more than three-quarters of household
consumption spent on basic necessities (food, housing, clothing, fuel), there is no immediate prospect
of establishing a full-fledged capital market in Madagascar. In comparison, other developing island
economies which have developed fledgling stock markets such as Jamaica and Maritus are
economies where only about 6D and 40 per cent respectively of household income is devoted to basic
consumption. At the same time, Madagascar enjoys the advantage of being able to carefully prepare
development of capital markets and thereby avoid the pitfalls that have'.'en experienced elsewhere
Such a planned approach to capital markets development can help avoid some of the difficulties faced
by newly emerging stock markets in some developing countries. The expenence of Mauritus where
a Chamber of Brokers has existed for almost a century, provides some lessons for Madagascar (see
Annex 7.2). By takdng a long-term view of financial development in Madagascar, one could enge
a rudimentary stock exchange in the medium term for which preparatory measures could begin soon.
It should be stressed that confidence in the economy and in the famework for secrities transactions
is essential for a viable securities market to emerge. The fiscal and legal fiamework can be made
to evolve in a way to promote the emergence of a capital market which generates confidence.

7.38 Obiecives or caital marke develonment: Before embarking on a progrm to
prare the development of capital markets, the goverment should be dear on the objectives for
capital markets development These can generally be staWed as the followmg: to increase domestic
savings; to improve the efficiency of the allocation of savimgs to inrvestment in the public and private
sectors; to broaden the base of ownership of real and fIanzial assets and thus to indirecly improve
the distribution of income; to make investment capital available to a broader range of the population;
to ensure the availability of long-term financial resources, while minimizing the risk of financial
instability, by lengthening the term of fimancial assets acceptable to savers and establishing a proper
framework for term tansformation by financial institutions; and tD widen the range of fimancial
services avaible thrugh financial instituions and to improve their operational effectiveness. A
preliminary feasibility stdy should also be undeaken to more definitively establish the potential and
nature of an embryonic capital market in Madagascar. The stu should assess, among other things,
the poteni breadth and depth of investor inter in securities and the ratve importance of variu
motvations for holding shaes (e.g. control of an enteprse, dividends, capital gins). The study
should exmine the poteial demand for secrities among both individual and istiional investors,
the latter including banks, insurance and social security plms and potendal unit trusts or mutual funds
which might be established. On the demand side, potential issuers of secrities should be identified
among venture capital firms, enterprses and utility comanies (IRiAMA and FIT) who might e
equities and bonds.

7.39 ._f_ _ _ _ ; Once the feasibility of a
rudimentary capital market is clearly established, a nmmber of prepaatory steps can take place. As
a fir step, a commie (an embryonic COBOTA- Commission Boursiere de Antanaivo) sbould
be set up with the following main tms of referenc: (I) to recommend meares tD be tae to
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establish a mechanism for the purchase and sale of securties; (i) to promote toe concept of secriies
trading among savers and investors m M sr); (i) to be responsible for the development of
the legal, regulatory and supervisory amework and (iv) to oversee the development of a stock
exchmge over time. The main players in the capital market should be involved in the process from
the beginning: io the Ministry of Finance; (i) the Central Bank; (i) the commercial banks; (iv) the
insurance companies; (v) venture capital firms; and (vi) vari employe', buiness and profssional
associations. Externl tenical assistance should be sought at an early stage to help guide the
comittee in its technical work- The commitee would be responsible for elaborating the rules and
regulations under which trading wil te place. It would also have to enu that enough Malagasy
are wained abroad in both the insdtional aspects of a stock excage and in stockbroking activities
so that by the time a stock exchange is officially lamuhed there will be adequate trained personnel.
Ihis has been a major pitfall of the }maitin expeience where scnt atention was given to the
trainmg of stocbrokers who, were dus in the init months, umwMing to play an active mle in
promoting the stock exchange which was in fact their institution.

7.40 Sunerision o'securities markets: Supervsio of trading in the securities market
is essential if shares and bonds are to become atrctve assets in Madagascar. Otherwise, the public
may justifiably feel too exposed to the risk of market maniation and other abuses and may decine
to invest. The objectives of reulatin and supervision shoud be: to prvie for ful disclosure and
wide dissemination of accae informaion about the companies whose stocks and bonds are traded;
to prevet varous forms of market ggg to protct the interests of minorty shareholders; and tD
encourage ithe development of specialzed financial services and tchniques. It Is dear that the
ii,rnvemnens in the leg al se and the framework for aconLu adiftl and flmadal
disclosure di'scussed in alater 3 are absolutel crucial rerequ peelm
of cagital markets in M la. For the puposes of adequate legisatio for disosure and
shareholder protection, some sort of supeviso body is ncessary, For Mdagasr, such a body
should ially be relatively simple and inxensive, given gm. embryonic nature of the ma that
is expected initially.

7.41 CoA of ap markets develop While the costs of supervision in a capital
market are normlly born by the government, the opating costs of the maet should be bore by
the private entises who ae involved. lhese costs need not be high, given the reatively simple
mnrket one could expect in Madagascar. For example, feats of sopisticed and well-established
stock exhanges such as an expensive building on a separate location, electroic price boards nd
automatic cearimg and setdement systems would not be necessy unti perhps a much lt stage
of mauration of capital markes in Madagascar. An embryonic secuities market would require only
a few key elements such as a periodic meeting place, accurate recording of asactions, and basic
communiions linis among broke and investors. h prelimiy feasibility study mentioned
above should esablish that private enep s wit an int n m capia mares developme are
willing to incur such basic costs of operating a rudimentary securiies market

7.42 WRijaLogfing- nsdures: Initially, the bank and financial instuos could ac as
dealers In securities. Enterprises wishing to obtan long tem finmce should be encourged to sek
equity finance. Bank activies in the capitl market shold, however, be insulated from noma
credit and lending actviEtes m order to minimize possible conflicts of itest The BCRM should
carefiully monitor commrial bans' involvement inte serties markt ad appopriate supeviy
ratios shou1d be established to ensure tht bak are not overty exposing depositors' money to
speculive practices. The reponsibi of deales can be ensmed if they are made to undewrite
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first issues. Trading could initiallytake place once amonth until activitpicks up, using the cs
system used in Mauritiu, describ below. As the market grows, its insdtiuonal features could be
progressively developed to handle a larger volume, broader range and greater frequency of
tansactions. The possibility of forming a twinning arrangement with a more established stock
exchange could also be considered to improve knowledge and practices of market participants.

7.43 Demand and supnly-related ineentives: The government should help ensure that there is
adequate supply and demand for seurites to encourage development of an active capital market On
the demand side, the following incentives could be given, so that securities are traded through the
authorized dealers:(Q) tax exemption on dividends earned for the first three years; (i) exemption of
stamp day; (iii) exemption of registratin duties on trmsfer of shares; (iv) tax exemption on profits
earned from the sale of securties by idividuals (a celing wil have to be determined). However,
such incentives should only be considered once there is a thorough assessment of the taxation of nai
finacial instruments. A fudlment principle is that all facial instumen should be effecively
taxed evenly to begin with. Only once this is the case can temporary tax inceives be considered.

7.44 On the supply side, the government should give serious onsideraton the prospect of
using public offering of viable state entprises as a means of accelerating capital markets
development This was successfully used in Britain and France in the late 1970s and early 1980s to
popularize shareholding among the general public and has also been adopted in a nmber of
developing countries sudc as Chile and Jamaica. The privatization program in Nigeria has created
over a half a million shareholders who have interest in over twenty privatzed entprises. The
program generated a side benefit in euhancng the professional exprse of legal, accountng and
financial firms in the country. Smlarly, a handful of viable public shaeold in bakig,
insurance, utilities, industry, and commerce could be ientified im y and prepared for an
veal public offing to the M ;aa general public. These public offerings should be preceded
by a well-planned media campaign explaining the nature and -benefi of shholdings and should
seek to eure as broad participation in the stock market as possible.

7.45 nitial trading ste: Under the a casier" system, stocks are dlassified in price-related
groups and prces are not allowed to vary beyond a certain (about 4%) between two trading
sessions. This system serves a two-fold purpose: @) gradually developing a stock market culre in
te countty until a full-fledged stock market is established; and (i) preventng the market from
succumbing to too much initial speculadon. As the volume ic substantially, more meeting
could be held unil a full-fledged stock maret finally emerges. The mert of this apprach are: @i
it allows proper planning and sequencing; (ii) a 'securtes tading culture' is gradually deveoped;
(dii) it is a flexible approach which moves in step wMi the geeal economic dvlo and (iv)
it is easy to implement Commercial banks could play severl roles m t securities market as O)
brokers, trough the setting- up of separe su iary coMpanies, seatly capitaled; CH)
underwrite; (iIi) issuing houses; (iv) holders of seuities; and (v) fund m

7.46 Isusnon n cof gra bonds: Bonds could also at a later stage be tansacted alon the same
lines as indicated for equies especially once de is a relatively active money market in which short-
term instruments are traded as described above. Ihe best prospects for isuers of such bonds would
appear t lie among utilities (wer and tunicatios companies). Recent expriece in the
telecommications sector demonstra te significant winess witiin the priva sect& to
paricipate in the finaing of bady-needed inrasructlure.Experience in other developing conries
suggest that there is therefore scope for the utilities to develop appropriate m finai
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n which coud be sold to the same idus or enrprise who sube to utility
sevice. Ihe Govement shwuld patlarly consider die inoduco of such new insumen in
the con of restuctmingi PIT wherein it should sewk finance and invesiment stmaegies for

sr. development of. teecommunications networl
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8.1 The preceding chatr of this report have reviewed the main fares ofthe exn
financial system in Madagascar and analyzed the key aspects of future finacial sector development
policies, infirastrcture, institions, isrume, and markets. In order for the government to arrive
at an appropriate and coherent strategy for financial sector development for the rest of the decade,
an overall agenda of key ises and reated govemment policies must be established, followed by a
definition of priorities, and identification of an appriate sequencing of policy actions. At the same
tme, financial sector development in Madgscar cannot be exp o Dfolow a TblueprinC
established by the govement. The speed wih which new inaumats, imitations and markes
emerge wil depend crucially on other macroeconomic and sectoal policies which directly affect the
real economy and the response of the private sector to the incentive strcture which is created. The
pace of any financia sector devopment strate should therefore be contully reviewed in the light
of these developments. Reviewed below are the main directi for an initial fcial sector strategy
for the rest of the 1990s which are suggested by the analysis of the preceding chaptets in this Reprt

fIg[ and W eskeo of the Ma Finncd-S edzo

8.2 MmitWma LUberalimo After almost a decade and a half of socals
econmic policies chaacizd by heavy sta irvent both the finac and rea secftos,
Madagascar began showing the begining of significa financi libin the latter part of
the 1980s. Amog the key aspects of this lalizat ws the open of the bankn sector to
prvate capital in 1988, resulting in the entry of a new private bak and subsequent partial
pnSv aon of two of three govment-owned ban. Therebas also bee progressive hlaizan
of interest rates which, since November 199O, have been fuly fired. Selective credit policies hve
also been progressedmantled. At the -m tme, substa l restructing and cleanp of lok
portfDlios has moved the bang system from its state of quasi-insolvency in 1986 to One of overall
soundnes and profitability. Madagascar also bees one of the pioneer,g countre in the Afica and
Indian Ocean region to began moving away from direct to indirect instuments of monetary coal.
In addiion it does not show any unduly dr yuxation of the financial sector found in some
ote couties where high reser requrements ar coupled with explici fom of

8.3 Orall Weak In nd ca's fin l system
operates in an economy which has one of the lowest aving rate amowg devdoping cotrie ad
wbose financial dept is among the mt shallow. Part of this is simply due so the faict tat
M adagascar _enni among tf fiftee poorest counties m t wod. However, a amber of othe
counies of similar income levels in Afica and especialy in Asia, exhibit markedly hgher levels of
aggrgt md financial sving. While nomial iterest rates on both depst and lending are now
fredy set b commeial banks, real i t raes for most demad ad shorten depost (clud g
CDs) are sal negaive, reflectn a inflatio rate which has hovered siy above 10 per ce in
recen year and nomin depos rae averat 9 per cent The maority of the popuation st
sffer-s from very limited or w acces to fiancida svices NS. the clarly visible
reforms of recent years, there persi a problem of confidenc in esting fia iuto ad
istuments, party reflecting conined suspicions and fa of the financial system by
past policie.
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8.4 Inaduades in Poricies and Ihn : Monetary, regulatory and supervisory
policies remain inadequate for the market-oriented vocation that the Government has now chosen for
the economy. The Central Bank's move toward indirect instruments of monetary control remains
hampered by its continued ivolvement in fincing activities that should normaly be borne by the
Goverment budget. An adequate supevisry and regulatory framework for the financial system has
not yet been developed, reflecting the long-standing past neglect of this key policy area. At the same
time, the basic infrastucture for financial transactions, notably the text and practices of relevant
laws, accounting, audit and financial disclosure, requires substantial improvements before new
financial institutions and instruments could be expectd to operate effectively.

8.5 Stutrl Imbalances in Financial Sector Flows: Significant imbalances persist
beween the demand and supply of financial resources. These imbalances are compounded by strong
biases in the sectoral allocation and term structure of lendig. Between 1987 and 1990, the
consolidated balance sheets of banks showed high credit-deposit ratios, generally in excess of 90 per
cent Such high ratios have been symptomatic of high rates of non-performing portfolios in the past
and contined over-strtching of bank resources. To a significant extent, this situation reflects the
inability of banks to place their resources in alternatives other than customer loans because of poorly
developed financial markets. As the economy is further liberalized and increased growth stmnulaws
demand for financial resources, this imbalance wil grow unless the financial systm ipwroves deposit
moblizaon and the financial system is widened and deepened. At the same tme, the marity
stmcture of both bank dqeosits and lending remains significntly biased towards the short-tem,
ma term finance less developed in Madagascar han many other Sub-Sabara or low-income
cotries. Pardy as a result, bank leading fvors commercial and tadig acttes much more thian
activities in primary and industia sectDrs whih require longer-tem funds. To some aent, a
prious bias towards allocation of financial resources to the public sector has been mitigated in the
latter half of the 1980s. However, continued improvement in public expenditure em t and
resource mobilization should improve the scope for releasing more financial resources for the private
sector. Credit is a key constaint for a majority of firms in the country- none but the larger firms
have access to formal credit sources.

8.6 kadgmuades itiohe Finanuial Svte: The exstg financial system in Madagascar
is heavily dominated by bang insotins which by tiemselves cannot be expected to sasy the
ful range of needs of an expanding and divrifying economy. in addiion to banks, there is usually
a need for an intemediate layer of fiancial instui and instuments which can also evenaly
act as a bridge between the short-tern money markt and the lo -term capital mkets. Wihout
this contnous amyr of financial insdttions and instruments acting for the diverse matities of fimds
on the financial markets, the free marcet deternation of equilibrium interest rates and actioning
of Treasury bils, for example, camot be completely effective. At the s-m tine, the survey of user
of financial needs conducted for this Report (Amex 1.1) and the eaminton of the fincial system
conirms that several special fianing needs are not being adequately met These needs mainly
pertain to individu sectors (agriculture and housing), tem fiace (medium and long-term finamce),
and cerain other types of finance (trade finance, leasing and equity finanng. In all these and other
areas, adequate financial se to small-scale economic agents ar espeialy lacking.

nb Ada for MI andal Secor Deelhopmm

8.7 anheg the Thrust of Public Polcies In minoe: Giv the present tst on
maret orientaton, finacial secor development in Madagscar should proced larely through the
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initiative of the private sector. As is now becoming tie case, the previous emphasis on state
ownership of financial institutions, selective credit policies, interest rate and other controls, and
privileged access of public insiuons to financiad resources should now give way to a new strategy
for financial sector development. An important new role exists for the Government in terms of
providing the necessary supportng policies and iucture to ensure that the supply of financial
services is commensurate with demand, iat the financial system effectively mobilizes resources and
allocates them efficienly by pooling and pricing of risk in accordance with retuns and liquidity.
This implies a findamentally differen set of policies toward the fnancial sector than pursued
previously, just as is the case for real sector activities.

8.8 Priority Issues florrlnl Acs ons: Given the ongoing transition from an essentially
socialist to a market-based economy, the agenda for the new approach to financial sector development
is wide-ranging. Based on the analys of preceding chapters of this Report, five broad policy issues
can be identified which should be given priority conside in formuating a financial sector
strategy. First, the resources of the financial system as a whole should not be subordinated to the
needs of public finance through captive financing from the Central Bank, post savings and
conractual savings instuions. At the same tme, as a major user of finacial services, the
Government should reorient its depository, borrowig, leading, invesme and payment operations
so that these favor rather than iede the development of financial institutions, instuments and
markets which can more effectively service the needs of the real economy. Second, key aspects of
macroeconomic management essenial to financial secr developmt should be reviewed and
strenged In particuar, inddepece and g of the BCRM should be pursued to
ensure that tfie central bak is capble of formulat nd executing a credible role in monetary
management. At the same tme, exdcange conrols and tax policies need to be carefiuly reviewed
continually to ensure adequate incentives for developing, among olher things, dynamic contractual
savgs institutions. Third, adequate safeguards in he regulatory framework and other aspects of
financial infrucu need to be rapidly deveped to protect savers and lenwers alike and to ensure
dt the financial system can be deepened and diverified. Fourt, the govemment should maxmize
effective use of privatization and free z-e development as two poottial vehicles for accelatng
financial sector development which simu oy enhance prive sector roles in the econmy.
Fifth, long-tm traig for releva public agencies and the pre secr as wel as sensidzation
of the general public to financial issues must be iv promience in a financial sector strategy. Each
of these policy issues is reviewed in greater depth below.

8.9 _ _ _ a _ _ _: Presey, public finance
m Madagascar reies significantly on sevea sources of captive finance with the financial systeam
These include the Central Bank (through its advane and qusi-fiscal operatio), the postal savings
and checking system, and contracthal savings instiuation msurae and social security). To ensure
monetay stability and avoid pre-emption of resomces from the private sectDr, the.Government should
aim to free these institutions from either fomal or implick obligatios to finance the public sector.
It should instead improve its own domestic resource moblization trgh taxation policies and user
charges. This copled with greater budgetary disciplin and efficency in public expenditures shoud
help control inflation, mailng financil assets mo attractive. Domestic public borrwing should
be inmcreasingly done trough he issue of govement seuries. The lte would be a lincpin ifor
developing financial mare in Madagsa which normaly use govermt securies as a
b cmark for pricing other debt intrumfl. Alhough tiis reduced dndence of the public sector
is crucial, it is clear that it is among siera actions that cn only be filly reized over the meim
term once alternative financig n we tapped. At the same time, government expendures
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and invstment finced rough these alternatives should complemen private investme which

would be increasingly financed by the financial system. Furthermore, rather dtan engage in equity

partcipation in enterprises, the Government should increase the potential supply of equities through

continued divestkre of state shareholdings. Payments to and from the Govenment could also be

chnneled tirough a more efctive and largely pria-operated payments system which coud include

a girobank

S.l10 Srfghening magr,mmlhjtj fugamt. A first priority for strengtening

macroeconomic management for financial sector development is to ensure that BCRM develops the

capacity for effctive and credible monetary management. This implies an independent role for
BCRM fomulation and execoton of monetary policy which reqi re-establshing its fiances on

a sound foting and modifyig its ste accordingly. At the same time, BCRM must establish a

sttegic plan to acqure the techical wherewial to play a credible leadership role in financil sector

development. Other aspects of macroeconomic polcies which should be reviewed include xchage

controls an.t taxtion policies which might be effectively used to deepen the financi sector and

improve die efficiency of fincial system operations. Present xchnmge contols should be reewed

see how payments services for exports and importers can be imroved (see Chaptes 3 and 7 for

examples) and how contacta savings instutions can further devdlop their produt and increase

-ther investment returns so that long-n saing ar stmulnaed (see Chapter 5). It is evident that

such chages need to be undere cautiously and that supevsory capacity of relevant government

agencies Ike the Central Bank need to be strengthened accordingly to mimize undue risls.

8.11 . n Iufraal A p onditi fir fiu-ther development of the finacial
system is the s aning of a varety of safeguards for depositors and lenders alike. A key element
is prudntial supvismn, e ay by the Centra Bank whih needs to be substantially reiforced
and should form part of an overal program of strning the Central Bank to enable it to play a
more important role in macroeconomic, and especialy monety, poicy. Although there is no need
for an overhau of the legal and accounting fraework in MAdagascar, as is the case of many
countries wih a strong sociaist heiage, it is imperative that legal texts and procedus as wel as
accountng rules, auditing practices and standads of financial disclosure become modenized in order
for dt fiancial systm to deepen and divsify. All these effts involve both measur that could
be imnedity as well as a process of chages over the medium termL The
Goverment shoud also joindy undertake with financial institutions a review of the exsting payments

and tansfer system and devlopmet of a program to upgade these key services to the econoW
pe.trmed by the finacial sysm

8.12 _rivtatn ad Fe. Zone Nelomevt Given its considerble e
potenti evidenced by its humn and natr resources, Madagacr ha great opporty to benefit

from appropriaely designed policies towards priatzation and free zone development A significat

nmber of developing and industil counies have actively pursued privazaion and free zone

development, thereby benefitting from substantigaln to boh the finacial system and real sector.
Although much of Madagascars ongoig program of prvatiatio of vblestate enterprses is likey
to be undertaken through prive offengs, a nber of selected entrprises can feu Ia a carefully
developed program of public offerings which could stntialy catalyze capital market development
in the medium tm (see Chapter 7). Pa demand for eisig govement oldigs n

banking, insrance, uiities, and possibly oder m, is likely to be high, as eidenced by substantal
Oversubscriptin observed in the handful of share isues in Madagascar in the rece two years. If

viewed as a broad-based pram fr populriigba hold, this would also help moderiz
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fnancial abits among Mgasy savers and investon (succesful intatives in these areas have
occurred in Chile, Jamaica MaLaysia). A the -am time. Madagscar is wil posiioned to follow
the Mamritian example of eport devdeopment through expansion of its free zone enterpise sector.
Thispolicyhas a natura cornsquenceofrapidlyncreasingaccess of M anteprs to external
sources of trade fianmce and improving the abty of the private sector to assme and mage ri
exchge risk

8.13 Trainng md Pui Infoatm l: The essence o finmancial system development
ivolves the buflding of instutions and asocat human resourc, die inculcation of appropriate
financal habits, ad hfaliai wit nd access to financial information. Training and infirmation
is a multiceted process that is crucial to successf financial sector deveopmet in country liE
Madagcar where substanta scary of skils and infmtion cooest with a coideable 
potential. Under a mart-oiented ecoumy, private financial insttionsos ds d be grivn an
incentive to lead trig and public iformation programs in part wih the govement where
dtis is helpful. A first step would be to creae a baking assocation indendent of Govermet
(presently not the case) which could, among other tingps deveop a program for profesinl rig
of bankers at all leves. Rktaizing te pos savins system tDopla a more dynamic role in small-
scales sawigs shuld also entail a major waining pogam aimed both at the new itiution and is
potentiacientele which constut he maj7ority of e couny. he improm of the payments
system trngh introduction of an mproved checking system should also be pa of a public savi
cmpaig undertak jony by the Goverment and finansial st .I he fure developme
of a capital markets s d be faclitad by an eary program fo trining of stockbrok and
securiy alys. This shoud be id by a public cmpaign asscad with the priatizain
prgm to expin the nare and benef of ownersp and deai i secures. Tra g needs
for Wgveme agencies are also iort, pcularly in the are of supon for key
istuo such as the Central Bank, ad pilic dbtm FinaLly, the Govemen shoud
ensure that infrmati which should be in the puic doman is ready avable such a the reslt
of all esting ad fiture Govermet securities auctions and c l marke ofibrgs, base lending
and deposk rates of bank nd ECIM refinacing auction rae.

8.14 _gj intoPhMnAclos: Meetdig ectivdy e cheup of
th substial and brad agenda sud lead to in th exsting fin ancial env nen
as well as developm of ne isftiuons, instriments nd marks. Eah of V!ese policy isu in
this agenda in turn ental spedfic actin to be undertake by th Goverm t nd party in
collaboration with the prvate sector. It is dear that public poliy actions woul be simultaneuly
required on severa fronts. Atentim therefo neods to be PM t the coordination and squncing
of these acions as the time spa for their design, imp and mart a diffemn,
rangn fom te short term (witin two to dthe years), mdim n (thre So five yer), and
beyondto thelongterm. Thercis also dose i ee n varu fcets, of fianil
s r de opm wit broade mro ic ad sectoral policies, with ca meaues beig
*pr uisites for ote. The sequencing plan proposd bdow is a Idicative attmt to begin
devloping a fimework for ordeing financia pdicies which wud be muualy rnfng over
time.

_dnzg Pbrides for 14nancdl Ssetr Dn-

8.15 Appropriate sequencing of a financia secti dovelpment propsm etails mana
ad coordination of a series of policy reor, diagnosic and feasiblity stdie, ad htiua
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building measures over a period of many yeas. To aeure the success of such a program and its
coordination with other economic policies, it soud be overseen by a committee at the highest level
of the exective arm of Government In addition to stedfas Goverment commitment and close
collaboration with the private sector, a combination of material and technical assistance would be
essental to realize this program Owing to its multiceted character, this program would involve
a range of policy measures to be reaized in a series of overlapping phases. The timing and phasing
of such a program proposed below is indicative since the aual time horizon for each phase would
vary depending on the individual time fames of the speXic acions or policies in each phase.

8.16 Neaterm meaures: Table 8.1 osb llyunes a series of measures in the
policy areas which have been extensively analyzed and discussed i the previous chapters of this
Report. Most of these measures could be initated if not completed wihin six to twelve months given
hee necessary elements. First is adequate discussiOn and understanding of the various parts of the
program within and between varous Government agencies (nceably, the Treasury, BCRM,
telecommunications authonty, existig entity in the Prime Ministrws Office in charge of privatization,
among others). Second is a necessary level of dialogue between Goverment and the private and
financial sector ( notably, oDmmercial banm but also all contactual savings institutions and a nuber
of professional associations). Third is a minimum amount of exernal support, partladrly technical
assistance in a number of specialized areas which requie further diagnostic or feasibility studies.
Each of these elements is disussed below.

8.17 Within the Government, there should first and foremost be thorough discussion and
Iuderstiding of this program. amng key decimakers and staff of the BCRM and Tresury
which should be integrated into a number of ongoing initiatives. Within the BCRM, the committee
reviewing the oental bank statutes should complete is work taking into consideaion the proposed
modifications to strengthen the legal, operational and fial endenceof BCRM. At the same
fime, the senior management of BCRM should engage in a comprehensive review of the e'sting and
fute objectives of the central bank in the coon of the formation of the proposed strategic plan
for BCRM. At the same time, the Treasury should actively review government debt management
policies and investigate the eisting weans in the issuance and marketing of Governmen
securties. Institution buildig needs and measures shold be identified wihnthe Treasry to prepare
for a more active government debt Management policy pricipaly relying on sile of Government
securies to finance Treasury needs. A progrm for improving Treasury cash flow forecasts should
also be identified. Witin the Government's privatzatiom program, the responsble entty within the
Prime Mister's office (wstructure unique) should be dcarged with identifymg an appropriate
program of capital market offerings. The telsauthority should also be consulted to
help coordinate and help faciitate dopment pla for the natiomal payments systeL

8.18 The first step in soicitg colaboradon wit the private and financial sector should
be the creation of a new professional banking association. This should then become the principal
interlocutor with the BCRM for the frmulation of a plan tD improve the national payments sysm
The new association should taie the lead in engin in a new system of check design ad
verification with BCIM providing necessay support in tem of changes in the legal famework for
paymentsinstruments and in the operat ftmework of clearinghouse operations. BCRM and the
bank should then jointy proceed towards foanatiug a plan for an ifmationed cleaing and
settlement system. This new system would involve a pio testig stage Imited to the capital as wel
as one or two other key provincial cl (eg. Tamata, Mahjunga) where
tel'ins links can be exeed to impwved sbortly or where alternative modes

< f ~- -- ---:.:
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Table 8.1: Nwtmnmfinl.fL ml memur.

POLICY AREAS KEY ACTIONS PREREQUIIE OR
PARALLEL ACTIONS

L Reglation & Adaption of PC 1987 to rIdefication of manpower
supervision bokng sector and logistics plan to st

bank supervision pat of
Developmet of riskbred BCRM stategic devde me
capita adequacy ratios plan

Update of pydntial liquidity Finalization of entrce
guideines ire to acouncy

_________ ~~~~~~~~~~pirofessio

2 Centra Bank stautes Developent of new BCRM Coordinationwih
statesinding lengtened development of BCiRM
tenure for Board _en and strategic pln
BCRM mndate in formuaton
as wellasexecution of
pmetay policy.

3. Central Bank-Treasury Identificon of steps for lmet of nw mt
finaa rlatiors compte removal of BCM rates for BCRM klding to

claims on Treaury on ad dpoits from Trasry
revaluaio and accumulated coorinaton wit reiew of
__es a - mcmdties markm

4. Cenral Bak Sategic C h review of Coordinaio with neiew of
Deveqmnt l?lan BCRM orgndonal BCRM sutes ad

_le, yso, m ethods, arulaion of exisem ad
mapow and lostics futuro of BCRM

S. Monet oli Col of key cmmuercial S fghned inflOmaD
bank data on a bimontly or tems fw monitring banks
we basis ad maaging public debts

Elimina of an -
authoziztion foNr bank credits

Discontinue use of privat Flexiility in itest rao
collatel in refian spead (forcheu) in- ~~~~~money marks .wdonms

6. Govenn seecuriim Market svey for goveenna Formuatio of pla for
secories; review of agency insitudonal sbuaghming of
arranement of Treasury with debt _manmnt capacity of
baks; negotabity of Treasury ad acodin
Treary securities wit DBCRM
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Table 1l (cantinued

POuCY AREAS KEY ACTIONS REQUSITE OR
PARALLEL ACTIONS

7. Banking systm Encourage bmb to sablis Diuolve existig Asociatio
new ad independet Profrsionulle des Basque.
profesiNdna baundng (APB)

Examine fasibility of
Complete a estuctug pla inluding rii
for BTMwith a view to Govnmt a odin i
puivatison beak. in fan prgrDm of

capita markt pubic offrng

S. Payments systun Develop new system of check Estbishmmnt of new
design nd eificaion; begn profesal baig
idntification of new ; coordinaon ith

cladughousend- ationalniaton
system; beg inasibiiy dudy dedopmet pln
for £ giro-based payments
System___

9. Postal rings Begin study of sew corporat Promotion of .mll1-acale
chater and plan for awing. groups and

lOCapital market of apprprias te

18.CuyEbl madcis Eblfi&l joint coc_ to toEEl_ of o

deveopmet study cpt markeft tecica auntnc to mst
devlopmnt including al key commission in idfication of
finamnia ad profesiona rl qy pedg
institutions u-wr sd traning

progmgm for capial markt
PreiminSay ity to MSSS deveopmt

Datm ad scop of invesdor
deusd for _ecm

IL Privatuion of public ldendfication of a selected Formatio of capital mardks
mntpriss number of public entpriss - dep comamison

candia for iture public
offiinga to catye apia

of data ansmission (eg. courie system, satlite _ s) could also be devloped in th
nea term. Cwosul io wi e na l ti l nica s development plan would be esseniial
Both BCII and the banks shodd also be involved in a sepaate fasbility study for he development
of a go-based system to complement the extig payments system based on checks. Primarily
responsibiity for this study would appear to most logicaly lie with the existing postal checking
system (CCP) which already optes lie an embryonk girobank Finally, a broad range of
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rese a win the Goveme, financial nd pri sectors shoud be sought i the committee
which would be set up to discu nd plan dhe gwrdwork for a embryonic capital market.

8.19 A range of extnl support would be needed to help esure success of this program
and should be sought by the Govement at an early stage. Once it has identified an appropriate
framework of near and medium term development objectives, BCRM should engage extnal
asistance to perform a comprehensive review of is existing l structure, systems,
methods and acounting with a view to formulatig a strategic developme plan. If needed,
assistnce should also be sought to complete the adaptatio of the 1987 accutng plan to bank for
purposes of prudential supervision and for developrme of a system of riskbsed capital adequc
ratios and new liquidity guidelines. The Treasury should seek expert help to assist it in a survey of
the government securities narket and idenificatio of an insttutional hning plan for improved
government debt managemit. Payments specialists should be consulted to help identiy and develop
the new system of checks, the impod earighoe peratio system and d proposed giroba
Specialists should also be sought to help the postal savin isttion develop a new corpora charter
and organzton plan to plan for its eventul autonomy from the Treasury and its operation as a fill-
fledged baning instittion, beging with its role as a deposiory especialy for small-scale economic
agents. Extena expertise should also be used to complete the financia and og n audit of
CNAPS and to assist in the review of the regulatory fiamewo and tauxation and emxcage control
regimes perning to coraca svgs ins . EM in capital markets reglation and
development should also be made available to the capital markes commission once it Is esblished
with clear tem of refeence

8.20 Completon of somne if nt all of the above near-term measures woud lead to a sewnd
ad third phase of the fincial devement proga which could respecively extend for Up to thirty
six months (medium trn) or beyond to five ya or loger. The major eop in the
fimcial sector duing the second and tird phas are emacally sbown in Table 8.2. Many of
tese developments are of the nue of institutional deveLpment whih is necessarily a gradua
Process.

8.21 A major policy objective of the Govement during these two pses is to provde
the basis for effective and relativey indeendetmoneay and fisa policies. Ihis objective woud
be achieved on one hand by providing the BCRM with a soud financial foting, a strong basis for
lega d dece, and the acqdsition of the necessary eprtise in liquidity economic
forecasting, bank regulation, ad other areas of monetary management ad finni policy. At the
same time, the Treary should have acquired the necesary expertise t conduct regular isues of
governmet secuies ailored to the needs of varu istional ad indidu inve ad
manaWed by a prfessional team in with pwpriat agen with banks and
odter finncial agents. Both eistdig and e Invetors should be cosidered mnding the
proposed girobk which could potentially bome an important subscrier of govemment securities)
in developing mor active imae of govenment s itieClo C llion between BCRM
ad Treasury would tm be a basuic fat of mamic mang t tD ensure an adequa
quality of liquidity and m forecasts well as cohernt statistics
icuding those pertaing to both domestc nd extnd debt.

8.22 At te same time, a medium term g for BCRM is to opera an indirect system of
monetary . Ihe necesr trainig of BCRM staff and the cooperation beween BCRM
mtd the Tsy are cothqwo idmn co _kent by the Governm toD mntai fiwl
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responsibilit and disciplined control of money and creLdt while osteiwn a m oriented financial
system Given this commitment, the issues of staff taining and techical coordination can be tackled
trough adequate instituion buildirg measures.

8.23 Among the other major goals for istitonal inovaion during these stages is the
operation of an autonomous postal sav instition possibly in conjuncton with a revamped postal
checkig inition as a girobank This objective should be cosely coordinated with the overall
restructuring of the posts and telecommunications sector in Madagascar for which the Government
i also e rvisaging an autonomous operatng entity for tei. A now
set of cooperation and agency agreements between the Post Office and the new postal savings and
dchking institution should also be in place.

8.24 Another istitional innovation would be the emargence of an autonomous Social
Seurity Fund which should play a major role as a dynmic element of contaul savings and as an
inutirdtal investor in Madagascar. At the same time, the insurance indty coud be expected to
feature geter prvate capmitl and dynamismn wi& active maketing policies tap the potal for
lif: and ote insurance products. As a prequisite, tie Government should put in place a revamped
regulatory framework for these instittons with adequat taxion incent and greater flexibility
in foreign exchange controls, if appropriate.

8.25 Progress in the area of capital markets development could also be expected to lad
to an embryonic stock excnge. With the apprpriate rgulatory frework and icenive structure
in pace and an adquate level of fmiliariy and exeri dewdeped among s, es
tading could be expected, initially on a monthly or even wedy ba th Waded securities
would be hows of the selected publc enterprises whih would have bea d eaier and pr ed
for public offerings trough prpriate valuation exrc and a well-deveoped, media campaig
aimed at the creaion of as broadly based a dass of shareholders a possle on the lins of successful
expences nm countri such as Chile, Jamaica and Malysa.

8.26 pl ion of the above mantioned program of financial poi and insttion-
buldn measures wil help provi the necessary boost to aggregate inm and savings. As
discussed in Chapter 1, this wi be necessary to ensure long-tem sustinble growth in Madagas.
Discussed below are the three major ways in which the fincil sector devdpmen stratey
proposed above can help boost aggregte swings and invet in Madagsa during the 1990s.
These are: (i) increased fianial ving; (u) imprwved finnca intemeation ad payments
services; and (ii) increased eficency of investmeL

8.27 Financial saving can be expeted to increase as a remit of ths policies. With
gened C etral Bank mamnent of monetary policy, er price bilty wM be fclitd.

Togeter with 1h recent feeing of al interet rats and with r in ss in min interest
rat as necessary, this should lead tcreas in the real return on fincial assets and fully recoup
the losses in fici deepening whh ourd durim g the first half of Vt 198. Icreased private
participaton in the banking system and entry of ane or mo nw commecial bak would iease
competition in tie systm and help i uce res to shwift w boln to moneized savn.
Fianc deping would ber er enhancod thepostal saviad cheng system is revamped
md now small-scale savEgs anodatioare develped. Furher deveopmet of contractua saving
i uons -preseny the major source of term deposits i Madac- irould rsult in a boost in
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financial savipng insurace companies and the socia security sy become more dynmic
mobilizs of fiads and istituonal ivest.

3.28 Ie above wwld w hep mpro f in li ad
paymen sevices. The purpose of thi is tD minimize die cos and riss of trfeing financa
resource fromn savers to borrowers and fr payes of finci oblation. to recipients of fiat.
The rommendations in this report tD impwov the legd framework are therefore important these
wil help ensure that fiancial contt are adequay proxteL Simlrly, lhe imro n
recommended in the famework for accunting, auditing and financial disoe wil lower the costs
and risks of financial in- Fmlly, increased speed, accuracy ad accetac of the
domestic and external payments systm wll encourage f wue of the fiacial system to settle
econmic obligadons and to transI r resources.

8.29 W wthe increa in finci svin should be
matched by imovemens in aggreate inemnt e main strate w incrasn tse efficiency
of overall investment is to mns dat he prva sectr cm assumea inreasing se of domesti
investm witin a wel funtoing finacia system Reducto limti of Canal Bak
losses reated to the qaWsiiscl deficit as f t nort d_ a po
source of crowding out of private invaes durn Ue, 199&. Unle as by offsting
paymeent to the Central bank from desewhe whin the publirc somr, bak loss. m Madasc to
dat reflect fiancin needs of the public seor wih should mally be made taparent in the
goverumar budget. For a - growh of money, increases in ce l bak loss c- be
inflatiry or oewise can reduce e vability of credt to the pv cr If tho Cental Bak
is to manin a - monetay oth t L Greer of dt Cal Bak anid
crbftili yof monetary _ agm polcies wouldbecombledby eliina eir atinglosses
and shod dincrease investorconfdecinteconmy. Further prlvddnooffinanal system
would hep icreascompeon. Incresed ufilcincy ot financal sy wod thoreby sult
in resources be annelled to h*h-rh b m
m and, eventally, capit make, wil hp price ad dstribut dik of me investments.
In turn, the increas in the level of fiacil savingsd aefcn of invet shud hep
inces ncm, tereby iceasn arege suving and histment

coR 1em Polidesfor Ia SIR DmkSM

8.30 A nmbe of othr polices shoud complamn Us finani slctor develPment
programschematicaly outined in Tables 8.1 and 8.2 and disc dabo Of pa an Im ortanc
are lega sfguards for dth fOil wgo of finana tsc . Refors oft. lea famewk ad
thejudiry go beyod t. scope of js dsvlopnm oft finacl scto. At t.e amtime, dthe
re are esentl to t. se sslmaqua of -w finci d
markt. The Goverment shod the re esu a Its o4gIn Iiatv In refocus of t.i legl
fr wok ad - oft judicay Incde th neceary proviso to oab finaial
rsOns to be cnducte in a frmwork of accepted, well udesodW ad wl enforced
contraal obligats. Ang d sr u th e boeen disd intis Rport in i
fegard is t. begining of a modiern lad regsbtry in t. key ecammic cars oft. cDounty, an
end or tha mit aso be suport by stra assistan if nesary.

8.31 The fisa bI cto of th prposed finana setor develpnt pmogm eds
tD be cafy managed. Sic t. bkig sy ha ow be rdsabtd wi ben nd
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for government expenditure in this area as was the case in the 1980s. However, fulln n
of the BCRM for its past losses and complete assumption by the govment of all external debt
obligations could create a significant burden for the Treasury, depending on the availabBity of
exteral resources. Assuming some form of eceptional financing could be fud to compensat
BCRM for its past losses- including use of part of the counterpart fnd deposits of the Treamsy- to
the additional financial burden to the Goverme wi only be te full remaining value of fiture
external debt obligations. The magnitd of this financial burden remain to be detmined. It will
depend on the availabEiy of fiuther debt cancellation and rdief. t is cert that some dopes of
enhanced tax mobilization will be necesary, especially gve. a relavely low level mi Madagascar
compared w other counties. It is important that a carefully desigped tax system which does not
upset incenives for private savi, investnent and production be implemented over the coming years
in tandem with the proposed program of financial sector developmet

8.32 At the same time, tbe Goverment can provide a catayst for investment activities of
the prvate sector by active pursuit of policies it has already adopted to favor free zone entrprise
creation. Te success of neghboing Mauritius n developing its cade finance system owes mcdh to
its free zone policies and it is similarly lily that Madagascar would need to rey on acive
development of supplier credit and foreign trade finame before the fiaci system can bein
featurig more sophistcated instrumens for domestic and foreign tade.

8.33 Fialy, the Government's pursuit of policies to imve its own revenue mobilization
and expendit management should eazse that publc savigs and ive become-
to those promoted wiEn the priva sectr ugh the financial sym. An efficient d dynmic
financial system would also give the Government a wider range of tods to improve is own resource
mobilization and inrvestme efforts. Given suh compi and muiual betbeen

publc and private and finci and real sectors, the 1990s can become the decade where
Madagascar's considerable physical and human resources can begin to be fuly harnesse for growth
to substantaly and widely benefit al segments of the popuLion
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ANNEX 1.1

SRE OF FAN NEES OF _JLA

This survey was conducted for the Report to assess the perceptions of Malagasy
entrprises regarding the importance of finance to their business activities and the adequacy of
the existing financial system in Madagascar. The survey consisted of (i) individual in-dept
interviews with 24 businesses and Cii) responses from 54 out of 104 enterprises to whom the
questionaire had been mailed.

Interview findings

InterTiew sample and ontext: The intrviews were conducted in March 1991 in a
financial environment characterizd by a sharp contraction in new bank credit. As was expected,
all entprises appeared ooncerned maily with the immedia problem of credit, although the
mag_nide of their concers varied according to their size and sector of activity. The persons
interviewed represnd vaious sectrs ranging from agriculture to precsion madhining, import
and export to soap and chocolate ma ing construction to service sectors. The size also
ranged from smal (less than 25 employees) to large (more than 100 employees). The respondents
were asked not to focus on the credit problems they were immediately facing but on the general
experience with credi in recent tmes. Most big firms, especially trading ones, did not appear
to have any problems to obtain loans from banks. The SMES appear to be particularly affected
by the banking rules and practices. Notwithstanding these difference between SMEs and large
entrises, there was a consensus on the need to lower interest rates which were repeatedly
described as 'usury rates'. The interviews with enterprises were suple d by meetings with
the commercial bancs, one of the two insurance companies, two consultanfy firms, and other
professionals who are knowledgable in financ issues in Madagascar.

TABLE A.1NUMBEROFF]URMS TE WEDBYMAND

SMALL MEDIlM LARGE TOTAL

Agriculture 0 2 0 2

Agro-inustry 0 0 5 5

Industry 1 2 4 7

Trade 3 2 2 7

Mining 0 1 1 2

Constructio 1* 2 Q 1

TOTAL s 7 12 24
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Main uroblns dited: Broadly, the main constraints mentioned during the intviews
were:

- high rates of intrest
- banks refuse as secrity the asset for which loan has been taken
- too long delays in processing loan applications
- the bankig system is inefficient as only 40% of the system meets the needs of

economic agents
- baning practices are too conservative and bans do not take idustrial risks but

prefer commercial risks.
- comnications gap between banks and operators
- checks of clients often bounce
- no long term credit available, especidly for the constuction industry

transport problems(freighr)
- agricultural producer never receives any loans; barter is prevalent and the profit

motive is often an alien concept to producers
-credit is not monitored by the banks: Loans takn for one purpose may be used
for another

- the banks have too many unctions. Since bank themselves invest they often
are biased in channelling credk

- devaluation has increased the number of entrises on the verge of bankruptcy
- absence of coordination between aid donors
- no collaboration between public and private sector
- 30% equity required by banks too high
- low purchasing power
- exchange rate control (repWaation of finds 90 days after settlement)

What entrepreneurs would like to see: During the interviews, the following were
suggested as financial innovations in Madagascar which would help the productive sector

a development bank (three of the interviewees even mendoned the DBM,
Development Bank of Mauritius)

- exchange risk cover
- export credit guarantee scheme
- the banks' spread on line of credits firom international istituions should be

reduced
- new investors should know exly the ratio of debt to equity acceptable to banks
- a leasig instituton
- more competition in the baking sector
- a joint economic committee, that is a forum where the different economic patners

(governmen, employers, and workers) meet to discuss issues pertaing to the economic
development of the country. Such a committee exists in Maiius.

- mutul finds

Finance problems outside the capital ar: The interiews also included oompany
officils in the provcial capital of Majunga to detmin whether enterprises based outside the
capital and its surronding areas face specific difficulties of their own. The main problem ficed
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by enterprises in Mjunga seems to be that of poor or inistent communications. The only lins
with the capital are by road. After a bridge was damaged in a recent cyclone, air transport is at
the moment the only link with the capital. Telephone, telex and fax faciities are scarce and
inefficient Industries face frequent interruption in produton because of power cuts. According
to the company officials interiewed, these factors have led to a viru absence of banking and
insurance faiflities. Every transaction is made via Antamnivo. In addition, because of the
communication difficuldties the usual bursucratic delays in Madagascar are even longer for
companies in Majunga. The lack of confidece in the legal system and the adminisration of
justice which were noted in the inteviews in Antananarivo seem more pronounced in Majung
because of what is perceived as part of a broader problem of instiuonal decay.

Ouetien-naire findings

Design and respoe rate of questionnaire: In additon to the individual enterprie
interviews, a questio was mailed to 104 enterprises. The questionre consisted of six
sections (see atchment): (i sectoral profile and production cacisics of the enterprise; Cii)
method of payment used for purchases and sales; (i sources of domestic debt and equity
finance; (iv) sources of extra debt and equity finance; (v) constraits to enterprse growth; and
(vi) means of inproving financial services. The response rate to this questionnaire as at end of
March was 52 per cent which is highly satisfictory when considering the relatively short time
given and little experience of most firms with such surveys. The sample was drawn from "Guide
des Affaires (a census of firms produced by a local accounting firm) according to the reaive
weight of each sector and sub-seaor in the Malagasy economy . Enterprises were then greiped
for analytical purposes into 5 categories as indicated in the questonnaire. The distributon of
enterprises by sector and the response rate is given in Table A.2 .

Size And Seetni Chaact stiQOfRespod : Other ch ics of the
respondents were as follows:

- 53 per cent were SMEs
- 58 per cent were totally local-owned and 13 per cent wholly foreign-owned
- 50 percent imported more than half of their inputs)products
- only 24 % exported their products

It must be pointed out that the enterprises were classified according to their main activity.
However, individual inteviews with 24 enterpri showed that most of them to be highly
diversified.

Eann aEts For JIaWd= and Snaes: Local purchases are mostly paid on delivery
for 39 percent of enterprises and aftr delivery for another 37 percet Only 2 respondents said
they settled the bulk of their accounts on order. But the patter of payment varies from sector
to sector:

-Agcu3tr: Payment is made at delivery for more than 60 percent of enterprises
purchases. But most sales are paid after delivery.
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-AUDj-u dusWw. Lrge businesses settled their accounts mostly after delivery
while the medium-sized firms usually pay on delivery. Sales payments are made
after delivery.

-JUIflff: Large busins pay more than 60 percent of their purchases after
delivery. In fact, out of the 14 eterprises which mentioned they settle their
accouns 15 - 60 days after delivery 9 belong to the industrial sector. And of
these, 6 are large, 2 medium and 1 small-sized firms. Sales payments follow the
same pattern as for purchases.

-lask: As would be expected, the majority of traders pay on delivery. Sales also
are paid on delivery. But small traders in the majority accept payments after
deliy.

Extemal ninents: External payments made and received differed with respect to
-mf n iand exports:

-Imt=: Almost 95 percent of enterprises pay their imports on receipts of
documents. The next method of payment most used is after shipment Very few
(only 3 firms) pay afer delivery.

-ELn: No clear patern emerged with respect to payment received for exports.
About t percent mentioned after shipment and another thirty percent after
delivery.

Sfiueroff Dof mficunds: The overwhelming conclusion of the questie results
is that the banking system is the main, if not the only, source of funds for Malagsy enterprises.
Shareholders' finds are indeed mentioned frequently; these funds however are exhastble and
increased with more diffiuly than debt fiace. In effect, banks enjoy a quasi-monopolistic
situation in financing Mlagasy enterprises for all maturities:

-LonL-e: Long-term credit is a major problem for all enterprises. Most of
them pmvide for their long-term financial requirements from their own finds. In fact,
three mechnis were mentoned in the following order: (i) shareholders' fumds; (O)
bank loans; and iii) non-bank loans. Within the questionnaire sample, no enterprise in
the sector had received bank loans. Similarly, firms in the constuction
idustry repored hardly obaining long-term bank finance. The sector which seemed to
have retvely easier access to long-term bank loans is industry. Nonetheless, the
majority of industrial enterprises mentioned the main source of long-term finance to be
shareholders' funds.

-^ledium-erm finance: Bak credit ranked fi among the instruments available.
It was mentioned by more than 60 percent of the sample and aWl the sectors used
it as their main source of medium term fince. A fiurther 24 percent mentioned
sharholders' finds while 16 percent indicated suppliers' credit. Therefore,
irrespectie of size and sector, it can be safely concluded that bank credit is the
single most important source of medium term finance.
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Table A2: Rah=B byr&UK

Ssmnle Reose

No. Total Small Mediumn Largo
ENDEPIE

1. Agriculre
Fsberies&MNning 19 7 1 2 4

olw Agriacture 11
Fisheries 3 0
Mining 5 4

2. Agro-industry 26 9 0 2 7

3. Industry 41 21 5 4 12
olw
wood & paper pwducts 11 6
Rubber & Plastic 7 4
Chemical 10 4
Texie 5 2
Machinery 6 3
Print 2 2

4. Trade&Services 15 14 6 3 5

5. Other(Consuctko) 3 3 1 1 1

Total 104 S4 13 12 29

-Short-term fhman: Bank credit is eqally the sigle most important source of
short term finance, It was metoned as the fit source of finance 20 out of 30
dmes. Ihe net important sorce is spliers' credit However, the commeral
secor obtai its short-term finan firo shareholde fuds(spcualy for lag
establishmens) and bak credi Bnk and supples' crdit we very importnt
for sm trading cozr2nes. Ape-industry relies foremost on supplie' credit
whereas the industria sector uses bak credit As would be exect, dte
constructinsector obtains its ficing from cusmers' advances.

fllma sourcesLolhimme: Thirty-two percent of respondents enjoy supplies' credit
Foreign sheholding contiutes a a source of funds to about 18 percent of enteprise while
another 18 percent obtain fnds frm itation fin ages
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Costraints to gwth: Two types of constrain were specified in the questionnaire (i)
general constraints; and CB) specific financial constai. Enterprises were asked to rank the
constraints - eight choices were given. f the answers are treated as an aggregate, i.e the number
of times a problem is mentioned, then the following appeared to be the major constaints
impeding the sample of Maagasy enteprises surveyed: (i) lack of finance (mentioned 39 times);
00i) tax structure (mentioned 36 dmes); (ill) narrow market (mectioned 35 times); Civ) freight
cost (mentioned 28 fimes); and (v) access to raw materials (mentioned 21 times). When the
responses are consideced in terms of the ranking they were given by individual enterprises, then
the order of importance changes slightly in some zases depending on sector and size. The
majority (44 percent) still views lack of fiance as the first constraint. Growth is restricted in 31
perce of cases by the limited size of dhe market The tax burden prevents 13 percent from
expanding whereas 9 percent find difficulties to grow because of scarcity of raw materials. With
further disaregation, it appeared that the main constrai varies from sector to sector as
follows:

SECrOR MAIN CONSTRAINT

Agriculture Narrow market (42%) cnsufflcient finance
(29%)/ Scarcity of raw materials (29%)

Agro-industry nsufficient finance (56%)/Tiax burden
(22 %)/Scarcity of raw materials (22%)

Industry Narow market (489%)/Insufficient fiance (38%)

Trade Insufficient finance (43 %)frax burden
(29%)fNaffow market (21%)

Other (construction) Insufficient fmance (100%)

When constaiMs are related to se, the ollowing picte emerges:

-Small entDrises: 'Thirty eight percent consider the size of the market to be the
limiting factor while 31 percent suffer from insufficient finance.

-Medium eotses: Forty two percent altogether mention both isufficient
finance and limited market size and 33 percent insufficient finance.

-I,= arfef=Drises Fifty five percent are restricted by insufficient finance; 31
percent by size of market, and 17 percent by the heavy tax burden.

Other consaint mentioned were: (i) labour law; CH) packaging co; (iii) customs duties too
high; (iv) uncemtty about the market rguations wihi the country.
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XotlLumflla: Among the potenal financial constaint ficed by the
sample enterprises, the ranking is as follows: (1) high interest razes; (ii) inadequawe working
capital; (iii) insufficient capital; and (iv) foreign exchange scarcity. A sectorwise analysis reveals
that both high interest rates and inadequate working capital are most often mentoned but the
raning differs from one sector to another:

-AWculture:- (a) workdng capial (57 %)
(b) interest rates (29 %)

-Agmindusr: (a) high itert rates (56 %)
(b) working capital (33 %)

-inbstM: (a) high inert rates (57 %)
@) working capital (52 %)

- :adr. (a) working capital (36 %)
(b) high interest rates (21 %)
(c) insufficient capital (21 %)

-Qdcr (a) insufficient capital (60 %)
(Construction) (b) working capital (60 %)

Siewise, the ranking of the financial constains is the same except that 12 out of 25 SIES fid
the high interest rates as their principal fnacial constaint, while only 38 percent of large
establishments oDnsider this a major nuisance and 52 percent of the large enterprises have
problems of working capital.Other potential financial constaints mentioned are:

-long-tem credit is almost inexistent; this affects the construction sector in
particlar; and
-in the agro-industry sector, secrity for loans is considered an important
problem-

Perceived inademes of the financial system: After the respondents had enumerated
the constraints they faced for growth, a question was introduced (Q 19) to find out what causes
they perceived to be at the root of the inability of the fincial system to meet their needs. The
choices given were: (i) banks' refusal because of scacity of loanable funds; (n) credit ceilings;
(iii) inadequate security; and (Iv) any other reason. More than half the enterprpses saw credit
ceiling as the main factor while about 15 % thought it was due to scarcity of funds. SMES are
evenly divided between pereceving insufficient gunee and refusal of banls (30 percent).
Sectorwise analysis shows that 80 percent of enterpri in agriculture attribute to the creit
ceiling the case of their financial problems. This perentage goes down to fifty percent for
agro-industries, fifty-three per cent industry and thirty for trade. This tends to substntiate the
prevalent opio that too much of the loanable funds have gone to trade. Other reasons given
were:
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- in agro-industry, no credit available for harvesting;
- iadate working capital;
- inefficient baking system; and
- loans are given not on transparent criteria but on streno of relationship with

bankers.

Means of hnnvng Onandal swde: This secdon of the quesdonnaire sought to
obtain the entrepreneur's view on acts to be taken to improve the financial system to allow his
enterprise to function more efficienldy. The answers were also expected to give an insight into
the depth of knowledge of the fmancial system on the part of Ihe economic agents in Madagascar.
The results were, as expected to some extent, the following:

- R2 percent wish for a reduction in interest rtes;
- 68 percent want better access to bank credit;
- 42 percent desire more competition between banks;
- 24 percent would like tD see new instruments; and
- 18 percent want new instiutons.

What is somewhat surprising is the ranking. Given the conjunctural problem of credit, one would
have expected access to credit to be mentioned more ofen It is not the major irovement
sought although it rank first for 29 percent of firms andis 8 points ahead of interest rates. More
SMES (about 40 percent of them) find it difficut to have access to credit whereas the i
problem for large firms is intert rate level. This finding strngthens the view of a banking
system completely biased towards large firms.

Nlew instiMudonW: New institutions rank as the fist improvement sought for about 10
percent ofthe sample. The fact that only 18 percent of respondents propose the sett up of new
financial institation reveals that many entrpreneurs in Madagascar do not have a clear idea of
what type of instiions exist However, they are aware that they need an institution for long-
term financing. Some call it an investment bank, other a credit bank, others still a
development bank The construction sector would wish to see the setfing up of an instiMtuion like
a building society which would finance long-term loans (15 - 20 years) or a mortgage bank.

New instruments: The predominant concen among the enterprises surveyed is to cater
for long-term fine. Leasing was frequently mentoned as well as factoing, cheque clearamces,
preshLpment finance, e e risk cover, and tecical assistance. Among existing regultons
which some would l3ke modifie are: credit ceilings; reschedulig of sbort-tem loans to medium
term; and the classification of enterpris. Some enteprises asked for a grace period for long-
term loans. Preshipment finaced would help 38 percent of the respondens to increase their
expts.
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ANNEXS 2.1

DIRECT YSUS INDIRt CMON13:AltY O OL

In pursuing its monetry and credit objectives, a central bank has, broadly speaking, a
choice between direct and idirect instruments. Direct instuments are characteristically
administrative controls imposed on the bans that operae ndirecldy on the target variables. They
indlude interest rate conols and portfolio restrictions, both of which can occur in a vaiety of
forms. A typical form of portfolio restriction are bank-specific ceilings on credit expansionL In
conast, indirect instrumens rely on market forces to achieve their objective. By regulating the
liquidity of the baning system, they affect short-term and eventually long-term interest rates, and
thereby indirecdy the monetary and credit aggregates that serve as target variables.

While direct instuments appear to have the advantage of simplicity and precision, in
practice they are seriously flawed. Since they intefere with the commercially motivated
decisions of banks and their customers, they distort the allocation of financial resources. In
particular, bank-specific credit ceilings inhibit interbank competition, freeze market shares, and
encourage banks to ration credit in a way that discriminates against new borrowers. In
combination with a loose monetary po.icy, credit ceins cause excess liquidty in the banking
system and discourage bans from mobilizing deposits.

Direct insuments are also popular fr pursun selective credit policies that channel
commercial bank credits to economic sectors and priority actvities. These credits, which usualy
bear below-market interest rates, are often no commercially sound and eventualy saddle banks
with losses. Moreover, money bes extremely fimgible, these credit and their implicit subsidies
in many instances do not reach the activity they are itended for.

More generally, direct coamls undermine the desirable division of labor between
commercial banks and the central bank. Motivated by a desire to attain maxmum profits, banks
should develop a dose fmiiarity with the business of their customers and specialize in appraising
commercial credit risks; the central bank, in line with its responsibility for a sound financial
system, should specialize in supervising banks on the basis of prudential regulations it has insued.
By involving itself e-cante in commercial credi decisions, the central bank inevitably reduces the
onus on the banks to propedy appraise and follow credits.

Indirect monetary contols often opera on the liquidity of the bankdng system through
reserve money management. Reserve money enoompasses the immediately liquid liabilUies of
the central bank, Le., currency in circulation and bankers' deposits (see table below). Deposits
other th those from banks are netted out on the asset side and not considered part of reserve
moey because they are usually govened by institutiona or legal and not monetary
considerations. Moreover, such deposits do not creat lending capacity that can fuel the money
multiplier process.
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Central Bnk Balance Sheet

ASSETS LIA ES

Net Foreign Assets Reea

Curren

Net Domtestic Assets Bank Deposits

Net Crit to Goveanent

Claimnsm Banks
Captal and REervX

Other Itens (net)

The sources of reserve mony are to be found on the asset side of the central bank's
balance sheet. They are the net changes i its foreign and domestic assets, the latter one
consising of net credit to Govement and daims on bank (assuing the absence of central bank
lending to n-banks). These dhages can be positive or negative, implying respectvely the
creation and absorption of reserve money.

In other words, reserve money creation is a function of the balance of payments outcome,
the balnce in the Govemment's account with the central bank, and the central bank's policy
regarding lending to banks. Vince a centr bank would normally have a target for foreign assets,
atnion focuses naualy on net domestic asses as the source of reserve money creation to be
mnged.

The uses of reserve money appear on the liability side. To avoid the risk of hindering
the payment process, the demnd for currency for circulation (notes and coins) must always be
met That leaves only bankers' deposits or bank liquidity to be influenced by the central bank.
Hence, this is th agteg that guides the central bank in its day-to-day operations in the contex
of reserve money management

Banks hold deposits with the oentral bank for two basic reasons: because they are obliged
to by reserve requirements and to have sufficient 'precauonary reserves" to sette any net claims
tha may be presented against them in di course of their normal business. Any reserves beyond
these two components could find a credit expansion which may or may not be desirable under
the circum s.
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By managing the sources of reserve money over which it has influence, the central bank
tries to steer bank liqidity in a direction consistent with its monetary policy stan. Sometimes
the distinction is made between 'defensive3 and 'dynamic' central bank opeaions. The firmer
are used to compensate for unntrolled fictorr affecting the sipply of and demand for bank
deposits in the short m, and te latter to keep money and credit in line with the growth p ial
of the eonomy.

Use of Open-Market Options

In general, the shift toward indirect monetary controls has generaly eniled a greater
reliance on open market operations. This has been, for example, the case of nearly all Asian
contries during the 1980s which moved towards use of market-based instruments intead of
direct controls. However, open market opeatons in their countries have, at least itialy, been
limited by the absence of government debt instuments and the thinness of private money
markets.

Thus, the shift towards open market opations has been accompanied by the issuance of
central banks' own debt instruments, the use of privae money market securities for open market
operations, and measures to encourage the development of iterbak market and private
secondary markets in government securities. These developments have often necsitated
bringing the yields on government secrties in line with market levels and/or disconuing the
practice of forcing the Cedral Bank or commerci banks to absorb government securties. Also,
more restrictive access to discount facilities and increases in discount rates were implemented to
preclude fancial institutions from circumentig he effects of open market operations through
the discount window. In some countries (Indonesia, Korea and the Philippines) the use of centra
bank discount facilities was reduced or phased out during the 1980s.

Lessons from other deveoping countries

The decision of Malagasy policy-makers to gradually shift to indirect instruments of
monetary control is consiste with the increasing market orientation of the economy. The
experence of several Asian countries in this area - Indonesia, MaIaysia, Sri Larka, the
Philippines, Thaiand, Nepal, and Korea - during the 1980s can provide useful lessons for
Madagascar. Generally speaking, the shift towards market-ased monetary insuments and away
from direct controls on interest rates and credit during the 1980s, allowed these Asian comnties
to deregate their finacial systems and develop finaci markets and inst in a liberalized
enviromet. The experience with the implementation of monetary policy and financial reforms
varied widely among these countries. However, the adoption of mare-based monetary conols
was on the whole a positive factor which helped them achieve greater monetary depth and greater
flexibility of interest rates to serve allocative roles.

At the same time, the expience of these countries shows that inadequate development
of financial markets and instruments for open market operations coupled with large domestic
financing needs of the government can lead to open market operations which are inadequae to
stabilize monetay growth during periods of particulary swere disurbnc. All countries to
vanous degrees ficed the chalenges of conducting monetary policy wih open market and other
insume while confroning monetary disturbances from factors such as widening fisa deficits,
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financil crises or large inflows of finds from abroad. In MaLaysia and Korea, the central bank
was able to use indirect policy instrments to effectively manage the growth of reserve money
in the fce of significant changes in reserve money. In Idonesia, the continued active use of
open market operations during 198889 helped contain monetary growth despite a sharp expansion
of liquidity in the economy.

The shift to indirect monetary control in these countries was associated with broad
financial liberaization, that is, reduced government intevnion in setting interest rates and
allocating credit When contrasted wilh the exeience of several Lain American counties -
Chile, Uruguay and Argentina - the Asian experience of final lieraization provides
important lessons. First, price stability and, more broadly, m c stabiity is the key
to successful liberalization. Second, raising interest rates has inherent limitations since dthy
cannot be increased unduly without creatig adverse selecion or moral hazard problems among
borrowers within the banking system At the same ime, excessively high positive red interest
rates in imperfect and oligopolistic money and credit markets characttic of developing
economies including Madagascar, can lead to arrears within the banking system Third, in
financial sysms such as in Madagascar where there has been a long history of interest rate and
aredit controls, the participants in a financial system - whether bank managers, borrowers,
lenders or civil servant - are not accustomed to new ways o dealing with a liberal and
competitive system. Closely related to this observation is the fundamental importance of well-
planned financial infastre with adequate infbumation flaws, legal and actmuting frameork
and appropriate regulation and monitoring of the financial system As a result, Magay policy
makers, while pursuing the recently-ined shift to indirect monetary conrol, should be careful
not to neglect the crucial importance of rovement in financial infastructure proposed in
Chapter 3 of this report
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A YqE 2-2

ASIanS OF CENTRL BANE IPENDENCE

There is a great deal of interest these days in the notio of central bank independence.
In Europe, it plays an important role in tbe discussions suronding the creation of a European
Monetary Union, and also in the fomer rlan economies where pope central banks are being
established. Chile and New Zealand recently enacted new laws to strengthen the indeendence
of their central banks in ihe hope of improvig these itittons' records in fighting inflation.
The belief that independent central banks are more effective in adievg pnce stablit has
spurred calls for changes in central bank statutes and central bank relations with Govenme in
many countries. Below is a brief discussion of the ra:tioe for and dimensions of cental bank
indence.

Rationale fix ceta_akbdnec

The theoretk, I rationale for central ban indeence derives from the proposition that
the expectations of the public are critical to the effectiveness and efficiency of monetary policy,
and that in turn policy credibility is critical in shaping expectations. The conention is that the
real costs of a deflationary policy are higher if the public is not oDnvhiced of the sincerity and
longterm. commitment of the central bankl This line of thought spawned a large lierature on
the advantages of 'rules versus discretion' in monetary policy.

Inspired by this theoretical debate, many central banks experimented in the recent past
with pre-announced monetary targs. Due to large, sudden shifts in the demand for vanous
monetay aggregates, those targets have for the most part been abandoned by now. What
remained, however, was an awareness of the imance of convincing the public of the central
banks motivation and ability to pursue anti-inflationary policies. Thi has led to a study of the
institutional arrangem s most conducive to central bank credibity.

The conclusion appears to be that a central bank with a narrowly defined mandate to
purse
rice stability and the ability to implement monetary policy without politidcal intference wil more
likly be credible. Adequate monetary policy insme, public aab it and high quality
policies help buiid crediblfity. The more pronounced these attributes are, the more the central
bank is considered 'independent.'

A survey of the degree of indepedence enjoyed by central bank around the world
suggest that it may be usefid to think of hre types: in addition to centrl bans with minimal, 
or very substantial independence, 2 there is the third type where the Government can inmprinciple

_/France and the United Kingdom.

J/G.rmany, the United states, and Switzerland.
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ovemre the central bank but only according to a parcular conflict resolution procedure, usually
involving public debate. 3 It should be noted that in the context of recent debate in Europe, the
French or British model with limited central bank independence has tended to be less persuasive
than the German model of substantial central bank independence.

It should, nonetheless, be pointed out that centra bank independence in monetary policy
can never be absolute. The political authority will always reside with the government, as
evidenced by its ability to change the centra bank's law. ' Furthermore, govemments retain
control over
fiscal and, usually, exchange rate policies, both of which are closely linked with monetary policy.

Dimensions of central bank independence

A central banks responsibility for monetary policy forml and impl in can
range from complete formal responsbility for both (e.g., in Germany and Switzerland) to formal
responsibility as agent for the Minstry of Finance for implementaion only (eg., in France and
tie UK). In between these extremes are central banks with a formal responsibility for policy
formulation and implementation that are obliged to consult with the government (e.g., in the
U.S.); or which are subject to government directives (e.g., in Japan), possibly with resort to
prescribed procedures for conflict resolution (e.g., in the Netherlands and New Zealamd). A
critical component of the conflict resolution procedur in the Netherlands and New Zealand is
an open, political debate in which the central bank can present its case, and the government is
held accountable to the electorate.

In general, central banks with less formal policy responsibility tend to have more broadly
defmed satory objectives, covering a range of macrecoic goals besides price stablity,
referring to the need to promote the ountry's welfare, or speaking of means rather than ends
(such as 'regudating money and credit' for the Bank of France). The statutes of central banks
with more formal independence tend to emphasize stability of the value of the currency.
Narrowly defined objectives contribute to trasparency and accountability, and thereby enhance
credibility.

To be accountable, central banik must provide iformation on their operations. At a
minimum this consists of regular balance sheets. In most countries central banks further publish
annual ret including pmfit and loss sttements. A central bank may further announce
monetary or inflation targets against which it can be held accountable In general, it is found th
sustained resect for central bank independence is conditional on tansparecy and aowuntability.

The board structure of central banks ca conwist of severa tiers: two tiers are commQn,
for instance, an executive and supervisory board, and three tiers also occur. Shing executive

j/The Netherlands, New Zealand, and Chile.

j/A government may even decide to liquidate the central bank, for
instance, upon entering into a monetary union.
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and supervisory powers between board members chosen for their technical competence bolsters
the central bank's independence and enhances the respectability of its decisions.

In recognition of their ilimate responsibility for monetary policy, government have the
primary role in the appoinment of their central banks directors and senior management.
Neveeless, the more independent the centra bans are, the more the appointment and dismissal
powers are circmsbed. For instce, at least some of tbe nominations have to come from
outside the govremment (often the existing boards play a role in the nominating procedure); the
terms of office are long relative to the electoral cycle, and staggered, to preven a goverment
from dominating the central bank with its appointees; and directors and managers can only be
dismissed for technical causes, not because of policy disagreements. For the least independent
central banks the heads of state make all appointments, on the recommendation of or in
consultation with the minister or the cabinet (e.g., in the UK and France).

An important safeguard for central bank independence is commonly considered to be a
statutory limit on lending to government In the stricst of cases this limit is zero and covers
all forms of lending to government, including the purchase of government paper (e.g., in Chile).
More often, the limit is not zero, and applies to direct central bank credit, permitting the
purchase of government paper in the secondary market for monetary policy purposes. Such limits
are usually defined as a percentage of government revenues.

Central banks tend to have substntial financial independence from their governments.
Under normal ccum s they should always be profitable thanks to their seigniorage income,
from which they can then finance the expenditures which they freely determine. Centra bank
statutes usualy prescnrbe arranemets for ditrution of profits and the constiton of reserves.
Typically central bank statutes are less explicit in their treatment of losses than of profit.
Nonetheless, a govenment responsibility for losses, such as might arise from quasi-fiscal
functions, is usually implicity assumed. On a microeconomic level, the significance of financial
independence is, among other things, that central bnmks can offer their staff incentives and

failities which are competitive with the private banking sector. On a macroeconomic level, its
major significance is that it enables cental banks to avoid losses which could undemine its
monetary policy independence.

Finally, central bank independence may be impaired by constraints on the use of
monetary instruments. For instance, variations of reserve requirements are often subject to
government approval (e.g., in Japan and France) or to consultation with the banks (e.g., in the
Netherlands and the UK), plus may be subject to statutory limits.

Note: A more extensive discussion of dte issue of central bank independence can be found in
*Centrl Bank (ndepeuident by Mark Swinburne and Marta Castello-Branco;
Interational Monetary Fund; June, 1991; IMP Working Paper 191-53). This annex
draws substanially from the If paper.
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ANE .1

There are four key demos of the domestic paMya sym in Madagucar:

- paynfl betw ee l (itrbnk payments);

- payments betwen branches of the aw bank (uter-branca payments);
and

- payments trough the postal cking aysem and

- payments to and from the gvens

A re latd issue is the ue of xatomaic tnsfes.

INTERBANK PAYMEIIS

Paymens with cek and tasfas betwe diffen bat have to go trugh th
clearinouse (chambre do com a ) which is governd by n agement between te
paicipating ban. Apart from dte cle hou in ui here are 15' loca
cearinghouses in Madagascar. In 1990 cearing ousde Avo accounted for 36 per cent
of total dearings, which compaes to 3 per cen the previo yea, measured in monetay te.
This minor decine was mainly due to tins in Aincas by 40 per ce
whilst the increase in other ares was only 29 per cent The most able crease outide
Ammna_ ivo was seen in Tamatavewhere te acvity was up by ovr 60 per cet in 1990. One
of the reasons for this is likely to be Baqe Magche do l'Ocdan ond, EMOPI, estblshing
a branch there.

In Ananarivo, BCRIt, ornizes and chair the clearing sessios, as is the cse in
BCRM's branch in Tamatave. Whilstelsewhere hehBCMfoint one of the commercial banks
to act as its agent The aot ts are based on the bak' relative size in the ldcal ea

Qdatf erefsdm at hec

To be allowed to parficipate in the learing, a bank must sign the Retgement do la
dhubre de apw' which thereby becomes a binding convento for the bank in
question.

51 In ttal, the BECM iss repesented in 21 towns, out of these there n five tons with only one
bat
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The learings taie place on a daily basis. In Antaivo the participants are dhe four
commercial bans (BFV, BNI, BNT, and BMOI1), the Centre Cheques Posmux, (CCP), and the
BCRM, both as a central bank and as agent -br the Treaury.

The cleing sess outside Antananrivo ae organized in the same mane as in
Antananaivo, except dat as earlier menioned, the agot bank acts as organizer in the place of
the BCRM. As agent, the organizing banks keeps tempoary accounts ("comptes de passage) for
all bank, includi the BCRM - agent for the Treasuy. At the end of t'he cleaing, the amounts
due to and from the partdiipants are recorded in these accounts. At the end of the working day,
diese accounts are wnsoldated wih the banks' princpal account at tde BCRM head office, Le.,
the negatve or positive balances are passed on, to be subtacted from or added OD the balances
in the pricipa accounts.

None of the BCRM agents has any telex on its own premises. However, some have
access to a telex at dze local post-office. Due to bad connecmons telexes can be delayed for days,
this resuts in deays of up to 10 .days for consolidation of the owptes de passage and i local
tranations always being camad out for the ognal value date. If a bank, after consolidation,
is in deficit, it is automaticaly granted with a UcredJ revolving. For this the bank is charged
with an annual interest rate of 13 per caet on the tansacns the specific day. The interest is
calculated and chargedl at the end of every the months.

Insulfident-funds on c}edc accounts 

Even hou the convention of chambre de compensaion staes that checks have to be
rejecd before the end the following day's clearig, it appears that in Antananaivo the banks
have up till 48 hous to reject a check Isuers of bounced checks are placed on a "bl listW
which, is- sent to the Pocreur Genral for legal action, which in severe cases can mean
imprisomet for two years. Furthenmore, the banks usualy witdraw the customers checks, not
neesarily closing the accoun.

According to the bankm some 3-5 per cent of the total number of checks passing the
clearinghouses are rejected, which isn t an larming rate. However, bank and busiesmen look
Vpor bounci checks as a big problem, even dtough this is not evident in available stadsdcs
from the BCI, showming rejected checks accounting for less thm 1 per cent

When a customer in one town has received a check from somebody who has an account
in a differnt bank in a town outside the loca clearing area, the procedures, before die cstomer
is actually crdid, tabe much longer time. This is mainly due to uication pblems
between different areas in the country.
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For a check presed in a bank in a town were the ssuing bank is not represented, check
displaced, the period for rejecting a check is aetened to 20 days compared to the 48 hours wihin
the same clearinghouse area. Ihis is due to difficulties in co ication and ortation from
sometimes very remote areas. The rejection period of 20 days evidendy applies to any check
presented outside the payer's clearinghouse area.

According to the BCRM, checks originating from amother town should pass through the
clearinghouse in the payer'stwn. Thus, the payee bank sends the check to its branch office in
the other town, which then presents it to the chambre de compensation. However, thE banks have
an mternal agreement stating tat checks can also be presented in the chambre de compensation
in te payee's town.

In addition to the 15 dearinghouses of BCRM, there are a number of "clearng zones'.
This initiative was taken by the banks within the Association Professionelle des Banques, APB,
to speed up clearance of out of town checks. Within these geographic zones, baits have
committed themselves (n a form of signed convention) to give credit for out of town checls
witin 20 days. The first such zone was created around Antananarivo, and a few more have since
been established, but the total number of zones is less than the number of clearinghouses.

Transfers from one bank to another

Transfers from one person to anotier are followed out in the same manner as for checks, and
usually are as time consuming.

Custoaer Bank Clearing- Ba= k Custom-
(payor) (x) house () er

(payee)

A customer asks his bank to transfer a certain amou to somebody else's account. Ihe
bank preses the transfer at the clearinghouse, the receiving bank gets the transfer and the
customer(the payee) gets his money. In these trsactions the payer is debited the amount the day
he gives the order and the payee is credited the amount the day be receives the money on his
account. In transfers between diferent clearinghouses the payers' bank ask the local BCRM's
agent to transfer money to the other BCRM's agent to ewcute the transfer to the payee bank.

INTERBRANCH PAYMENTS

Transfers and payments with checks witn the sa- bank can also sometmes be very
time consuming, despite the fact that the clearing does not have to go through the clearinghouse.
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Delays mainly refers to tasatons between differet towns, and internal clearing of checks and
transfers within the -ame bank can take a month.

The bank which has the largest coverage of Madagascar is the most exposed to delays.
About half of its 70 offices are said to have access to telephone only. Even though telex and
telegram facilities are accessible the communication lines are that bad that it sometimes take three
to four days for messages to get through, which in certain cases can be longer than for letters.

To improve its intera communication BITM five years ago embarked on a
decentralization and automation programme of its accounting. The idea is to equip a limited
number of branches with personal computers and appropriate accounting software. The branches
selected all have their airline connections, although, sometimes with only one flight per week.
The other branches will deliver their documents to the nearest automated branch for processing,
unless oonnections to Antananarivo are faster, as it is in some cases.

Presendy, BMOI has only two branch-offices outside Antanarivo, which is an
advantage when handling its intrabranch communication. The Diego Suarez office transmits its
transactions by satellite over night to Antnanarivo and the Tamatave office sends its transactions
on a diskette by airplane. Ihe systm enables a transfer from an account in Antananarivo to be
executed, and thus, credited a BMOI account in Tamatave the same day. The reverse situation
still is not possible.

To handle its intrabranch oDmmunication BNI has its own courier system which covers
all but one or two of its 22 branch-offices.

Postal checdng system

Postal services in Madar handle about 3,500 transfers ("macfats postauxm") daily.
These comprise both domestic postal orders as well as inward and outward intemational htansfers
("mandat interntionau payds" and mandats intemationam emis"). The mimber of domestic
trnsfers has fallen from almost one million in 1985 to about tree-quarters of a million in 1989,
indicating a decreased importance of the postal system in this area. Outward international
trnsfers have also fallen sharply during this period, reflecting foreign exchange security and
currency devaluations. However, inward transfers fom abroad have trpled, maing the postal
system a net generator of foreign exchange resources for the country, of about 3.3 billion FMG
(USD 2 million approatey). This is a complement to the extenal payments system operated
by banks (see Aimex 3.6).

Apart from the bankm' transfers and checis and postal transfers, there is another form of
settling domestic payments. This system is the Centre Cheques Postaux, CCP, the postal checkdng
system, which is represented in 209 post-offices all over the country. Presently, the CCP has
some 45,000 accounts of which some 80 are held by banks, which use the system for its
payments. The Govemment also opeas the largest volume of accounts. The CCP has
essentially functioned as a mechanism for the Treasury for paying salaries of about 10% of all
civil service and military personnel and for paying vaious providers of services to the public
sector. Most PIT personnel are paid through the CCP. On average, payments with cheques
postaux take some 7-10 days.
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Anyone can open a CCP account nd there is no minimum amount to be deposited. Whe
opening an acount, the ac mer receives a check-book. He can thent write a check on any
amount, provided he has sufficent funds. The annual fee for the acount is FMG 1,200 and FMG
1,500 for eve check-book the customer gets. TIe customers do not get an interest on their
balances on the accounts. When transfring money from one CCP account to amother no fmes
are arged. However, if checks are vritten on amounts less then FMG 50,000, a FMG 75 fee
is charged.

GOVERNMOE PAYMEES

Ihe Treury handls the payments to and iburseent from the Government, eg
collects the incme tax, duty on goods, pays the Government payrolls. As such an y,
it is a large participant in the domestic payment system in the ecnomy.

The Government receives 80 per cent of its paments in forms of checks and ansfers,
13 per cent in cash payments and the check postaux account for 7 per cent The most common
forms of disbursemens are also the check and transfers, which in 1990 accunted for 79 per
cent of total dis. Howev, there still appears to be a reuctance to ue checks,
escially outside Antananarivo. This results in the money orders, bons do cai se, accountdig
for 14 per cent. The money ordes need a ' to be valid. They are non trasferale and can
only be cashed in one of the Treasury's 120 offices. In addition to these forms of disb
chequs postaux account for the remaining 7 per cent

The Treamsy execues the transfers, sends the orders to the BCRM, i.e., a check and lists
to the banks contning whom to be credited and by how mucih. The BCRM forwards the lists
to the ommercial bank's head offices, which then is to credit the customers check accounts.
These transactions do not pass the clearinghouse.

The Governments and enterprise's employees reve ther wage net of tax. The
enrprises then make tax paymentst the Government in the middle of the following month.

The salary system requires the Governent, as wel as other employers, to submit payroll
lists in advance. Banks do not appear to have a common policy; it was said that BN receives
the lists some 7-10 days in advance, whist BTM only one day in advance.

AUlTOMATlC RANSFERS

Most of the larger enterprises salaried employees receive their salaries on check
acount, but most blue collar workers receive their wages in cash. The enteriss give lists to
1he banks, contining inmaion regardmg from which account the money should be drawn as
well as receiving accots and a_mnts. All thes trsactions are then caried out by handL
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nho most cosmon way to pay for tolecom, utites and vat is to, in a bank, pay the bills
cuh or by duock To pay for eecticity ther is also a possiblity to settle the bills directy at
Diramas, thio deltcity oompas, office. Chae ackorS holders hae yet anodher pton; to
mak -m agrIembnt with the bak regardin4g monthly deductios from the account to pay for
teleomm, uftlites ad rut. Anot posTility for the ctmer is to have thr electicity and
telqhonebins settled mm ally" by the bank. In such cue for insuace Jiu sends lists
to the bak with, custms name, accout number and amount to be paid. These list are san
to the b soe l5 days befo t money is due for payn k is thenup to the bankwha
to withraw the money firoe custom' accounts. All diese transactions are presendy carried
outby hand.
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As ir any country, the delays encounered in the system for clearing and transferring
payments between economic agents result in costs that are essenIay borne by the recipients of
fumds. In order to estimate the magnitude of such costs in Madagascar, a calculation is made of
how much recipients of funds lose through ddays when payments and transfers are made through
the system of clearinghouses in Madagascar.

Based on data provided by BCRM, the average monthly volumes of total checlk and
trmsfers presented for dearing in the clearinghouse system in Madagascar are shown below
(millions FMG).

1988 1989 1990

Antananarivo 19,239 23,684 35,254
Ouide Antananarivo 21,172 26,273 33,127

Total/mont 40,411 49,957 68,381
Total/day 2,021 2,498 3.419

Four assumptions are made based on empirical observation:

1. 10% of total amount is assumed to be subject for delay. This is a conservative
assumption since this is below the percentage of transactions between different
clearinghouses (eg. between Antananarivo and major cities such as Autsiranana
or Mahjunga) which in particular can be subject to substal delay.

2. An inernal discount rate of 13% as an indicator of cost; this is
one percentage point above the exsting reference money market
rate used by BCRM.

3. 5 days on average has been assumed to be the delay and is
probably a fairly conservative assumption based on the
discussions with the banks in Madagascar.

4. 240 days has been used as the number of banking days over the
calendar year.
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Using the above asumptions, one can estimate the costs for one year with a delay
of 10% of the trnsactions for day 1, fbr 5 days; on day 2, a delay of 5 days for 10% of
transactins; and so on for 240 days, all at an internal discount rate of 13%. Thus, taig the
average daiy clearing volume of 3,419 FMG in 1990, the potentl cost to recipient of fiuds is
estimated at FMG 53,3306 million (= 3,419 x 0.10x0.13 x 5 x 240 MFMG). This is equivalent
to about 1.2% of GDP in 1990.

Ihe delays in the clearing and transfer system represeats a reditnbution of
inome from payees to payors within the economy who use the financial system to settle
economic obligations. The above calculabon estines how much these delays costs infLtl

in terms of ewAomic opportuniy cost In reality, any given economic agent is bOth
recevin and making paymes, and it is from the net receipt of fimds that the true cost could
be calculated for an individual financial acmr. f a given economic agent receivs on net
substantially more payments than payments made trough the financial clearing and transfer
system, :5is agent is bearing some of the cost of delys of the sysm. Ihis cost is akin to a tax
on economic agents who decide to use the finama system to setde obligations. As with any tax,
therefore, this dampens the demand for use of this financial service.
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A.N=E 3.3

Bdow is a propoa for a new paymen system based on telecommnication place of mail
service, ening chm ge of tasacdon dat insead of documents. Received documens are retand
and filed at receiving branch. aCkdng of signatu at the branch keaping the account will coaquety
not be possible. Tradidonal signae check has to be rplaced by, for eumnle, a chpee guarantee
card for personal cheques and a confirmion procedure for corporate chpees. For onot being
confirmed corresponding documents or copies are requested from the fing branch.

Exchange of data takls place on two leels, one on a regional level (mt nregiona clearing) for
exchange of data between brandies of a bank within a region and between dfferent banks, and one
interregional clearing for exchange of data between the regin of a bat A clearing cer conducted
by the Central Bank ( M is ognized in ach regional center city. At places where the BCRM has
no branch one of the participating banks act as agent of the BCRM. If a bank does mt have a brach
in a regional ity e bank is r!epted in the learing by awdner bank. merbank clearin implies a
set of technical standads to be agreed upon and an agreement betweeo particpaing parties regulg
liability and compensation. Below is an ouline of successive steps and their timing.

Transa fion d:

1. After baning hours the branch sends outgoing clarig transactions to the regiona center oflict

Transaction daLy hus 1:

2. In the morning at the regia center, received claring trnsactions are sorted into:

- transactions to branches in the rqgion - intraregional transactions (regional intrabrauch
trmsactions);
- tnsactions to other regin of the bank - intrrgoal wansactions (intrabrauch tascti
between different reon); nd
- other banks tansactions by participating bank - inter tansactions

3. aIterbank tansactions are exchanged at the cleamng center once a day at a fixed point oftime, eg at
noon.

4. Transactions received in the earig are sorted into inraregional and intenregional ones and merged
with corresponding t actions coming fom the bans own branches in the region (Step 2 above).

5. Interregional tasactions are sent to the head office to be meged with transactions frm other regions.

Trmsaction day VnIs 2:

6. In the mrning t s (Step 5 above) are sorsed by region and routed back to regional cent.
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7. After dhe interbnk cleiing procaine at th regIonal cter trasaction from the centl office and
inteeonal trsactons (Step 4 above) ar merged to becme icoming cleanng to the branches in the
region. hinmig cerng thm consis of transactions from tie rgion made yeterd and nactbons
from other regions made the day ber yesterday.

List of us cold be made up manally ad by meas of telfx or telex
between the branches and the regional cet, and the riona caer and dte head office. To miimz
errors and maintai an accetable sauwity in the sysm, a rather high integrAio and autmatio of tie
process is needed. The system could be basd on PC techig and gonal centers nd the head office
shoud be co d at lea Intebank clearin is perfomnned by hagi dikettes and tr tons
are transmitted computer to computer. f rnsmision computer to oomputer should not be possile,
depending on inwfficient qult of dhe tel o stem, unaction lists produced in the
system have to be rnsmitted by means of telefax or telex if PCs are equipped with a telex interfa.

Amattlgnd * wdad

For accountig and roncilt puwoses each bank participatg in the leaing has accountsu
with dhe BCRM, one central acc and one at each regioa center.

Each branch has an acou with is regional office and the regional office keeps an account for
ech of its branches. An anaogou set of accounts is set up between the regiona offices and the head
office. (A loro-nostro acconting set up.) An acounting and reconciliato technique divided up
according to levels creates a neceay condition for a controllable and safe learing process.

1. Outgoing learig tansacto of the day are to the debit of the accoun of the branch with dte
regional office. Transactions received at the regoa offic e to the credit of the account with
tie branch concened.

2. Outgoing transaction to the other banks are to the debi of the regional acco with the
BCRM.

3. Icomming clring from other bank are to the credit of die same account

4. ntraregional transactions comnag from other bans and fiom brnches in the region are
merged and sorted as per branh. Trancto are to the debt of the accounts with the braces
concerned.

5. Ine inal tansaco fonm oter banks merged with consactions fom the
region are to the debit of the account with i head office and to the credit of head office acount
with the rego

6. Incming clearig from the head office to the reanal office to be forwarded to the branches
is booked in an anadogous way.

7. The balawnes of the regional acount with the BCRM is tnsfeed daily to
central acon

~C A.- , J - -- . -
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Ewah batch of transactions either on computer diskette or on paper contains, besides the clearing
transactions and the sum of dtem, the balance of the senders account as well. The receiver then can
checl, with correcion for remtces i ransit, that the correspondig accounts agree, either
automatically in the PC system or manaly. By giving bathes sequence numbers, reasons for possible
differuces are easily detectd.

The three-level accounting and reconciliation technique constitutes a base for conrol and safety
in the clearing process. Before implementng the system as a large scale operation it is, however,
important to test the system on a small scale basis to make sure the quality of the telefax being sufficient.
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ANE 3A4

:Preme situadon

Checks are presently available to account holders of the fowr commecial banks iM gaa.
Out of these four commercial banks, there is only one bank which bas a considerably h er m in
deposit t the othes, when opening an accout One of the reasons for this is the perceived need to
improv the confidence for chchk. BMOI requi EMG 1,000,000, whit the other banks'
deosits vary between FMG 50,000 and 150,000.

An already exsting system, to make checks more accepted as means of payments is tO have it
endorsed (visC) by the bank before the client signs the chec The bank wries the amount on the check
and also signs it. The check is then gurganteedW by the bank that sufficient ftnds are waiable.

'Cheaues bleusu and Traveller Check in FMG

In order to improve the confidence in and accetan of checks, there are two banks which in
1989 and 1990, respectively, introduced two new similar checstens. BTM issued Traveller Checks
and BNI TChecque bleu-, both nominated in FMG.

The Traveller Checks have a fixed value, whist the Checque bleu can have either a fixed value
or a specfic amount corresponding to the customers' request Ihe customers pay Uup front for the
checks, which are not linked to any account, but purely used as a means of paymnt Thus, it should be
regarded as a supplement to already existing check account, and not as a replacemet

Ihe banik have made agreements with several enterprises, hotels, resarants, and other
businesses, where the checks can be used as means of paymeLt. Of course, the checks can also be
presented directly in other banks and then forwarded to the cleouse as ordiary checks. Both BTM
and BNI consider their checks to have been well received by the market, both by users and by hotels and
other businesses, since the checks are safer than cash and, in case of loss, are reinbursed.

Notwithstanding the usefulness of these new checking instruments, which increase the confidence
in the use of checks, these forms of checks should only be regaded as a temporary solufion to the
problem of confidence in checks as payment instruments. The checks cure the symptoms of the problems,
but they do not solve them, since the customers have to pay in advance for the checks.

ELJancing the afety and - of chec

Security measures, forming part of current check sytem, consist of manual checks and
restictions in the use of the system, leading to inconveience soe uscoomer and couently to a low
use of checks. A check system meeting the objectv of an imprved payment sym (cludig
imved clearmg opeions described in Annex 3.3), camot rely on manual checs of the present type.
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A new check system must allow for a mode of o according to the need of tie customer. The limited
use of checks for payment is maiy caused by insufficiet socurt in the System telf. Mana checks
are generaly time cosuming and incoient A chock system for private cusme ought to be
desipged dif y from a system for corpoate custma. as -e nd need of service differ.

The check system recommended heo is based on pesonlized chk foms, desgned and produced
to make forgeries practially impossile. A check guarantee card (standard ISO plasdc card) of kopro f
quality and signed by fte account holder is concted to the account, for of the account-
holder and verfication of signature.

A system for protection of checks is required to mate it possible for railers to accWt personal
checks, amd to make it safe for a branch to hnour chocks drawn on other brandies and bans. Protectio
is carried out by caling drawee brnch, where the request is notfied. Too many requests for proection
will case convence to the customer, and to the bank, by overload sysm capacity. To avoid that
happg, dramwee bank shouwd guarantee payment of smaier checks, up to a fixed amount, without
protection.

A check service segmented into One qpe of checks garanteed by drawne bank ad issued tD
reliable customers only, and another always de_madn for protectio of tho check ought to be
considered.

Based on the above conid s, a new system of personal checks could be deised which
would conform to the following procedurer

1. The check form has to be regaded as a value document, be printed on security paper, and be
designed in order to hamper forgery.

2. The check form is personalized by iprnting ame of the account-holde.

3. Impriting of account number, check number and nmi takes place in serity conlled
printing shop.

4. The account-bolder is furnished with an identification card - a check guarantee card. The card
is a standrd ISO card with buRt-in security in order to hampe forgery. The card is personalized
with name, account mber and cad number (custm nm r). Ihe card has a limited vaidity
marked on the carLd

5. Tie account-holder writes the signature on the card at the space stated. Checking related to
encasement of checks or accepting a check uaspyment, is in the main caied out by coring
name and signature on card and check. The authenticity othe check and card can be taken for

granWted and addional checking is limited to baance.

At presn, withdrawal of cash withdrawal is in most cusm allwed at drawn branch. This
resticon hampers t se of check. t is impor to devlp a system allowing any branch to honor
cho. It is firtheore neoary to create a system which coud a retailer payment fr an
accepted checl. In the chock system proposed here, chocing of balance is the only thing which
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necsaly has to be prfamed by drawee branch. The foElowIg system of pocting check woud
allow al1 bdnes to honor chek ad retailes to accept checks - payment, while keeping the control
of the account at the drawee branch:

1. Honrg banch calls drawee brach and asks for balance check.

2. If suificient balance is avalale the check is protected. Drawne brac gives honoring branch
a kwy nmber to be woted on the check. Mms key number for part of following clearing
b-ranadia

3. At drawn branch, the traction to pwrct the cWk is enterd into the branch accoung
system. The transacton is made up of accoun number, check number, amount, honorn branch,
key number and date for clearing.

4. Protcd amount is taken into account what concer avalable balance up to noted clearig
date.

S. Tranactions are shown on the accumulated tanaction list.

6. Protected checks ariving in clearing can be verified by comparing with he tasaction list.

The success of extending the use of checks depends to a lage exnt oan the possibility to protec
chcs but may be hampered by bad telephone systems and ministive, difficulties at the branch. For
ths rason it is advisable to create a system which under controlled risk of the drawee bank allows
hnorig checks up to a ceran amount witot beg protected. he amount should be suffcieny large
t cver 90 per cent of pyment expected to be made by checks.

Unacceptable losses for the banks are conditional on following system of rules and procedues.

1. Obvis misuse of cbecs is made criminal offen (which is aready the case).

2. The bank has the right to demad security for a dceck acount, eg a miniumm balance on the
check account

3. Check accounts with feurs descrd are opened only for customer being unequivocally
.identified.

4. A cental file of Customers havg misused checks is set p. Banks are obliged to report any
misuse to the fie. Banm comult that file before openimg a check account.

5. A central file of blocked accoun is set p. An accumulated list of the blockd accunts is
ddivered to bramch-offices and retailers accepting checks on a month.

6. Accepted and honord checks drawn on blocked accou to be found in the list are returned
and are nothe resnibility of the drawee ban.

...S. 
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Other measures to improve chek service for private customers ar:

- an automatic teller machine, "AT&, serce at drawne banch using a check garane
card and PIN code. Initiay, the ATM servce should only be used at drawee branch and
not intrabranch or ihterbak witdrawals.

- a new service for regula payments which could be accomplished through the
customers writing a list with payment orders and hand that list and a check to the ban-
This would t;ft some of the workload to the banks bak-office and unload the fot-
office, enabling them to deal with other matte. (An extended service for regular
payments is described, in form of a ystem, in Annex 3.5.)

Cormte chdc

The demand for secrity of company checs should be the same as for private checks and should
make forgeries practically impossible. AU checis should be crmssed Om* and no signatu conol
would be neessary. (The crossd check ought not really be of any ic e to the payee, sice
they are likely to be suppliers, ie other companies.) The payor bask could for istan send tanacion
lists to the payee companies every daay in order for the lients to verify that all cashed checks are corrct
and no Uase ones are in ciculation.

Education and centalized Enformation

There is also a need in Madacar to increase financial knowledge amongst the populato To
make them aware of the benfits (saMy, etc) with ban and check accou. IThis coud be done throu
savings campaigns, etc, frm not only the banks, but probably also from the Govenment. Another
method to enhance the acceptance of checks, and thereby also the bans' reputation, could be to introduce
an "institution" were the banks can get information on a check account appLicant's solvncy, etc.
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ANNEXIJ

CONCEPT AND FUNCTIONS OF A G3.SNK SYSTEM

AND AIUlCAIM A TO EMDAgA&K

Giro systems have over a long period of time proven to be efficient systems for handling large
numbers of payments. Such systems have been in use in Europe for more than 60 years and have proven
their reliability and efficiency. A giro system not only transfers money but also provides vial information
on the amounts being paid. A well fmetioning giro depends on information which is accurate and which
can be handled both in the giro as well as in the payment procedures of the recipients of finds.

Bzusljpns of a Girobank Sytem

To help explain the nature of a girobank system, the figure below schemaiclly shows two
payments systems with and without a gr. In the first (solely check-based) system, all payors directly
make individual payments to each payee to whom they have a f cial obligation. In a giro system, dtese
payments are aggregated y individua payor, centralized in the giw system and aggegated agi for
payment to individual payees.

Payor PePaye Payt

Check based Giro Ban based
payment system payment _VV_s

At the heart of the Girobak is he Giro acwunt. Here, al tanc are collected and the
balances kept To the account file systm is _ataed a system for producing and the
transaction deliy systm which contains the iufri2tio, on each tnsacto te rcqie needs for
the book keepig of paymens made.
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A Giro system is in principle built up of dtre typs of payments:

* hi-payments t accunts
* Out-payments from wcounts
* Transfers between accounts

The efficiency of a Girobank based payment system is bglMy dependent on the number of oudtets
in which payments can be made through the Girobank.

Ty of Giro Sst s

Basically Vfere are two type of Giro sysm. Ihe firstsystem is only a clearing facility in which
acounts are maintained by the participat bak to which te Gir ficility is altached requir that
aU banks coopeae and share the operating s for th giro (deaing cee. he beneft would be the
possibility of keeping money within tie entire bakg system as i he cae wth paymes trough
checks.

This Giro system, based on accounts operaed by the partidptng bans, is preferable in cases
where tere are other payment systems opaing outside the bain ystem. In such cases, bank would
have an incentive to design a system for paynwens, enabling then to keep tie flow within t'he baking
system-

This is not the case in Madagascar. Here, there is already an embryonic institution acting like a
girobank which is the postal checking systm (CCP). In combining t Girobank facility with the post
savings instituton (Caisse dEprgne de Madascar), an efficien network coud be put in place to
facilitate payments cover the entire country.

Procedures for an oerang MWaag uiro sysem

In Madagascar, the first area of priority would be to facilitate in-payments. Here, uilities and
government payments such as telephone bills, tax payments, elecicity and other simi payments are
ideal areas to start with.

An example of a Girobak in-payment utraction wold be the teleone bill. The bill is sent
out a'. aormal by the telephone company to the payor. To dte bill duld be atached a payment fom of
a standardized design deckded by the Girobank The payor uses the prepritd payment fom as payment
document in the Post Office (or CELl) and makes his payment k could also be envisaged that the payor
could make his payment in the branch of a bak if the bans were to paticpa in the girobank s
The latter would increase the possibiities for the payor to nake his payment in a convmieent place md
manner.

At the same time other bills could be ped in dts mnmer In te same instance, thereby avoiding
the use of several checks and/or vsits to seeral institut for diffen payments. At the end of the day
all these payments Cn this example the telephone bills) are lumped together and sent to the Girobak
centre for processing. Here, the communications are crucid th d better they fimction, the higher tie
efficiency of the Girobak system. In an idea stuao te payment forms should reach tie Girobank
centre the following day, which in Madapscar would be true for Anaarivo and possible some nearby
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locations includig larger cities with efficient post service (probably coveingmore tman 50% of ai
payments).

At the Girobank centre, the Incoming paymen farm are processed due sme day, which is
possible thanks to standarde fm and the use of computr techiques. At the end of the procesing
day, a statment is produced caining al necssary informato to the payee such as amoun paid,
telephone number andlor referec number and date paid.

The telephone company would reeive the stae_mt the foiowing day for its own accounting
purposes. ITe staement could be produced in virtuly any form reWired by the telephone company and
delivered in any media such as magnetic tape, ot-ine or paper.

The Giro a lder, in dis eample of in-payment, is the telephone company only. t would
also be possible for the Girobank centre to accept chedcs as payment, should dis be required.

The second area of gibank acitvity mentioned above is the out-payments. A girobank is an ideal
payments system for such payments going in the odirection in larg numbers such as pension, social
sec and salary paymets. Here the giro a holder, say the pension agency, issues instructions
to Ot Girobank centre to issue paysm in the odter direction.

In the example of the penson, the agency issues paymes forms and a single paymnt order for
the total amount to be debited to the Giro account The Girobank centre processes tee oupaymens
w-hen received and debits the account. The out-paymen ms (se are sent out to the receivers
fthugh the ordiary postal sevie and the beneficiaries could cash them m any post office or bank
ofice or deposit the amount io an account, whidwver is prefeablel

The third area of giwbnk activit would be transfers between accounts. Ihis acivtity would open
up the gira system tD a wider group of accnolders, enabling private pesons to operate Giro accounts.

An exampIe of the use of transfers coud be a company which has to make payments of bills. For
these transfers to work efficiently the use of giro accounts shoiud become widespread among co es
and others to which payments are mat' (suppliers etc).

The paying company receives bils to which is preferably atached to an inpayme form (the
scandardized version). All bills which are to be paid are lumped together and summaized on mo tramsfer
payment form. (Payments wit cheque would requr- one check per bil and possibly also a coverng
letter per bill). The transfer paymet fom ad te in-payment fom are se (or delivered otherwise) tD
the Girobank cent for processing. In the ideal siion with efficien postal services, the insructions
are received by the Girobank centre e following day for proessing the same day.

At the end of the processing day, two staments a produced; () oneto the payor indicating that
the Giro account has been debited, te new baance and dte payments mad ad Ci) one tO each payee
indiating amount paid, invoice or other reference number (who has paid) and date paid.

In the tansfer payment opeaon it is also possible to make payment to non-iro acount holder
at the same time, using the same procedure as with out-paymet trnsactions described above.
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Advantages and imRplmentation of a giro system in Madaear

The Girobank system offers a complete and efficient payment system both to individuals and
companies alike. The efficiency is based on the use of highly stndardized routines and modern
computerized tecniques. It offers subsil advantages over systems based on individual payments
effected by each fiancial agent and exploits economies of scale in settling payments throughout the
economy. This would also allieviate the burden of banks the often costly handling of many small
transactions and limit the use of checks which have a tendancy of strainig banks operating costs when
their use reaches high volumes. Unlimited use of checks has in many counties forced the banks to
introduce charges over and above the normal hanling costs for transactions.

Furthermore, a Girobank system offers substantial savings and improved eficiency for companies
handling larger volumes of payments as the Girobank centre will be in a position to provide services
tailored to the individual accouning procedures of the companies. For individuals, payments are made
much easier as the Girobank offers a onestop solution to all payments in a fully developed Girobank
system.

In the case of Madagascar.. there appears to be much promise for a Girobank centre based on the
existing postal checing sysem (CC) which could be operated by a reconstructed postal savings
instution in order to make fuli use of the postal network. Ths could enable payments to be made
vially everywhere in the country. A fundamental prerequisite to realize this potential is a strong
commitment by the govenment to use the CCP as the basic mechanism for handling salary payments of
civil servants as well as tax, utility, and social security payments and other payment obligations of the
Treasury.

Commercial bank participation in this giro system should also be considered and oDuld be
achieved in many ways. One way wculd be to allow partial ownership by the commercial banks in the
Girobank or simply to have an agreement whereby Girobank transactions can also be handled though
the commercial banks. The Girobank would be self sustaining and draw the major income from the float
it will be operating in the system. The float would be substantial and could be invested in the money
market or even with commercial banks, thereby providing the banking system with an additional source
of short terms funds. Over time, the float would be predictable and a certain amount could also be
invested in longer term instruments depending on the investment facilities available. The girobank would
thus have the potential of becoming a sigoificant player in emerging domestic financial markets in
Madagascar. A second source of income could be a nominal fee charged for ihe ransactions and fees
charged to account holders for extra services rendered such as automaic ivoicing.

In Madagascar, the timing for development of a giro system appears appropriate. A clear need
exists; modern ompu techniques have begun to be introduced in many areas; and an embryonic
giro system already exists within the postal checking instiion (CCP). A giro could be built in
Madagascar with a modern, computerized design from the begiming. Some complicated systems that can
be found in most European Giros, which began when.modem techniques were not available1 can be
avoided in Madagascar. This would ensure cost effectiveness.

Further study would be needed to more conclusively establish the profitablity of a Girobank in
Madagascar and define its scope of operations. However, the considerable expeience of the giro systems
in both industrial and developing countries suggests that such an instiution is likely to have a promising
future withi the paymenXt and financial system in Madagascar.
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ANNE3IA

OVI:Rli;wOFTHE Em3RAL rAYMEN SYSI'EM IN NMADGASCAR

The existing cuncy regulation in Madagascar does rot autfiorize anyone but the BCRM
to deal with foreign currencies. Consequently, neihmer bak nor companies are allowed to deal wit
foreign exchange, or have foreip currency accounts, and all payments transactions to a foreign country
have to go trough to BCRM. Tis has been the ca since to commercial banks were nationalized in
1975. Furthermore, the Malagasy currency is not convertible.

Thus, whenever an importer or exporter wants to sell or buy goods, his bank has to apply
to the BCRM to buy or sell foreign exchange, as is the case when somebody has money transferred from
another country or wants to transfer money to abroad.

imp=r

Th. 'fllowing steps can be distinguished when an importer is to buy foreign currency to
pay for his goods:

--- Exporter
|(M) J |()l

Central BankC

Madagascar
(F) Foreign country

Day D: The importer goes to his bank, Bank (M), witi his import docments.

D + 1: The following day the bank colecs all he import application belonging to its customers. The
bank then once a week sends in applicadons to the BCRM tobuy foreign currency, which is requested
by the BCRM. Thus, if an importer is umaware of this fact, his application might take an extra five
working days before it is forwaded to the BCRM, i.e., day D+I suddenly becomes day D+6.

D+3 to D+S: The BCRM then takes two days to verify that all the docments are in order, i.e., on day
D+3 ( to D+8) the bank recs a notification that its accoun with th. oreign crresponding bank,
Bank (F), is to be credited in egFRF.

~~~~~~.. , . . = -
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Despie the fadc tht the exchange taaction is not aled unSil day D+3 - D+8 the
importer always get the exchnge raft - of the day the bauk sends in the application (D+ 1 to D+6).

In an export sitation the pmcedures n more or less the reverse of those of an import
transaction.

Exporter Imupo-rtan

J C~~~~~~~jT

(NI1 Madag-scIr
(F Foreign country

However, the commercal bank, Bank (MI, does not get credited until three days after
it has been notified by ft. corrspodn,Bank (F), that the payment was made. Th~e ecmhange rae
appld is he. rate as oft. day te bank is notified.

Money tranfer in foreign curenies toand from Madagasca ne dealt with in the same
manner, as when the banks send export receipts or import docmuments to the BCRIbL The time it takes
for-atransfer to reach the payee is, es for imports and export nusactions, dependent on whether the
transfer is to go by telex or mail. A tdele is normally handled rather quicky. However, as previousy
mentioned telex systems do not always work adequatey. On the other hand, transfers by mnai may take

Free TradeRMd
a week Forei to.

Free Trade Enterrisease an exception to te c en t cuncy regdlation. Following the
¶Loi suir Ins Zones Fransohes Idustrmie, a law adopted in 1989, domestic ad foregn investor have
the pobility to bves in export-orimoed industris with consderanble tax benefith. These
Free Trade Enterprises, - allowed to open and hold sown oreig currencies abrad. They ae
a alowed to borrwoney a brad. (ter ae few limitatios to aknd of transactions these
accunts can be used for.) Prsnty, fth ae approxi 10-13 functoning Free Trade Enterprises
in Madagascar, mainy active in the tile Mindstty.
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As from Mard 1992, Madar will be connected to the wc :wide SWIFT system for
dealing with foreign curencies. TIbs will enable dt partcipatig patrs - the commercial bats and
the BCRM - to instantly receive and sd transfer rders. This wil to a cerain extent shorten the existing
delays. However, SWIFT does not effc tie prese currenc regulation, and banks wil still have to
apply to the BCER to sel or buy foreip curncies.

The SWIFT system will give acces to all couies connecd to SWIFT. It has in several
caes been shown that acivity to ad fom a couty connected to SWfIT increases, siply beus of
the increased accessibiliy o foreig bns. SWIF is not only an efficient system fbr dealing with
foreign currencies, as there e ls other services conected to the system which enable participants to
seal, for example, telexes in SWIFT frmat hrough the system.
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ANNE1L

THE COSr OF Il

The cost of intermediation is copted by dividing the opeatn income or the gross ea nings margin
by average total asset. The gross earnings margin is equal to the interest margin plus other operating
income( including commission income, foreign exchange profits, and other operating income). The cost
of intmediation has te components: operadng costs, other net costs that include depreciation cost,
net loan loss provisions, and otner non-operaing costs less non-operaig or exceptional income) and
gross profits. In a competitive system, the cost of intermediation tends to be low (i.e., less than 3.5
percent in developed Dountries with efficient bankling systems), while it countries with exchange and
selecive controls and consequently, restrictive fmancial systems, the cost of intermediation tends to be
higher.
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ANE .1

CONTRACT UAL SAVINGS IN A MEQPRMJD 'PERSPEt:

APPLICATIONS TO MADAGASCAR

Clssifications of contractual savings insttutions Regardless of the type of contractual
savings institution being discissed, there are two basic types of classifications. The first, direct
contnrbution (DC) plans where regular contributions are made by the participant or on his behalf and
where the final benefits depend on the total contnbutions made during the period of employment and the
investment accumulation for the same period. In this type of a program there is a direct link between
the contributions made by the individual and the benefits received. This plan is completely transparent

as there are no vesting restrictions (unless the contributions are made on behalf of the individual by the
employer), and there is portabgity in case of employee mobility. The second, defmed benefit (DB) plans
where individuals are granted certain future benefits and contributions are made in light of investment
performances of the plan and other factors. Direct benefit plans usually require certain vesting provisions
and also limit the portability of benefits in case of employee mobility. Certain justification exists for
these provisions, the case in point being the employee who has undergone extensive trining or has
acquied job skills not otherwise available in the open market or when the employee has, through job
related activities, acquired privileged informatLion.

Typ of contractual savings institutions: Throughout the world, there are four basic
types of contractual savings insdtutions: national provident funds, social pensions insurance funds, life
insurance companies and occupational pension funds. There are also variations on the personal pension
or savings plans which are admiistered by a variety of agents such as commercial banks, savings banks,
life insurance companies and certain types of managed pension and mutal fimds. Contractul finds
however are differentiated by the fac-t at they are defined essentially as long-term institutions and the
other savings plans are usually short-term in nature. Reviewed below are the key operating characteristics
of various types of ontactual institutions, their economic implications and relevance for Madagascar.

Life insurance companies and products: Three types of companies offer life insurance
products. Stock companies, owned by their shareholders; mutual companies, owned by the policyholders;
and state-owned companies. Inationally and in most developed countries there are more stock
companies than mutual of state-owned companies. Life companies cover the risk of premature death as
well as the risk of excessive longevity. Prematr death is covered by whole life or term policies
whereas excess longevity is covered by various kids of anmuty policies. An additional service is the
management and the insuring of occupational pension schemes that combine the accumulation of reserves
during an individuals working life and the paymet of regular pension benefits during retirement. Life
company products must also be distinguished between individual and group policies with the former
incurring higher operating and marketing costs. Group policies, on the other hand, are often negotiated
direcdy with the employer and are subject to lower operating and marketing costs, have fewer information
problems and avoid the inefficiencies cmsed by the problems of adverse selection.

Demand for lire insurance: For the most part, the life insurance business is not well
established in developing coDunries. Ihis can be attrbuted to both demand and supply factors. The
general level and distnrbution of wealth and income is a key factor. In countries where inflationary
epectations and foreign currency overvauation is prevalent, wealthier individuals often benefit from
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lower premiwms available in foreign markets in currencies less affected by die inflationary trends ad hie
devaluations of the local curreny. This in turn cam creae an adverse selection problem for local insures
who may he left covering dte higher mortality rate of the lower income segments of the populato
therefore being forced to raise their premium in order to cover the addiional rsk reducing further the
level of effective demand for the product. Overal demand for life insuance in low-income countries a
Madagascar tends to be low not simply becue poorer people are unable to afford insurance premiums,
but rather because they have little real financial wealth and therefore are exposed to little risk of f1mcal
loss. In many developing countries, the extended family or the local community becomes the insr of
last resort by making inform aaemes for individuals who have suffered a misfortune or who are
unable to care for themselves.

Social security sgsten: Table A shows that most countries in the world have developed
some form of social security system. Social security systems administer a wide variety of social
programs, including unemployment benefits, family allowance and health benefits. It i s intesting to
note in the following table the steady incrase of social security programs beig offered worldwide. The
basic difference between social pension systems and national provident funds is that the former are
defined benefit schemes, while the later opae as defined contbution plans. In many developing
countries such as Madagascar, the social security plans are on an unfumded, pay-as-you-go basis. Three
types of social security sysm offer old age pensions: (i universl benefit schemes which provide
general pension coverage for all residents over a specified age regardless of income, assets or
employment status; CH) univeral social assitnce schemes limit pension coverage to undeqrivileged
residents, falling under asset and income ceiling levels; and Cim) socia pensin insurance schemes
distribute pension beneft to participant under age, past employment and conrbuti requiements and
limitations. The government f Ihe finst two programs from its general revenme budget whlee tird
program is primay funded through ontributions fiom employers and employees. InL many developing
countries such as Madagascar, only a small fraction of the populaion is covered with the majority of the
large rural population engaged in subsistence faming and the informal artisanal sectr in urban cents
are virtually excluded frm coverage.

Table A. NUM OF COUbM= WITH SOCIAL SECURITY PROGRAMS

Any Type 58 120 139 142

Old Age/nvalidity 44 92 127 132

SicknessManity 36 65 79 83

Workers' Compensation 57 117 136 136

Unemployment 22 34 37 40

Family Allowance 27 62 67 64

Source: Social Security Adn n (198
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Prohtnm In a nof moa sur sM Social pension and
isrce schemes have a hily ce ized managem and are mosdy national or regna insbin.
Their operations are decenraized ad admistred on a local basis. The nat of the sociDal pensio
insurance makes it highly suscepdble to polinterference in refenc to the nature of the investments
as well as with regard s to the mke-up of benei aod tie paymen of beneft. lIe lack of iastutiona
autnomy has also created a aministatve weakness in the ability to eafrc complince, to keep
accurat and up-to-date records and monitor and enforce the prompt payment of cobutions tc the
scheme. The penalties imposed duriqg these periods must be swift ad of suac to avoid creating
incentives for delaying complince. Adminisr must also be wiling to pu- fu compliance so as
to safeguard the integrity of the sstem his will also kae employer. and employees from cofluding
in ihe unt of was eared or by establishing an uanual amnun of non-taable frine benefits
as part oft compensai pacae or in the worst case scenario, mking under-thetable payments of
wages in cash. These practices become more prevalent when there is a weak link between contibutions
and benef s.

Eoon2mk fer 2otsocial ser Moment An addWonal problem for wsunrie
having undergone periods of high inflation, as was previously the case witi Madagac, recety is Ihe
ezGrOn the real value of the benefits or pension m s e net effct tends to be a redistribution of
benfits from workers with long tene and higher incomes to those of shorter tenure and lower inomes.
Unless such a situation is addrssed so as to reestablish a parity between contution and benefits, it
leads to a perption that contbuons are see more as a tax on labor rather than a system of contractual
savings. It should also be noted that setting rates of contrmbtion and collecting the contributions are qWite
a different matter. Compliance amg prive employers requi consta policing and even tbis will
not resiut in a timely payment of contutns andor payrol deductions. During inflationay and/or
periods of bigh interest rates subst_at incenives to poswtpoe payments for as long as possible can
become tremendously acute cmai udue ste on the system if there is a particduar sortage of resers
on hand.

Ns:l mLidmLtluk: Conbuions here are fixed by supervisory authorities with
payment normally made by bohi employer and employee under specific rules and regulations. The
benefits, which are usualy pad out in lump sum payments but which ould also be converted into
annuities, depend on the amount of contutions paid in and the erings generated during the duration
of the wage earner's involvement in the program. A careful balance must be kept in the reqwired
amoun of the contributions relave to total wage stucture since a high level of conutions are
usually seen as frced saving ad adverely this could lead to the u s_ of wages. However,
since conrbutons and benefits are mt linked to specific employer, there is no restictive effet on labor
mobility and there is n ditbutional effect beeen fte and mid-career switchers. National provident
funds are also seen as paternalistic -to which aren ubject to subuiapolitical inerfrene. The
reserves generated by the sins are substatal and goverments have been knwn to use these
reserves to fund govarment projects and debt There isa definie possibility that the final benefis could
be less than expected because the contributor undakes all risks of inion, investment ret and
replacement value. Unwme goverment intfrene can affect the solvencq and itegrty of the fund
effecting administative efficienc and the real rate of return produced by the fnd.

Oiualo Pesufunus: The same arguments for defined benefts and defined
cributions hold &st in regard so occupationa pension schemes. The major sortming of the DB
plans is the poorly defined finacial contract that the employer has with the employee and the unilatera
nghts that the employer reti to terminate plans and convert accrued benefits to a DC plan. The
problem beig that a certin extation by dte employee for heir retrement benefit can be oblitated.
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The problem of non-funded plans, when firms face insolvency or are unable to meet their pension
obligations, is consequential and employees stand to lose a considerable amount of personal investment.
When investment is mentioned, employee decisions must be included in the formula because long-term
determinations to forego mobility, higher pay scales, advancement and other changes in the employee's
career are weighed against presumed benefits the employee is led to believe he will e"joy after a specific
length of service with the sponsoring firm. Vesting periods vary from firm to firm but averages indicate
that three to ten years is normal and that partial vesting can begin almost immediately. Further
weaknesses with a DB plan are apparent in reference to employee dismissal prior to acquiring vesting
rights for the accrued benefit. Employer consideration could be opportunistic in these cases breaching
the long-term agreements with employees. Immediate vesting and portability are the most beneficial
aspects that a DC plan offers the employee. There are no intentional redistnrbutions between groups of
workers and the plans are much simpler to operate. DC plans also rely on the solvency and financial
integrity of the financial institution managing the funds. Investment risks however, are borne by the
individuals participating in the program- Regular contributions to the program are usually fixed in direct
relation to salaries. Pensions depend on the amount and the duration of time spent contributing to the
program along with the accumulation of investment income earned during the same time frame. In
developing markets, such as Madagascar, DC plans should have access to indexed financial instruments,
for investment purposes, in order to increase their ability to hedge the portfolios against inflation erosion.
The same argument holds for devaluation risk.

Personal pension ulmns: Much the same as other pension schemes, personal plans are
defined contribution plans and therefore do not suffer the vesting or portability restrictions of DB plans.
Individuals can choose the institutions that will manage their funds and they can transfer their funds or
redirect the types of investments to suit their particular needs. Younger participants might prefer capital
appreciation plans which are more likely to create investments in the equity field while older participants
might shift their investnents more appropriately into dividend paying instruments as they are more in tune
with the particular needs of individual investors and often 'tailor' the portfolio to meet these requirements.
The argument can be made that since there are no restrictions to the time frame of the investment these
plans are short-term investments, but its has been noted in more developed countries where specific tax
advantages apply, that these investments become long-term savings schemes in the majority of cases.
Personal pension plans can be established with insurance companies, commercial banks, marketable
securities (mcluding bonds, equity, and unit trusts) and mortgage societies. In many case these personal
pension plans are established to supplement the occupational or other pension fumds which were deemed
insufficient to cover individual retirement requirements. In developing countries, especially Latin
America, the introduction of personal pension plans alongside existng social security and company-based
plans, in the early 1980s seems to have received wide approval. In Chile, the system of compulsory
personal pension plans was introduced after the reform of the social security system of 1981.
Management of the funds is entrusted with a number of approved pension companies (Administradoras
de Fondos de Pensiones - AFPs). Employees make mandatory contributions equal to 10% of earnings
(up to a specified inflation- indexed ceiling), though they are allowed to make additional voluntary
contributions up to a total of 20% of total income. Employees are also required to buy life term and
medical insurance, which are provided on a group basis. On retirement, employees can either buy an
arnuity from a life insurance company or come to a similar arrangement with the AFP. This plan is
government mandated but privately managed adding tD its transparency and credibility. This model could
certainly have applicatios in Madagascar once the financial infiastructure is adequately developed to
accommodate its key elements.
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Redistributive effects in promoting contractual savins: In considering a strategy for
long-term development of contactual savings in Madagascar, policy makers must be aware of the
perception of redistributive efftcts on incentives to participate in such sciames. Strong and direct links
between contributions and benefit where there are no redistributive effects are viewed by the participants
as forced or voluntary savings and not as a tax on labor. There is no disincentive on labor mobility and
thus there is a limited effect on labor market efficiency. Intentional redistributive effects are usually seen
as direct taxes on the labor market and there is a weak link between contributions and benefits.
Redistribution often reflects the country's desire to meet certain social equity objectives. Labor market
incentives linked to these effects are seen as a desire to keep mid-career switchers on board and convert
them to lifer status and the same can be said of slow-track and fast-track individuals reference to company
based pension schemes. Unintentional redistributive effects are usually caused by inflationary pressures
andlor currency devaluations, in respect to the distribution of benefits, witiin and across generations and
also due to changes, over time, in the performance or provisions of pension schemes.

ComPulsor particination and risk allocation: Compulsory participation in contractual
saving schemes often times creates negative results as participants try to evade mandated contributions
and try to manipulate the system to their own benefit. The most common example is the understatement
of wages or the partial payment of wages outside traditional payroll methods. Adverse selection is more
of a problem with voluntary participation schemes because individuals in a higher risk situation will be
more prone to purchase life insurance contracts rather ta amnity policies. Informational efficiency
makes a system easier and simpler to operateIhe transparency factor makes compulsory schemes more
likely to be perceived as deferred compensation and forced savings rather than a tax on labor. Allocation
of risk in a contractual savings plan had always been a primary consideration sice the integrity and
solvency of the plan hinge on the decisions of the providers. The three risk factors to identify with
contactual savings plans are as follows: replacement risk, investment risk and inflation risk.
Replacement risks deal with the level of benefits relative to needs at retirement. Investment risks deal
with the choices which have been made in portfolio selection and the performance of these investments.
Inflation risk refers to the protection level against inflation which was made during the life of the
investment protecting it against a lowering of estimated or promised benefits at retirement. The most
important factors concerning the efficacy of oonactal savings plans must in the end deal with the level
of protection the plan has provided for expected benefits. The solvency and integrity of the plan will
determine the acceptance and compliance of the plan on a broader scale.

Choosing the degree of centralization: Operating costs have traditionally been lower in
centralized management of contrctual savings instittions. Lower marketing and operadng costs are
sometimes offset by bureaucratic inefficiencies which tend to create a slow and cumbersome system with
a greater exposure to political pressures and intervention. Manipulation of assets, due to political
overtones, may lower the return on investments and thereby causing changes in the benefit structure
without reasonable necessity. Many of these problems can be mitigated through the use of a highly
decentralized management structure but this will entail higher regulatory, operational and marketing costs.
Whichever method of management is chosen, total transparency is the preferred course of action. There
is also a definite effect on the country's capital markets orientation and the promotion of new and
innovative fiancial structures and products. Decentalized management usualy encourages invesments
which are bottom line oriented while at the same time risk aversive. Centralized management on the
other hand may encourage the direon of investment funds through govermnent mandate thereby
possibly limiting capital markets development while at the same time redirecig the funds to the
government's benefit. These tradeoffs must be carefully made by Malaghy policy makers in deciding
how best to promote contractual savings and their potenti for promoting financial market development
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Mobil Inandal saying achmw. The creation of funded pension
schemes can genate substnial iong-taem f savig vea in a relatvely short period of time.
In couies where labor incmes rapress 50% of nation income, a compulsory scheme covering 40%
of the labor force and imposing 10% contbution rate would accutnula annally fnds -qual to 2% of
national income If the nominal rat of return an fund blance is equal to the nominal raz of growth of
GNP, and snce in the early yeas of opeao pension benefits would be minimal, these pension schemes
would accumlate resources -qu to 10% GNP over 5 yea and 20% over 10 years. After the first 10
years, the pace of acmulation will be afectd by the gowing volume of benefit payment. On the
other hand, expanded coverage and an ixn in the share of labor income in toaincome wili tend to
accelerate the pace of accmulato he experiene in Sigao, Maasia, and, more recenty, Chie
shows that once a credible and well run system is in place, it can accumula long-term resources at a
very fast pace.

The promotion of coDnotual savinp will cet an effective echansm for channeling
such savigs through the financ system to finane an expani m the supply of productive capital.
Efficient contaca savig insdutions can help enhance invesaetproducivity, stem, and perhps even
revese, capital flight, and lower dte real rate of interest. Achieving these benefits depends entirey on
removing regulations and practices that use contactual saving enties as captive sources of finance for
governme debt instruments at low interest rates, as is Dow the case in Madagascar. Such restrictions
not only affect the financial performance of pension finds, life israc companies, social secrity trust
fiunds and governm owned and regulated commecial bank, ;At als izhibit te positive contribution
that such institutions make to the dwdopment of a domestic capital market.
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POSTA SAVINGS,EANKS IN AFRICA: LESSONS FOR MIADAGASC,AR

There is a ted in many developing contries to 'convert Post Office Savings Banks into fully
Hedged bans. One such eample is in Zambia where the National Saving and Credit Bank (NSCB) was
formed trough an act of parlian from the previous Post Office Savings BaR The NSC' was given
a chartw of its own and entred inoo an agreement with the Post Offices to carry out NSCB services.
It was also given die right to isue loans fom its Head Office. Unfortuately the NSCB never took off
as inteded due mainly to politcal reasons and the imstable economy of the country. Another
contributing fiacor was that the NSCB did not benefit from any tehnical assistance program to upgrade
its capacity, mainly ita manageri capacity. To this day it is still considered a very weak banidng
institution in the Zmbian baking community. The NSCB has issued few loans since its inception, but
on the whole the bank is riddled with problems sfill await to be resolved. The bank has, however,
contnued to operate on its own and plays an important role in the Zambi;a economy but its full potential
is still to be utilized. The lesson which can be leaed from this case is that a legal change alone does
not conite the required package of changes needed to transforn a Post Office Savigs Bank into a fully
fledged bat Another lesso is hat the agreement with the Post Offices also needs careful attention as
the MCB case has denated that certain sortcon exist regarding the remittance of funds from
the Post Offices tOD fhe NSCB. The NSCB is now pusuing development assistace in order to implement
a taining program as well as coterizing its a ng procedures. It has also embarked upon a
program to establish branches of its own in certa parts of the country in order to provide better services
more in line with other bank and as a complement to the services of the Post Offices.

The Post Ofie Savinp Bank of Zimbabwe (POSB) is a well managed institution which in very
recent years has experience a downward trend in its deposits. This has been found to be attributable
to the stiffening competition among the bans in Zimbabwe, whereby the POSB has lost market shares
due to inefficiency in its sermce. Here two fictors have been found to be of utmost importance: i) the
present manual syst has been unable to maintain the same levels of speed and efficiency as the other
computeried banis; ad ii) POSB is not able to provide any other sevices than its savings accoun and
the fixed deposis accou which is considered too limed in a market where other banks offer a more
versatile service.

The POSB has its own Board of Directors, its own management and operates its own business;
it also purchases services from the Post Offices, including staff, and pays a cost per trnaction for these
sevices. The Post and Telecommunications Corporation (PTC) has signed an agency agreement with
POSB to offer such services as deemed necessary to opete the POSB including computer services.
POSB, however, is a legal entity of its own. In recent years, the POSB has also opened up branches of
its own called 'hanking halls'. These now mumber 11 in tDo and another 3-4 are planned in the near
fitue. In other places, the design of the Post Offices has been made in such a way that the entrance to
the POSB is from one side of the building and the entrance to the Post Office is from the other.

The POSB has now embarked upon a plan to computerize its operations, both in the bang halls
as well as in the Post Offices (most of them). This devlopment wil make ipossible to offer the same
quality of service as one would find in other bans. This will also lay the foundation for a new corporate
strategy whereby dication of its services wil be dealt ith. lt has also been recognized that the
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most valuable asset of POSB is its network through the Post Offices. This will be the future foundation
of the new corporate strategy to be formulated.

The Post Office Savings Bank in Botswana has recendy started to diversify its services to the
public. First, it has participated in some goverment credit schemes and thereby began to learn loan
handling and processing. It has only one branch of its own and operates mainly through the Post Offices.

All these three postal savings banks are granted the right to invest their fmds freely in
government bonds, commercial banks and/or other papers in the money and capital markets. Botswana
is probably the most positive example where lending has been introduced in a successfil manner and the
postal savings bank more and more takes on the shape of a fully fledged bank. The Zambian experience
could have been more fAvorable were it not for the political and economical difficulties within Zambia
which affected the N SCB.

Tanzania has also recently drafted a new constitution for its Post Office Savings Bank aimed in
the same direction as the three examples mentioned above.

One common lesson leared is that it takes time to transform a Post Office Savings Bank with
limited operations into a fully fledged banking operation. Also, in order to make it as swift and fast as
possible, a technical assistance program is needed to insfitute trining needed in the initial phases and to
design new operational strategies based upon new policies so as to achieve a concerted effort in the
transformation process.

In Madscar, it would be very useful for officials of the Caisse d'Epargne (CEM) to make
study visits to these counties in order to see in detail how the trsformation process is working and to
draw on lessons learned. CEMt should also consider applying for membership in the Intrnatonal Savings
Banks Institute (Geneva) in order to make it possible for the CEM to have access to latest knowledge and
experience in this field and to be able to participate in conferences and seminars held mainly dealing with
these issues.
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ANNEX 7.1

THE FOREUGN EXCHANGE RErENION SCIEME IN MAURTIUS

Even before Mauritius entered its export boom phase in the 1980s, its foreign exchange controls
began evolving from an automatic surrender requirement for all foreign exchange receipts to a more
flexible foreign exchnge management system allowing exporters and commercial banks greater scope
for receiving and managing foreign currency, Like other developing countries, Mauritius maintains a
requirement upon exporters that foreign exchange proceeds should be repatriated and surrendered in
exchange for local currency. However, this requirement has for more than a decade been flexiby
administered to facilitate export transactions. In practice, exporting enterprises need foreign exchange to
foot their import bills associated with the exports. For this reason, exporting companies are permitted
to retain foreign exchange balances in diverse currencies with domestic commercial banks so as to meet
their foreseeable foreign exchange commitments on imports. This system helps the enterprises avoid the
payment of spreads to commercial banks on the associated foreign exchange transactions. Nonetheless,
to a limited extent, this system, by allowing commercial banks to take a position in foreign currency,
enables them to generate income from foreign exchange management.

Commercial banks in Mauritius have traditionally been permitted to maintain foreign exchange
balances with their correspondents in keeping with their requirements. The added retained foreign
exchange balances by exporters place banks in a position to manage foreign exchange. They consequently
take positions in diverse currencies and up to the amount of balances held by the exporters. There is also
the fat that retention of foreign exchange balances is permitted by Exchange Control on the foreign
exchange balances being retained by exporters and data reported by banks to the Central Bank on their
month-end foreign exchange positions help to keep track of balances held.

The Central Bank in Mauritius stands ready to buy and sell foreign exchange from and to
commercial banks as required. Thus, exporters who have not accumulated adequate foreign exchange
balances may purchase additional requirements from the Centra Bank through their commercial banks.
This mechanism intrduces die element of confidence in the operation of the payments system in so far
as foreign exchange dealings are concerned. Even at the worst times, banks in Mauritius have not been
forced to surrender all foreign exchange which materializes to the Central Bank. Working balances
maintained by commercial banks abroad have been considered as normal. As exporting activity gathered
momentum, there was a tendency for exporters' foreign exchange retention to rise but the net inflow of
foreign exchange from these activities more than justified the retention policy stance adopted.

In principle, however, Mauritian export enterprises are permitted to engage in forward cover
transactions through their own bank on interational markets. They may also enter into currency options
as an alternative hedging technques. Banks repor their foreign exchange positions to the Central Bank
at the end of each month.

The Post Office Savings Bank of Zimbabwe (POSB) is a well managed institution which in very
recent years has experienced a downward trend in its deposits. This has been found to be attributable
to the stiffening competition among the banks in Zimbabwe, whereby the POSB has lost market shares
due to inefficiency in its service. Here two factors have been found to be of utmost importance: i) the
present manual system has been unable to maintain the same levels of speed and efficiency as the other
computerized banks; and ii) POSB is not able to provide any other services than its savings account and
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the fixed deposits account which is considered too limited in a markeL where other banks offer a more
versatile service.

The POSB has its own Board of Directors, its own management and operates its owu business;
it also purchases services from the Post Offices, including staff, and pays a cost per transaction for these
services. The Post and Telecommnications Corporation (PTC) has signed an agency agreement with
POSB to offer such services as deemed necessary to operate the POSB including computer services.
POSB, however, is a legal entity of its own. In recent years, the POSB has also opened up branches of
its own called Tbaldng halls". These now mnmber 11 in total and another 3-4 are plannod in the near
future. In other places, the design of the Post Offices has been made in such a way that the entrance to
the POSB is from one side of the building and the entrance to the Post Office is from the other.

The POSB has now embarked upon a plan to computerize its operations, both in the banking halls
as well as in the Post Offices (most of them). This development will make it possible to offer the sam
quality of service as one would find in other banks. This will also lay the foundation for a new corporate
strategy whereby diversification of its services will be dealt with. It has also been recognized that the
nmst valuable asset of POSB is its network through the Post Offices. This will be the future foundation
of the new corporate strategy to be formulated.

- The Post Office Savings Bank in Botswana has recently started to diversify its services to the
public. First, it has participated in some government credit schemes and thereby began to learn loan
handling and processing. It has only one branch of its own and operates mainly through the Post Offices.

All these ffiree postal savings banks are granted the right to invest their fimds freely in
government bonds, commercial banks and/or other papers in the money and capital markets. Botswana
is probably the most posidve example where lending has been introduced in a successful manner and the
postal savings bank more and more takes on the shape of a fully fledged bank. The Zambian experience
could have been more favorable were it not for the political and economical difficulties within Zambia
which affected the NSCB.

Tanzania has also recently drafted a new consiution for its Post Office Savings Bank aimed in
the same direction as the three examples mentioned above.

One common lesson learned is that it takes time to transform a Post Office Savings Bank with
limited operations into a fully fledged bankdng operation. Also, in order to make it as swift and fast as
possible, a technical assistance progrm is needed to institute training needed in the initial phases and to
design new operational strategies based upon new policies so as to achieve a concerted effort in the
transformation process.

In Madagascar, it would be very usefil for officials of the Caisse d'Epargne (CEM) to make
study viSitS to these countries in order to see in detail how the transformation process is worldng and to
draw on lessons learned. CEM should also consider applying for membership in the Inatioafl Savings
Banks nstitute (Geneva) in order to make it possible for the CEM to have access to latest knowledge and
experience in this field and to be able to participate in conferences and seminars held mainly dealing with
these issues.
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ANNE 7.2

CA1TAL MAETY DE-VLOPMENT IN HAURITMIS:

LE3SSONS AM PITALLS

G:eneral Contv

The Stock Exchange of Mauritius Limited opened in July 1989 with five companies on the official
list. After nearly two years, the number of listed companies increased to 17. In parallel, there is an
Over Ihe Counter market (marche hors-cote) which, in fact, comprises principally those companies which
were traded in the former Chamber of Brokers.

Although the Chamber of Brokers had been in existence for more than a centuy, its impact on
the economy was isignficaut since only a handful of mvestors was aware of its existence and fimctions.
The dealings were made on a- auctioneering system where the sbares were sold to the highest bidder.
Prices were thus not determied by demand and supply. What coud have been considered an asset
turned out to be somewhat of a liability. The majority of existing brokers who were used to these dealing
practices were retice to move to a modern stock excdange where they perceived they might lose tirough
lack of familiarity with the new medwds of dealig in shares. Therefore, most of them adopted a wait-
and-see attide, especily smce they considered the stock exchange as a concept imposed upon them by
governmen

Governmens role in pushing foward the estlishment of the stock exchange was pivotal. In
June 1987, the Ministry of Finae had already published a White Paper on the Stock Exchange to
provoke a debate in the public,among legislators and enterprises. Without this political commitment, it
is unlikely that the Stock Exchange would have materiaized.

The political will was guided by hard economic realities and was attuned to the desire to
modernize te Mauritian econmy, especialy the financial sector, so as to sustain a relatively high rate
of growth. The overall strategy aimed at making Mauritius a regional offshore financial center and
sought to make the country a free port and the hub of the lIdian Ocean by the end of this century. At
the same time, the goverment was conscious that inflation had to be kept in check if Mauritius were to
remain compeitive in interatonal market. The danger that prices might be pushed up was quite real
with the massive salary bike awarded in 1987. The Stock Exchage was therefore considered to be one
instrument which could attract the excess liquidity which was bound to emerge in the economy as salares
were increased by 40 % on average.

in addition to te economic context, there was a political desire to liberalize and democratize the
economy. The government beieved that shareholding should not be resticed to a smAl group of
indduals or families but that emaxmm number of Murians should be afforded the opportuity
of investing in a company of their choice.

ttablislent f the Stock E ie

French assistance was sought to work out the rules and regulations. In May 1988, a w3rkhp
was organized on the concept of Stock Exchange and was open to all those interested (existing brokers
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as weil as bankers, the press, accountants, economists and other professionals). Following another one-
week training course held in August 1988, a written examination was held and 24 individuals were
accepted.

In the meantime, the Stock Exchange Act of 1987 was passed but was to be replaced in 1988 by
another Act based more on Singaporean practice. The Act provides for the setting up of an app;opriate
institional and regulatory framework within which dealings in securities have to be carried out.

As a first step, the government set up the Stock Exchange Commission (SEC) composed of a
Chainnan, a Vice-Chairman and five other members, two of whom are government nominees. In
addition, the Comminsion may co-opt up to three other members, subject to the approval of the Minister
of Finance. The SEC, as an emanation of government, has played and continues to play a key role in
the proper functioning of the exchange. In addition to being a watchdog (its principal function ), it has
in the initial stages tak an active role in ensuring dt the appropriate framework was in place,
especially since there was resistance from the established brokers. It organized the training courses and
the examinations and issued licenses to 10 stockbroking companies which constitute the shareholders of
the Stock Exhange of Mauritius Limited (SEM).

The stock examge is, therefore, a private company engaged in the dealing of shares, debentures,
gilts ( govemment bonds, Treasury bills, Treasury Certificates etc.) and bonds as well as units issued
under a unit tust scheme approved by the Minister.

3'alu-twn

From July 5, 1989 to May 8, 1991, the number of companies on the official listhas gone up from
5 to 17 with 21 shares being offered ( some companies offer ordinary as well as preference shares).
Market capitalization has risen from Rs. 1,074 million to Rs. 4,404 milion which represents 11% of
GDP as compared to 3% in 1989. Dealings take place once a week. Total transactions amounted to the
following: Rs. 14.6 m in 1989; Rs. 88.7 m in 1990; and Rs. 31.9 m in 1991 .

Ihe companies on the official list are from the following sectors: (1) five from finance -
investment firms, insurance, baning; (ii) four from industry - fertilizer, vegetable oil, printing, building
materials; Ciii) four fom the sugar sector; and (iv) four firom trade and commerce.

The Over-The-Counter market started operating in April 1990. The principal purpose of the OTC
market is to enable investors to buy or sell shares of public companies at their own risks. Even if tading
is regulated in this market, the companies are not subjecc to particular obligations imposed by the Stock
Exchange authorities. Ihere are at present 68 companies on the OTC (or Unlisted Securities Market).
Dealings take place once a week.

The Muridan experience of the capital market became a reality because there was a political
commitment to tLmn the country into a financial cener. The timing of the move can be questioned when
viewing the sluggish pace at which the market has been moving. One explanation for the general lack of
interest in the stock exchange is that the general public is not well informed about dealings in shares as
opposed to puttng their money in the banks. Ihe speed with which the stock market was launched did
not allow for much publicity regardg the true nature and functioning of stock exchanges. In fact, a
major shortcoming was that the stockbrokers were not sufficiently trned in stoctbroking practices since
none was exposed to the operations of a modern stock exchange. The SEC members were the ones who
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visited other exchanges and decided on the way the SEM would have to be structured. This resulted in
the development of a dependent attitude among stockbrokers who viewed the stock exchange as a
parastatal body rather than as their own private company.

Another possible cause is the fact that there is a predominance of family-owned companies. Many
such companies fear that if they get listed they might gradually lose control. Therefbre, a combination
of lack of commitmnt on the part of stokbrokers, uncertainty about the public's reactions to the trading
of shares, reluctance of companies to issue shares to the public, and a general ignorance of the objectives
and relevance of the stck exchange has led to a sluggish markeLt

To avoid these important pitfalls, it is necessary that: (i) potential stockbrokerstactors on the
capital market be involved in the process of developing the ftamework from the start; (ii) an intensive
promotional campaign is carried out among the major companies; (iii) the public is made aware of the
possibilities of capital gains; and (iv) the monetry policies are in harmony with the objective of
promoting dealings on the excbange. Many of these lessons would be applicable to Madagascar when
it decides to establish a stock market of its own.
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